
 



This book is dedicated to Charles V. Elliott aka The Blind Rabbit 

 

When we met in Fur Affinity BR was very sick and battling cancer. Mr. Grumble was already in 

the writing process and since I was posting up the individual pieces as I went, I asked if I could 

include a character based upon him.  

 

He agreed, and I hope, in the reading, he was able to smile. 

 

His wife wrote: 

 

It is very hard to give notice that after fighting and giving all he had, Rabbit passed away very 

peacefully in his sleep on July 19th 2014 at 4am. 

 

I found this journal upon his home page in FA. 

 

What is life?  

 

Oh, I have been asked this question many times before with no answer, that's correct anyway.  

 

(*smiles) 

 

What is life? I ponder it as I look up onto the sunrise marking another day anew warming my 

soul. 

 

What is life? Seeing others for what they are and where we stand. Even if it's halfway in the 

middle of the road. 

 

What is life? Seeing the ones you love be hurt, knowing that they will go against what you try to 

tell them between right and wrong.. 

 

What is life? Saying goodbye to those you know and love... For whatever reason. 

 

What is life? The warm feeling knowing you are going to be a mom or dad… Or in love. 

 

What is life? Being there for someone when they need it.  

 

What is life? A book that has no pages written from others, only you. 

 

What is life to you? 

 

Rabbit   



 

Mr. Grumble 

 

Are you pretend or are you real? 

Fancy’s sharp knife or life’s cold steal. 

 

This make-believe spy comes into the mix 

Defending a world that can’t be fixed. 

 

Answers lie within the writing  

The stroke of his pen puts you there  

Long remain within the shadows  

Secret agent so debonair  

 

His vivid author’s mind creates  

The world’s most dangerous friends  

Grown older now in both worlds  

He seeks to bring the stories end.  

 

Is he pretend or is he real?   

Fancy’s sharp knife or life’s cold steel?  
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I’Member 

 

 

 

I’member the cold war 

N’ wheelbarrows 

With big fat tires. 

 

Things were done by hand 

Back then. 

 

Things were done on foot 

Back then. 

 

Brave people made it happen. 

 

Building foundations were dug with a shovel 

Successful spies took years to develop 

And war was a board game called chess 

 

Ever’one laughed  

At a shoe phone, 

At the ‘Cone of Silence’, 

At ‘booby traps’. 

 

Ever’one marveled at the spy 

Who carried a single gun, 

Who used special fun secret weapons, 

Whose women were always sexy, 

Who also always won. 

 

 

And look where we are now. 

 

Cell phones that can reach anywhere in the world. 

Autonomous drones that can strike anywhere in the world. 

GPS tracking chips that give your position anywhere in the world. 

Satellites that can eavesdrop on electronic conversations anywhere in the world. 

Cameras, cameras, cameras, with live video feed anywhere in the entire bloody world.  

 

And flavored coffees that taste like crap. 

 

Guns hold a gazillion bullets. 

‘See it kill it’ is a given. 

Take’n out a whole city block is considered  

A ‘Surgical strike’. 



 

 

Make’n nice with your enemies. 

Spy’n on your friends. 

Hand shake to the front, 

Knife in the back, 

N’ a boot to the arse. 

 

There’s no s’uch thing as honor any longer 

N’that’s just a given. 

 

It makes me sad just think’n it. 

 

At least the beer is still good. 

 

Even the Yanks are do’n better with that  

Bless the brewer thank ya much. 

 

A toast then… 

 

Here’s to sav’n the world one beer at a time say’s I. 

 

A regret then… 

 

Bloody hell but sometimes I wish I dinna member noth’n a’tall. 

 

 

 

 

  



I Think, That’s Me Problem 
 

 

“I think, that’s me problem,” Grumble groused into his beer, “I’m a think’n man… always have 

been. Think on yer feet and they’ll never be able to nail you down.” 

 

“Most I ever seen you think Grumble,” Peter replied, “Was when you tried to figure out if you 

wanted a stout or an ale.” The barkeep flipped his bar rag over one shoulder impatiently. When 

the old fellow finished swallowing he snatched the glass away from him and refilled it by half. 

“This one’s on the house and then you get yourself on home to the missus.” 

 

Grumble smiled, his eyes blurry with the drink. “Stingy bastard y’are. You could have filled it all 

the way; but I s’pose yer correct.” 

 

“Of course I’m correct. You’re the last one here and I need my rest. My own missus is upstairs 

watching the telly and it might be nice if I watched it with her.” 

 

“Why? Ain’t noth’n on worth watching. Car chases…” He lifted the glass and looked at its 

contents, “And lots of blood. Murders, mayhem, sex.” Tipping the glass up he swallowed the 

contents in one go. It was then snatched back by the pub owner. 

 

“Just like real life ain’t it?” he replied, dunking the glass in the sink and washing it out. “Go 

home now Grumble, it’s late.” 

 

The old fellow slid off of his barstool and tottered to the door. “G’night then Peter. Up to yer 

telly now with its guns and its guts strewn about the screen like it’s all normal.” 

 

“And it’s not?” Peter called over his shoulder. To this the old fellow simply waved a hand in the 

air. 

 

As soon as Grumble was out the door it was pushed closed behind him with a thump. Turning he 

saw Peter look out the glass at him after which he turned the ‘open’ sign to ‘closed’ and locked 

the door.  

 

The light was flipped off and the last patron standing was left all alone in the darkness. 

 

“G’night to you too, ya ungrateful bastard,” he cursed at the door, “May all yor butter curdle and 

yer beer go flat.”  

 

With a squeal of tires a flash of headlights washed over him. He was about to yell something foul 

at the driver when the car slid to a stop in front of him and the rider’s side door was thrown open.  

 

“I desperately need your help; would you get in?!” called the driver urgently. 

 

“Well… sure…and thanks for the ride,” the old fellow managed with a quiet burp. Tottering to 

the car he eased himself in and then closed the door. “I don’t live too far distant…” 



 

The car was off again like a rocket, tires squealing. The force of acceleration pressed the 

occupants back in their seats.  

 

“Whoaaaa… nice ride ya got here boy’o. In th’glory days if we wanted speed we had to get out 

and push.” 

 

“My name’s Herns,” the driver told him. “Agent Sam Herns. The people following me…” 

 

“Are Soviet spies,” Grumble finished for him. 

 

“That’s right.” 

 

“And they mean to kill you cuz you know their secret plans.” 

 

“How did you know that?” the driver hissed. 

 

“Seen it on the telly; and it was an old rerun of a spy thriller at that. This body’s old brain is still 

active. You do know the cold war was over a long time ago?” Not waiting for a response he 

instructed, “When the road forks take the left path and mind the ruts. Does your magic carpet 

have a good undercarriage?” 

 

“The best, why?” 

 

“It won’t after we’re done with it.” 

 

Headlights came on behind them and the car was jolted from behind as it was rammed. The 

driver cursed and down shifted banging back on the intruder in turn. Stomping on the accelerator 

there was the sound of a supercharger kicking in and the car leapt like a startled Roebuck.  

 

Clicking his seat harness into place, Grumble opened the glove box in front of him and began 

pawing through it. Car documents and napkins went to the floor but other than those items there 

was nothing. Closing it again, he thought for a moment and then reached under his seat where his 

hand closed over top of a large pistol. “Thought as much,” he slurred. “Ss’always under the seat, 

ain’t it? Least wise it is on the telly… and here we are now.” 

 

“Making the left,” the driver told him. 

 

“Three speed humps!” 

 

“What?” 

 

The car went airborne and for the duration of a five count the engine revving as its wheels found 

no traction in thin air. When it smacked back down again Grumble said loudly, “Two more ‘o’ 

them things com’n… can ya control it?” 

 



The head lights behind them flashed as their pursuer’s car followed suit and tried to be an 

airplane. When it smacked back down one of the headlights flickered out and the horn sounded 

briefly as the driver was hammered into the steering wheel. 

 

“Yes I can control it!” 

 

Cocking the hammer back, Grumble made to aim and pulled the trigger. With a huge explosion 

the rear window blew out. No sooner had he done this and the car was again airborne but this 

time in a more controlled fashion. 

 

“When you land, pull off to the curb quickly and kill the lights!” he yelled. 

 

The car slammed down again but swerved only slightly as it pulled off to the side of the road. 

 

“Kill the lights,” the bar patron instructed again as he rolled down his window. 

 

With the noise of a mutilated garbage truck, the sedan following them went airborne over the 

second speed hump. Crashing down again it rocketed past in the darkness. A moment later they 

head it crash down after taking on the third speed hum and then there was a collision and 

resulting explosion. 

 

“Three speed humps because it’s a dead end,” Grumble told the driver, “Seems they found 

Th’Grand Olde Oak Tree so now it really is a dead end.” He chuckled at his drunken bad pun. 

“Turn around now and get me home, please.” 

 

Flipping the headlights back on the driver looped back around and headed out of the park, taking 

care to go over the humps slowly this time. “So where did you learn the craft?” he asked 

Grumble. “That was remarkable.” 

 

“Craft?” 

 

“Spy trade; or was all of that just lucky beans?” 

 

“I think; that’s me problem,” Grumble replied. “I’m a think’n man… always have been. Think 

on your feet and they’ll never be able to nail you down. If you use your imagination you’ll 

always figure it out in the end.” 

 

A burst of machinegun fire sprayed the car spidering the glass of the driver’s side and causing 

general chaos inside the cabin; though it missed them both. With that the sedan was off like a 

rocket once again screaming down the road to the whine and roar of its oversized engine. 

 

“Bloody Hell!” Grumble cursed, “Who is it this time, the glimpsy gobbly Chinese? They do like 

the motorbikes don’t they?” 

 

“Can you shoot him?” the spy asked as he down shifted and wheeled to the left and a side street 

taking them back in the direction of the pub. 



 

“I dunno,” Grumble replied, “I boffo’d the rear window last time I tried.” 

 

There was a spat of sparks behind them as the passenger of the bike steadied up and began 

spraying them in earnest. 

 

“Damn!” the old man cursed as he managed to get turned around in his seat. “S’pose I’ll have 

too now, won’t I?” 

 

BAWHOOM! 

 

The recoil forced the gun up and it bounced off of the ceiling. Grumble cursed. On its way back 

down it went off again on its own punching a hole in the back seat. The bullet, exiting the boot, 

took out the lock whereupon the lid bounced open. Though he couldn’t see them, a dozen small 

round objects dumped out behind. A moment later the motorcycle and both riders were blown a 

hundred feet into the night sky as the objects all erupted as one. 

 

“Very nice,” the old man muttered. I’m guessing proximity fuses?” 

 

“Cluster mines linked together radio-graphically so if the first missed they run into the shrapnel 

of the rest.” 

 

“Well why in blazes didn’t you use them before?” 

 

“I forgot.” 

 

“Fine business it is forget’n something like that!” Grumble fairly yelled. “Next you’ll be forget’n 

your name or who you work for… or worse…” 

 

“Sorry, sir, it must be the pressure I’m under…” 

 

A rocket streaked towards them narrowly missing as the driver swerved the car around; losing 

control in the process. Glancing off of three parked cars they came to a rest against a telephone 

pole, the engine spouting steam like a geyser. 

 

“And who did that one belong too, the bloody IRA?” Grumble fairly shouted at the driver. 

 

“I’m not sure, sir,” Herns replied shaking his head to clear it, “Either them or the Columbians.” 

 

“My God man, you’ve got the entire world pissed at ya! I’m surprised I ain’t seen any bloody 

Taliban.” 

 

With that a sheet draped figure stepped out of the alleyway next to them and raised an AK-47 

screaming a guttural, “Aiiieeeeeeeeiiiieeeeeiiiieeeeee!” 

 

A small rocket streaked in at a downward angle blowing this person to pieces.  



 

“Drone!” Herns cheered. “Hurah for our side!” 

 

“Get out of the car!” Grumble yelled as he bailed out.  

 

No sooner had the pair abandoned ship than a second rocket struck home blowing the marvelous 

piece of automobile into beer cans. Herns, pistol drawn, blood streaming down his face, and 

limping along on one leg still managed a smile when Grumble caught up to him. “Can’t thank 

you enough, guv,” he managed.  

 

“I ain’t a guv,” the old man growled as he got under the fellow’s arm. “I’m retired right enough 

and well I should be. I’m too old for all this modern technological whiz bang Tom Foolery crap.”  

 

He flattened them against the building as another rocket streaked past close enough that it almost 

touched their bellies. When it reached the end of the street it went vertical and burst in the sky 

like a holiday rocket. 

 

“Do you have the paper on you they’re trying to get back?” 

 

“Everything’s on a thumb drive.”  The agent said this between clenched teeth as the pain began 

to set in. 

 

“And did you place it into an envelope with the proper postage on it?” 

 

“As instructed, sir.” Reaching into his breast pocket he pulled out a plain yellowish padded 

envelope and placed it into the pub patron’s hand. 

 

Grumble looked up and down the street and spotted what he was searching for; a good old 

fashioned concreted to the ground steel post box. The things were damned near indestructible. 

 

There was a spat of machine gun fire as the Columbians took aim at the Taliban while that group 

tossed grenades at the Soviets whom they’d misidentified as the American CIA. 

 

“Wait here,” the odd little fellow instructed the agent, “I’ll take it in.”  

 

With that he sprinted for the post box. Once there he quickly made his deposit and then sprinted 

back again to where he’d left the wounded agent.  

 

The night quieted then and all his old ears detected was the pinging noise of hot metal as his 

previous ride continued to burn. This was accompanied by the resulting beee-dooo beee-dooo of 

the fire brigade coming to make things right. 

 

Without waiting, he stuffed his hands into his pants pockets and nonchalantly ambled two blocks 

down and three over where he arrived at the entrance to Peter’s Pub and Ale House. Once there, 

and seeing a light on upstairs, he pounded upon the door.  

 



“Open up there Peter!” he called out. “Open up so I can have one more bloody stout before my 

bed, eh?” 

 

The light went out and from behind he heard the call of a cabby asking if he needed a ride home. 

 

Turning he squinted his eyes and thought about it for a moment. “I suppose so… aye… all right 

then. Home to the she devil it is.” 

 

The following morning as she fixed him breakfast, Mrs. Grumble stated flatly, “I understand 

there was a bit of a stir in town last night.” 

 

“Eh?” 

 

“It’s all over the news this morning Mr. Grumble.” 

 

“Is it now? And what does the bloody news say this time?” 

 

“Some lunatic is a stolen sedan was racing all about and made a horrific mess of things.” 

 

“Bah,” he retorted, stirring in two lumps of sugar with his cuppa. “I don’t believe it. It’s all cover 

up and lies. They never get things right in any case so I’d say don’t believe a bit of it.” 

 

“Peter called,” she added, setting the teapot upon the table. 

 

“And what’s he got to say about anything?” 

 

“No pub for two weeks and no darts for three. He said you nailed the barmaid in the arm again 

and now she has to have a tetanus shot.” 

 

“Ungrateful bastard; I’m his best customer.” 

 

Next, placing his plate of eggs and toast on the table, she replied, “Of that I am all too aware.” 

 

Grumble took a forkful of the eggs and almost choked on them. They were wet still and she 

knew he liked them well done. “Anything else?” he asked while trying very hard not to toss up 

right on the plate. 

 

“Someone named Linda called and made a request. At least I think it was a request as it was a 

very odd phone call and sounded as though it were very far off.” 

 

He looked up and frowned. “Fine then and what was the message.” 

 

“She said you’re over thinking things again and to stop it. She said quite clearly you’re mucking 

up the works. She also said quite adamantly, ‘Good job now stay out of it.’ ” She fixed him with 

one of her looks. “Any idea what that might mean?” 

 



“She’s an editor… they’re all two dimensional at best. How the blazes am I supposed to know 

what it means? I’ll speak to the publisher and see if he can assign me someone else.” 

 

“Speaking of that,” his wife next asked, fully understanding which side the bread got buttered, 

“Did you post your latest manuscript?” 

 

“Last night, why?” 

 

“No reason… it was just a thought.” 

 

“I think that’s me problem,” Grumble heard in his mind. It was his voice but younger by many 

years. “I’m a think’n man… always have been. Think on your feet and they’ll never be able to 

nail you down.” 

 

Already he was contemplating the further adventures of Agent Sam Herns; though he already 

knew if it wasn’t for him the MI-8 spy would have been snuffed out long ago. 

 

Or was it the other way around? 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Alien 
 

(Per the usual I had an idea for a story, opened ‘I Think, That’s Me Problem’ to arrange a new 

saved file [save as], and Grumble looked right at me and I clearly heard him say, ‘I’m the man 

for the job.’  

 

I asked him gently if he was sober, whereupon he assured me he was sober as a Proctor at 

communion with the Lord. Mrs. Grumble was then heard in the background… something about 

the Proctor switching the sacramental wine for cheap whiskey.  

 

‘Never mind ‘er,’ the old gentleman told me with a wink, ‘Bibles and tollerance is all she knows. 

It ain’t her fault; she’s been written that way.’) 

 

Mrs. Grumble took her wrap down from the coat rack next to the door and threw it around her 

shoulders against the coolness of the autumn morning. “Are you sure you’re up for a walk Mr. 

Grumble? It is early yet and you’ve just now had your tea. Wouldn’t you rather study the racing 

form you brought home yesterday?” 

 

“So long as you don’t insist on church I’ll be fine,” he growled, taking his scarf from the same 

place. “Peter cut me off early so I don’t feel so bad this morning. He thought he was sly, pouring 

me some sort of non-alcoholic swill when he thought I wouldn’t notice. I played along and then 

refused to pay. Told’im I’d spill the beans to his other clients if ‘e gave me a hard time. I was 

done drink’n when ‘e slipped it to me in any case. Pity is, it wouldn’t a tasted quite so bad if ‘e’d 

slipped a shot of whiskey into the glass.” 

 

“And how did he take that?” 

 

“Oddly he blamed you for it.” 

 

She made an indignant face. “Indeed.” 

 

“Indeed, indeed,” her husband responded. The old fellow, placing his tweed biker’s cap upon his 

head, reached out and opened the door for her. “Shall we proceed Mrs. Grumble?” 

 

“We should,” she replied with a smile. It had been a time since they’d been for a morning walk 

and she had full intentions of enjoying it. 

 

Later, after a leisurely breakfast out and a noon tea, the pair was walking in the direction of home 

when a large dog approached bearing a saucer shaped object in its mouth. It stopped a short 

distance in front of them and sat; waiting patiently for them to approach. 

 

“What’s this?” Mrs. Grumble asked as the dog calmly refused to move, “You want me to throw 

your toy do you?” 

 

“Don’t mess, Mrs. Grumble,” her husband advised, “It might be a Communist trap.” 

 



“You’re beans Mr. Grumble,” she replied with a laugh. “You don’t know this but I’ve seen you 

checking under the bed for Joseph Stalin and here he is dead more than a few years; just like 

Communism.”  

 

“It’s hardly dead m’dear and it’s always possible the monster might rear its ugly head once 

again; even in the guise of a gentle looking dog. Look how big he is. I’m will’n to bet he’s 

probably already laid a log on or front stoop and just like a Commie spy to do such an evil trick.” 

 

“Oh don’t be silly,” she chided, taking the object from the dog.  He gave it up willingly with a 

wink to Grumble.  

 

“Winston Churchill,” the K9 whispered. 

 

“Did you say something dear?”  Mrs. Grumble asked, turning to her husband. 

 

“I said you’re a silver haired fox and I love you dearly,” he replied with a smile. 

 

“Oh you are such a liar,” she told him, tossing the disk shaped object down the street for the dog 

to fetch.  

 

“NO!” yelled the dog and he was off at a dead run. Jumping onto a parked car he vaulted into the 

air, leaping over a speeding motorcyclist to catch the object. The animal was then down in the 

grass on all fours sticking the landing like an Olympian, making sure to hold it for the required 

one second just for effect. 

 

“Oh my,” Mrs. Grumble said in admiration, “He’s a good one. If he needs a home perhaps we 

could make do.” 

 

“Why don’t you go on ahead, luv, I think I’ll play with Superman there for a bit… maybe walk 

him around the block a few times to see if any’un claims him before we open the door too wide.” 

 

“That sounds like a good idea, dear. Be home for tea, eh?” 

 

“Not if I can get Peter to give me a pint,” he mumbled. 

 

“I heard that,” she called as she walked away.  

 

Hearing a whining noise the old fellow looked down to find the dog sitting next to him. Placing 

the object he’s fetched on the ground, he smacked his lips and then said, “I gave you the 

password, sir, would you be so kind as to give me the countersign?” 

 

“Neville Chamberlain.” 

 

The dog looked at him. “Now that is remarkably not the Grumble I’ve been told about. Why on 

earth would you have chosen that for a counter?” 

 



“I agree,” Grumble growled keeping an eye on his wife’s diminishing form. “It’s not me… that’s 

why I use it without complaint. You know, I sometimes wonder how much Mrs. Grumble really 

knows.” 

 

“Did you really check under the bed for Uncle Joe?” 

 

“I heard snoring and it wasn’t mine. He’s got a ghost and it’d be my luck it’d take up residence 

in my home. As to your question, I did not choose that countersign, Linda assigned it to me. 

She’s a sharp one she is.” 

 

The dog snorked. “I hear you give her the heebeejeebies. Agent Herns speaks highly of you, sir. 

That’s good enough for me.” 

 

“Nice of him. I’d have preferred Churchill.” 

 

The dog snorked even louder. 

 

“What’s so funny?” 

 

“Churchill Churchill. I don’t think that would work so well. You need different words for pass 

and counter. My name is Burt and I was told to ask your opinion on this device.” 

 

Grumble looked at the dog; giving him the disapproving eye. 

 

“What?” 

 

“Agents are not supposed to be comedians. The next thing I expect is that you’ll be pissing on a 

tree and acting like a real dog.” 

 

Burt’s tongue lolled out of his mouth for a moment and then he replied, “Well… as much as I 

hate to admit it, sir, I am a real dog. The operation they said was reversible is not so much. I’m 

stuck.” 

 

The old man rubbed his chin as a mother pushing a baby carriage passed by. “Blimey,” he finally 

responded, “So ya took a hit for the team, eh?” 

 

“ ‘Fraid so, sir. Now then… the device?” 

 

Bending, Grumble picked up the disk shaped thing and peered at it intently. “Seems pretty 

durable,” he said, “As it ain’t got no teeth marks in it from your chewing on it. It does seem a bit 

alien.” He traced a finger over the top of the little bump on top of it. “Looks a bit like a nipple on 

a boob,” he mumbled. Holding it up above his head he furthered, “Would have been one heck of 

a big boob too.” 

 

“A robot boob,” the dog said in agreement. “It would have to be since it’s some sort of metal. 

Shall I report that as your findings, sir?” 



 

“No; not yet. The lab rats couldn’t figure this one out? They had to send it to me?” 

 

“I was told you were the best Mr. Grumble.” 

 

“But I’m retired,” he replied shaking the disk gently and listening for any rattling sounds. 

 

“Posh,” Burt interjected, “Our type never retire. Ever vigilant… ever ready… ever…” He made a 

face and sat quickly. Using a back paw he began scratching. 

 

“Ever itchy and lousy with fleas,” the old man chuckled. “My opinion is that said disk has not 

come from this world.” 

 

The dog stopped scratching and stood as if ready to again play fetch. “The lab rats said as much. 

Toss it will you? That was actually jolly good fun.” 

 

“I will not. If it’s alien and not from this world, then there’s probably a little green fella inside, 

and I’m willing to bet he’s a scared little shit. Imagine you sitting inside and watching things 

through your periscope or whatever it is he watches with and sees some huge mouth with big 

white pearly teeth chewing on his areoplane.” 

 

“Spaceship.” 

 

Grumble gave him a very disapproving look. 

 

“You have any suggestions?” the dog asked him. 

 

“Of course I do, but you’ll have to wait until we get to Peters for a pint. After that I think you’ll 

have your answer.” 

 

“Aren’t you on a ban?” 

 

“Do we still have a Queen?” 

 

“Last I checked, yes.” 

 

“I shall hold my response in check, Agent Burt. When you have your answer, you will tell Linda 

and she will make things right with Peter. Do we have a deal?” 

 

The dog held up his right paw for a shake. “We do, sir.” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

When they arrived at Peter’s Pub and Ale House the place was empty as the owner had just 

opened the doors. He was about to bodily throw Grumble out on his ear when he noticed the dog 

standing next to the odd little fellow.  



 

“No dogs allowed,” he snarled. 

 

The dog snarled even louder.  

 

“Careful there Peter or old Burt here might just rip your throat out. He can leap parked cars at a 

single bound and catch speeding Frisbees in his mouth all in the blink of an eye.” He made a 

dismissive motion with his free hand. “Never mind that now; I have a wager for you.” 

 

Peter looked at him in a hard way squinting his eyes suspiciously. The last wager he’d done with 

Grumble cost him a full keg of his best ale. “What’s it?” he asked softly. 

 

Holding up the disk Grumble told him, “If I can make this fly, you declare peace in the kingdom 

and I’m invited back in again… plus you serve me a pint with an egg in it.” 

 

“Tossing a Frisbee does not count as making it fly,” Peter countered. “It has to hover and then 

slowly sail out the door all on its own. That don’t happen and I add on a month to your ban and 

you have to take the Missus for tea in London, andddddd….” He smiled in a devilish manner, 

“You take her to see that musical ‘Cats’.” 

 

Grumble cringed and Burt shook himself at the simple thought of cats who he was sure were all 

Chinese agents. “Done,” he finally agreed. 

 

Peter moved around behind the bar and poised a large hand in the air indicating that Grumble 

had the stage. 

 

The old man bowed and then, moving into the voice of a Vaudevillian act, said, “For this trick, 

ladies and gentlemen, I will need a stout stick such as you might find on a mop or a push 

broom.” 

 

Peter, meaning to get things over with quickly, grabbed his push broom and unscrewed the 

handle. Passing this over he smiled a ‘gotcha’ smile and was just a bit put off to find the old man 

smiling right back at him. 

 

Taking the broomstick in his left hand, Grumble found a dimpled spot on the bottom of the disk 

and placed the two together, giving the disk a small spin to center it. As the pub owner and dog 

watched he made several small passes at the disk with his hand, striking it just enough on the 

edge to make it spin faster and faster and faster. Finally, when it was spinning as fast as he could 

make it go, he gave the broom stick a sudden upwards thrust and the disk continued up into the 

air all on its own. Once there, it hovered a moment and then began moving slowly towards the 

door. Grumble, following it, opened the door allowing it to move out to the sidewalk where it 

continued to hover. 

 

“Be well, my friend,” the old man called to it, “And safe journey.” 

 



With that, there was an eye blinding moment as the object first turned bright red, then blue, then 

flashed a series of strobe like bursts; after which there was a loud band and it was gone straight 

upwards and out of sight. 

 

With a sigh, Peter took a glass down from the overhang and filled it with a delightfully tawny 

colored brew. “I should have known better,” he growled. “Give me a moment though cuz I’ll 

have to go fetch the egg from the kitchen.” 

 

When he’d gone, Burt asked softly, “What just happened?” 

 

“What do you do when your car stalls out and the capacitor is flat?” the old man asked in return. 

 

“You get a jump.” 

 

Taking the pint from the bar, Grumble swallowed it down in one throw, not waiting for the egg.  

 

“In my day,” he replied, setting the glass back on the bar with a thump, “You’d get your mates to 

give it a push. Once they got you going, you’d slip it into gear, let the clutch out and bango; the 

engine starts and away you’d go.” 

 

“Linda is going to be pissed the disk is gone.” 

 

Grumble chuckled. “Do as I’d do… tell her the Russians stole it.” 

  



An Act 
 

Grumble sat on his favorite stool at his favorite table in his favorite pub; Peter’s Pub and Ale 

House. Burt, acting the good dog lay at his feet. Around his body, gaining him allowance to be in 

the drinking and eating establishment was an orange vest that said, ‘Service Dog, keep your 

fingers away from his mouth.’ 

 

“This is so embarrassing,” the agent dog muttered. 

 

“Hush yourself,” Grumble responded, “It keeps the pea pokers away and gets you in here 

without a fuss. Deal with it.” 

 

Picking up his teacup he slurped at it loudly. “God’s breath,” he muttered as he put the cup 

down, “This stuff taste worse than the blue bar at the bottom of the urinals.” 

 

“That was the bet,” Peter chuckled from behind the bar, “And you lost. One full day sober and 

all you can drink is herbal tea.” He thought for a moment and then asked, “How is it you might 

know what a blue bar taste like?” 

 

“I told you not to make the wager,” Burt whispered. 

 

“It was worth it,” the old man whispered back. 

 

“If you’d won it would have been worth it.” 

 

Grumble’s eyes crinkled up in a smile, “Watch and learn,” he whispered. 

 

Looking at Peter he said loudly, “And that would be none of your bloody business.” Lifting the 

cup again he slurped at it loudly.  

 

“Observation is the best teacher Agent Burt,” the old man whispered when he was done. “Have 

you not been watching the pollywog every time I sip at my tea? It’s like nails on a chalkboard 

to’im. The tea sucks but what it accomplishes is quite delicious.” He slurped at it again making 

sure to smack his lips when he was finished. 

 

Peter slammed his hand down on the bar. “Can’t you drink tea like a proper gentleman 

Grumble?” 

 

“Oh but I am, Peter my boy. In the back waters of Zambeeswee the Caliph drinks his tea so and 

he is the most proper of gentlemen for a cannibal.” 

 

“Righttt…” Peter dragged out, “And I suppose you’ve had dinner with the Lord High 

Muckymuck have ya?” 

 

Grumble slurped his tea again taking great delight in watching the hair on the back of Peter’s 

neck stand up. “Most assuredly I have,” he replied at the end of the slurp. “I’m not sure if dinner 



was truly a missionary but served with mint jelly he tasted a good deal like spring lamb.” 

 

“You’re disgusting.” 

 

“Bring me a shot of single malt on the house then call off the wager as lost and I might be much 

more to your liking.” 

 

Peter was about to tell the old gentleman what would be to his liking when the bell on the door 

tingled and a clerkish looking fellow wearing a bowler and a long coat stepped through. He had 

an umbrella on his arm, a small mustache on his lip, and the largest of cheery smiles one could 

imagine. 

 

“I am looking for a Mr. Grumble,” he announced giving a small nod to the barkeep. “I was told 

this was his favorite haunt and I could probably find him here.” 

 

“And who gave you that information?” the fellow being sought after asked. 

 

The man looked at him and blinked. “Why Mrs. Grumble told me herself. Would it be you sir?” 

 

Grumble sipped his tea loudly again keeping one eye on Peter who near broke the beer mug he 

was polishing at the sound. “The woman you spoke to lied,” he replied in a friendly manner 

when he was finished. “The Mr. Grumble I know is not married. He is a confirmed bachelor and 

teetotaler. I believe he lives under a bridge the next village over; that’s if he’s again escaped the 

asylum.” 

 

“That’s him,” Peter said in retribution, pointing a think finger as his best customer, “And don’t 

be offer’n him a beer because today is his dry day.” 

 

“Dry day?” the fellow repeated, “Oh dear that is bad news. Since I am here, would you please 

bring me three fingers of your best whiskey; neat?” 

 

With this the fellow pulled out the chair opposite Grumble and sat at the table, careful not to 

kick his service dog in the process. “Does he bite?” he asked, taking in Burt’s large size. 

 

“That’s quite raw of you; ordering a whiskey, sitting at my table uninvited, and then kicking my 

dog.” 

 

“He didn’t kick me,” Burt offered. 

 

“You hush up,” the old man replied looking down at him. 

 

“You have a talking dog?” the man asked. 

 

“It’s an act,” Grumble replied. “I have this little electronic gizmo that zaps his tes’tic’cales and 

that makes his mouth move so I can throw m’voice into it.” 

 



“You are such a liar,” Burt told him from the floor. 

 

“See that? I zapped ‘is balls a good one that time.” 

 

“You did not.” 

 

Grumble’s foot found Burt’s ribs in a none too gentle kick. “Play along dimwit, don’t they teach 

you anything at spy school?” 

 

“Oh my,” the man said again laying his umbrella on the table. “A spy dog… spy school… an 

act? That is just too precious.” 

 

Grumble was about to say something very caustic as to the man’s sissy talk and distinct Mary 

Poppins look when Peter came over and set the glass of whisky in front of the fellow. This was 

paid for and as soon as the pub owner’s back was turned poured directly into the teacup. 

 

“Ah yes… that was good whiskey to be sure,” he immediately said smiling innocently. “May I 

have another and a tall glass of water to accompany it.” 

 

“And bring him his money’s worth Peter,” the old man added crossly. “I can tell from just the 

smell you cheated him.” 

 

“I didn’t,” Peter responded from behind the bar. 

 

“You gave him that Froggy stuff,” Burt chimed in. “I can tell because it smells like grapes and 

I’ve got a damned fine nose.” 

 

“I do say,” the man said, now totally intrigued, “He really does appear to be talking and I haven’t 

seen your lips move even once.” 

 

“That’s because I’m really talking,” the dog told him. 

 

“It wasn’t Froggy stuff, it was straight out of a bottle of my best stock.” 

 

“Homebrew,” Grumble corrected grumpily, “Stock which you refill after hours with green 

grapes of bathtub glug.” Holding up his teacup he slurped at it happily making Peter cringe 

again. 

 

“Zapped his balls again did you? I mean to make him tell me he was really talking when it was 

actually you.” 

 

“He didn’t zap my balls. Don’t be a twit, if he zapped my balls I would yelp not talk.” 

 

“Slurppppppp….” 

 

“This is such a jolly good show.” 



 

“It’s not bad whiskey,” Peter said in his defense. “He asked for my best and like you I used the 

words is all. This is the only whiskey I make so that makes it my best, right?” 

 

“Not a show,” Burt corrected, “It’s an act.” 

 

“Slurpppppp…..” 

 

“And a very good one. You should take it to the telly,” the man said looking around still trying to 

figure out how it was being done. 

 

“Fine… that one was free and the next at half coffers.” 

 

“And your best ‘not’ home brewed whiskey,” Grumble added, stealthily reaching over and 

retrieving the strange fellow’s umbrella. With a quick twist of the handle it came apart, the single 

bullet was removed and the handle was back on again; after which it was quietly dropped to the 

floor. As the whiskey came the jolly fellow, now petting Burt on the head, noticed his umbrella 

where it shouldn’t have been and picked it up. Placing it back on the table, his hand stayed on the 

curved handle. Paying for the whiskey he again reached over and poured it into Grumble’s 

teacup.  

 

The old man, for his part, picked up the cracked vessel and toasted him, where upon there was an 

empty click from the umbrella. There was a pregnant pause where all banter stopped and the 

man’s face paled considerably under his hat. 

 

“I made you the second you stepped through the door Comrade Zagorsk,” Grumble told him with 

a wink. “I’ll just call you that because I’m quite sure that’s where you’re from; or at least there 

abouts.” 

 

A second after that Burt’s jaws were securely fastened to fellow’s crotch and he was forced to sit 

quietly. “How did you know?” he squeaked. 

 

“Yeah, how did you know,” Burt asked, his words muffled by wool pants and the unmentionable 

part underneath. 

 

“Who in the hell still says ‘jolly good’ and then proceeds to sneak a man he’s never met 

whiskey? I think maybe your trainer works for us, or maybe they’re just stupid.” 

 

“Call your dog off Grumble,” Peter complained, “He’s a paying customer.” 

 

Taking the umbrella away from the fellow in the Bowler, Grumble deftly reloaded it and then sat 

back. After slurping happily from his cup he gave Burt the ‘stand down’ and asked Peter to call 

his missus. “Tell her we’ll be having a guest for dinner.” 

 

“One day I’m gonna dance at yur wake,” the burly pub owner growled, “But for now I’d call 

the Devil himself if it would get you to go home.” 



“Don’t be too sure you’re not doing just that,” the old man chuckled. 

 

Burt looked up at him and asked, “You don’t mean dinner like in the back waters of 

Zambeeswee do you Grumble?” 

 

“Now that would depend on Mrs. Grumble,” the writer replied. “She might take a shine to 

Comrade Zagorsk and then again she might not. At the very least he’s going to have to take her 

to Bingo down to the church. If he’s lucky he might even win a jackpot, eh? I do know, however, 

that she keeps a mighty large jar of mint jelly in the fridge.” 

 

Comrade Zagorsk, looking down at the animal who’d just had him by the balls, shook his head 

and remarked, “I was a fool to think this would be so easy. Here you’ve got me and still the dog 

speaks. Honestly I haven’t a clue as to how you do that. What an act you have.” 

 

The old writer’s foot snuck out from under the table and found Burt’s side. Surprised, he yelped. 

“Well and there you go, Zag old boy, I went and tweaked his nuts a little too hard.” 

 

 

  



The Queen 
 

 

 

Mrs. Grumble only touched her husband’s shoulder and knew he was awake. “Mr. Grumble,” 

she said very softly, “The Queen is here to see you.” 

 

“Bloody hell,” the old boy muttered without opening his eyes, “What would she want with me?” 

 

“Could be she wants to speak with you on Peter’s behalf about last night’s goings on at the pub?” 

 

“Why?” he groused, “What’s the big cry baby on about this time? I pay my bar tab promptly end 

of the month every month and that’s a lot more than most do for’im. He pads it too and do I 

complain? No… I give it over with a wink and a nod; ungrateful bastard.” One eye opened and 

he rolled onto his back. “And what kind of pull must he have to get the old girl out here to see 

me all unannounced. I shall have to check on that as it’s most unusual. Did you at least offer her 

tea?” 

 

“Some of your best oolong.” 

 

“What?” He looked to his wife and the look made merry in her heart. “You didn’t…” 

 

“Break into your secret stash?” she finished for him. “Yes I did. We’re talking the Queen, Mr. 

Grumble. I think you could spare a precious cup of your best; don’t you?” 

 

“I suppose you used the good china too? You fuss too much; she came to me. Wouldn’t be no 

Queen if’n it weren’t for the likes of one old boy you know rather well, Mrs. Grumble. I say use 

a chipped mug and strong Yorkshire tea just to remind’er.” 

 

“So you say and so you’ve writ,” his wife told him. “I’ve seen the manuscript and fine it is; but 

we both know tis all fiction. You never even sent it in to Linda did you? I have often asked 

myself why; because that’s not like you to omit such a thing. Of course I used the best china.” 

 

Mr. Grumble slowly sat up in bed and reached for his tweed cap which was perched on the bed 

post. Situating it upon his head he stood, whereupon the bed covers slipped off exposing his 

quite nude body. 

 

“Tis none of your business what I send or don’t send to Linda,” he said to his wife. “We make 

the rent do we not? We have more than enough to spare for the green grocer and the butcher and 

the baker do we not?” 

 

“And fancy oolong tea,” she added. 

 

“That tea was a present from Mao Tse-tung.”  

 

“Don’t be silly,” she quipped, “He’s been dead since what… the 70’s?” 



 

“So you might just think. He’s actually frozen solid in a secret lab buried right under The 

Forbidden City.” 

 

“Frozen or not,” she countered, “Dead is dead.” 

 

Grumble scowled seeming to forget all about why he was up early. “I’m thinking perhaps you 

and Peter are in cahoots.” He accused her, “Perhaps if you didn’t spend so much on the Bingo 

games over at the Vicarage you wouldn’t be so worried about our ends meeting with the middle. 

I understand they were able to put a brand new roof on the church because of it and they shall 

have a plaque hung upon the main portal dedicated to you.” 

 

“You’re a fine one to talk,” she growled in argument, “For all the money you’ve spent at Peter’s 

you could have purchased an entire brewery.” 

 

“Indeed, and perhaps I should have. At least then I’d have a decent beer to wet m’ lips with.” 

 

Mrs. Grumble nodded in the direction of the living room. “She’s waiting.” 

 

“I shall go to’er then.” He responded with a nod. 

 

Mr. Grumble was a man of action. Mrs. Grumble knew this the day they married and so his 

quick rise to purpose from bed did not surprise her in the least. She could have prevented what 

came next but his attitude had angered her and there is nothing more dangerous or cunning in the 

entire world than an angry wife. 

 

“Lay on, Macduff,” he quoted as if sounding the charge, “And damned be him who first cries 

‘Hold! Enough!’ England has called again to her hero and he shall respond.”  

 

Heading to the bedroom door, the old soldier called out, “I am coming Your Highness.”  

 

Taking a right he marched down the small hallway and directly into the living room where he 

found a mustachioed gentleman wearing a fashionable sundress sitting having tea. 

 

“Good morning, sir, and who might you be?” Grumble asked cordially. He could hear Mrs. 

Grumble’s muffled laughter coming from the direction of the kitchen and knew he’d been had. 

 

The man smiled over his teacup and said, “I sorry for eavesdropping, but I don’t think I’m the 

Queen you actually had in mind, sir; but I do have a letter of introduction and a code phrase I am 

supposed to tell you… something about sunflowers.” 

 

“Sunflowers,” the naked man repeated as if still not quite awake. 

 

“Yes… I remember now, ‘The sunflowers of the Ukraine are wonderfully smelly this time of 

year.’” He paused and sipped at his tea. “This is very good, where did you get it?” 

 



“It was a gift.” 

 

“I see. And your response?” 

 

“Would normally be to throw you bodily out of my home.” Raising his voice to just below a 

bellow, he added, “Along with a certain someone who has a perverse sense of humor and doesn’t 

know how to keep her fingers out of what don’t belong to’er.” In a softer voice he made the 

proper reply of, “Ten, five, three, one and infinity.” Holding out his hand he added, “Your letter 

of introduction please.” 

 

Rising from his seat, the man in the dress reached into the area of his bosom and removed a 

small paper, passing it over to the naked fellow to his fore. “I take it you are a naturist?” he 

asked.  

 

“Only when I take a bath,” Grumble replied, accepting the document. “You will note that I do 

have me cover on.” 

 

“Duly noted and forever placed into my memory,” the Queen purred. “A gentleman should 

always wear a cap to keep his head warm and his hair ruly says I.” 

 

“Hairs a bit thin these days,” the naked gentleman growled as he opened the note and squinted 

his eyes trying to make out the words. 

 

“So I see,” his guest replied with a wink. 

 

“I meant on m’head.” A second’s consideration after and he added, “And don’t think for an 

instant I won’t still throw you bodily through the window glass.” 

 

“But that would leave your house a shambles,” the Queen countered with a swish of his skirt. 

 

“The Missus is very good at cleaning up and the window’s been mended before.” Louder he 

yelled, “Mrs. Grumble where might m’ reading glasses be?” 

 

“I would guess right where you left them,” she responded from the kitchen, “At Peter’s.” 

 

Hearing a scratching at the back door, he added, “Let Burt in will you?” 

 

Mrs. Grumble came into the room with a plate of cucumber sandwiches. “I’m right here Mr. 

Grumble, there is no need to be shouting so. Besides, he’s very good at letting himself in and out. 

He’s quite clever for a dog.”  

 

“He is that.” 

 

Plucking his wife’s glasses from her hair, he put them on and moved his arms in and out until he 

had the right distance to see. “Well now,” he muttered, as he attempted to read, “Just as I 

predicted some thirty years ago; and did they ever listen?” 



 

“Of course they didn’t,” the Queen assured him, “But someone at least did remember that you 

predicted it. That counts for a bit. I presume I wouldn’t be here but for that.” 

 

“And I suppose they think I have the answer?” 

 

The other fellow snirked, “Naked as a very old jaybird and looking ‘oh so helpless’ and you ask 

that? You are the very master of deception, sir. Yes they believe you have the answer or I, as I 

mentioned, wouldn’t be here.” He looked at his watch. “Oh my, would you look at the time.” 

Being polite, he took one of the sandwiches Mrs. Grumble offered and winked at her. “Thank 

you luv… these are ever so delightful; as was the tea. Ta for now.” 

 

With that he swished out the front door and was whisked away in a very large limousine. 

 

Burt came into the room and sat at Grumble’s feet. Trying not to be too obvious, he turned his 

head just a bit and sniffed. 

 

“Will you stop that!” his naked fellow hissed at him. “I am not one of your four legged friends 

back from a night of shagging.” 

 

“I should hope not,” Mrs. Grumble harrumphed. “I think I might have words with any other 

female who might want to give you a go.” 

 

“To give me a go,” he countered, “She’d have to be blind as a bat and dingy in the head like my 

missus; not too many around fit’n that description.” 

 

“Peter’s barmaid does,” she countered. 

 

“That one stays well clear ever since I pegged her in the arm with a dart. I actually meant to do 

that but I was aiming for her arse after I caught her spitting in m’beer.” 

 

“So we have a mission then?” Burt whispered from behind a paw, trying not to draw attention to 

himself. 

 

“Oh stop it…” the old agent told the dog, “The woman’s dingy not daft; she knows you can talk. 

Yes we have a mission.” 

 

“Well what is it?” Mrs. Grumble and Burt asked in the same breath. 

 

“I haven’t the foggiest idea,” he told them. “That sort of note is made up of disappearing ink for 

security reasons. Once you open it there’s only a window of about thirty seconds to read it.” 

Taking his wife’s eyeglasses from his forehead, he looked at them and muttered, “I had to wing 

it with a bluff. Bloody hell woman your eyes are worse than mine. How do you see through these 

things?” 

 



“Quite fine actually,” she replied, reaching out and taking them back. “Surely you can remember 

what it was you predicted?” 

 

The naked old fellow scowled. “I’ve predicted hundreds of things over the years m’luv, 

including that my wonderful wife would leave me one day. But look and see; you’re still here 

aren’t you? I think you enjoy the aggravation.” 

 

Looking at her plate of cucumber sandwiches to hide her smile, the equally old woman placed it 

upon the floor for Burt. “And I could say the same for you,” she quipped in come back. 

“Certainly it’s never too late for that one to come true. I have found over the years that one does 

learn things fresh about their spouse every now and again; such as your being a naturist.” 

 

Burt did his best doggie sneeze trying to hide his laughter at that one. “At least I have fur,” he 

chimed in.” 

 

“Best you get dressed, dear,” Mrs. Grumble told Mr. Grumble. “Perhaps you should head off to 

Peter’s and pay your bar tab. Have a pint or two and ponder what it might be you’re supposed to 

do. Oh… and possibly you should apologize for the explosion in his kitchen last night. I’ve 

already sent a cake with my well wishes to the fire company.” 

 

The old man’s eyebrows went up a hitch. “Oh yes… I’d forgotten. There is that, isn’t there?” 

 

“Was there at least a signature on the note you might have recognized?” Burt asked helpfully. 

 

“Of course,” Grumble replied with a chuckle and a stretch, “There was and I did, even using 

Mrs. Grumble’s myopic lenses.” 

 

“Well?” asked his wife. “I do hope you’re not going to keep us in suspense. Whose signature 

was it?” 

 

Removing his cap he placed it over his heart and replied, “T’was the Queen’s.” 

 

  



The FFat MMann 
 

 

Grumble sat at his table brooding. This whole thing with The Queen was bothering him badly. 

Where had his memory gone? How had his eyesight become so very bad? That and for obvious 

reasons he was retired; so why had he been contacted in such a strange manner where a simple 

phone call would have been sufficient. Certainly he’d seen strange in his lifetime, and certainly 

the unexpected had happened, and certainly the times had changed and certainly that was a lot of 

certainlies all to be swallowed at once. Stack them up as he might in his mind he always knocked 

the lot over just to begin again. His scowl deepened if that was even possible because all these 

certainlies were feeling like brail playing cards in the hands of a fellow known for his good 

eyesight; they didn’t feel right and he couldn’t read them because their faces were blank.  

 

Peter had been watching since Grumble came in, giving him the odd look every now and again 

as if there were something out of place he wanted to comment on. The old man was about to tell 

the pub owner to piss off but changed tactics and said instead, “Another great win for the Spurs 

Peter! Each season we’re getting closer and closer to winning the league.” Raising his glass he 

yelled out, “THIS COULD BE OUR YEAR!" 

 

Peter stopped polishing the beer mug he was working on and told him, " Not a chance; not if 

Man United have anything to do with it."  

 

Grumble spit in his beer and then drank it down, something that never failed to make the pub 

owner cringe on borderline puking. He then said, “They're a spent force.... Man United stopped 

being a threat when Old Red Nose stepped down. You won't get your pick of 'special referees' 

anymore so put that in yer pot and brew it!”  

 

The pub owner replied with a scowl of his own and then moved around the bar to the music box 

where he punched up a tune he knew would send his most faithful and least liked patron into an 

even darker mood; a hard core metal band piece that he really didn’t like either. Walking away 

from the machine he winked and said, “Just for you and your bloody Spurs.” 

 

“Hmph…” the old man replied, “It more sounds just like Man United plays; need’n all the help 

they can get. It’s a little strong on the bass don’t you think?” 

 

The pub owner no more than rounded the corner of the bar and the music abruptly changed to an 

Irish jig. Turning, he closely scrutinizing his sole patron and then asked, “How’d you do that?”   

 

“I didn’t,” Grumble replied with a smile. “Seems yor own machine don’t like the noise of Man 

United neither.” 

 

Taking another swallow of his beer, the old fellow glanced out the window to hide any further 

glee he might show at the unexpected change of music only to find a huge fellow wearing a 

Bowler hat standing next to the post box across the street looking back at him. The fellow neither 

smiled nor frowned. He did, however, nod. With that he turned and began walking away. On the 

post box where he’d been standing Grumble clearly saw a mark that had not been there before. 



 

“Jiggers,” he remarked just before swallowing down the remainder of what was in his glass. 

“Don’t be sad Peter,” he quipped as he set the glass back to its cardboard coaster, “But I’ve an 

errand to run. I’ll be back later.” In a move unlike his normal self he took a fiver out of his wallet 

and left it on the table. “That’s a tip,” he growled, “So don’t be putting it up against m’tab. Not 

that you would I suppose.” 

 

Moving to the door he peered out to see which direction the large gentleman had gone and was 

perplexed to see the mark he’d put on the post box had disappeared. Looking in the opposite 

direction he saw a Traffic Warden out of her cart and preparing to write a ticket. Putting on more 

of a stagger than one beer would ever allow for, he tottered over to her. 

 

“S’cuze me miss, I gotta question ya might ‘elp me with, eh?” 

 

She gave him a scowl in obvious disapproval but answered politely. “Yes sir, how might I be of 

assistance?” 

 

“Did you see the post picked up, eh?” 

 

“No, sir, I didn’t.” 

 

“Well…” Grumble removed his cap and scratched his head as if confused, “Did ya happ’n ta see 

anyone maybe posting somp’n?” 

 

“What’s this all about, sir?” 

 

“I posted a letter a bit ago and my wallet fell away,” he replied with a sorrowful look. “I got a 

hole in me pock’et and the missus will be think’n I was at the off ‘coarse bet’n again.” He looked 

to the point of tears at her. “It had m’entire pension check in it.” 

 

“You sure you didn’t leave it in the pub across the way?” she asked him with a frown and a nod. 

 

“No m’um. I paid for my pint from the pence coins in m’other pocket.” 

 

She looked up at the post box and thought back. “I thought there was one really large fellow 

standing there, but he seemed to vanish rather quickly for someone of such girth. The only other 

person was a mother pushing a stroller. Come to think of it she did stop there. I don’t think she 

picked up anything but did move around to the street side.” The officer peered down the street 

and furthered,  “I don’t see her now. Perhaps she ducked into one of the stores.” 

 

“Thank ya m’um. I shall hasten to find’er.” 

 

Turning, Grumble surveyed the street looking for the woman who’d erased the chalk mark. The 

erasure meant he was being watched by someone who knew what to look for. Obviously they did 

not want him making contact with anyone else; and so the mystery deepened.  

 



And then there was the large fellow whom he actually knew quite well but had not seen in years. 

Most of those from his past were either gone their own way in retirement or dead. In the back of 

his mind a little voice told him, ‘If they were as old as you ya old booger it’s no wonder they’re 

gone. You should be too.’ 

 

The old spy spat upon the pavement, something learned at the children’s home from the other 

orphans as a way to ward off an evil thought. 

 

He found the woman inside a bookstore perusing an aisle full of spy novels. The one she held in 

her hand, he noted, had his picture on the back cover. Pulling his cap down a bit he kept walking 

and then paused just past the shop’s window. Looking back in the direction he’d come, he saw 

that the Traffic Warden was already gone and the street was otherwise clear. He was glad for 

that. One less set of eyes upon him for whatever reason was welcome. 

 

A cold nose found the back of his hand and, but for his steeled nerves, Grumble would have 

jumped as if shocked by electricity. “I do hope that’s you Burt,” he whispered. 

 

“Mrs. Grumble’s regards,” the dog replied, “And she instructed me to ‘find out where the bloody 

hell he got off to.’ I presumed the ‘he’ was you so here I am.” 

 

“Your timing is right on the mark,” the old fellow whispered. “There is a woman in this shop 

pushing a blue baby trolley. I have no idea if she even has a baby with her, but she is of interest 

to me. She might be carrying one of my books but that will probably be in a plastic bag in any 

case so not much good as a marker. I’ll need to know how to find her later. Make sure she 

doesn’t follow me and you follow her.” 

 

Burt lay down on the warm pavement right behind Grumble. “Consider it done. Where will you 

be?” 

 

“Visiting with a very old chum, I think.” 

 

“Drinks?” 

 

“It’s not a social call but I might have a pint. You can tell Mrs. Grumble we could have company 

for dinner.” 

 

Making his way up the street, the old fellow found a small chalk mark on the crook of the 

building by the next corner. Rubbing it off with his coat sleeve, he took a right turn and 

sauntered down the sidewalk as if he hadn’t a care in the world. A few streets up he found 

another chalk message on the pavement, this one spymark for ‘café’. Looking in the direction 

he’d been headed he noted a large red canopy covering some street side tables under which sat a 

very large fellow in a Bowler hat. Obviously said large fellow was quite aware of modern 

capabilities when it came to following people. At this point the old spy did not look towards the 

sky; facial recognition was far too easy from the satellites. Given the circumstances there were 

probably five of them up there bumping into each other just trying to keep track of him.  

 



Ducking into the shop next to which he stood, Grumble pinched a lady’s umbrella and then made 

his way to the back where he opened the colorful bumbershoot and stepped out into the 

alleyway. Walking briskly with a little bounce to his step, exactly as a woman might, he made 

his way to the backdoor of the café and stepped in. Leaving the umbrella next to the door he 

made sure to bang the entry to the water closet and then made his way towards the front and the 

fat man waiting for his arrival. 

 

Stopping at the pastry counter, he smiled and fished a twenty out of his wallet. Holding it up so 

the counter girl could see it, he said. “I find that I just might need the help of a certain lovely 

young lady. I’m expecting a friend who will be wanting to surprise me by coming through from 

the back. If you see such a person, I would like you to bring me a fresh croissant on a large plate 

so I might show him there was no surprise. Do you think you could do that for me?” 

 

Taking the bill she asked him, “And if no one comes, sir?” 

 

“Keep it as a birthday present,” he told her with a wink. 

 

“How did you know…” 

 

The old spy pointed at the single balloon on a string behind her that said, ‘Happy Birthday’ and 

replied, “I’m not a psychic… it was just a guess.” 

 

“I’m quite worried about him, Linda,” Mrs Grumble said into the phone. “I pranked him a good 

one this morning and he’s taken a serious turn all brooding and such.” She listened and then 

continued, telling her about The Queen and how she’d given the fellow a phrase to say that she’d 

heard Grumble mutter in his sleep a few times and how the fellow was to deliver a message after 

which they had a good laugh and her husband seemed alive again. “I finally sent him to Peter’s 

for a pint,” the matron of the Grumble residence finished. “I’m now worried because he went 

from laughter to sour grapes all in a moment’s time. I figured you know him better than most so I 

pinched your number from his wallet before he left and gave a call.” 

 

She paused a moment and listened to the tin sounding voice on the other end of the receiver.  

 

“Well, actually there was no message, it was just an empty slip of paper but he told me he 

recognized the Queen’s signature on it and now he’s trying to puzzle out what it is she wants him 

to do. At first I thought it might keep him out of trouble…” 

 

There was an expletive moment or two where Mrs. Grumble held the phone a tad away from her 

ear and then replied acidly, “Well of course I’m worried about him! I’ve tried to get him to retire 

from writing but I think he’d sooner die…” 

 

“Buzzzbuzzabuzzz…” 

 

“Oh don’t be silly. I’ve been married to him now for better than fifty years, I think I know my 

husband better than that.” 

 



“Buzzabuzz?” 

 

“I haven’t the foggiest clue where he is. I rang up Peter and asked for him but they told me he’d 

left. As a matter of fact, I don’t even know where the dog is.” 

 

“Buzz? Buzzabuzz?” 

 

“Mr. Grumble calls him Burt and he is a sharp one; I’ll give him that.” 

 

“Buzzbuzzbuzzzz….” Click! 

 

Mrs. Grumble looked at the phone for a second and then hung it up. “Some editor she is. I think I 

shall have to speak with Grumble and insist he find another. Imagine… blaming me for any 

trouble that might come of this; as if I’d planned for it to happen like this.” She thought for a 

moment and then said, “I wonder what she meant by compromised?” 

 

Just as she hung up the receiver the back door opened and Grumble came in. He was not smiling, 

but this was nothing new as far as looks went. He did, however, have blood running down his 

right wrist.” 

 

“My God Grumble,” his wife exclaimed, “Are you all right?” 

 

He smiled weakly at her and replied, “You should see the other bloke. Would you help me out, 

luv? It seems the old days are back and in spades to be sure. We need to move quickly. One step 

ahead keeps the other foot out of the grave.”  

 

“I’ve heard that before,” Mrs. Grumble said as she helped him off with his jacket. “It was in one 

of your books wasn’t it?” 

 

“The FFat MMan told it to me,” he admitted. 

 

“Ferdinand Muttnoggen?” she asked him, next helping him off with his shirt. 

 

“The one and the same, luv.” 

 

“He was in your very first book wasn’t he?” 

 

“That he was.” 

 

“I remember him but it was so long ago. He was electrically tortured by the KGB and he died as 

I recall.” 

 

“And the CIA working with the KGB,” the old fellow reminded her. “Apparently I was mistaken 

in his demise as we sat and had tea and scones just this afternoon… though all he can say now is 

‘yes’ and ‘no’. I think it’s because of all the electrical shock used on him; or so I deduced.” He 



winced as she probed the wound with her fingers. “Bloody hard to hold a conversation like that; 

more like a guessing game. Then I heard a gunshot and the lorry crashed into the café.”  

 

The missus carefully supported his arm and led him to the sink where she washed the wound. It 

was a nasty gash and would need a few stitches but otherwise her husband would be all right. 

 

“We need to be off to the hospital,” she told him, “I think this will need to be sewn up for it to 

mend properly. Why didn’t you stay and wait for the ambulance to arrive? 

 

“I couldn’t. They would have picked me up and picked me off,” He snapped his fingers for 

emphasis, “That easy. We have to be on the move now luv. I’m afraid we’ll have to disappear for 

a bit.” 

 

“Disappear?” 

 

“Go off the grid as they say.”  He winced as she tied a dishcloth around his arm to staunch the 

bleeding. “It’s a lot harder to do these days than it used to be but still doable. It drives them crazy 

when it’s done properly. If they can’t push a button and know exactly where you are at all times 

they feel…” 

 

“I spoke with Linda,” his wife told him softly. 

 

Grumble raised an eyebrow. “You did, did you? And what did she say?” He asked this as if it 

were hardly a concern. Inside his head, however, every alarm bell was suddenly going off and he 

desperately tried to silence them. 

 

“She said some very rude things to me, Mr. Grumble. Very rude things.” 

 

“I don’t imagine that she’d be too friendly with you,” he replied. “Her number is rather private to 

begin with and I do know she can be rude for an editor. In this case you shouldn’t fault her, my 

dear. What has happened, I’m afraid, is even beyond her capabilities of clean up.” 

 

Supporting his arm, Mrs. Grumble helped him to the kitchen table, having him sit while she went 

for her sewing kit. “Would you like to watch the telly while I fetch my things?” 

 

“Please.” 

 

As soon as the little set warmed up a news bulletin came on as if it were waiting for him. The 

news man seemed a bit more animated than the usual.  

 

“You been learning from the yanks, I see,” Grumble told the set. “True pity says I.” 

 

The news reporter, after a brief warm up, dove head on into a story about how a dump lorry 

suffering a blown tire inadvertently swerved into a sidewalk café. Street cameras caught the 

accident including a close brush with death as a single patron dragged the serving girl out of the 

way. As he spoke, the TV screen switched to a still photo of Grumble pulling a young lady out of 



the way from the crashing lorry. The screen then switched to the same and very flustered girl 

who told the camera, “I can’t believe this happened! I was just taking a croissant out to the old 

gentleman exactly as he’d requested when…” 

 

Grumble switched the set off just as his wife came back into the room.  

 

“Had a change of heart about the telly?” she asked. 

 

“No,” he replied, “It’s just blather. If I’m to suffer pain I’d rather do it in quiet.” 

 

“What happened?” she asked, getting down to the business of sewing up his arm. 

 

“The FFat MMan happened,” he told her softly as he felt the needle’s first bite. “I was sitting in 

Peter’s having a beer watching the mark I put on the post box across the way. It didn’t mean 

anything; I just wanted to see what fish might nibble at the hook. When I glanced out the 

window there he was just standing and staring at me.” 

 

Mrs. Grumble paused in what she was doing and looked at her husband. “He was in your… 

what… first book? That was years ago, eh? As I recall they stole his image for that show… the 

one with the handsome fellow who always wore a Bowler and carried a brolly.” 

 

“That’s the one. He always had that good looking girl in the skin tights as his side kick as I 

recall. I always thought they copied her from yur description. Lord but my memory has gotten 

bad. There was a time when I could tell you everything I did in detail and now I have more holes 

in my brain than a sieve.” 

 

“But that fellow in the show was quite lithe as I recall, Mr. Grumble. That’s not the image of 

your Ferdinand.” 

 

“It was the fancy cars the actor had to drive around,” her husband told her. “Old Ferdi was lucky 

to fit in something the size of the lorry that almost killed us. They had no choice but to shrink 

him down. I do hope he’s all right. He disappeared again right after the accident.”  

 

Mrs. Grumble finished up and leaned in to bite the thread. She then gently re-wrapped her 

husband’s arm with the towel. 

 

“Grumble,” she said, placing a hand on his shoulder, “I have something to tell you about your 

message from The Queen but I’m afraid you’re going to be angry with me.” 

 

“Eh? What’s that luv? I could never be angry with you.” 

 

The doorbell rang. 

 

“Now who could that be?” Mrs. Grumble queried, rising from the table. “You don’t think that 

silly dog has learned how to push the button do you?” 

 



Going to the front door she found a detective who looked a good deal like the older gentleman in 

‘Law and Order U.K.’. He was accompanied by several police officers. Flashing a badge at her 

he made a polite introduction and then asked if her husband was in. 

 

“What’s the old boy gone and done this time?” she asked loudly, “Blown up Peter’s kitchen 

again?” 

 

“Nothing that we’re too certain of, Madam,” the detective replied with a wink at her joke, “But 

he is a person of interest in an ongoing investigation and we’d like to ask him a few questions.” 

 

Letting the police officers in, she showed them to the kitchen, but all they found was an open 

door. 

  

  



On The Lamb 
 

 

Burt watched from the bushes as Mrs. Grumble was escorted from her home to the back seat of a 

police cruiser. He now sported a pink dress and red lipstick around his mouth; less a disguise 

than it was courtesy of a four year old toddler wishing to play tea party with her new doggie. He 

felt lucky to have escaped with his manhood intact. When he heard the girl’s mother talking to a 

friend on the phone about what a marvelous dog he was but would obviously need to be fixed… 

well; there are some sacrifices even a trained agent won’t allow for. 

 

Holding to Grumble’s exact instructions he’d followed the bookstore baby lorry lady in an 

attempt to discern her place in the grand scheme of things. The spy in him loved this part of the 

chase. ‘Was she an enemy agent? Who did she work for? Was she dangerous? What did she 

know?’ These were all simple enough questions but their answers were sometimes far more 

complicated; usually arrived at with the resounding noise of an air raid klaxon, bombs, bullets, 

and assorted other incendiaries.  

 

From the bookstore she’d gone directly home. Tailing her, no pun intended to his being canine, 

was easy enough as no one pays much attention to a stray dog; mind to keep an eye open for 

animal control officers, cats, and of course squirrels. When she arrived home it was then but a 

small matter to find a window and peer through. 

 

As he watched the lady put her toddler on the floor to play and immediately got on the phone. 

Apparently calling a friend she explained her recent purchase of Mr. Grumble’s latest spy thriller 

and intended getting on it right away so she’d be ready for the discussion. His ears moved about 

in concentration as he tried to hear her words. Pretty much her conversation was indicative of a 

book club meeting; but there was the matter of the erased chalk mark on the post box wasn’t 

there? That might indicate the meeting was still spy stuff. 

 

Looking further into the house, the dog/spy found all the signs of the woman also being a 

‘greenie’; one of those who sought to save the world one piece of litter at a time. Cleaning off a 

random chalk mark to make the streets appear cleaner would be a given for someone like that. 

This caused him to growl. She was at least a radical then. 

 

This was when he had the wits near scared out of him as the forgotten toddler jumped up banging 

her filthy little hands on the window glass. Within moments she was outside with ‘mother’ right 

behind, looking for the ‘doggie’. He heard said ‘mother’ saying more than a few things about 

filth, fleas, and dog bites, but she didn’t interfere as the little girl grabbed his collar and gave him 

a large hug. He was then dragged into the house as an honored guest to a rug muncher’s tea 

party. Being the good spy that he was, the ramifications of this were obvious; you can find out a 

lot more inside the door than you can peering through a window.  

 

And so ensued the dress, the lipstick, and a lot of very embarrassing photos. After the overheard 

remarks about said obliteration of his manhood he waited patiently for the mother to leave for the 

kitchen, apologized to the grubby tyke and then let himself out the front door. As he ran down 

the street the wailing child’s voice followed him and he did feel a bit of a mutt. 



 

Now, as he watched from the shrubs, the agent was again all business. Mrs. Grumble had been 

none too gently forced into the back seat of the cruiser and the door soundly closed. The 

escorting police officer strangely went back to the house and from within the dog heard a very 

masculine voice say, “All right lads, tear the place apart; you know what to look for.”  

 

This was not how British Constables worked. Things, the dog realized, were not getting hotter by 

slow degrees, the fire went from spark to raging inferno as if the kindling had been soaked in 

petrol. 

 

Slipping out from the bushes, Burt made his way to the far side of the police cruiser and hopped 

up where he could look into the back seat. With a small jerk, Mrs. Grumble turned to the quiet 

noise and smiled.  

 

“Burt is that really you?” she asked. 

 

“Well who did you think it would be?” he replied.  

 

 “Open the door,” she told him urgently; hoping above all hopes he could do this. “There’s no 

handle inside so I’m locked in. That’s a good doggie… you can do it.” 

 

‘Good doggie?’ Burt’s mind questioned. ‘Who does she think… oh yes… (mental sigh) good 

doggie it is. 

 

Not being able to gain a purchase on the recessed door handle with his teeth he went to the 

driver’s door. Sure enough, through constant use the handle spring was in a more weakened state 

and he found purchase. Popping the door open he scampered inside.  

 

Now what?  

 

“That’s a good boy,” Mrs. Grumble said helpfully, “Look for some keys or a jimmy bar maybe. 

If they have a jimmy bar I might be able to…” Looking at the wire mesh that separated her from 

the front seat, she sighed. “Even if there was, how would you get it to me, eh? I’m such a twit.” 

 

Burt looked at the house and then down the street through the windshield. They were at the top 

of the hill and it was early evening so dark; that was good as everyone was now inside watching 

the nightly news. So far there were also no other ‘police officers’ about, real or otherwise. No 

doubt the group inside ransacking what he’d become accustomed to calling home were the 

‘otherwise’ variety. Most likely they were simple hired thugs… or… “Russians!” he woofed 

softly. 

 

“Oh yes,” Mrs. Grumble replied, “They are definitely ‘Woof’. I haven’t lived with the greatest 

spy novelist of all times not to have picked up a few of his tricks and gut feelings. That 

detective’s accent was not quite right no matter how handsome he was. They’re probably all 

‘Woof’. 

 



Burt looked at the Missus and smiled his best doggie smile. “By Jove!” he growled softly, “I 

think you’re getting it! Hang on, and brace yourself. This might get rough but I’ve got an idea.” 

 

The old woman in the back seat looked at him in a quizzical way and replied, “Good boy! You 

do whatever you feel you must. I’m game for it.” 

 

The dog in the dress turned back to the business at paw and got his teeth around the ignition key 

managing to get it into the ‘on’ position. Immediately the radio blared out as police radios are 

wont to do; but the words sounded to be in a foreign language. 

 

“Woof,” he and Mrs. Grumble said in the same voice but with a slightly different sound 

connotation.  

 

Next, Burt managed to grab the shifter handle and pull it back into neutral. The hand brake was a 

bit more difficult but he found by sitting directly in front of it and using his back to press against 

the button, he was able to disengage it. With a yip of happiness, he felt the car begin to roll and 

quickly scooted to the driver’s seat where he placed both paws on the steering wheel. “Brace 

yourself,” he growled, “When I get some speed up I’ll cut the wheel and roll the car. With luck 

the rear window will pop out and you can get out that way.” 

 

Understanding, sort of, Mrs. Grumble quickly strapped herself in. Though the sight of a dog in a 

dress sitting behind the wheel of a rolling police cruiser was quite the sight, she found little 

humor in it. Understanding what was happening and that her husband was in serious trouble she 

was determined to lend a paw… er… hand if it was at all possible; Linda and the rest of them be 

damned. 

 

No sooner had they disappeared over the cusp of the hill and five brown vans marked up as Gas 

Company vehicles arrived. As soon as they stopped moving their doors burst open and three 

squads of black armor suited and helmeted special forces types made their way up the sidewalk 

where they separated; one squad each around the sides and one squad breaching the entry in a 

burst of flash bang grenades.  The following morning the same TV anchor that had reported the 

incident of the runaway dump lorry, would report how a particular home had exploded and 

burned to the ground due to a gas leak.  

 

Burt, for his part, did an admirable job of steering the pretend police cruiser. The first sideswipe 

of a parked car shut the driver side door which had been hanging out in the wind from when he 

got it open. At the proper moment he barked a warning, got the car into the middle of the street, 

and then cut the wheel hard to the left. They rolled for a good hundred feet before slamming into 

a telephone pole which bent the blue and white to its will, popping out both the windshield and 

the rear window. 

 

Miraculously the dog in the dress and the old woman in the back were able to escape with but a 

few bruises. 

 

Twenty minutes later they arrived at Peter’s Pub, winded but otherwise well. Peter, unlike his 

usual self, smiled and welcomed them warmly, showing the way to Grumble’s table where they 



were seated. For a moment the patrons all found great amusement at Burt’s expense, toasting to 

his cute Halloween costume. Then they quietly went back to their darts and racing forms as if 

nothing at all was amiss. 

  

A moment after this Peter was back with an amber ale for the missus and an equal for the dog but 

in a bowl. Winking, he leaned close and told her, “Yer old man was in just short ago and paid off 

‘is bar tab plus a hundred quid for me to split with Janet m’barmaid.” 

 

“How did he seem?” Mrs. Grumble asked accepting the beer with both hands and sipping from 

it. 

 

“A bit put out actually; but he still was smiling the grouchy old bastard. He had this really huge 

gent with him what made about three of me.” 

 

“Did he say where he was off to?” she queried. “I had to leave the house in a hurry, you see, and 

I forgot to ask last time we spoke.” 

 

For a moment they were interrupted as a fire truck screamed past with every light lit and sirens 

blaring. 

 

When it was gone, Peter reached into his shirt pocket and pulled out a small piece of yellow 

paper. “He did not, I’m sorry to say, but he did leave this for you and asked very nicely, I might 

add, that I give it to you soon as you showed up. He also asked me special to take care of you 

should there be a need. Is there a need, Mrs. Grumble?” 

 

There was a tremendous explosion a distance away and they all turned towards the unseen place.   

 

“Sounds like the Germans are at it again,” one of the patrons called out and the other laughed. 

 

“I believe there might be,” she replied to the pub owner’s question. 

 

Opening the small scrap of paper she found that it was blank. Understanding came to her and 

holding it with just a thumb and fingertip, she dipped it into the beer. Laying it on the table top, 

she slowly watched the secret words written appear as the sender had intended. 

 

‘I love you.’ 

  



This Is How You Do It 
 

 

Grumble looked out of the window at the garden in the back yard. It was a sight that soothed his 

soul and yet somehow greatly disturbed him all at the same time. It was like the tip of an iceberg; 

so beautiful and yet so deadly beneath the calm waters in which it floated. The squashes and 

tomatoes, corn and peppers, potatoes and eggplants; all were telling him something… but what?  

 

It reminded him of a book he once read about a sage farmer who was a Skunk; but that was 

pretend and this was very real. 

 

“You should not have come here,” a harshly dry accented voice said behind his back. “I am done 

with the likes of you and have been for years. If I could, I would put a knife in your back right 

where you stand.” 

 

“I’m aware of that,” Grumble replied without turning. “I wouldn’t be here if my business were 

not urgent. Hate is a strong word but I would use it concerning you.” 

 

“Who brought you here?” 

 

“Ferdinand Muttnoggen.” 

 

“The FFat MMan? I was led to believe he was dead.” 

 

“Apparently you were led down the wrong path,” the old spy replied evenly as he turned from 

the window. “If’n I was you,” he furthered, allowing his own accent to thicken, “I’d figure it to 

be the reliability of your old mates and minions. Maybe they didn’t finish the job so well as they 

told you they did. They always were a sloppy bunch; blowing up an entire structure just to get 

one person. I says that’s pretty messy and not very efficient.” 

 

He gazed upon his former nemesis, his eyes giving away nothing. The ex-‘mad scientist’ stared 

back. There was fire in his eyes but the rest of him was old and cold, his shoulders humped and 

his movements slow. “Tell him to come in,” he growled, “I wish to make amends. He of all 

people deserves this.” 

 

“He won’t; I already asked him.” 

 

“Bah… what do you want of me?” 

 

“Advice.” 

 

“I’ve got none to give.” 

 

“I was given the warning code that something I predicted was going to happen. I thought perhaps 

your old pet project woke up. That’s something…” 

 



“My project is as dead as the FFat MMan,” the doctor hissed at him, “And if it did come back to 

existence do you think I would help you? You condemned me to spend my life on that God 

forsaken island and then gave me the moniker ‘Number Six’. That was such an insult.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

The old man pulled a chair out from the table and sat. Grumble did the same.  

 

“Because at one time in my life people thought my number was six six six; and they were almost 

right. At times I believed it myself.” 

 

“But the island kept you occupied didn’t it?” 

 

The old scientist smiled. “You were the one who figured me out. Ferdinand Muttnoggen, 

however, was but the one who brought me down. It was your idea for the island rather than 

simply bump me off, not his! Why?” 

 

“If you didn’t figure that one out, then your intelligence factor was highly over rated,” Grumble 

replied evenly. “It gave us a chance to study you and also train our junior agents. Then we took 

the idea and produced a television show that was highly profitable. The ratings on that show 

were through the roof and its popularity funded us for several years.” 

 

“You should have worked for me, Grumble, not some uncaring government seeking the 

domination of people everywhere. You waste yourself groveling to those who only use your 

talents because they have none of their own.” 

 

“And what you did was better?”  

 

The other old man at the table smiled a sardonic smile. “At least I had vision. In the end look 

what happened. Your show finished and budget cuts shut down your precious island. By then I 

was considered too old and feeble to be a threat so some government bureaucrat shipped me 

here. Further budget cuts reduced my security to a single nurse with but a single land line. She 

allowed me to take a stroll every afternoon to play chess at the park.” He paused and then asked, 

“Did you bring me tea?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Pity… I understand you keep some very special stock at your house. Oh yes… that is now a 

hole in the ground isn’t it?” 

 

“As I said; your minions are very sloppy.”  

 

The old scientist smiled. “They were not my minions. That life is long past. Take some of the 

vegetables with you Grumble. I think you’ll be surprised how succulent they are. The seed 

packets are in my bedside table in case you wish to grow some of your own.” 

 



“The seed packets are important?” He turned again to look out the window. “You didn’t just get 

the seeds from other vegetables?” 

 

“Mr. Grumble?” 

 

The old spy blinked. 

 

“Mr. Grumble?” 

 

“Yes? I’m here.” He turned back around and found a nurse standing next to the table.  

 

“I’m very sorry, sir, but the patient you came to see passed away last night. Were you related?” 

 

“Yes,” he lied, “He was me brother though the names’er different. I had a feeling… I did. Is 

he… Is his body still here?” 

 

“Oh… no, sir. They took poor Dr. Nyet away as soon as it was called in. At his request, there 

will be no showing and his body, by now, has already been cremated. He was such a kind and 

gentle old fellow.” 

 

Grumble stood, the chair scraping back on the floor. “I see. I suppose if that’s what he wanted 

it’s all right then. Where might I recover his ashes?” 

 

“I’ll check for you, sir. Is there anything else?” 

 

“May I see his room please? It won’t be quite the same, but perhaps I can still say goodbye.” 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

When Grumble came out of the home, Ferdinand was waiting for him across the street. In his 

one hand was a shopping bag full of vegetables. In his other hand was a partially eaten tomato.  

 

“Is it good?” the old spy asked him. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Poison?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Of course it isn’t, or you wouldn’t be standing there, would you?” 

 

Ferdinand suddenly grabbed his throat and began choking. When Grumble looked unconvinced 

he smiled at him and took another bite of the tomato. 

 

“Very funny.” 



 

The FFat MMan’s smile grew and he managed a ‘yes’ around what he was eating. 

 

“Don’t eat any more than the one, we need to get them analyzed.” They began walking down the 

street. “And by the by, you don’t have any fancy electronic gizmos on yer person do you?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Good. We need to not even touch the things. It’ll be like the old days all over again Ferd. I can 

change my looks easy enough, but your girth is going to give us problems. That’s just too easy to 

spot and they have cameras everywhere. That’s their answer to everything these days you know; 

cameras and computers. It might be nice if even one of them were to use their God given brains.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“No imagination any more… none whatsoever.” 

 

“No.” 

 

“You do realize your only saying yes or no is going to become very tedious after awhile.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

A cab pulled up next to them and Ferdinand, stuffing the remains of the tomato in his mouth 

reached into his jacket. Grumble placed a hand upon his arm halting the action before it began. 

 

The window on the cab rolled down and Agent Sam Herns leaned out. “You gents need a ride? 

I’ve got a really really large back seat here and it’s empty.” 

 

“Is it clean?” Grumble asked him. 

 

“As a whistle,” the young agent replied. “I washed and vac’d her m’self.” 

 

“No!” the FFat MMan near yelled at him, his face turning slightly pink. 

 

“It’s all right Ferd,” Grumble said squeezing the giant’s arm, “He’s a young agent with a quirky 

sense of humor. We have to remember that and remember when we were young once, eh? I 

believe they called us quirky too?” Looking back to Herns he explained, “I meant, is the GPS 

system destroyed? Is it listed as stolen and will we be pulled over for that? Has it been swept for 

bugs and other tracking devices… not dirt?” 

 

Herns flashed his smile again. He was a handsome young fellow and the smile never failed to 

open doors for him. “I knew what you meant, sir. I have a friend with a taxi company. This gem 

was parked in back of his compound. It’s his personal ‘beefed up’ ride.” He winked. “Offhand 

I’d say she’ll handle whatever speed hump you throw at ‘er and just about sprout wings. And… 

she’s got no computer for mileage; straight mechanical diesel.” 



 

The older agent nodded. “That’s good enough thinking for me. Ferdinand?” He looked to his 

large friend who gave an inquisitive look. “In the off chance our friends use an EMP the all 

mechanical diesel will not be affected.” 

 

Ferdinand waved his hand in a circular motion indicating further explanation was required. 

 

“An electromagnetic pulse weapon while not bothering flesh and blood will entirely obliterate 

anything electronic, including the computers that control motor vehicles. Everything just quits 

running. Think now… you’re in a tunnel and floof, your car quits. Now they’ve got you dead to 

rights.” 

 

The large man nodded, opened the door and climbed into the back seat carful to remove his 

Bowler. This left the much smaller front seat for Grumble. 

 

“Don’t mind me,” Grumble grumped, “I’m no one of importance.” 

 

Moving around to the other side of the cab he got in and looked over at Herns. “I hope you took 

some driving lessons.” 

 

The Irishman winked and then gently eased the cab away from the curb. “So what’s the game?” 

he asked. 

 

“I wish I knew,” his mentor replied, “I truly wish I bloody well knew. They blew up my house.” 

 

“So I heard, sir. Quite the pity.”  

 

Taking a small scrap of paper out of his breast pocket he passed it over. Grumble accepted it and 

waited a bit before he opened it, stealing himself against the bad news it might be. 

 

Opening it he found scrawled in pencil the words, ‘I love you too.’ Additionally the pencil had 

been dragged around a dog’s paw. 

 

Though the old agent didn’t cry, he could not hide the single tear that found his cheek. 

  



You say Tâ-mā-tō I say Tō-mâh-tō 
 

 

Burt looked out from between the bars of a cage in a not too clean veterinarian shop. Peter, God 

bless him, had the good sense to spirit Mrs. Grumble away to his mum’s in Scotland but when it 

came to the dog he saw no need to hide it. Granted Grumble obviously found the animal as a 

stray but he and his missus were now both pretty well attached and the thought of losing it back 

to whoever stupidly lost it in the first place was hurtful to the pub owner’s way of thinking, With 

this in mind the thought of getting rid of any identification chip did occur to him. This was the 

latest thing in pet recovery and the vets made money hand over fist inserting them just under the 

skin. There was talk of doing it to children too but so far the public had not been quite so 

accepting of this thought. There were certain limits and boundaries to the intrusiveness of 

government that most people were not willing to cross.  

 

 

“So yur tell’n me the dog had more than ten tracking devices in him Paulie?” 

 

“Aye,” the vet confirmed, “Eleven to be exact. Someone, or a group of someones, really wanted 

to keep track of this one. My wand was only able to read one of them and it gives the address of 

a lab company that uses dogs exclusively to test products. I dinna ken to their thinking at all. I 

hope they catch the plague they’re obviously testing and die a horrible death from it. I did a full 

body scan on’im so he’s clean to be sure.” 

 

“What did you do with them?” 

 

“I rather figured you’d want’em decommissioned, so I got’em in a tray. I’ll demagnetize’em, 

smack each with a good sized hammer and then toss them down the loo.” 

 

Peter smiled a crooked smile. “You’re a real gent, Paulie. Come by the pub and I’ll buy you a 

pint.” 

 

“You did say he was a stray?” 

 

“I’d say it sounds more like he was an escapee, but sure he was a stray and now belongs to a 

friend. I’m watching him for a bit and I can understand why he’s so liked. He’s a real man’s dog 

that one is. He’s actually got a fondness for Kelson’s Lager so we share a bit during the day.” 

 

“The friend or the dog?” the vet asked with a chuckle. 

 

They moved to the front of the shop and Burt quietly let himself out of the cage. The dog agent 

knew he had at least one chip on him even though he was told there were none. Now, it was 

obvious that the well wishing people who’d helped Grumble and his missus were possibly in 

danger if his presence were traced back to them electronically. There would be questions and 

they would not be asked in a gentle fashion.  

 



Moving to the clinical table where he’d been worked upon, Burt stood on his back legs bracing 

himself by placing his forepaws on the table. Here he found the metal bowl containing all the 

chips. It took him a moment but he managed to get all of them into his mouth by licking the 

bowl. This done he made his way to the back of the shop and out the doggie door the vet kept for 

his own pet.   

 

Keeping to the side of the building he weaved in and out in the way of a truly stray dog. In this 

fashion he made his way down the alley to the main road. Turning right, he sprinted down the 

sidewalk in case Peter and the vet discovered his absence and came looking. When finally a good 

ten miles distance from the shop, he located an open sewer grating hidden from the sky by a 

giant oak tree; a perfect place to fake his own death. Here he spit the chips out making sure they 

made it all the way through to the water below. Since they were designed to be lodged inside a 

living creature, they would be water proof but hopefully, with the water flow of the sewer, they 

would be spread over a wide area.  

 

To cement the ‘idea’ of death in place, he watched for a car driven by an older lady. His timing 

would have to be perfect or he could wind up dead for real; but that risk was necessary. A flash 

thought of what he’d said when recruited came to him; ‘Danger is my middle name’. How 

stupid, and foolish, and young he’d been; not to mention human.  

 

Seeing his opportunity he ran into the street barking for all he was worth. His target car swerved 

and missed by a good two feet, after which it screeched to a halt. When he heard the driver’s 

door open, he lay down on the ground and began to quiver as if in the throes of death.  

 

“OH MY GOD!” the elderly matron cried out, “OH MY GOD OH MY GOD!” 

 

Burt began a slow crawl towards the storm drain whimpering for all he was worth. As soon as 

the woman was on her cell phone and he saw her back to him he hopped up and ducked into the 

bushes from where he yelled out, “HE’S DROPPED INTO THE SEWER… I HEARD THE 

SPLASH!” 

 

The woman quickly yelled this into her phone to the Emergency Operator, “He’s in the storm 

sewer! I tried not to hit him! Please send help!” 

 

Other cars had now stopped and people were getting out and rushing to the storm sewer looking 

for the injured animal. This was Burt’s cue to put as much distance between himself and the area 

as possible. 

 

---------------------------- 

 

 

Agent Herns was sitting in the hackney carriage waiting for Grumble to come back when the rear 

passenger door opened and slammed closed again.  

 

After he’d picked up Grumble and his large acquaintance, the old man had professed the need for 

a beer and suggested a particular pub in a particular neighborhood just outside of London. The 



drive there was an easy one but had taken better than two hours during which the old agent fell 

asleep while the large man in the back kept watch. When they arrived, Grumble accepted the bag 

of vegetables from Ferdinand and then went into the pub. The FFat MMan, donning his bowler, 

leaned over and winked at him before nonchalantly departing for places unknown. Herns, 

understanding security protocol, did not ask questions and did not leave the cab as he had not 

been invited. Obviously his was the role of getaway driver and look out. 

 

“Get me the bloody hell out of here,” the fellow who climbed in said with urgency. He was 

dressed in a solicitor’s suit and bowler but had the smell of a laboratory about him. He also 

possessed a briefcase which he clutched to his chest protectively.  

 

Herns looked at him in the mirror. “Sorry mate, I’m off duty. I made my last run half an hour 

ago; I’m just waiting for m’girlfriend.” 

 

“Please,” the fellow hissed, “I’ll give you triple rate if you get me out of here right now.” 

 

Herns smiled showing a line of perfectly straight white teeth. “I’m sorry,” he replied in a friendly 

manner, “But as I said, I can’t help you. I’ll get my license pulled if they catch me going over 

hours.” 

 

The fellow swallowed hard. “I am being pursued,” he said plainly. “If I’m caught, I will be 

killed.” 

 

“You don’t say. What did you do?” 

 

“That’s none of your affair.” 

 

Herns removed the keys from the ignition and jingled them. “I think it might be.” 

 

“Damn it,” the fellow cursed. “Have it your way but this puts you in trouble too just for 

knowing; formulas, computer hacking, the internet, and my blog.” 

 

The agent’s smile never changed. “You saw something you didn’t like and spilled the beans. I’m 

guess’n that pissed somebody off din’it?”  

 

“So it would seem or so it has been perceived… quadruple your fee! I’ll pay you quadruple.” 

 

“What’s your field?” the agent calmly asked him.  

 

“I haven’t the time to…” 

 

Herns jingled the keys again. 

 

The man sighed. “All right! I’m a scientist. My field of study is agriculture. Sometimes I ‘hear’ 

things and sometimes I post them on line for the world to take note of.” 

 



“You’re a greenie then and you got caught.” 

 

“Could you please just drive?” 

 

“I have a better idea,” Herns told him. Getting out of the car, he came back and opened the door. 

“Come with me; I have a friend I’d like you to meet. I think he’ll be able to help you.” 

 

The fellow looked doubtful and Herns flashed him his smile again. “Trust me, Guv, I can tell 

when a fellow needs a friend and off hand I’d bet a pound to a pence that would be you.” 

 

“I don’t understand,” the scientist protested. 

 

“Sure you do. We do you a favor and maybe you do us one in return. That’s the way these things 

generally work. You made one deal with the devil and now you’ll make another; and so it goes. 

You have a rather large problem and we’ll solve it for you. That’s easy ain’t it? Maybe we won’t 

even have a favor to ask.” 

 

Reluctantly the fellow got out of the back seat and followed Herns into the pub where he was left 

standing in front of a dark booth wherein a very old fellow sat nursing a beer and watching the 

telly up behind the bar. The news anchor was describing a massive rescue attempt; looking for a 

dog that had been hit by a car and then fallen into an open storm sewer. 

 

“Rather amazing so much effort would be put into finding a dog,” the young man muttered as for 

a moment he forgot his own problems. 

 

“I think it all depends upon the dog in question,” the old man replied in a quiet voice. “Sit if ya 

want, leave if you don’t.” 

 

The fellow gently placed his valise on the seat and slid into the booth. “The hackney said you 

could help me,” he offered, giving a furtive glance towards the door. 

 

Grumble took his eyes from the television and regarded the person across from him. “You’re not 

used to wearing such a fancy getup, so why are ya?” 

 

“Travel.” 

 

“I see. Must be first class and if you’re going overseas I would lose the bowler.  That’s too 

typically English and makes you look snooty besides. Dress to blend in and do something to alter 

your face so the computer wizzos won’t pick you up so easy.” 

 

“Computer wizzos?” 

 

“That’s right. Let me guess, you’re actually traveling under you normal passport?” 

 

“Well… yes.”  

 



Grumble chuckled and took a sip from his pint.  

 

“What’s so funny?” the fellow asked. 

 

“Yer a rank amateur and probably won’t make it through the day… picked up or dead; probably 

badly beaten to death. That sends a message to any others who might want to follow in your 

footsteps. What’s in the bag?” 

 

“Research papers.” 

 

“Concerning?” 

 

“That’s none of your business.” 

 

The old man eyed him for a moment, his look unfathomable. Turning, Grumble flagged the 

barkeep, pointed at the young man and held up three fingers. “Neat,” he called out. A moment 

later a glass bearing a good portion of whiskey was placed in front of the scientist with a beaker 

of water next to it. 

 

“What’s this for?” he asked. 

 

“Drink it straight down,” the old spy told him and winked. “It’ll take the edge off. When you’re 

not used to running there are ‘dead’ giveaways that anyone can spot. Consider it medicine Josh.”  

 

The fellow was about to ask how Grumble knew his name when a large body eclipsed the bar 

and the telly. 

 

“You’ll be need’n to come with me,” growled the eclipser. He was well dressed and had a radio 

earpiece plugged into his head. Opening his coat slightly he showed his pistol. 

 

“Bugger off,” Grumble growled back. 

 

The fellow quickly turned his attention to the old spy. “If I was you… sir… I would keep my 

fuck’n nose out of business that don’t concern…” 

 

Grumbles left foot shot out from under the table connecting with the thug’s right knee. There 

was a loud snap as the joint popped and the fellow fell forward with a sharp intake of air into his 

lungs. As he fell, his head was grabbed and slammed onto the table top rendering him 

unconscious; after which he slid to the floor without so much as a whimper.  

 

Leaning down Grumble relieved the fellow of his sidearm, wallet, and belt which held a pair of 

handcuffs and a spare magazine for the pistol. Sticking the weapon into his waistband he said 

quietly, “I believe that’s our cue to leave. Drink the whiskey down now and don’t forget yer 

case.”  

 



Sliding out of the booth, he moved to the bar and paid his tab, leaving a very generous tip for the 

barman. “He’ll be needing an ambulance,” he added. “Make up any story you like but we were 

never here.” 

 

The bar keeper nodded. “Good to have you back again, sir,” he added. 

 

“Good to see you again too Tom,” the old fellow replied. Turning to the scientist, who was now 

coughing from the whiskey, he said loudly, “Right then… off and out we go. To market, to 

market, to buy a penny bun. Home again, home again, when market is done.” 

 

 

  



I Don’t Hold Much T’a Science 
 

 

Josh the Scientist sat on the end of a bed in a seedy hotel room within the east end of London. 

Every now and again a cockroach would scurry out from behind one of the worn out pieces of 

furniture. Once a human presence was confirmed it would disappear back behind the furniture 

again. The young man’s attire of only a bath towel made things a bit uncomfortable but he 

understood the need to purge his past life. The old fellow he’d met in the pub now sat off to the 

side of the window watching the street while a very large fellow took up the space of the sole 

couch in the room. This one was happily munching on an equally large sandwich which he’d 

offered to share. Though Josh was hungry, he’d politely declined as it had sardines in it. 

 

“I don’t understand,” he said, finally finding his voice. “I was sitting in my office putting in 

notes when my computer turned off.” 

 

“T ’was a company computer,” Grumble answered, not turning from the window. 

 

“Then I tried calling I.T. and the phone on my desk wouldn’t work.” 

 

“T ’was a company phone,” the spy added, moving the curtain slightly. 

 

“Then I get a text message from someone I don’t know that says, ‘Get out now!’. Right after that 

I can’t text or call out and all the functions stopped on my cell phone.” 

 

“What did you do with it?” Grumble asked, still without looking. 

 

“I ran to the loo, threw up my breakfast and then tossed the phone in after.” 

 

The old man turned and looked at the larger. “That would do it?” 

 

Ferdinand stopped munching on his sandwich long enough to hold one hand up, palm down. 

This he wiggled in a back and forth motion indicating a ‘maybe’. 

 

“Was it one of those shock proof and waterproof models?” Grumble asked. 

 

“I don’t think so. It was…” 

 

“A company phone,” the spy answered with him. “Pity. It was also too big to flush wasn’t it? So 

you left it there?” 

 

The scientist nodded. “I couldn’t bring myself to reach in and grab it so I left it there.” 

 

“All that intelligence and no brains to back it up,” Grumble muttered. “You still have no clue 

who you were working for, do you?” Looking at the FFat MMan he asked, “Was he chipped 

anywhere on his body?”  

 



Ferdinand shook his head in the negative. 

 

“That makes sense, he worked in a laboratory and it would have been easily caught. Trace 

radiation perhaps?” 

 

Negative again. 

 

“Tracking devices in his clothing?” 

 

Big affirmative with three fingers held up. 

 

Josh was moving his head back and forth as if watching a tennis match; finally keeping his eyes 

on Grumble he asked, “Who exactly are you?” 

 

The spy chuckled. “I’m the one what turned you in; though Fatty did the leg work for me.” 

 

The scientist was on his feet as Ferdinand near choked between his mouthful of sandwich and 

laughter. Patting his chest to get the young man’s attention he held out his right hand and moved 

his fingers in a way that left no doubt that he was the one doing the typing. 

 

“Why?” Josh stammered, anger turning his face a bright red. “For the love of God why?” 

 

Grumble fixed him with a look akin to the business end of a weapon. “Because I needed an 

expert and you were accessible. You were also easy to compromise. No way would you ever 

have left your sanctuary without provocation.” He paused as if deciding how best to say what he 

felt. Finally he added softly, “You’re all over the internet so’s I know what you’re for; but I’m 

not yet so sure what you’re against.” Nodding to the bed he said, “Sit back down and I’ll explain 

it for ya. I’ll even speak slowly enough for you to follow.” 

 

“And I should trust you why?” the scientist asked sarcastically as he sat back to the bed. 

 

“Because I’m all that stands in the way of the world ending,” the spy replied calmly. Waving a 

dismissive hand in the air he furthered, “The world will still be here I suppose, but mankind 

won’t be so lucky I’m afraid… blame it on science if y’will.” 

 

“So you’re crazy then,” the young man replied flatly. 

 

“Perhaps,” Grumble agreed with a nod, “And I truly hope I am because that would mean I’m 

wrong. Allow me to ask ya a few questions and I expect you to answer them honestly.” 

 

“That’s fair enough,” the scientist replied, “Providing it’s a two way lane.” 

 

“How many people read your blog?” 

 



“Millions,” he smiled proudly. “Hundreds of companies have been brought down because of the 

truths I’ve told and the governments allowing them their devastating processes were also 

severely embarrassed in the process.” 

 

“Spoken like a true Greenie,” the old spy countered, “And yet you never caught anyone snooping 

around your office, did you? You never noticed anything strange that might have indicated you 

were being watched and no one ever outwardly threatened you bodily harm for what you were 

blog’n?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“That fellow with the gun found you easily enough didn’t he?” 

 

“I suppose.” 

 

“Puppy got off his leash,” Grumble smiled. “Think about this then, Puppy; if so many 

governments were embarrassed by what you did, why were you not assassinated?”  

 

“I’m sorry?” 

 

“Snuffed out… taken down… heart attack, stroke, cancer, radiation poisoning, bomb, bullet to 

the brains; or simply gone missing?” 

 

The scientist sat on the bed, the cogs in his mind turning as he digested this thought that had 

never occurred to him. Finally he said, “I don’t know. I was told I’d been threatened many times 

but the Director told me not to worry.” 

 

“And so you didn’t. What you were doing was important so it was full steam ahead and never a 

worry in the world.” Crossing to the worn out dresser near the bed Grumble opened the plastic 

bag of vegetables and tossed a plump tomato to his guest. “As resident vegetable expert, tell me 

what you think of that.” 

 

Josh deftly caught it, years of Cricket seasoning his quick reaction. He carefully examined the 

tomato which was at the peak of ripeness yet it showed no signs of any soft spots. There were no 

blemishes and the red color almost shouted its perfection. “Where did you get this?” he asked. 

 

“From a garden.” 

 

Josh looked up. “Seriously. Where did you get this?” 

 

Grumble smiled, “And I told ya seriously; I got it from a little garden on the property of an old 

age facility.” Fishing in his breast pocket he pulled out a seed packet and tossed that over too. 

 

The scientist examined the foil pouch, reading the scant information given and sniffing at the 

seeds within. “If I were to guess, and obviously I must, I would say these were ‘GM’ tomatoes.” 

 



The FFat MMan patted his chest to gain attention and then mimicked holding on to a steering 

wheel.  

 

“No,” Josh told him, “Not General Motors; genetically modified. That would make it illegal to 

grow in Europe. The governments on this side of the pond at least understand that tampering 

with such things might be dangerous.” 

 

“I have no doubt that it’s dangerous,” Grumble agreed, “But exactly how it’s dangerous is yet to 

be determined. Are you truthfully interested in actually doing something for the world?” 

 

“I thought that’s what I was doing,” the young man said softly. He bit into the tomato and closed 

his eyes as he tasted it. “This is bloody delicious,” he finally managed. Opening his eyes again he 

examined the place bitten. 

 

“As I see it,” Grumble told him, “That’s one of its draws. I wonder if it’s addictive in any way? 

Certainly it’s not poisonous; Ferdinand’s appetite has attested to that. What do you make of the 

seed packet?” 

 

Josh looked at the small foil pouch. “It’s professionally done. Obviously vacuum packed. It’s a 

small package so it probably contains no more than ten seeds. That means whoever is producing 

them wishes to maintain tight control on exactly how many seeds are shipped to the individual 

grower.” He looked up at Grumble. “I think there’s probably a good reason for that.” 

 

“And what would that be?” the spy asked him. 

 

The young man held up what was left of the tomato. “There’s no seeds in the fruit. That means 

they won’t reproduce on their own.” 

 

“None?” 

 

“Not a one. There’s a great danger in that. If the plants were allowed to cross pollinate with other 

tomato plants then they too could possibly become seedless. Does that help?” 

 

“It might,” the old man told him, “But I’m not sure. I’ll need some time to consider things.” 

Taking a zucchini from the bag he broke it open and examined the meat. “It’s the same… no 

seeds.” Looking at the FFat MMan he scowled. “How is it you didn’t notice that?” 

 

Ferdinand pointed to his mouth and clicked his teeth. 

 

Grumble snorted a laugh. “Yes… I’m sure.”  

 

“I could tell you more if I had access to a laboratory,” Josh offered. 

 

“I’m sure you could,” the old man agreed with a nod. “But for now we duck and run. It does, 

however, give me something to think about.” 

 



There was a knock at the door.  

 

The remains of Ferdinand’s sandwich quickly disappeared into the waste basket; replaced by the 

pistol taken by Grumble at the bar. His usual smile changed to an expression of seriousness as he 

pointed it towards the room’s entrance. With the back of his other hand he knocked twice on the 

wall, paused, and then knocked once again. This was answered by someone kicking on the door 

hard enough that it rattled the hinges. 

 

“I do wish Herns would learn a little bit of subtleness,” the old spy complained, “Unfortunately 

youth and stupidity seem to go hand in hand.” 

 

Passing Ferdinand, Grumble patted him on the shoulder whereupon the larger man re-holstered 

his weapon. Unlatching the door, he opened it to find a smiling Herns holding a large white box 

bearing the name of an exclusive women’s clothing shop. 

 

“I see you’ve been busy,” he said in greeting. 

 

“Damned straight.” 

 

“You sound like a bloody Yank.” 

 

“I’ve been practicing. I thought you’d appreciate it, maybe remind you of the old days when you 

worked with the CIA.” 

 

Grumble snorted. “They were all a bunch of bampots and rude to the point of pure arseholism.” 

He stuck his head out into the hallway and looked both ways checking to make sure no one was 

there. “They were also not very good at following people.” 

 

Pulling the young agent into the room, he asked, “What did you find for us?” 

 

“Only the best disguise ever!” the agent replied, shifting his package to one arm and looking 

right at Josh. Opening the box, he tossed the cover aside and grabbed out a large black garment 

in dramatic fashion. “Behold, if you will, the Burqa, made of the finest Persian silk and large 

enough to hide a small bus. It would seem that my hack has been hired to take a nice Middle 

eastern couple sightseeing.” 

 

Ferdinand pounded on the wall as he laughed and even Grumble smiled. 

 

  



Dog Sense 
 

 

It’s not easy being a dog. 

 

Burt reflected upon this line from a song he couldn’t remember. There were flashes of a 

children’s movie in his memory but nothing he could pin down. For the moment it was simply a 

solid truth he was presently having trouble dealing with.  

 

After faking his death he’d run northward just for a direction; putting as much distance between 

himself and those who wanted to apprehend him as he could. If he was spotted there would be 

the long pole with a loop on the end waiting for him around some corner; that is… if he was 

lucky. More likely there would be the tranquilizer dart in the arse and then it would be sleepy 

time. There’d be no defense against that.  

 

Since his escape had been accomplished his next mission was to find Grumble and that wasn’t 

going to be easy. He would have to give this a great deal of thought; but if the old spy didn’t 

want to be found then chances are he would not be found. From what Burt knew of the old 

fellow, and this was not much, he could be anyone. It was not so much he was a master at 

disguise as it was something more... but what it was he hadn’t a clue.  

 

There were two places he knew he must not go; Peter’s and what was left of the Grumble 

household. There would be low level spotters at both of these locations. Quite possibly, by now, 

these two locations would be under satellite surveillance. He’d watched the telly closely the 

following morning as Peter made arrangements with his mother for Mrs. Grumble’s long term 

care. The images were stark and the old lady had cried real tears while muttering it was all her 

fault. There wasn’t much more than a hole in the ground where their happy home had been. The 

occupants, or so the news anchor decried, had all perished in the resulting fire caused by a gas 

leak; burned beyond recognition. That part hardly mattered to the dog. Dead was dead and 

humans as a whole didn’t seem to grasp the idea that it didn’t really matter what the remains 

looked like. 

 

“Gas leak,” he muttered, “And how many times have I heard that excuse even as a police 

officer?” 

 

Mrs. Grumble had reached over and gently stroked his head. “It’s all right,” she told him, “There 

was nothing irreplaceable. People lost much more than that during the Blitz.” 

 

He looked at Mr. Grumble’s missus admiring the stoutness of her attitude. Then again, he was 

also sure she was still pretty much in shock.   

 

Now, as he footed northward his mind went over his options. If he kept things as they were it 

was possible he would be picked up by animal control. As soon as he was entered into the 

system someone somewhere would be on to him. The various agencies would probably get into 

fist fights trying to claim him while the needle would be waiting in the death chamber to be 

administered by those who wanted him out of the way. Grumble was right in his estimate of 



much being ‘afoot’. He was more of an accident than anything else... speaking of which... he 

wondered how it was he’d found Grumble to begin with? 

 

This thought caused him pause (no pun intended) and he sat upon the sidewalk to scratch, after 

which he shook out his fur. 

 

From what he’d gleaned by using his keen dog’s hearing, he’d been the only one to actually 

survive the body swap operation. Granted he’d not had much hope in any case; being damaged 

goods when the lab received him. Using entirely whole people for such an experiment would 

hardly have been accepted on the world front; but take a police officer with no family who was 

killed in the line of duty… well there you have it. What they’d done to him was nothing short of 

a very poor grade B sci-fi movie. He was now a highly classified, double top secret mumbo 

jumbo; and yet he’d gotten away simply by tagging along with an old man that more people 

seemed to have an interest in than they did a talking dog. He found this both interesting and 

curious. 

 

He also found it amazing that the Frisbee he’d taken from the lab as his cover story did what it 

did. Looking skyward he wondered exactly where it had flown off to. 

 

So that was it then? Everything was a total accident? And who was Linda?  

 

Eventually his paws began to hurt and he became thirsty. The thirst was easily slacked from a 

puddle found street side but this accented something else; hunger. His nose told him there were 

ample garbage cans he could raid but that might be just as deadly for him in the long run. What 

tasted good might always be laced with rat poison or be rotten to the point of ptomaine 

poisoning. 

 

Hearing a noise he looked up and found a cat sitting on top of a garbage can gazing down at him. 

It gave him a bored look and then looked towards the deeper portions of the alleyway where it 

sat like a guardian. It nodded in that direction, after which there was the noise of a garbage can 

being dumped over. 

 

Instincts told him to run. Police training told him to rush in and investigate. There was a third 

voice also yelling at him in a single word; which was ‘food!’ 

 

----------------------------- 

 

Josh looked at himself in the mirror and, behind the curtain of the burqa, smiled. As a child he’d 

played with his stepmother’s clothes in the privacy of an empty house but now; here he was 

wearing something... well... it wasn’t frilly but it was female. He had a pillow taped around his 

middle to help fill things out. All sorts of similes to his appearance floated through his head; 

none of them flattering. 

 

“I think that will see to our needs,” Grumble told the FFat MMan and Herns. “You’ll have to 

play the tourist couple so I’m thinking the Tower of London would be a good place to kill the 

day.” 



 

“Oh joy... I so love the Tower of London,” the Herns replied flatly. 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand agreed with a big smile, though whether he was agreeing or disagreeing was 

not quite evident. He further made hand gestures that indicated jewelry and swords. 

 

Grumble chuckled. “I expect the three of you to stay out of trouble and to keep your heads down. 

Remember to leave any weapons in the boot of the taxi. Everything these days is metal detectors 

and pat downs. Dressed as you are you can bet you’ll be surrounded before you can even blink.” 

 

“Isn’t killing time contrary to what you’re supposed to do?” the scientist asked. 

 

Ferdinand snorted and Herns remarked, “As opposed to killing people?”  

 

“What? No, of course not!” the young man under the silk remarked. “I meant; when we scientists 

are looking for answers we tackle things head on.” 

 

“With lots of grant money and personnel to help out,” Grumble added. “You have to remember 

that it’s just us and I still haven’t a clue where, whom, when, and how. Those are all very 

important items. I would also mention that we four have become the most hunted individuals in 

the world by now. That’s why we’re moving again. With the size of the reward for information 

being offered even the sleaze bag owner of this dump would consider turning us in; and he’s a 

personal friend.” 

 

“How do you know these things?” Josh asked him. 

 

“I just do. Let’s call it on the job experience. I’ve worked both sides of the fence and right now 

we’re doing exactly that simultaneously. That’s also the reason all sides are looking for us. I’m 

sure they haven’t a clue either but being they all have their own brand of skullduggery they’re 

scared we’re out for them. As it is; they won’t be expecting Ferdinand because he was 

supposedly killed in ‘All The King’s Queens’.” 

 

The FFat MMan patted his chest and when Josh looked to him, he gave a thumbs up. Then 

patting his throat, he gave a thumbs down and then made electrical noises. 

 

“What about you?” the scientist asked Herns.  

 

“I’m a free agent; pardon the pun.” 

 

“What do you mean ‘free agent’?” Grumble asked him with a growl. 

 

“Did I forget to mention that?” he asked in an American twang. “Linda fired me... something to 

do with that last big cockup. She said something about your manuscript stinking to the moon and 

back... which just happened to be the title if I remember correctly.” 

 



“Just wonderful,” the old man responded. “And there goes a connection I was rather relying 

upon.” He made a dismissive motion with one hand. “Go on now and enjoy the day being that 

it’s all so screwed up. We’ll meet at the Wimpy’s across from Victoria Station around seven.” 

 

“I believe that’s a McDonald’s now,” Josh remarked, “And what about you; where will you be?”  

 

The old spy growled something about too long being out of touch and then said, “I’m off to see 

the Blind Rabbit. He’s a fine brewer and maybe I’ll be able to drink my cares away. Don’t forget 

you’re a lady under that tent. You don’t talk and you always follow a pace behind your husband. 

Ferdi and Sam are your protection; the one leads and the other trails. You do exactly what they 

tell you to do when they tell you to do it.” 

 

------------------------------ 

 

Burt heard the growling before he even saw the dogs. Keeping to the shadows of the alley he 

found their scent and his hackles went up. His nose told him there was one very large mutt and 

two smaller ones’ those two were like sucker fish on the shark. The deep throated growling gave 

way to a clean fresh bark that could not have come from a mutt.  

 

Hopping silently up to the top of a garbage can he got a good view of what was going on and it 

was not pleasant. The three whose scents he picked up were street dogs; common thugs usually 

picked up quickly by animal control after being dumped and normally for good reason. 

 

The forth, and barking loud in an attempt to protect herself, was a golden retriever. She was a bit 

shabby looking with her ribs sticking out from a thin frame, but her fur was pure and she still 

wore a leash. 

 

“Bastards,” Burt cursed the owner and the curs in the same breath. Seeing a two story scaffold 

next to the scene, his mind quickly worked out a plan but it would entail his doing some things 

rather out of the ordinary for a dog. Good thing he was not an ordinary dog. 

 

Hopping down from the garbage can he went to the rickety scaffolding and began his climb. 

When he was at the top and insured his escape route was available, an adjacent window ledge 

with an open window, he summoned his best police officer command voice. 

 

“YOU WILL CEASE AND DESIST IMMEDIATELY!” 

 

All four dogs stopped barking and looked upwards.  

 

“Go on now, and be about your business!” Burt yelled at the thugs. “Be good doggies and don’t 

make me do something you’ll not be happy about!”  

 

“Look there, Charlie,” says one of the piss ants, “The squeaker toy can talk human.” 

 



The second piss ant only giggled. Charlie, on the other paw, growled a low and very explicit 

rumble. “You come on down here Squeaker and I’ll teach you how to speaks dog right enough. 

Now fuk off and don’t gets involved in things that don’t concern you.” 

 

“But it does concern me,” Burt replied calmly, “I am an officer of the law and if you do not leave 

this instant I shall be forced to take measures.” 

 

Charlie charged forward near frothing at the mouth. “AND WHAT THE FUK YA GONNA DO 

ABOUT IT?!” he barked loudly. 

 

Burt, taking his time to aim, lifted his back leg and pissed right in the larger dog’s face. The huge 

cur went totally berserk. Jumping straight up into the air, his jaws snapped like something from a 

grade B shark movie. When his forelegs finally hooked upon a part of the scaffolding in his rabid 

attempt to climb the obstruction, Burt made his move. Hopping up on the window ledge he 

grabbed the fluttering curtain with his teeth and pushed out with his rear paws tipping the 

scaffolding over. Charlie, still barking his insane threats, went over with it and was crushed 

under its weight. The two piss ants, seeing their leader disposed of so easily, yelped and made to 

run from the alleyway in panic. Too late for one, the Golden grabbed it by the neck. This dog 

was quickly dispatched with the rapid back and forth shaking one will see practiced upon a rag 

toy. 

 

Turning about on the window ledge, Burt yelled to her, “SIT... STAY! GOOD GIRL!”  

 

In passable dog he told her, “I’ll be right down and we’ll get your situation sorted out.” 

 

 

  



The Blind Rabbit 
 

 

The pub was no more than a hole in the wall. It embodied every emotion an English pub required 

including a delicious assortment of fine beers. That and much more. Presently the sign in the 

window declared the establishment closed though there were a good twenty patrons quietly 

present. Grumble’d greeted each in turn, shaking hands and nodding during the exchanges. He 

felt at home among these old comrades... all retired... all put out to pasture like good work horses 

waiting to be sold off to the glue factory. 

 

“Nice touch on the ‘old woman’ disguise,” one of the fellows told him a smile, “But you made 

your lipstick a bit crooked. I remember back in the old days when you used to swish yur skirt and 

flash a little pretend cleavage; how the heads would turn and no one the wiser.” 

 

“Aye,” the old spy chuckled. “So I did, and now if m’ninnies was real they’d be down around m’ 

belly button sure enough.” Looking at the bar keep he asked, “Any watchers on the street Billy?” 

 

“There’s always watchers Mr. G, but mostly just trainees.” 

 

“Did I set off any alarms?” 

 

“None that I can tell.” 

 

“Is this place still secure?” he asked loudly. There was an immediate rumble of ‘ayes’ from those 

present; and no finer a bunch of specialist had ever been assembled. 

 

“Is the Rabbit in?” 

 

“When ain’t he?” asked one of the others and all of them chuckled. 

 

Grumble was handed over a beer and conversation returned to the way it had been, mostly 

concerning politics and the horse races; which pretty much were the same thing. Sliding into a 

booth he was joined by two other old fellows. One of them playfully placed a hand on his knee. 

 

“Leave off Bruce, less’n you want my shop’n bag up side your melon; and it’s got a brick in it.” 

 

“Whoa,” the other agent told him, removing the offending hand. “I was just fun’n ya Grum. It’s 

been ages since I seen ya and I got carried away with your pretty face.” 

 

“So ya says. The beer’s good; I suggest ya have one.” 

 

“Mind I’m not asking what you’ve got working Grum,” the other fellow asked in a more refined 

accent, “But there’s a lot of talent sitting around here bored out of their minds. Perhaps you 

could use an editor or two? Mind I’m just suggesting a second set of eyes is all.” 

 



“I’ll keep that in mind Henry, and thank you. I’m not sure what exactly is going on just yet, not 

saying I’m working on anything mind you; but I will keep that in my thoughts. Come a time, 

without a doubt, I’ll need help.” 

 

Conversation after that stopped only once when a Bobby came in, tacked up a flier on the pubs 

small public cork board and then left again. During this, Bruce moved his head conversationally 

close to the old woman sitting between himself and the more dapper Henry. Grumble, for his 

part, played the flirty old trollop so well it had all the other patrons laughing behind their beers. 

 

Not long after, the barkeep came over and whispered in the old gent’s ear that the back door was 

unlocked should he like a visit with the proprietor.  

 

------------------------------- 

 

Herns, his accent now properly British, snapped picture after picture of Ferdinand and Josh; who 

were being careful to act as the proper Middle Eastern couple. Using the camera’s telephoto lens 

the young agent was able to scout the area behind them making sure they hadn’t been followed. 

He would announce this to Ferdinand by saying ‘Shufshuf’ which was a totally made up word. 

 

“So where is Mr. Grumble?” Josh whispered to him when he came close.  

 

“No idea. Shufshuf.” 

 

“But he will meet us again?” 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand added with a smile and a wink. 

 

“But not at Wimpy’s,” Herns added. “Shufshuf.” 

 

“What?” 

 

“No.” the FFat MMan agreed. 

 

“Where then?” 

 

“I haven’t the foggiest clue. Shuf... Poop! Possible blighter at six ‘o’ clock Ferdie.” 

 

“Yes?” 

 

The eyes under the Burqa became worried looking. “You’re sure?” 

 

“Do pigs shag in the mud? I don’t think he’s spotted us exactly. We should probably duck into 

The Tower I think.” 

 

“Why not the chapel?” the scientist asked, “That’s where the tour group is headed.” 

 



“It’s a Christian place.” 

 

“Yes,” the FFat MMan agreed. 

 

“I’m Christian,” the scientist countered, “Well... only marginally I suppose, but I am.” 

 

“Not dressed in a Burqa you’re not.” 

 

“Yes... No...” Ferdinand made gun noises and then drew a finger across his throat making a 

squishy upturned sound that quite clearly indicated a cut throat. 

 

“The Tower is more public,” Herns replied, “And the old place is quite defensible. I would 

imagine there’ve been lots of fights here. We could easily hold off a full scale attack. I’ve got my 

plastic knife from lunch Ferd, you got anything?” 

 

Ferdinand smashed one huge fist into another and smiled. 

 

“What?” Josh asked in surprise, “You’re simply going to smash him?” 

 

The FFat MMan then pantomimed getting someone in a headlock and biting their ear.” 

 

“Good idea,” Herns agreed, “Question them first. You know... thinking of it, we could use the 

torture chamber and make it look like part of the display.” 

 

The larger man held up a hand palm out and wiggled his fingers.  

 

“So far just the one; let’s hope he hasn’t called it in yet. Oh... look over there, they’re changing 

the guard. Pity his weapon has no bullets.” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Grumble, cap on his head and now dressed properly in the clothing he’d brought along via his 

old woman’s shopping bag, stepped through the door behind the bar. When it closed, the single 

small light went out replaced by a bright red incandescent. On the wall, next to another door, was 

a sign that warned any electronic devices carried past the entrance would be destroyed.  “Be kind 

to your mind,” it furthered, “Leave off the telly and read a book.” 

 

The old man smiled, remembering when he’d told that bit of wisdom to the Rabbit. Everything to 

that one was electronics and listening. He was the agency’s top watcher at one time... until he 

was retired due to cutbacks and a preference for computer spy watchers over the living. 

Governmental feelings now ran that computers were unbiased and would miss less. ‘They’ll be 

the death of us all one day,’ the spy had predicted. To this the fellow known as the Blind Rabbit 

readily agreed and then went about setting up his new home. He was one of Grumble’s closest 

friends and confessor; once an actual priest where it was he discovered the value of true secrets. 

 



With a buzzing sound the inner door clicked open a crack. Stepping forward the old spy pushed 

it the rest of the way open only to find the staircase he knew would be there. It was illuminated 

in the same red light enabling him to see without losing his night vision. The stairway led down 

several flights to a catacomb carved out by the ancient Romans. Used during WWII as a 

clandestine meeting place for MI-6 agents, it was now filled with more electronic wizardry than 

the NSA... and all of it passive so there would be no tracing it backwards to the source. The 

incoming internet feeds were also heavily guarded by programs personally designed by the 

Rabbit to be as tamper proof as anything the government had and better. 

 

“I’ve come to talk,” Grumble said into the reddish darkness. “I’ve a mess of things buzzing 

around in my head and I’m rather bothered by it.” 

 

“I was wondering when you would be by,” replied a raspy voice. The fellow who spoke came 

forward from the shadows. He was dressed much as Grumble; the glasses he wore, however, had 

red lenses to them. On the inside of the glass on the left eye was a continual news ticker 

containing stories from around the world exactly as they came out. 

 

“I’m rather hoping you’re a few steps ahead of me,” Grumble responded as they shook hands, 

“You usually were.” 

 

“I listen as a good confessor should,” the Rabbit responded, “And I learn much... but I could 

never play the game like you my friend. There’s a loud rumbling that you’re way in over your 

head this time.” 

 

“What put you on to my situation?” 

 

“Your house blew up.” 

 

“Aye, yes, there was that. I was very distressed to learn of its eradication. I understand there 

were quite a few dead... go figure. How’s my missus?” 

 

“There’s nothing in the wind about her arrest or abduction so I would presume she is still safe. I 

would advise her to stay holed up wherever she might be. It does appear that your dog, however, 

is not going to be so lucky.” 

 

“Burt?” 

 

“I don’t know his name but I have heard a rather humorous report about a talking dog begging 

food for his girlfriend whom he leads around by a leash which he holds in his mouth. That report 

came out just yesterday and people are flocking to the place like it was the latest vision of the 

Virgin Mary.” 

 

Holding up a remote, the fellow clicked it and an image appeared in the darkness of the room 

showing a blurry picture of two dogs sitting up in front of an old man resting on a park bench 

while trying to eat his lunch. 

 



“This was the cell phone picture that’s gone viral. The authorities are rather perplexed because 

they can’t seem to pin the animals down. Your Burt is very elusive.” 

 

“He should be,” Grumble responded, “He’s one of us. He’d been put through some sort of body 

swap operation and escaped. He didn’t tell me too much about it. I felt bad for him and let him 

move in. In my haste to get away I rather lost track of him. I had him on a mission. We need to 

pick him up as quickly as possible.”  

 

“I should say so.” 

 

“What do you mean?” 

 

“Barring the fact that I knew nothing of any such operations being conducted, there’ve been a 

number of mysterious explosions, apparent gun battles, and more than a few unexplained bodies 

in the area of the park he frequents. And so another piece of the puzzle falls into place. I would 

very much like to speak with him.” 

 

“Let me guess,” the old spy interjected, “All of the bodies in question are of mixed nationalities.” 

 

“There was even an entire American tourist group whose bus went off a small bridge. No 

fatalities there and it might not even be related but I do find it so very odd; especially since they 

were all rather young and virile.” 

 

In the darkness of the catacomb twenty large screen televisions came to life showing all sorts of 

pictures of Burt and his new girlfriend. 

 

“It almost appears as if he’s trying to get my attention,” Grumble said flatly as he looked around 

at the various pictures. There was everything from cell phone images to traffic cam footage. 

“Why would he do such a thing? He knows the risks.” 

 

“Because he does not know where you are,” the Rabbit told his friend, placing a hand on his arm, 

“And I have found nothing to suggest he’s been turned.” 

 

“He’s a trained agent,” the spy replied, not taking his eyes from the images. “I figured he would 

simply go somewhere safe and report in.” 

 

“Back to those who he has already escaped from?” the Rabbit asked, his voice telling what he 

felt. “Have you been out of the game that long Grumble? You took him in. You protected him 

when no one else could or would. The agencies of the world are still afraid of you. That’s why 

they didn’t force the issue.” 

 

“Afraid of me? I’m just a has been writer. That’s preposterous!” 

 

“You’ve come here to glean what I know, old friend, and that is what I know. Yours is a very 

special status. Think about it. They have all tried to kill you and all have failed. I believe the 

Russians actually even tried quite recently, didn’t they? So they all spoke about it and 



collectively chose to let you sail off into the sunset like a good retired agent hopes he will. Now 

that you’ve reversed your course I would say all bets are off. They are quick to understand the 

dog is a way to get to you. Your wife is another.” 

 

Grumble’s eyebrows went up and he felt true anger. “So you’re saying I should let him go?” 

 

“That would be my advice based upon the severity of action I have witnessed just from you 

sneezing... so to say. Dead you cannot do whatever it is you’ve set yourself to do.” He paused 

and then added, “There is one other thing you should consider, however.” 

 

“What’s that?” 

 

The Rabbit clicked a button and there was a whirring sound as the old Maxwell Smart ‘cone of 

silence’ lowered from the ceiling. This demonstrated to the old spy exactly how serious things 

were that the Blind rabbit wouldn’t even trust the imperviousness of his private sanctuary.  

 

When both their heads were well within the plexiglass hoods, the intelligence gatherer spoke but 

three words.  

 

“Dogs are loyal.” 

 

 

  



 

The Rescuers 
 

 

“This is jolly good fun,” Bruce said from behind the steering wheel. “It’s been ages since I 

loaded up my gear and drove somewhere with a purpose. Gor but I hope I get to blow something 

up.” 

 

“We don’t have license for that anymore,” Henry told him from the rider’s side. The dapper 

agent adjusted his umbrella so it was less likely to go off accidently. “Mind, I much preferred a 

weaponless approach but I am not adverse to things going boom,” he looked at the man driving 

the car pointedly, “When it is only so necessary.” 

 

“No blowing things up,” Grumble muttered from the back seat. He was examining a post card 

the bartender had passed to him when he emerged from speaking with the Blind Rabbit. He 

claimed not to know where it came from but found it sitting upon the bar with no one even close 

to it. The card was addressed to Grumble but there was no message on it. The picture on the front 

was of a Tyrannosaurus Rex posed in one of its usual open mouthed stances in advertisement for 

a science museum somewhere. In bold words the advert cried out; ‘Stop for a moment to 

consider the dinosaurs’. 

 

The post card told him many things but he could not be sure of the absolute message meant to be 

conveyed. It was like looking at a bowl of Chinese noodles and trying to figure out where one 

particular noodle picked up and left off. 

 

First and most important; someone knew where he was or would be. Modern surveillance was 

close to the point of ‘all knowing’ but it wasn’t that good. Obviously it would take everything he 

had to remain unobserved.    

 

Next, The Blind Rabbit Pub was a place of dinosaurs; and he was one himself. His life had 

already been lived. At one point he was the best there was; evidenced by the fact that he was still 

alive more than anything else. Was this an observation that he should call for help among his old 

comrades? 

 

Finally... should he pay the museum a visit? 

 

As it was he’d already enlisted the aid of those present. Bruce and Henry were a bit closer than 

most so he’d asked their help in recovering Burt. The rest had volunteered immediately to head 

down to The Tower of London in order to recover Ferdinand, Herns, and their charge. 

 

Hearing someone clear their throat, he looked up to find Dr. Nyet sitting in the seat next to him. 

The old man was dressed in a coat against the cold and was looking out the window. “You 

should watch the scenery go by,” the scientist told him, “Because before long your eyes are 

sightless and all the time you spent on earth is for naught. There is always a new game afoot and 

you will not be there to stop it.” 

 



“I stopped you once,” Grumble replied, “I’ll stop you again.” 

 

The doctor turned to look at him. “How can you be so sure it’s me? I’m dead; or did you forget 

that fact?” He smiled a sinister smile. “That rather places me out of your reach doesn’t it?” 

 

Bruce looked into the rear view mirror. He was about to ask who Grumble was talking to when 

he noticed the tail he thought gotten rid of was still there hanging way back in a very unobtrusive 

manner. 

 

“We got us some company,” he announced, “And I haven’t been able to shake them the easy 

way.’ 

 

Henry turned to look, squinting his eyes slightly. “I don’t see anything but road.” 

 

“There’s a pair of binoculars in the glove box ya old hoot,” Bruce told him with a smile. 

 

These were quickly retrieved and it was soon announced that their tail was an elderly lady in a 

mini-van.  

 

“And now they’ve got my Great Aunt Tilly working ag’in us,” Bruce chuckled, “This bunch, 

whoever they are, has certainly pulled out the stops. I’d feel real bad blow’n up someone like 

that.” 

 

“No blowing anyone up!” Henry and Grumble said in the same voice. 

 

“Fine!” Bruce retorted, “I can flatten her tires can’t I?” 

 

This tactic was quickly agreed to and Bruce pulled a small lever that released a hundred tire 

shredding devices upon the road behind them. 

 

----------------------------------- 

 

“I’M A PHOTOGRAPHER!” the man on the rack screamed. 

 

Ferdinand, now bare chested and wearing an executioner’s hood, leaned over the fellow and said, 

“No.” 

 

“I think perhaps we should ask the good people of London,” Herns announced happily. He too 

was bare chested and wearing an executioner’s hood. Standing upon a rickety chair he yelled out, 

“Good people of merrie olde England. What say ye? Is this villainous fellow truly something 

more than a paparazzi? Let me tell you the facts, and then you can give me your just opinion.” 

He paused for the theatrical and held up one finger. “First... Said fellow is not English!” 

 

To this the crowd, already clued in they were to play the part of English squires and ladies 

immediately began booing. 

 



“I’m from America!” the man yelled, “We’re cousins!” 

 

There was more booing and if the crowd had been able to get their hands on some moldy 

vegetables these surely would have been thrown. 

 

Herns held up a second finger. “Said fellow was following my larger friend and his wife the 

Lady Sharife surely with evil intent.” 

 

“He was dressed like the FFat MMan!” the fellow yelled. “I thought it was for a show!” 

 

Ferdinand leaned over him and wiggled a finger in his face and then again said, “No.” 

 

“Lastly,” Herns announced, leaving it hang in the air for a spare second, “He had upon him this 

picture identity plate.” He held a CIA badge in the air. “Proclaiming that he works for a foreign 

government as a spy. Perchance he is here to steal ‘The Jewels’?” 

 

Ferdinand immediately, to everyone’s delight, held his crotch while making a horrified face and 

proclaimed loudly, “NO!”  

 

Grasping the rack’s lever he tightened it a notch and the fellow being questioned screamed again 

after which he began spilling his guts about how he was indeed a CIA agent and indeed much 

more that the crowd needed to know. 

 

“And that’s how the rack works Ladies and Gents,” the Irish agent sang out in order to cover the 

verbal spillage. “It was rude, crude, and now a’days socially unacceptable... but it got the job 

done. If you will all now please exit to your right, the next show will begin in approximately 

thirty minutes.” 

 

“Why so long?” asked one of the tourist. 

 

“That’s so Jimmy here can wind his arms and legs back in.” 

 

There was laughter for that and but for one child requesting an autograph, they were left alone. 

Herns was quick to lean over the CIA agent where he pressed his plastic lunch knife to the 

fellow’s jugular. “If I am forced to kill you with this throw away piece of cutlery, James, it will 

not be a pretty sight. The serrations tend to leave quite jagged edges and it usually takes a few 

tries to get down to the vein. That means there will be an excessive amount of pain... so please... 

cut me some slack and keep quiet up with the yap, eh?” 

 

“Rhyming?” Josh snorted. “That was terrible.” 

 

“Sorry... I couldn’t help myself,” the agent replied with a wink. Turning back to the man on the 

rack he smiled his best lunatic smile and furthered, “All the same, I think you understand; don’t 

you James? I need to know what you know.” 

 



Five minutes later the trio was redressed and hurrying out of the dungeon area. Talk James 

Furthermore had and the information he gave was too detailed not to be true. They needed to get 

out of the Tower and off of the grounds immediately. Catching sight of the trio while on his 

lunch break, the American agent had called them in to his British cousins but only as a 

suspicious group. It was possible British Intelligence wouldn’t take a cousin too seriously; but a 

cover blown was a cover blown.  

 

Ferdinand had then used a sleeper hold on the American which would leave him unharmed but 

give them ten to fifteen minutes lead before he woke and began screaming again. That was sure 

to startle some unsuspecting tourists. His ID was also disposed of in a garbage can so proof of 

who he was would take a bit more time. 

 

“I think we severely underestimated the depth of the gambit,” Herns said as they reached the 

entrance to the Tower. 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand agreed. 

 

“But how is it I figure into this?” Josh asked, stopping in his tracks which forced the agents to 

halt in the stone entranceway. In the burqa he rather looked like a giant blob. “I mean, other than 

having someone threaten me and then examining one tomato, I’ve...” 

 

The impact of a bullet striking the stone wall and ricocheting into the museum was much louder 

than the actual gunshot which came from the area of the Royal Guard Box. 

 

Ferdinand was quick to lean upon the ancient and massive wooden door, swinging it shut. The 

bolt on the door still worked and was promptly slid home. 

 

Josh, after doing a small dance, stripped off his Persian garment and glared at Herns. “I 

THOUGHT YOU SAID HE DIDN’T HAVE ANY BLEEDING BULLETS!” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Burt peeked out from behind a huge garbage dumpster. He sampled the air but could only detect 

the malodorous offerings of the dumpster. Neither did his ears pick up anything more than the 

scurry of rodents looking for their next meal. 

 

“So are you going to tell me who you are?”  

 

He turned to look at the Golden Retriever he’d rescued. Getting her leash off after seeing to 

begging a meal for both of them, he’d told her she was free to go. Much to his dismay, she’d 

played the damsel in distress to the max and stuck to him like glue. Being that her ribs were 

showing and there were patches of fur missing she didn’t have to play it up very hard. 

 

“My name in human speak is Inspector Burt,” he told her. The language they now spoke was a 

combination of body movement, growls, snorts, and the word Burt in English, which oddly the 

Retriever could almost pronounce. 



 

“But what is it in dog?” she asked in return. 

 

“I don’t have a dog name.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“You ask too many questions.” 

 

She ignored this rudeness. “I like you. You’re a good provider. What we’re doing does rather 

attract a bit too much attention for my taste but if you have a talent; I say use it.” 

 

“And what was your talent?” Burt asked her, peeking out from behind the dumpster. He wasn’t 

quite used to the language of ‘dog’ just yet so his question might have come off a bit harsh. 

 

“I have no talents,” she told him soft enough that he almost missed it. “I was ‘just’ a breeder.” 

 

“What do you mean ‘just’ a breeder?” he asked, looking back at her. 

 

“You know... people see a dog on the telly and they like it so I’m pimped out and two months 

later the puppies come.” 

 

“Oh my.” 

 

She nodded seeing that she had his full attention. “They were going to dispose of me because I 

guess I don’t give quality pups anymore; so I escaped.” 

 

“Bastards!” Burt exclaimed in English not even realizing he’d done so. “You stick with me and... 

and...” He thought about this a moment and then added quietly, “You stick with me and you’ll 

probably end up dead anyhow. You might be better off on your own. If I don’t get back to 

Grumble I’m toast in any case.” 

 

“Who is this Grumble... wait... I heard something.” 

 

They both ducked back behind the dumpster and hunkered down tight. A moment later there was 

a deluge of bottles and cans pouring into the empty bin making a terrible racket. When the 

restaurant worker’s footfalls faded away, the retriever snuggled even more into Burt and licked 

him behind the ear. “Who is this Grumble and how do you propose to find him?” 

 

“He’s unlike any human you’ve ever met,” the doggy agent whispered.  “He and his missus are 

very kind and as a secret agent I suppose the old boy has saved our good country twenty or thirty 

times over. I’m sure he’ll be here today. Talking dogs are not exactly an everyday occurrence so 

I’m sure we made the news. That means he knows where to look.” 

 

“What’s a country?” she asked with a sniff. 

 



“I think I’ll need a lot more time to explain these things to you... er...” 

 

“I told you, call me Goldie. It’s what my owners called me so I’m good with it.” 

 

“Even though they bred you over and over and over and were going to dispose of you like rotten 

meat?” 

 

“It’s what I know. The name came with a pat on the head and food so there are some good things 

attached to it. Why do you go by Burt?” 

 

He honestly thought about this. “You know... I really don’t know.” 

 

The dumpster they were hiding behind was suddenly rolled backwards into the alley and they 

found themselves surrounded by a small horde of Chinese restaurant workers holding make shift 

nets.  

  



A Friend in Need 
 

 

Bruce had a cell phone in his coat’s breast pocket that vibrated. Grumble picked up on the quiet 

buzz, though Henry seemed not to hear the small noise at all. Growing older dampened the 

senses on some people so the old spy gave the dapper fellow an unsuspicious pass on it. The 

driver, however, he watched closely and listened even closer. 

 

Taking the phone out of his pocket Bruce looked at the screen first to see who was calling and 

then pressed the button and placed it to his ear. 

 

“是的?”(Yeah?) He queried in Cantonese. His voice was kept very low and he paused, 

listening for a good fifteen seconds. “右键.”(Right.) he answered. After this he clicked off and 

tucked the phone back into his pocket as if the call had never happened. 

 

“Modern technology is good for staying in touch with your loved ones,” Grumble commented, 

“But it’s traceable.” 

 

“What’s that?” Henry asked, coming back from an apparent daydream. 

 

“I said...” 

 

“The Rabbit owed me a favor so he fixed it,” Bruce interjected. “It’s as black as a Russian 

whore’s heart. Since you’re wondering, I just got a message from a contact I have. He owns a 

Chinese restaurant in the vicinity of where your dog was last seen. I asked him to keep an eye 

out. Good news... he caught’im. He was actually hiding behind the restraunt’s dumpster; and 

how coincidental is that I ask ya. He’s gonna meet us in the city commons where I can pick’im 

up. That makes it bleed’n easy, don’t it? He also owes me a whopping big favor so it’s gonna be 

gratis.” He laughed harshly... perhaps a little nervously Grumble observed. “They was gonna 

make soup outta them,” the fellow added, “Good thing I called.” 

 

Grumble’s eyes narrowed a bit but he said nothing. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

In the panic that ensued from gunfire being heard at The Tower, crowds of people began running 

for the entrances as uniformed police officers attempted pushing their way through the throng. In 

The Tower itself, the national treasures were quickly closed off behind huge explosion proof 

doors as alarm bells jangled from every conceivable corner. 

 

“We need to run with the crowd,” Herns yelled to be heard as he helped Josh finalize his exit 

from the Burqa.  

 

“NO!” Ferdinand yelled back. He’d already stripped a wax dummy of its helmet placing his 

Bowler in its place. Next he grabbed a good sized sword from a collection mounted on the wall. 

This he swung about as if testing the balance. 



 

“We can’t fight our way out,” the scientist yelled as he shucked off the pillow that made him 

appear pregnant, “And there’s too many entrances for us to hold the authorities off for long. With 

all the security cameras they’ll figure that out and storm the place. The first fifteen minutes is 

critical in such instances. If we’re to run for it we need to move now before they can mobilize 

and get all the bases covered” 

 

“Bases?” Herns asked. 

 

“American euphemism relating to baseball,” he replied. “If you’re going to pretend to be a 

cousin then you’d better study their culture. In twenty minutes they’ll be dropping snipers on the 

roofs and then after that you’ll have a cross hair on your head no matter what window you peek 

out of.”  

 

Ferdinand picked up a Viking era wooden shield and hoisting the sword and shield both above 

his head, bellowed like an enraged bull. 

 

“Don’t be off your nut!” Herns yelled at him, “We can’t charge them.” 

 

“Why not?” Josh questioned loudly going to a window to look out. He quickly pinpointed the 

guard who was now having a difficult time with the crowd. “It’s probably our best shot at this 

point.” So far the tourists were milling about down below in near panic. As much as the fellow 

shouted at them the tourist were thronging about him; impeding his ability to fire again. 

 

“If you do that and you make it to the Traitor’s Gate, you might have a chance as, oddly, it’s 

been left unlocked.  Perhaps you could make a swim for it.” 

 

All three turned to find a brightly uniformed Beefeater standing behind them. He smiled and his 

huge mustache moved up ever so slightly.  

 

“Who are you?” Herns and Josh asked in the same voice. Ferdinand took a step back and stood 

with his legs apart in a fighting stance, pointing his sword at the newcomer. 

 

“Sergeant Major Jeffrey Morgan Uphart the Third,” the fellow responded with a slight bow. “I 

have had the pleasure of working with your friend Mr. Grumble on more than one occasion and 

if he says saving your lives is critical then I’m in for the play. I was also a Beefeater and once a 

Beefeater, always a Beefeater. Please listen carefully. There are a group of gentlemen like myself 

outside intermingled with the crowd and the authorities.” He looked at his watch. “The security 

cameras in here have been disabled so your anonymity is somewhat still intact. In approximately 

three minutes and forty seconds there will be a series of explosions. These will be loud but non-

damaging. The intention is to draw away those people looking for you. Please also be aware that 

everyone looking for you is not a bad person.” 

 

“I don’t understand,” Josh told him. 

 



“I’m not sure I do either,” the fellow responded. Looking at his watch he said, “Two minutes and 

forty seconds. If you are willing, I suggest you follow me. If you are not, then I will wish you the 

best and you’ll be on your own.” 

 

“I’m in,” Herns told him. 

 

The FFat MMan threw the sword and shield to the floor and then retrieved his Bowler from the 

wax dummy, placing the helmet back on it in at a jaunty angle. “Yes!” he said loudly. 

 

--------------------------- 

 

Grumble felt a bit uneasy being back near his old neighborhood. Having to override the desire to 

check in at Peter’s was hard. At the very least, he was glad to have arranged a solicitor to quietly 

watch over the pub owner’s shoulder. That he’d helped him and the missus would come out as 

things always did and those organizations working against him would be quick to have him stuck 

with a citation for a fake health issue or audited with a finger pointed at tax evasion. As pissed as 

they surely must be they would probably show up with shovels and a warrant wanting to dig up 

his basement looking for bodies. 

 

“How is it you have a contact exactly here, Bruce old fellow?” Henry asked with a glance at 

Grumble. 

 

As a rule, none of them would ever ask another anything about their past lives or duties. ‘Don’t 

ask, don’t tell’ had nothing to do with the type of sex you preferred; it was a simple matter of 

security. Henry asked the question nonchalantly but Grumble’s ears perked at the asking. 

Obviously he had a suspicion. The Blind Rabbit’s words came back to him and there was 

suddenly a deeper meaning to them than before. ‘Dogs are loyal.’ 

 

Bruce was not a dog. 

 

“Unlike you and Grum,” the driver replied affably, “I wasn’t exactly in the glory part of the spy 

trade... that is, not as you were. I was a Royal fixer.” Rolling the window down he spat as if 

encountering a bad taste. Rolling it back up again he continued. “When you lot had a situation go 

bad I’d be called in to clean up your mess.” 

 

“Things going boom?” Grumble asked. 

 

Bruce laughed. “Not as often as you might think. Usually it was a garret or a surgical knife thrust 

to the rib cage. That’s a bit messy when it comes time to explaining things and you can only use 

‘you shouldn’t run with a knife’ so many times. So I got better at things like causing heart 

attacks and auto accidents. Once in a while I was called upon to make someone disappear. That’s 

a bit harder but not impossible.” 

 

“I’m taking it you branched out?” Henry asked. 

 



“Well... there were my retirement years to consider. You of all people know how that works. If 

you know where the bodies are buried and then don’t leave a booby trapped map to them, you’re 

just plain stupid.” 

 

“Map?” Henry asked. 

 

“Blimey Hen,” the driver responded, “Don’t tell me you actually retired on what Her Royal 

Majesty is paying you?” 

 

“It’s not an enormously large stipend,” the dapper fellow offered, “But I’m comfortable.” 

 

“And they leave you alone?” 

 

“We’re never truly alone, Bruce,” Grumble said from his place in the back seat, “You know 

that.” 

 

Bruce looked in the rear view mirror at the other agent. “You sound like a bleed’n priest Grum.” 

 

“I’ve played that roll before,” the old spy said softly. He nodded to a restaurant coming up on 

their right. “Do me a favor and pull in. I’ve a need to pee and maybe we can take a quick bite to 

eat. It’ll be my treat.” 

 

“Now that sounds like a plan,” Bruce responded.  

 

Henry turned and gave Grumble a look. Grumble, in return, simply nodded. 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

Burt watched things from their cage in the back of the Chinese restaurant. Most of the people 

there were legitimate kitchen workers speaking only mundane things like, ‘We need more 

onions’ or ‘Hurry on the dumplings we have customers waiting!’.  

 

There was one fellow, however, who came in and examined them through the bars of the cage. 

He was thin with a large scar on one side of his face. He smelled of illicit drugs and there was a 

lump under his left arm suggesting that he carried a pistol. 

 

“These are the dogs?” he asked in Cantonese. 

 

“Number three cook saw them behind the dumpster when he emptied the garbage,” the 

restaurant’s obvious owner told him. Body language and the smell of sweaty nervousness told 

Burt the man was afraid of Scar. 

 

“Has the dog talked?” 

 

“No.” 

 



“No matter. They look like the dogs on the news. It will be enough.” 

 

Taking out his cell phone, he placed a call, telling the person on the other end of the phone he 

had what he was looking for. He also included, ‘Bring Grumble to the city park and we will 

make the exchange.’ This was followed by two more calls. One apparently to his boss telling him 

they would have the package by this afternoon and the second to an apparent team of clandestine 

soldiers. These were to be standing by near the city park. 

 

No sooner had he finished this call and the restaurant owner bowed, telling him his lunch was 

prepared and his favorite table ready. 

 

“What was that all about?” Goldie asked him. 

 

“Mr. Grumble,” Burt told her, his eye on the kitchen door through which the pair had 

disappeared.  

 

“So they’re bringing him to you?” 

 

“And us to him,” he replied looking back at her. “Goldie, we need to talk.” 

 

Circling once he lay beside her and she put her head on the back of his neck. “You’re such a 

handsome dog,” she whispered in his ear. “I’m surprised you even gave me a look.” 

 

“Are you kidding me?” he whispered back. “I’ve never seen a dog as beautiful as you.”  

 

She sighed, and he was quite confident she would do what he needed her to do when he gave the 

word. “We need a game plan,” he whispered. “They’re going to trade us to someone for 

Grumble. We need to prevent that and yet get back with the old boy at the same time.” 

 

“Escape is easy,” she told him. “Just follow on the leash meekly; when the time is right and 

they’re not paying attention, jerk it out of their hands and run as fast as you can. They can never 

keep up.”  

 

Burt sighed and then let his mind range out in planning. He knew that park quite intimately as it 

was one of the places the ‘talking dog’ showed up to beg his dinner. With luck there would be a 

television news crew standing by watching for them. Certainly there were now many more 

people taking lunch there. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

Josh followed Sergeant Major Uphart, Herns followed Josh, and Ferdinand followed Herns with 

CIA Inspector Furthermore draped around his shoulders. This was not an act of charity but 

instructions from the Uphart. “Because he called you in, does not mean he is the enemy,” the 

Sergeant Major told them. “He might have some value in what he can bring to the table.” 

 

“After what we did to him...” Josh started to say. 



 

“He will be forgiving in nature once he learns what your mission is. The cousins have a 

tremendously large and well-funded organization, though they are not always above board with 

their politics.” 

 

Herns began to say something but the Beefeater held up a finger. “Time is very short and no I do 

not want to know.” Looking at his watch he told them, “Thirty seconds to go.”  

 

They were now in a very very old tunnel dimly illuminated by electric lights that were strung 

during the Blitz of WWII. 

 

“When the explosions happen, you will go through the door and out Traitor’s Gate. There will be 

a police boat waiting for you. The driver will not ask you anything, nor should you speak to him. 

He will drop you a distance away where you will be on your own. Make your way to The Blind 

Rabbit Pub. You will receive directions from there. 

 

When they were next to the door, the old fellow looked again to his watch and began the count. 

“Five, four, three, two, one...” 

 

With the muffled explosion he pushed the door open and they were out and splashing their way 

into the River Thames. 

 

 

  



Blown Up 
 

 

Grumble sat upon his barstool watching the telly up on the wall. Henry had excused himself to 

use the water closet and Bruce was out at the car purportedly waiting for them but a quick peek 

confirmed the fellow was once again on his cell phone. The old spy would give that a thought 

presently but for now he chose to enjoy a stout. 

 

“All of the world could end,” said a raspy voice next to him, “And there you’d be sipping at a 

damned beer.” 

 

Grumble looked at the fellow out of the corner of his eye and muttered, “Why are you still 

haunting me? I established you were dead when I visited the home. Dead means gone so go 

away.” 

 

The bartender, a pretty young girl came over and wiped a rag about the bar in front of him. “It’s 

not to your taste, sir?” 

 

“It’s quite lovely actually, thank you.” 

 

She glanced at the stool next to his. “I could have sworn there was another gentleman sitting 

there.” 

 

“Not yet, but there will be. Could you bring another pint for my friend? He’ll be back from the 

loo presently.” 

 

“Stout?” 

 

“Yes please.” 

 

On the telly above them a news flash interrupted the football match that was playing. In huge 

letters it decried, ‘TERROR AT THE TOWER’ and then the news anchor came on, his lips 

moving without any sound coming through. Grumble had no problem understanding the silent 

words but he asked the barmaid to turn the volume up all the same.  

 

This done, Henry came back to the bar and a fresh stout was plunked down in front of him. 

 

“This just in,” blabbed the news anchor, “There has been a series of explosions at the Tower of 

London. Now for live coverage we switch to...” 

 

“There should be a law against the Americanization of anything in Briton,” Henry groused after 

the report had finished. “About all the news bloody well needs now is a musical sound track for 

the background. Whatever happened to simply reporting what’s happened?” 

 

“Nice cover story all the same,” Grumble replied before swallowing the rest of his stout. 

“Pageant pyrotechnics lying dormant in the Tower’s moat area for a period of months and then 



suddenly going off because of cell phone signals. I love it. Amazing what the public will 

swallow when you feed it to them with a BBC silver spoon. Mr. Blabbermore the news anchor 

tells them how good it tastes and they swallow it down like candy.” 

 

“I especially liked the ‘accidental discharge’ of a Royal Guard’s weapon. That weapon wouldn’t 

go off unless he meant it to.” 

 

“So who’s he working for then; us or them?” 

 

“And how many more like him are there?” they both said together. 

 

“You think they got away?” Henry asked from over his glass. 

 

“No injuries, nobody taken to the hospital, and the press allowed to cover things from just the 

right angle; which was probably suggested to them by someone in charge at the Tower... the 

odds are good but I couldn’t say for sure. Hern’s rambunctious but not very experienced. 

Ferdinand, however, is a rock. He’d make sure they got out all right.” 

 

“How’s our friend doing?” 

 

“Still on the phone last I looked.” 

 

“Do you wish me to... well... have a little talk with him?” 

 

“Thank ya Henry, but no; not just yet. He’s tipped his hand and showed he’s holding the trump 

cards still so we have to maintain and tag along if I’m to get Burt back. Just keep an eye on 

things, eh? If I do end up dead, please be sure to kill him.” 

 

“In the most horrible way possible,” the other old spy agreed.  

 

The door to the restaurant opened with a jangle of bells and Bruce yelled to the pair, “If we was 

going to the parish bingo I might understand the lag, gents.” 

 

Grumble swung around on his stool and dismounted. “Coming dear,” he replied with a smile. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

Scar came for them shouting commands and cursing the unpunctuality of the British people. He 

also cursed their cars, their ways, their damnable language... even their Queen. He had no proper 

leashes so ropes were quickly produced and the kitchen help pressed into service to retrieve the 

dogs from their cage.  

 

“For God’s sake don’t bite anyone,” Burt whispered to Goldie in as reassuring a manner as he 

could. She was already hunkering back to the furthest recess of their prison and he could smell 

the fear. 

 



“Why would I bite anyone?” Second cook asked Third cook. 

 

“I don’t know, why would you?” that one replied.  

 

“It’s what you warned me against,” Second cook hissed and then issued forth with a flood of 

Cantonese that even Burt would have hesitated to translate. 

 

“No, no, no, no... I say nothing,” Third cook protested. 

 

Both men then looked at Burt, who sat calmly looking at them. They would have bolted if Scar 

had not drawn his gun and directly threatened them and their families. “If I miss taking down 

The Great Grumble,” he yelled at them in Cantonese, “You will fall in his place!” 

 

For Scar, who had earned his facial recognition directly at the hands of the old spy, payback was 

going to be a real bitch; and that included the dog so the pun was intended. Grumble’s capture 

would also catapult him to the top of the espionage heap for his country. All those who’d 

snubbed him after his fall would then be forced to bow to him and kiss his feet. Rumor had it that 

there was a freezing pit kept available next to Mao Zedong so the former leader might forever 

laugh at the spy’s capture. It was also said the old spy would be placed into this pit alive. 

 

When the dogs were both on the ropes, they were led out to the back alley to a black van. Goldie 

pranced and showed every sign of an attempted escape while Burt stayed as calm as possible. 

The whole time he tried to comfort her as best he could. 

 

“But it looks just like the ‘Death Van’ at the puppy farm,” she panted. “They put you in the back 

and you die.” 

 

“It’s not the death van,” he told her, feeling some of her nervousness. “It’s a life van. They’re 

going to take us to Grumble.” 

 

“So they can kill him,” she countered. “I could smell the anger on the Alpha. He had hatred in 

his eyes.” 

 

“And we can use that against him,” Burt assured her. “He’ll only be able to see one thing and 

that will blind him to everything else. That will aid in our escape and we can warn Grumble.” 

 

“Is that all you care about?” she asked him accusingly. 

 

“I also care about you,” he told with a smile. It wasn’t an absolute lie; though he would still 

place Grumble on top of the list. They did have a mission. Though he wasn’t quite sure yet what 

it was there were certainly a lot of people chasing in the fox hunt. Where there was smoke, there 

was fire. “If you do exactly as I tell you to do, when I tell you to do it, Goldie, we’ll be fine. Do 

you promise?” 

 

“I will if you will,” she replied sounding less than convinced. 

 



“I’ll protect you as best I can,” he assured her, “But you will have to be willing to protect 

yourself and attack a human if I tell you to.” 

 

She leaned against him in agreement and with that they were led into the back of the black van 

where there were an additional ten armed men. 

 

------------------------------------------ 

 

“Who will it be this time, Grumble?” the dead scientist asked. He was again at the other window 

watching the scenery. “The Chinese, the Russians, the Czech’s... maybe even the Argentineans?  

As I recall you deeply pissed them off once or twice. Something to do with Hitler’s clone wasn’t 

it? Amazing that one can control something as miraculous as birth, isn’t it?” 

 

“That one wasn’t me,” the old spy replied, “And it wasn’t the Argentinians. Why didn’t you 

mention the Yanks?” 

 

“What about the Yanks?” Bruce asked loudly from the driver’s seat. 

 

“It’s an American baseball team,” Grumble told him. 

 

Henry stuck a finger out at him and said, “Yank my finger, will you old sport?” 

 

Bruce obliged, and Henry farted. All three men laughed like school boys and the windows were 

quickly rolled down. Grumble leaned forward in his seat. Using the distraction of wind noise and 

laughter, he discretely slipped a hand into Bruce’s pocket and came out with exactly what he 

expected to find. This was slipped into his own pocket for safe keeping and not a word about it to 

the driver. 

 

------------------------------------------ 

 

Scar waited impatiently on the bench in the middle of the park cursing the inferiority of the 

British people. Several well meaning sorts had already walked past smiling; wondering if this 

was indeed the mysterious talking dog and his girlfriend. The drug dealer’s angry expression, 

however, kept them at bay and he was left alone. 

 

One news crew from BBC 3 was on the scene and took great care to record all of this. The crew, 

stealthily hidden in the back of their van, had already placed a precautionary camera on the 

fellow. They would save any interesting pictures for later as the Chinese man, at the very least, 

appeared as a person of interest. It was also discussed sending out the reporter to question him 

but the reporter wisely chose to decline the opportunity. Though he didn’t say so he knew 

exactly who Scar was having done an expose on the local drug trade; receiving death threats for 

his exceptional work. The video feed would be saved as one could never tell when such footage 

might turn into gold.  

 



So far Burt chose obvious logic to play the game and both dogs sat quietly at the strange looking 

man’s feet not making a bit of sound. This portrayed the appearance they belonged to him and 

observably they were very well disciplined. 

 

“Good girl,” Burt whispered to Goldie in dog. “We stay as calm as possible. He’s waiting here to 

meet someone and that someone is somehow linked to Mr. Grumble.” 

 

“I’ll stay calm so long as he doesn’t kick me,” she replied. “He’s a mean Alpha; I can smell it on 

him. You saw how the others acted around him.” 

 

“Acted,” Burt reassured her, “That’s the key word. There was another present at the restaurant 

who was not scared but only acted scared. He might be a deep cover agent; but for who I 

couldn’t deduce.” 

 

“Deduce? Well aren’t you the dog of the century? The most I caught was the smell of cat in their 

dumplings.” 

 

“Wontons,” Burt corrected. 

 

“Call it what you want,” she countered, lying down on the ground, “It was still cat.” 

 

Scar took out his cell phone and punched a single number. This speed dialed him to the first car 

which was parked at the north edge of the commons. “Stay ready,” he snarled, “They’ll be here 

soon. When I make the handoff pull in and make sure he can’t go anywhere. I want the old man 

alive. Kill anyone else.”  

 

He then punched a second number and repeated the instructions to the driver of the south van. 

 

Burt was at least reassured Grumble was not to be summarily killed on the spot. 

 

“It’s going to be very noisy,” he whispered to Goldie. 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Bruce had cautiously driven in circles for a short while as he watched for trailing cars. Finding 

none, the Royal Fixer then made a slow turn around the park looking for Scar, whom he spotted 

sitting on the bench with the dogs at his feet. 

 

“Are those them?” he asked Grumble nodding in their direction. 

 

“It appears to be, aye,” the old spy acknowledged as he peered through the binoculars from the 

glove box. So far as he could tell, Burt looked good and apparently had fine taste when it came 

to the ladies. The old spy had also easily spotted a few other things to his dislike. The setup was 

obvious and the media was already in place to witness all of it.  

 



‘How bloody convenient,’ his mind yelled and right there with it was Dr. Nyet’s leering visage 

waiting for him to fail. “Check,” his old enemy cackled. 

 

“Good,” Bruce growled, “You owe me a beer for the ease of finding them then.” His reply 

happened as he pulled into the curb and shut the engine off. He then set the brake, though the 

vehicle was on flat ground. “The both of you stay in the car while I go meet with my contact. 

He’s a touchy sort and though he owes me a whopping huge favor there’s no guarantee he won’t 

flip out if he see’s I’ve brought company.” 

 

“I can handle that,” Grumble replied. Placing a hand on the fellow’s shoulder, he furthered, “I 

really appreciate this Bruce. I don’t move as well as I used ta so... well... it’s truly appreciated. 

Trust that I’ll return the favor, eh?”  

 

“I shan’t be long,” the driver told him with a wink. That said he exited the car. Stuffing his hands 

into his jacket pockets he did his best not to smile. He then strode towards the Chinese fellow 

who sat upon the park bench some two hundred yards distance.   

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

The BBC news crew, remaining at their discrete distance and thanks to an alert camera operator, 

recognized something was happening. Using his long distance periscope camera (a lesson 

learned from news relatives in the paparazzi) he zoomed in on Bruce and immediately computer 

tagged him as a person of interest. Since they already had a lens on Scar and he was dubbed 

Rogue One, Bruce was dubbed Rogue Two. The cameraman quickly realized Scar appeared just 

a little more agitated than he had been. Bingo! 

 

Inside the van, which was laid out more as a control room than a simple van, the makeup artist 

adjusted her reporter’s complextion for his best ‘on camera’ look. This might be a simple dog 

story but the entire nation was following it. After all, how many talking dogs were there in the 

world?  

 

“What’s happening now?” the bibbed fellow asked causing his makeup to be smeared slightly.  

 

“Hold still or I’ll report you to the producer as uncooperative and that you pinched my arse,” the 

makeup artist threatened.  

 

“Pinched your arse he’ll believe, but uncooperative... never!” Newsguy teased. 

 

“Rogue Two is getting closer to Rogue One,” the cameraman reported. “So far One is keeping 

his cool... wait... he just raised a finger in recognition. Two nodded... I saw a nod... did you see a 

nod Terry?” 

 

“If you say so,” the makeup artist replied, “But you know I’m busy here Bret.” 

 

Rogue One is standing now... facing Two’s direction... he’s stretching and... we have confirmed 

contact. They’re talking. One just passed off the dogs to Two and he’s now using his cell phone.” 



 

“I feel a disturbance in Gara’s energy,” Terry announced, suddenly pausing in her work on the 

reporter.  

 

She was a devotee to the pseudo religion based upon a smash hit sci-fi movie series and was 

always made fun of for it; but her batting average at feeling things, otherwise called wild ass 

guesses, was high enough that the camera operator paid attention when she started acting weird. 

He immediately began scanning the edges of the park and found two vans converging on the 

same area from different directions. 

 

“I got something here,” he announced, setting up a third and forth computer controlled camera 

on the vehicles. 

 

“Told you so,” Terry intoned, not sounding all that religious. 

 

“What is it?” Newsguy asked. 

 

“I’m not sure but it looks heavy.” 

 

* 

Bruce smiled and told Scar, “He’s in m’car. Try not to destroy the damned thing, I need it to get 

home later.” 

 

* 

 

Burt whispered to Goldie, “Get ready. When I give the word we’ll go straight through his legs as 

fast and as hard as we can.” 

 

* 

 

Armed men swarmed out of the two vans that parked in such a way to keep their prey from 

escaping. Police lights lit up to kill any would be questions from the locals witnessing the scene. 

Their doors burst open and a well trained hit squad spewed forth. Six hooded men leveled 

machine pistols at the tinted windows of Bruce’s car while thirteen others spread out to cordon 

off the area. Number twenty strode forward and swung a very heavy steel bar at the side window 

which smashed in easily. 

 

* 

 

Burt, hearing a whistle too highly pitched for human ears, gave the command whereupon he and 

Goldie took off at a dead run directly between Bruce’s legs. The man was quickly flipped and 

found himself lying on his back looking up at the sky, his dogs nicely escaped.  

 

Scar actually laughed. This lasted for all of one second. 

 

 



* 

 

The cameraman blinked at the flash and cursed just as the noise of the explosion reached them. 

Terry ran her lipstick completely across Newsguy’s face and that one soiled himself with the 

realization he might have been right in the thick of whatever just happened. 

 

* 

 

Bruce, realizing something had gone terribly wrong, pulled a small pistol from his coat pocket 

and shot Scar several times just as the drug dealer was attempting to do exactly the same to him. 

He was then up and running after the dogs in a way that belied his age.  

 

The cloud from the explosion was still roiling upwards to the sky as he ran past the area where 

his car had been parked like a scared rabbit. The bodies of the Chinese crew, mostly what was 

left of them, lay around the area. If the Royal Fixer had the wind to curse he would have done so 

in quite a few shades of blue but his breath was now burning with every gasp. This could not 

have gone more wrong but if he could bring in the dog as he’d been instructed, all still might be 

forgiven.  

 

Following them into the alley where they’d run, he stopped short at the sight of Grumble 

standing calmly with the dogs at his feet. In his right hand was a small dog whistle. Henry stood 

firmly next to his friend; umbrella raised and set to go off.  

 

“Ah Bruce m’boy, how you have disappointed me,” Grumble told him, tossing a small push 

button device to the driver. It looked very similar to a car fob meant to lock and unlock doors. 

“Still regulation I noticed; press the button three times one second apart and then hold it down 

and boom.” 

 

The Fixer smiled, shrugged his shoulders, and then made to run but Burt had him firmly by the 

ankle sending him flat on his stomach. A second later the old spy’s foot came down on the hand 

attempting to pull the pistol. There was also a sting in his right buttocks as Henry fired off his 

brelly from no more than three feet away. 

 

“You know what that was,” Grumble told him in a calm voice which was much scarier than any 

shouted command could ever be. “The KGB used it effectively to silence those who spoke out 

against their masters.” 

 

“U232?” the fixer squeaked. 

 

“Aye... and an ugly death it brings from radiation poisoning; or so I’m told. Now you’ve got a 

race to run. If you get to a hospital quick enough they might be able to remove the pellet. Do tell 

them what it is so they can take precautions. If you’re quick you’ll still be terribly sick but you 

won’t die. The race will be a good one and fair, but you’ll be running it against the Chinese from 

what I saw. They don’t like being double crossed and made to look foolish.” He paused a 

moment and then added, “I also understand the Fixers have a code they live by and woe be unto 

the one who breaks it.” 



 

Bending down he retrieved the pocket pistol and tossed it away into a nearby dumpster. He then 

ordered the driver off, adding, “Be sure to tell whoever directly questions you that I’m coming.” 

 

As the former Royal hit man ran back towards the first responders of the explosion, Henry asked 

softly, “You know I no longer have access to such things as U232 don’t you? What I shot in his 

backside was nothing more than a steel BB.” 

 

“Of course,” the old spy replied, “But I have also learned over the years that the power of 

suggestion is a rather amazing tool. He’ll probably be puking his guts out by the time they get 

him on the table at emergency services. The ambulance crews won’t be paying too much 

attention to an old geezer with a bee sting so it’ll give him a little extra time to fret.”  

 

Bending to pat Burt on the head, he added, “I’m tired of hiding. Obviously that didn’t work in 

any case. Time to raise the flag so they know who we are, and what better messenger could there 

be than one of their own?” 
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Agent James Furthermore woke but kept his eyes closed, listening as he’d been taught in the 

academy.  Mentally he reached out trying to establish where he was and who was with him. His 

arms and legs were not bound though his joints ached terribly. It was a hurt he could put up with; 

especially since he was still breathing. If he got the chance he fully intended repaying what he’d 

endured and then some... particularly to the fellow who owned the plastic knife. It was more the 

embarrassment of spilling things than the actual torture that grated upon his soul. The academy 

trained you to resist but never with a practical demonstration other than water boarding which 

had become the accepted method of gaining information. It stood to reason the agency didn’t 

really want to damage their living assets. 

 

“We should have dumped him in the Thames when we had the chance. What do you think 

Ferdie; should we get rid of him?”  

 

The voice belonged to Mr. Plastic Knife. 

 

“No.”  

 

This was the fat fellow responding. He apparently wasn’t a man of too many words and the one 

word he uttered did not sound like a happy word. 

 

“He might be an asset then?” Herns asked. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I don’t see how; he was easier to break than a five dollar whore. If all the Yanks are like this 

fellow I’m surprised they’re still in existence.”  

 

Agent Furthermore had to restrain himself from sitting up and reaching for the fellow’s neck. 

 

“No,” the FFat MMan replied sounding on the brink of doing exactly the same thing. 

 

“You’re saying...” 

 



“He’s saying you and your ways are ineffective. He did all the work and all you did was loudly 

fuss and act the jester. In that I will admit you do have a way with the public. Now all you’re 

doing is posturing and taking credit. Are you even an accredited spy yet?”  

 

This voice was young and cultured yet it showed no fear in the presence of a person who could 

easily do him harm. That had to be the person within the Burqa and one to definitely keep an eye 

on.  

 

“That’s not true!” Herns protested. “And I did graduate the academy... sort of.” 

 

“Yesyesyesyesyes... NO!” 

 

There was a huffing frustrated sound and then Plastic Knife announced he was going out with the 

geezers for a beer. When the door slammed he heard the cultured voice say, “I know you’re 

awake Agent Furthermore. You can open your eyes now but I would move slowly as your body 

might be a bit sore. You might also feel a bit dizzy when you sit up. Please allow me to 

apologize for your treatment at our hands but under the circumstances you’re honest stupidity 

almost cost us our liberty.” 

 

“Yes,” the FFat MMan added. 

 

Furthermore slowly opened his eyes and let them adjust to the low light of the room. It appeared 

to be a pub’s party room and he was lying on the large table; which was hard but for the towel 

placed under his neck. 

 

“You’re all going down for this,” he muttered and then moaned as the pain in his joints made 

itself better known. 

 

“For the world’s sake I hope that doesn’t happen,” the scientist told him. “I checked your body 

as best I could. There are no broken bones though some of your ligatures might be a bit stretched 

out.” 

 

“You mean tendons.” 

 

“You say tâ-mā-tō I say tō-mâh-tō. In this case I think my word is more correct.” 

 

“Fuck words,” Furthermore hissed as he struggled to sit up on the table. He immediately lay back 

down again as a wave of nausea washed over him like the unwanted effects of a ghoulish 

haunting. “You fucking tortured me!” he squeaked and then cleared his throat. 

 

“Yes.” The FFat MMan replied. He then giggled and there was a slapping sound as Josh popped 

him in the arm and shook his head in the negative. 

 

“Are you not in the least bit curious why we are being sought after so fervently?” Josh asked 

him. 

 



“I was told there was an imminent terrorist threat of mega proportions and Mr. Grumble was at 

the epicenter. Anyone associated with him was to be hauled in at the soonest possible 

opportunity and grumble is an SOS.” 

 

“SOS?” 

 

“Shoot on sight. I had no choice but to call it in.” 

 

“We know that already,” the scientist added trying not to smile. 

 

“Because you fucking tortured me!” 

 

“You could have simply told us and saved yourself a lot of pain,” Josh shot back. 

 

Furthermore blinked and wiped some dribble from his lips. “That’s not what I do,” he said softly. 

 

“No.” 

 

“No what?” the American asked. 

 

“No.” 

 

“I think he is agreeing with you,” Josh translated. “He thinks you put up a good fight considering 

the odds.” 

 

“Yes.” Ferdinand agreed. 

 

“If I get the chance I’ll be returning the favor in spades,” the agent replied. He let his head turn 

so he was looking at Ferdinand. “Except for you; you already paid your dues. By the way... I 

thought you died.” 

 

“Yes... No...” Ferdinand patted himself on the chest and made a motion indicating sleep. He 

slammed the table with a free hand and then opened his eyes, his expression one of anger and 

fear. 

 

“Apparently the situation is that desperate,” Josh told the agent. 

 

Furthermore looked at him; understanding dawning on his bruised mind. “You don’t know for 

sure?” 

 

Josh opened his mouth to reply but stooped as the CIA operative’s expression changed to one of 

recognition. “I know who you are and what your work has done to some honest American 

companies Mr. Hollier-than-thou Shit Head Scientist. Even if I bought into your made up 

explanation I’d trust you about as much as I would my former bitch mother-in-law. Her I refused 

to sleep with when she came on to me and so she fucked me real good. No more marriage thank 

you very much Mr. Divorce Lawyer. The FFat MMan,” and here he pointed at Ferdinand, “I 



know of because he’s legendary even on our side of the pond. Him I might trust a little bit. The 

lawyer I shot in the ass... oops.” 

 

“You know Grumble then?” 

 

The agent groaned and closed his eyes. “Yeah... you could say that. He did a story about me and 

I immediately became the laughing stock of the agency; though in the end I did sort of save the 

day. He gave that to me as a sort of apology. That much was nice of him. Trust him? About as 

much as the lawyer I shot.” 

 

The door to the room burst open and Sergeant Major Jeffrey Morgan Uphart the Third appeared 

as if he were a summoned demon. He was dressed in the attire of an old school commando. He 

was also leading Herns along by the ear as if he was the headmaster of a very strict and sadistic 

public school. 

 

“YOU WILL GET UP OFF YOR ARSES AND RISE TO ATTENTION! WE’VE A WAR TO 

FIGHT AND THERE WILL BE NO SODDING SLACKERS IN MY UNIT!” 

 

With a movement as fluid as any ballerina might make the old man flung the younger towards 

the table folding him over it where he came face to face with Furthermore. The American landed 

a solid punch to the fellow’s nose with a howl of delight though he hurt his hand doing it.  

 

A rather chaotic moment after that, James, Josh, and Ferdinand were all standing next to the wall 

at rigid attention.  

 

In short order Herns joined them with only the allowance of holding his nose in order to staunch 

the bleeding. 

---------------------------------------- 

 

“This is the place,” Burt whispered to Grumble when they arrived some five miles from the park. 

“Ask for Number Three Cook.” 

 

The old spy had the dog’s rope leash in one hand and his other in a pocket. Goldie was with 

Henry and they stood in a similar fashion. To any casual observer they were simply two old men 

out walking their dogs. Presently they stood in front of a nondescript Chinese restaurant with a 

banner draped over the ‘Golden Panda’ sign proclaiming it to be ‘under new management’.  In 

the background they could still hear the wail of sirens as half the country turned out to clean up 

the mess of who blew who up and why. 

 

“What say Henry?” Grumble asked. “Are you up for this?” 

 

“Oddly I have always fancied myself as your sidekick Grum; and I don’t mean that as a joke. 

You lead and I’ll follow. What’s the danger word?” 

 

“Pity,” the old fellow replied. “That said, you cover the door and I’ll handle what’s coming from 

the kitchen. Burt you get anything you can below the knees and make sure to get Goldie out.” 



 

That said they walked through the door as if to purchase their dinner. With door opening and the 

tingle of its bell came a harsh sounding voice yelling, “NO DOG... SO SOLLY NO DOG 

ALLOWED! MUST LEAVE NOW!” 

 

“I’ll make you a deal,” Grumble told the fellow calmly in clear unaccented Mandarin, “If you 

don’t say anything about my dogs, who have been here before but back in the kitchen, I won’t 

say anything about an item on your menu containing cat parts. I’m here to see Number Three 

Cook... get him for me.” 

 

Enjoying the fellow’s shocked look, Grumble led the way to a rear booth that gave good 

advantage to the dining area and the front door. He sat looking in that direction while Henry took 

the opposite bench facing the kitchen. Next to them Goldie and Burt sat quietly as if they were 

service animals.  

 

The fellow who’d been shouting at them went from angry to nervous when he realized the dogs 

were indeed the same ones that had been in their kitchen not that long ago. A news bulletin came 

on the television screen above the bar behind which he stood and his jaw dropped when he saw 

the photo of devastation complete with a cartoonish headline: ‘COMMONS CHAOS!’ Turning 

up the volume he heard News Reporter Reginald Newsguy begin a jabber jawed description of 

the destruction wreaked by an apparent car bomb which was actually caught on film only a short 

time prior to the report. With that the scene changed to one of a parked car being pinned in by 

two vans. Hooded men poured out of the vans surrounding the car and then there was the 

explosion. 

 

The Chinese manager quickly turned the television off and leaned over the bar yelling for 

Number Three Cook. The scrawny looking fellow poked his head out of the kitchen and said in 

Mandarin, “I told you not to use cat in the wontons.” 

 

The manager called him a very very bad name and then pointed at Grumble who was sitting just 

out of the fellow’s peripheral. When he followed the finger and saw the person indicated, his 

expression went blank. Stepping out of the door he bowed slightly and said in very broken 

English, “So solly bad food. Make better for you.” 

 

“Stop it,” Grumble scolded him in his native language, “You’re not very good at pretending the 

part. Come to my table that we might speak. I bear you no ill feelings and I am not armed.” 

 

“Tell him the scar faced one is dead,” Burt whispered, “It’s a supposition but I did hear the 

gunshots.” 

 

“The dog tells me The Scared One is dead,” Grumble added. 

 

Number Three glanced at the dog and then back to the spy. He nodded and allowed the kitchen 

door to swing closed. No sooner had this happened and the restaurant’s front door burst open. 

Two armed men came in and pointed their guns at the manager. Both had their faces covered and 

both looked much more than common thugs. 



 

“Give us the money!” The larger of the pair shouted. Moving to the bar he held out his free hand 

making a ‘pass it over’ motion with his fingers. 

 

The second man remained by the door and gazed further into the restaurant his eyes looking 

beady behind the ski mask. 

 

“Now that’s a fuk’n pity,” Grumble muttered. Henry nodded without turning to look.  

 

Their private communication was interrupted by Number Three’s muttered response in Mandarin 

as he bowed very low to the armed men. “Please do nothing Mr. Grumble. Stay exactly where 

you are and this momentary interruption will be over.” 

 

Henry, bracing one hand on his umbrella, slowly turned in his seat to view the front. If and when 

the shooting began he was prepared to place himself between Grumble and the gunmen. 

 

The manager quickly punched a code on the cash drawer and took it completely out of the 

register;placing it on the bar top. After this he backed as far from it as the wall of bottles behind 

him would allow. The gunman by the bar began stuffed the money into his pockets as fast as he 

could and then threw the empty box down the length of the restaurant where it landed in front of 

the dogs. He then slowly backed to the door where he raised his weapon and pointed it directly at 

the old spy. 

 

His intentions were interrupted as his partner began pounding on the door. “Bloody hell the 

door’s gone and locked Artie!” 

 

The gunman turned his attention and his weapon towards the manager. “Open the bloody door... 

NOW!” 

 

The manager, rushing to comply, came forward and pressed a button. There was a buzz and the 

floor below the two gunmen opened. The pair were instantly swallowed into an abyss they never 

expected and as quickly as the floor opened it closed again. 

 

Number Three Cook turned to Grumble and told him in clear English with just enough accent 

that he would have been pegged as native to the area, “The supreme art of war is to subdue the 

enemy without fighting Mr. Grumble.” 

 

“That was said by Sun Tzu, many hundreds of years ago,” the old spy replied with a smile. 

 

The Chinese cook bowed. “Indeed it was and I am his grandson many many many times 

removed. You do realize it is my sworn duty to kill you; but under the circumstances I am 

pleased to meet you all the same.” 

 

Grumble rose and bowed in return. “Would you please join us at our table? I have an urgent 

request I need relayed to your government. Perhaps you could concede to killing me another 

day?” 



Colossus 
 

 

Grumble stood looking at the Greek stamp lying on the bar at The Blind Rabbit Pub. It portrayed 

a very old image of the ‘Colossus of Rhodes’ standing tall at the entrance of the harbor of 

Rhodes. It was encased in a postcard sized collector’s clear envelope. 

 

“Where did this come from?” he asked the bar maid. Unlike Peter’s help, though pretty and 

young this one was intelligent. He suspected she was related to the Rabbit but had not asked out 

of respect for his friend.  

 

“Ron said it just showed up,” she told him nodding in the direction of the bar keep. He was near 

the door wrestling with a keg.  

 

“Was delivered by a child,” the fellow reported as the keg thumped down to the floor. “The little 

bastard ran out again before I could grab’im. He yelled it was for you as he left and then gave me 

a two fingered salute the little snot.” 

 

The spy picked it up and examined it closely. Other than those of the child there would be no 

fingerprints on it. 

 

“Go on and look at it,” Dr. Nyet softly sneered. “You always did enjoy puzzles and what’s a 

mystery without clues?”  

 

“As I recall you had a penchant for jigsaw puzzles yourself. At one point I could hardly keep you 

supplied.” 

 

“I was being drugged and it was a way for me to keep my mind active and resistant. I also found 

it an effective way to keep from talking too much. Speaking of which, pun intended, you’re a 

prolific writer; tell me what you know about the mind.” 

 

“Sorry but I’m not feeling too talkative” the old spy muttered, “Speaking of which, pun intended, 

I tend not to think so much when I’m writing; I just watch and record.” 

 

“Liar! You’re aware of every minute detail start to finish. You keep them stored in your mind; 

each in its own little file drawer. I know for a fact it’s eating you alive that those drawers are 

empty.” 

 

“Did you say something, sir?” the barmaid asked.  

 

“Yes, I asked for a Black & Tan.” 

 

“There’s someone here drinking with you?” she asked, nodding to the empty stool next to him. 

 

Grumble glanced up at her. “No.”   

 



----------------------------------------- 

 

Josh was soaked to the bone. England’s weather, being what it was, had been drizzling cold 

water since Grumble kicked him out of The Blind Rabbit like an errant child; him, a respected 

scientist and now wanted criminal. The tin pot helmet on his head was hardly form fitting. To 

compound this problem, the internal leather harness had stretched with the moisture so the metal 

was now resting on the crown of his head.  

 

“Protect your weapon!” Sergeant Major Uphart yelled in his ear. “You get water down the barrel 

and it dampens the powder in the cartridge. You raise it up to shoot the fellow whose trying to do 

the same to you and it doesn’t go off because you were a slovenly soldier! Then you die!” 

 

He wanted to yell back that it was not 1916 and this was not the Great War; that no one used a 

Lee Enfield anymore let alone wore a great coat and carried seventy pounds of kit on their back 

at all times. The key words in this thought were ‘wanted to’. The smallish man tended to instill a 

certain amount of respect into whomever he was addressing. It had been the Sergeant Major’s 

suggestion that he be allowed to ‘whip the team into shape’. Grumble, having been briefed on the 

London Tower brouhaha and the following nose flattening, readily agreed to this. It was also a 

convenient way of hiding them away for a few days while he thought about things.  

 

In reality, the scientist reflected, it was more like 1916 than he cared to admit. Clearly he’d been 

drafted and now also clearly he didn’t have much say so in the matter. 

 

“Yes Sergeant Major,” he yelled at the top of his lungs. 

 

Uphart continued down the line addressing all of his recreationist participating in the practice. 

Included among their numbers, which came to well over a hundred men, were two fellows 

specifically assigned to work with each other and one very large but robust fellow who’d been a 

tad difficult to fit with a uniform. Ferdinand was also quietly given the chore of keeping Josh 

alive. 

 

“We will be going over the top once again!” Uphart yelled in his best Sergeants voice. “When 

the whistle sounds you will climb the ladders and run like the Devil is on your heels. The last 

three soldiers to make the woods will give me fifty pushups. On the day of the event you will 

have German recreationists opposite you and they too will be making a charge. Do you want 

them to look better... because you know they are practicing!” 

 

“Well Yank,” Herns said to Furthermore, “I’ll wager another beer I beat you to the woods 

againnnnn.” 

 

“You cheated the last three times,” the agent countered loudly so the other soldiers could hear 

him. “Your pack is empty.” 

 

Herns gave a shocked look and not so subtly threatened to repay the flattened nose from two 

days before if the accusation was repeated. A moment later the pair was shoving each other and 

making further fuss which was stopped by a certain very large fellow forcing himself between 



them and then smacking both on top of the helmets with open palms. The noise this made was 

loud enough that the Master Sergeant Uphart turned to look. His huge mustache went up with his 

smile. He then blew his whistle and all of them were scrambling up the ladders in a charge across 

open ground with fixed bayonets. A move that had gotten many a man killed during the real 

thing. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

The pub’s door opened, its bell making a merry little jingle. The fellow coming in paused, 

allowing his eyes to adjust to the soft gloom. 

 

Grumble stood from his table to get his attention and then waited for him to come close. 

 

“Thank you for joining me here Number Three.” Rather than extend his hand, he bowed in the 

Chinese fashion.  

 

Number Three bowed back and then sat at the table.  

 

“I believe you know Henry?” the old spy said.  

 

The cook nodded to the dapper spy who sat on the chair next to Grumble’s. His hat was on the 

table and his umbrella was hanging on the coat rack behind him. There was a beer on the table in 

front of him that had hardly been touched.  

 

Straightening, Number Three turned his attention to Grumble and said, “My government has 

agreed to your strange request, Mr. Grumble. They do have questions but since it is a simple 

request they are willing to hold their curiosity. National security, however, is at the forefront of 

their minds.” 

 

“I thought it might be and I am grateful for their understanding. You may tell your people they 

have nothing to fear. My interests have expanded from beyond the concerns of England to quite 

real concerns for the world in general.” 

 

“I am to ask if there are other counties cooperating in a like fashion.” 

 

“Russia has agreed,” Henry told him. 

 

“How would you know this?” the Chinaman asked. 

 

“Because I am KGB,” the dapper fellow explained softly. “I was given the task of assassinating 

our friend here recently. Fortunately he was several notches above my level in skill and 

humanity; though having to sit through Bingo with his missus was a terrible torture.” He winked 

at Grumble and then continued. “She’s a very good cook and I am envious. I was being forced 

into retirement and my attempt was a last ditch effort to curry favor with my superiors. My 

handler laughed when I suggested the action and then told me to help myself but any success or 

failure on my part would be disavowed. I’d been operating in this country for many many years 



so the thought of discovery never even occurred to me. The day following my capture I was 

given a counter offer by the very man I’d meant to kill. I accepted and so washed my hands of 

the agency. Well, I suppose rightfully you could say I finally retired. I even get a monthly 

stipend.” He sighed. “I was just so very tired Number Three.” 

 

“Please, just call me Three.” 

 

The Russian nodded and smiled. “I was Number Two but you may call me by my English name 

of Henry. My very existence has been erased from KGB history and that suits me fine,” he 

continued. “That is; it was erased until I called and made the same request you made.” He paused 

to sip his beer. “At first I met with resistance but I was able to convey the utter importance of 

what our mutual friend has come to understand threatens all of mankind.” 

 

“I took Henry with me to fetch Burt,” Grumble explained, “Because I knew I could trust him. 

Bruce was just a little too eager though he apparently did have the means to deliver the goods. 

Unfortunately for him he was also a little too obvious about his intentions.” 

 

“He died yesterday,” the cook reported flatly. “I do not know who was responsible but he was 

thrown through a fifth floor window at the hospital. It was considered to be an unbreakable 

window but obviously it was not.” 

 

“And the police ruled it a suicide,” Henry added. Nodding to Grumble he said, “I do have a few 

secure connections left. So long as I am operating again I shall keep them fresh.” 

 

“And the Americans?” Three asked. 

 

“Have also agreed,” Grumble told him. “I visited Uphart’s recreation camp yesterday and had a 

heart to heart with the CIA’s agent Furthermore. He made contact with his people and all is in 

readiness. I will give everyone the details tomorrow after the play is made.” 

 

Three bowed very low. “I am so sorry to have to ask you this Mr. Grumble, but I am ordered to 

do so. Trust is a very large part of what we do and Uncle trusts the only thing your very 

existence spells is trouble. You have caused him no small amount in the past. What are the 

details of this world wide emergency?” 

 

The old spy raised his glass and took a sip. He then said softly, “I don’t yet know yet but I have 

been thinking on it.” Holding up his hand he counted on his fingers. “So far I have one dead mad 

scientist, vegetables with no seeds, consideration for the dinosaurs, and the Colossus of Rhodes.” 

Placing his hand back to the table he added, “Whoever’s behind this is extremely good and very 

well informed. Two of these clues have been delivered to me here so he’s enjoying the game. It 

was the Queen who alerted me to the danger; she just didn’t bother to tell me what it was.” 

 

“Couldn’t you request she tell you?” Three asked. 

 

“It’s not that simple. Whoever we’re dealing with has his fingers in everything. He’s tried to kill 

me now several times both covertly and straight up. He generally knows where I’ll be and what 



I’m up to. You stopped one such event yourself. That I have survived so far is a combination of 

luck and more luck. It’s one thing for me to take the risk but I’ll not put her in danger like that.” 

 

 “The general who advances without coveting fame and retreats without fearing disgrace, whose 

only thought is to protect his country and do good service for his sovereign, is the jewel of the 

kingdom,” the Chinaman said softly. 

 

“I say,” Henry remarked, “Is that Sun Tzu again?” 

 

“It is,” Grumble told him. 

 

“There is a stipulation,” Three told him. 

 

“I figured there would be.” 

 

 “I am to join your team. This is not negotiable.” 

 

“Of course you are,” the old spy replied with a smile. “I expected nothing less. I’m stuck with 

the Yank as well. In his case I suspect they are not overly anxious to get him back. What’s your 

story?” 

 

Three smiled. “I make a good wonton.” 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

“You call this food?!” Furthermore yelled after making his way through the chow line. “I 

wouldn’t feed my dog this slop!” 

 

“Spoiled Yank!” Herns hooted, and his was not the only voice. More than one was angry 

sounding while a few others simply laughed and called him a flaming sissy. There were an 

assorted number of expressions actually shouted and none of them complimentary. It seemed no 

one there, all of whom had relatives in the Great War, felt the least bit sorry for the cousin who’d 

been forced into their ranks. 

 

“I’ve read the statistics on deaths during the Great War,” Josh told Ferdinand as they watched the 

CIA agent stomp around in the mud like a spoiled child having a tantrum, “And though I saw the 

pictures the conditions never really sunk in I suppose. That’s not very scientific of me I suppose. 

In reality I am happy for this experience though it hardly even touches the real thing.” Pointing at 

Furthermore the scientist added, “I do think those two were made for each other Ferdi... what do 

you think?” 

 

The big man looped two fingers together and twisted them slightly. “Yes.” 

 

The weather had turned wickedly bad while they were at the camp but the purpose of the 

gathering, more so than practice, was for the participants to gain an understanding of trench 



warfare and the living conditions suffered by the men. This included digging, digging, and more 

digging along with food prepared exactly as it was prepared back then. 

 

Furthermore finally gave up and went to sit next to Herns, who doing his best to stay dry. As he 

poked at his food a huge lorry pulled up. The lozenge shaped cargo on its flatbed trailer was 

completely covered in canvas and a smiling Master Sergeant Uphart walked out to greet the 

driver. 

 

“Now what do you suppose that’s going to be?” the British agent asked the American. 

 

“At this point nothing would surprise me,” he replied around a forkful of mystery meat. “It’s 

probably a fucking tank.” 

 

“Now there’s a thought.” 

 

“What... a tank? Don’t be foolish. With luck it’s a backhoe to help with the digging.” 

 

“But you just said...” 

 

“I was upset. I say a lot of things when I’m upset.” 

 

Herns shifted his position a bit, pulling the poncho he’d been using tighter around himself in an 

attempt to keep the rain out. “All right... tell me why you’re so upset,” he finally offered. 

 

“Long story or short?” 

 

“Bloody hell! Do I look like a Bleeding Hearts councilor? You’re among men; act like a man. 

You keep it short and simple then you tough it out.” 

 

Furthermore raised up slightly and farted. “Like that?” 

 

“Dysentery,” Herns muttered. 

 

“What?” 

 

“Dysentery... it starts with the flatulants. Next thing you know you’re squirting brown and it 

won’t stop until you’re dead. You don’t read history books?” 

 

“Wonderful.” 

 

From across the field the sound of an engine came to them and whatever it was on the back of 

the lorry slowly crawled down the trailer’s ramp to the sodden earth.  

 

“Tank,” they both said together. 

 



“Divorce, shot the lawyer in the ass, forced vacation, torture, you, forced assignment, this,” 

Furthermore intoned, putting his plate down for a stray dog that seemed to materialize from 

nowhere. 

 

“What’s that?” 

 

“The short story. Now what’s yours?” 

 

“Similar... without the divorce. I’ve never been married.” 

 

As they watched, the mechanical ‘thing’ made its way to an area assigned by the Sergeant Major. 

The canvas tarp was never removed and then the engine noise stopped.” 

 

“How old do you think Uphart is?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“I think he probably drove one of those things for real in the Great War,” Herns replied and then 

closed his eyes.  

 

“So... what say we start fresh,” Furthermore offered. “What kind of pistol do you favor?” 

 

“The one I’m holding in my hand when I most need it,” he replied without opening his eyes. 

 

“No, really, I mean it. I prefer the forty caliber Smith & Wesson automatic. It packs a mean 

punch and is very reliable.” 

 

“Until you run out of ammunition and everyone else is carrying a nine millimeter,” Herns 

muttered. “I suppose you could at least take a pistol off of a dead bloke but then you get what 

you get don’t you?” 

 

The CIA agent was sorely tempted to take his helmet off and smash it over his fellow’s head but 

he restrained himself though his facial contortions were quite horrible. “You have a better idea?” 

he managed to ask in a somewhat civil tone. 

 

From under the poncho the Brit produced a huge pistol and showed it to the American. “Like I 

said, I prefer whatever is in my hand at the moment. In this case it’s a World War One Webley 

Mk VI top-break revolver.” 

 

“Where’d you get that?!” Furthermore hissed, repositioning himself so no one else would see it. 

 

“I pinched it from Uphart,” Herns told him. Carefully breaking it open so the shells would not be 

ejected, he pulled one out and held it up. “Well lookie here; brand spanking new real bullets. I 

believe that more than bends the rules don’t you think?” 

 

“Are you out of your mind?! The old man is as sharp as a tack. He’s not going to go about his 

day not realizing his pistol is missing.” 

 



“I slipped a rock into his holster,” Herns explained, “He’ll not notice until he goes to pull it out... 

and so far that has not happened.” 

 

“Put it back!” 

 

“I won’t.” 

 

“You will.” 

 

“Or what? You’ll tattle to Daddy? That’d be just like a Yank wouldn’t it?” He made a cry baby 

taunting voice. “Oh Sergeant Major! Sergeant Major! Bad boy Herns has gone and pinched your 

old pistol. I think you should spank him!” 

 

Herns placed the bullet back in its chamber and closed the pistol again. Placing it back under his 

poncho, he tipped his helmet down and slouched into a sleeping position. A moment later he was 

snoring... and therein lay a real problem for the Brit.  

 

Not being able to help himself, Herns gave him a good kick. 

 

And the fight was on. 

  



Tank’s Fer Nut’n 

 

 

Grumble held their meeting deep within the Blind Rabbit’s lair. All around them large screen 

monitors played out a mix of television news stations from around the world. Their projected 

images were all that lit the room which ominously flickered between red green and gray. 

 

“Gentlemen, and Gentledogs,” the old spy began, raising his beer glass. His voice was raspy but 

strong. “I give you the Queen.” 

 

Everyone present held up a similar glass or simply gave a thumbs up if they were not drinking. 

Presently under house arrest, a still muddy and very sore Herns and Furthermore were also in 

attendance and denied alcohol of any kind. Both held up a thumb but both also remained seated 

during the toast due to injury. 

 

“The plan is a simple one,” Grumble told everyone. “I’m playing a hunch that no one particular 

country is behind what is happening. I believe what we are witnessing is an outside force 

controlling things; playing one party against another and always a step ahead of all of them. 

They obviously know I’ve been alerted and am now on the case so will stop at nothing in an 

attempt to negate that which has begun. We could name this phenomenon as a secret 

organization if you wish though it could actually be something more bloody obvious; such as the 

United Nations finally making their move.” 

 

There was muttered agreement around the table concerning this particular organization.  

 

“Obviously,” the old spy continued, “Whoever it is has the wherewithal to keep dedicated agents 

working solely for them. If those agents are paid that’s expensive. If they are idealist they’re paid 

less but are more dangerous since they will have no problem in dying for the cause. Who the 

organization is, however, has yet to be proven. We need prisoners to question as well as hard 

intel.”  

 

He nodded to the Chinese agent present and winked. “Unfortunately, the two who attempted my 

assassination at Three’s restaurant did not survive for questioning. Nor did Bruce survive long, 

though I think he had only money in mind. The restaurant pair did not perish at our hands but 

were dead from a remotely controlled device in the form of a cell phone which leaked some sort 

of neurotoxin as soon as they were caught. This tells me that control of said agents is real time 

and will make identifying the source that much harder. So... we need a starting point and that’s 

what this exercise is about.” 

 

The large screen behind the old spy changed to show a picture of the reenactor’s camp in the 

form of an aerial over view. Ironically, it could be seen that the soldiers had all formed a circle 

near the trench line and a single person was racing across open ground towards the circle. There 

were a few chuckles at this and groans from both Herns and Furthermore. 

 

“Never let it be said an old dog can’t move quickly,” Grumble told them with a smile and a wink 

to Uphart. “Word has been conveniently leaked to the spy agencies of the world’s four major 



governments that I will be present at the camp tomorrow at 0800 local time. This would be 

Britain, the United States, China, and Russia. My business at the camp is unknown but connected 

to this bogus threat that placed them all on such high alert. Local authorities have been given the 

‘stand down’ on apprehension as each of the governments will be watching via surveillance 

satellite. Our friend and very experienced watcher The Blind Rabbit will be doing what he does 

best in gathering in the information collected by these satellites to which, and don’t ask me how 

because I don’t know, he has direct feed capabilities.”  

 

The spy paused just long enough to look at each of the eight men and two dogs present. Goldie, 

settled at Henry’s feet, wagged her tail and gave him a doggie smile as if she had understood 

every word. This made him smile in return but he immediately dismissed her as being a team 

member only because she was simply a dog.  

 

“Now then,” he began again, “Here is our trap. Each government has agreed that at 0900 local 

time they will order their satellites to look away towards London. Should one of them fail to do 

this, we will have our starting point. That government will then begin an internal investigation to 

find out why their satellite computer control is misbehaving.” 

 

Josh raised his hand and Grumble nodded to him. “Each of these governments just a few days 

ago was mounted up and doing their best to kill us; what’s changed?” 

 

The old spy’s expression stayed quite deadpan. “As ignorant as our governing bodies sometime 

act there are still somewhat intelligent people running the machines. It’s a bit like playing chess. 

They watch the board and make their decisions based upon what they see. That all four would at 

the same moment see the same threat, meaning me, and then act to liquidate that threat, is an 

oddity easily picked up upon. Their analysts are apparently wise enough to understand something 

miscued.  All are now willing to back up a space in order to figure things out via threat analysis. 

Each now has an agent within our ranks so that part of the board is covered and somewhat 

insures but does not guarantee cooperation.” He stopped to sip his beer and many in the room 

followed suite.  

 

“This leads us to our OP,” he continued after his thirst was slacked. “My mind tells me we 

should consider ourselves the white pieces. Therefore during communications with each other 

we shall each begin the conversation with ‘White and your number here’; White One, Two, 

Three... whatever.” Nodding to the Chinese agent he told him, “Yes I reserved that number just 

for you.” 

 

There was laughter at that. 

 

“You will then proceed with what you wished to pass along. I, of course, will be White One. 

Each of you will have your number given at the end of the meeting along with an unregistered 

cell phone which will be for emergency use only.” 

 

Josh raised his hand again. “Why did you drag me into this?” 

 

“I had my reasons.” 



 

“Can I leave now?” 

 

“No. My reasons remain and your life is still in as much jeopardy as it ever was. For now you 

will stay here and assist The Blind Rabbit. Your knowledge of computer systems is very valuable 

and he can use you. I think you might even learn something if you pay close attention. Once we 

figure out the operating system controlling things I need you to crack the nut if it’s at all 

possible.” 

 

Herns raised a hand though he still supported his head with the other. “Drone attacks?” 

 

“We have that covered,” Grumble told him. “Thanks to Sergeant Major Uphart, the recreationist 

who seem no more than grown men playing at war, are actually trained soldiers more than 

willing to place their lives on the line for Queen and country. The area is protected.” 

 

Three raised his hand. “This could become very noisy. How will you explain that to the local 

authorities?” 

 

“This is a reenactor’s camp and has been there for many many years. It has been subjected to 

battle scenarios up to and including artillery fire. There might possibly be complaints about 

startled cattle and chickens but there will be no questions.” 

 

Taking a pointer he began detailing their plan. “Should a physical response come looking, and 

we hope they do, their vehicles will be funneled into a trench trap dug into and looking just like 

the road they will expect. There is but the one entrance to the camp so this was easy to 

accomplish. When they get to the end of the trench only their windshield should be showing. The 

trench is narrow enough that their doors will not be able to open either. To keep them in place we 

will run a lorry in after them and peg them on the tail skid. Cell phone and radio jammers will be 

used to keep them from calling for support.” 

 

Should such an event take place we do not wish to fire upon the invaders unless it is absolutely 

necessary. Some of them might simply be our own troops being played against a perceived 

national threat. We want to take live prisoners so strip away any cell phones on their persons for 

the obvious reason found out via the two agents taken at the Golden Panda. Wear your protection 

and I do not refer to condoms. Information can be gleaned even from a dead man but it cannot be 

gleaned if the gleaner is also dead.” 

 

Furthermore shifted his position in order to keep one hand on his head while raising his other in 

question. “What do you want me to do?” 

 

“You and agent Herns will do nothing at all. It’s obvious I cannot trust either of you so you will 

be sitting the OP out.” Looking at Burt he added, “Sorry old fellow but there’s not much for you 

to do at the camp so I need you to keep an eye on these two. Be a good lad and keep them both 

on a short leash. Goldie can stay here with the Rabbit and that should at least make your task a 

bit more single minded, eh?” 

 



Though there was some chuckling around the table at the dog agent’s expense, his only reply 

was, “Will do.” 

 

---------------------------------------- 

Burt had his head poked out from behind the curtains watching the parking lot. He was 

extremely pissed that he’d been left to babysit Herns and Furthermore but stiff upper lip and all 

of that. The three of them were now attempting to relax in a not so clean motel safe house. 

Herns’ cab was safely parked in the lot right below the window where it could be watched. Both 

men lay in separate beds while the dog took his turn keeping an eye on things. One had an 

icepack lying on his face while the other had an icepack sitting upon his loins. It was Sergeant 

Major Uphart’s angry insistence that got them suspended and the dog felt it was rightfully so. He 

well remembered his trainer’s words, ‘If you are going to act like children you will be treated 

like children… that is ‘if’ you live through your mission which is doubtful.’ 

 

When their fight had commenced Uphart was proudly standing next to his concealed tank. Being 

keen on history he was aware its appearance was reflective of how the moniker came to be in the 

first place; covered with canvas for security, anyone nosing about was told they were simple 

water tanks. By the time the lorry driver pointed to the ring of shouting soldiers and inquired as 

to what exact drill they were performing, the fight had been going for a full thirty seconds. It 

took the Master Sergeant another one minute forty five seconds on the dot to run the distance 

after which he was hard pressed for the lung power to even blow his whistle.  

 

The line parted for him immediately and all cheering stopped as he wheezed up like an old steam 

locomotive. The agents, on their knees and as muddy as the ground where they wallowed, kept 

right on swinging at each other, their blows making a wet splat when they landed.  

 

Ferdinand, coming forward from the ranks, unceremoniously grabbed both men by their collars, 

knocked their heads together and then pulled them to their feet. 

 

Uphart, finding his pistol in the mud and then the rock in his holster, became so angry his face 

turned a bright cherry red. Retrieving his prize possession, he cocked the hammer and threatened 

to shoot Herns who was the obvious culprit.  

 

Furthermore, also completely out of breath and dizzy from having his head slammed into that of 

his opponent quickly confessed to the theft which he said he did for ‘funzies’ just to prove 

American superiority. That got him pistol whipped. 

 

“Where there is no discipline there is naught but death!” the old soldier roared as he stood over 

him.  

 

Burt repeated this from his vantage at the window. 

 

“Now why in bloody hell would you say that?” Herns asked, shifting the ice bag on his scrotum 

with a grimace. 

 

“Because someone, I would guess a teenager, is spray painting it on the wall across the way.” 



 

A heartbeat later both agents were standing on either side of the dog looking at the fresh red 

paint and the retreating back of the vandal. 

 

“Someone has ears in the camp,” Herns muttered. 

 

“You think?” Furthermore asked sarcastically. 

 

“But why telegraph your obvious advantage?” Burt asked. “The only reason I can think of is they 

want the pair of you there as a possible diversion to what they have planned.” 

 

“Ha -  ha -  ha,” Furthermore managed sarcastically. “I might be banged up but I’m quite sure I 

could still kick some dog butt.” 

 

“Need I remind you; though I might not have hands I do have a full set of very sharp teeth?” 

 

“Probably we’re wanted there so they can bag the gaggle of us all at once,” Herns theorized. 

“Just like Grumble explained it, I get the feeling it’s a bloody fucking chess game. Whoever’s 

playing obviously wants to rub the old boy’s nose in the loss.” 

 

“You’re still an asshole and a loose cannon,” the American agent told him, “But this time, as you 

Brits say, I believe you’re spot on.” 

 

“Action plan,” all three said together and their heads disappeared behind the curtain. 

 

“Somebody’s been watching old British cartoons,” Herns accused. 

 

“No I haven’t,” Furthermore denied. 

 

"Penfold, shush!" Burt told them both. 

 

“Who the hell is Penfold?” the pair asked in unison. 

 

“Oh never mind; you’re both hopeless.” 

 

“Should we call Grumble?” Furthermore asked.  

 

“No,” Burt responded. “If they’ve put the message up for us to see that’s exactly what they’ll 

expect us to do. I say we make like a submarine and submerge to run silent. We make our plan, 

pick up what we need and then make our way out to the fringes of the reenactment park.” 

 

Herns chuckled as he tossed his ice bag in the garbage can. “I never thought I would hear myself 

say this sober but; the ‘talking dog’ is making a lot of sense.” 

 

----------------------------------- 

 



Grumble stood in the morning’s predawn talking with Sergeant Major Uphart when Henry 

brought over three mugs of black coffee. This morning the dapper man was dressed as a WWI 

officer, the uniform procured from a collection Uphart maintained. “I say, what a glorious 

morning for an OP. Weather says clear skies and a cool day. Have we any watchers yet?” 

 

“The Rabbit has been silent,” Grumble told him, “But I’ve no doubt they’ll arrive. I’m not so up 

to date on how exactly they do these sorts of observations; only that they can do it from miles 

and miles above us.” 

 

“The troops are ready in any case,” the Sergeant Major added. “I’ve live rounds issued to the 

weapons along with three grenades each.” 

 

“All vintage I presume?” Henry asked. 

 

“Of course; that way there is no question should anyone examine our crates.” 

 

“I just left Ferdinand and Three,” Henry told them. “Ferdi is ready to force any issues should we 

have visitors, but Three, I think, is just a bit antsy. Perhaps we should let him range out to the 

woods. It might be a good thing to have someone out there.” 

 

“Bad move,” Uphart counseled, “Should a firefight come we need to know exactly where our 

troops are to prevent any friendly fire incidents.” 

 

“Should BR see anything developing,” Grumble told the pair, “We’ll decide then.” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Herns, Furthermore, and Burt had not slept at all the night before. Their time, instead, was spent 

in planning and preparing. Though the cab had a wealth of weaponry in the boot, there was one 

item they agreed would be a valuable asset needed to be procured. A quick trip to a hobby store 

solved this problem in the form of the largest Wiz Drone they could lay their hands upon. With 

some quick modifications, it now toted a sub machinegun which, stripped to the barest 

requirements, pointed straight down for ease of use.  

 

“You’re sure that’s going to work?” Herns asked. 

 

“Trust me,” Furthermore replied, checking the magazine’s feeding mechanism, “I got an A+ on 

this at the academy.” 

 

The Brit snorted.  “If you say so. Working a thing on paper ain’t the same as working it for real 

in the field. You ask me, we come across another drone out there and it’s going to be fun.” 

 

“It’s not meant to dogfight,” the American explained. “Everyone uses these things now. They’re 

cheap, portable, and easy to fly. They even hook into your cell phone for control. You’re edge is 

the fact they’re only using the camera for local surveillance; so you fly yours above theirs and 



give it a burst. Any target on the ground is going to be directly below you too. In that case 

they’re shooting back so your odds aren’t as good; your best bet is to steer clear of that.” 

 

“Sounds reasonable to me,” Burt chimed in, “But my money’s on a sniper. If you can locate him 

it might give him cause to break cover and run if you’re spraying him.” 

 

“That makes sense,” Herns agreed. “He’s probably already in place and waiting for the word. If 

this is a major play, one side against another, then they’ll want to pot all of us at the same time. 

I’d leave Grumble for last just so he’d know who the winner was just before pulling his plug.” 

 

“Where do you think he might be? Furthermore asked. 

 

“I’d be on the grassy knoll...” the British agent told him, pausing long enough to remember the 

camp’s coordinates and area, “To the west. I’d have made my way in over the last two days and 

be laying there waiting. You think you could track him Burt?” 

 

“Too much rain has fallen. I can try, but I think it would take a nose better than mine.” 

 

With a loud whir of multiple propellers Furthermore fired up the Wiz Drone and had it hovering 

in the middle of the room. “I had to reduce the magazine capacity for weight,” he said loudly, 

“So there’s only fifteen rounds. Flight time is a paltry twenty minutes but I have multiple battery 

packs.” 

 

Herns, not to be outdone, held up his weapons of choice. “Best of both worlds,” he proudly 

proclaimed, “7.62 mm NATO semi-auto above and 45 caliber sub-machinegun under. I mix the 

45 rounds one ball to one birdshot. The birdshot might not kill but it sure as hell keeps their 

heads down. I learned that useful bit from an old Yank B grade movie.” 

 

As soon as the Wiz Drone was back down and shut off Burt asked with a doggie deadpan 

expression, “I take it you’re not a very good shot then?”  

 

“Best in my class,” the agent replied with an equally serious straight face as he slammed home a 

magazine. 

 

“That’s because he was the only student,” the American told the dog with a wink. 

 

With that there was laughter and the birth of unity. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

In the wee hours of the morning, Herns parked the taxi a good five miles from the camp in a 

secluded area of a pasture. In a fit of giggles the night before, he and Furthermore visited a 

clothing store and purchased what they dubbed their ‘Grumble outfits’ complete with the same 

type of cap the old man wore. This made them appear more as brothers than either would ever 

admit... and then they were ready. 

 



Making sure no one was about; Herns pulled to the side of the road and killed the headlights. 

Donning night vision devices, the cattle fencing was easily cut for passage with no one the wiser. 

Once the taxi was through the fence wire was tied back in place using tie wraps. Then, as the Brit 

drove his cab slowly over the grassy field, Furthermore followed sweeping out the tracks with a 

broom. While this was done, Burt ranged forward to make sure they were not approached by any 

curious cattle. Once situated in a wooded area the agents unpacked and then covered their ride 

with a camouflaged tarp.  

 

“Ready?” Herns asked, adjusting his back pack for comfort. In the pack was ammunition, flash 

bang grenades, water and some trail mix bars. 

 

The American, using a devised carry strap, hoisted the Wiz Drone to his shoulders and nodded. 

Around his middle were carried the spare battery packs and four spare magazines for its cargo. 

Under his left armpit was a shoulder holster bearing a nine millimeter Beretta while under his 

right was a similar rig for three spare clips.  

 

Both agents also carried tazer pistols, large plastic tie wraps, and duct tape should they need 

them for prisoners. 

 

“Looks like I get off light,” Burt remarked softly. 

 

“I thought about that,” Herns whispered, “But figured we needed your speed more than carry 

abilities. That and you need to look like ‘just another dog’ running the woods. Your job is 

sniffing the ground. Let us know if you scent anything, eh?”  

 

Consulting a pocket compass he pointed in the direction they should go. 

 

* 

 

0800 

 

Josh sat next to the person he’d been introduced to as The Blind Rabbit watching a large screen 

display of four different satellite feeds. Each displayed the same picture with just the slightest 

difference in appearance. Two of the feeds had scrolling English across the bottom of the 

displayed images while one had Russian Cyrillic and the other Chinese Pinyin. It was not a 

stretch to guess each was doing exactly as the other in a running commentary of coordinates and 

functional readiness. He’d already been instructed by Grumble not to ask about anything because 

he would not be told... no matter what the question. The image displayed on each feed was that 

of the reenactor’s camp. 

 

Looking closer, he pointed to something at the lower corner of the Chinese display but before he 

could even voice the words the Rabbit told him, “I have no control over the camera. That is to 

say, I could, but I won’t because then they would know.” 

 



Picking up a cell phone he hit the speed dial, listened to the dial tone ring twice and then hung 

up. On the four displays one of the small dots took out a handkerchief and waved it around in the 

air for a second or two and then put it back in his pocket. 

 

“White One now knows we are on line.” 

 

“And that’s all we’re going to do?” 

 

“No; we are also going to watch. If we see anything out of the ordinary we will advise.” 

 

“What if the cell towers go down?” 

 

“Already thought out; there is a WWI radio set in the officer’s dugout.” Raising a finger the 

Rabbit slowly brought it down to a Morse key and tapped out a dot and two dashes. Through the 

speakers somewhere in the room there was an immediate reply of two dots and a dash. 

 

“And my job?” Josh queried. 

 

“Begins when we figure out whose super computer is being bad. I have a theory but it might 

seem a bit off the wall.” 

 

“I’m used to off the wall... it’s what I did before my world was turned upside down. I learned 

that usually the rumor is pretty close to the truth.” 

 

“And leaked to you with a purpose,” the other man said softly as he watched the screen. “Talk to 

me.” 

 

“What if vegetables are only the first step in controlled reproduction?” Josh asked softly, “What 

if...” 

 

“It culminates in people?” 

 

“Yes; that.” 

 

“It’s a possibility that’s been proposed and worked on before,” BR replied softly. He then 

nodded to the screen. 

 

As if the countries in question were speaking with each other the satellite images all flickered as 

infrared imaging was used for marking every source of heat in the area. The result was too large 

to see details and all but one went back to a normal image. That one refined its search to only 

heat that would be given off by living creatures. The reenactor’s were clearly shown as well as a 

few dots towards the outskirts of the camp positioned towards the entrance. 

 

The scientist chuckled. “Everything that’s happened to me over the past few days has been 

totally off the wall. It’s like I’m caught up in a dreadful spy novel. Too bad we can’t control the 



images; I would mark those right there as possible hostiles.” He pointed to the blips at the 

entrance. 

 

The Blind Rabbit reached out and made a mark on the screen with a crayon like red china 

marker. He put a further mark on the screen west of the camp. Josh peered closely but could not 

discern anything. The man with the red glasses smiled but did not offer an explanation. 

 

There was a pause and then one of the satellite feeds shifted almost imperceptivity. Both men, 

their minds and thoughts seeming to parallel, muttered, “Artificial Intelligence.” 

 

They looked at each other in understanding. 

 

“Has your security been breached yet?” Josh asked softly, guessing at a possible problem. 

 

“I’m like a huge onion with all sorts of layers and traps exactly for that purpose. Call it fishing if 

you will. The outer layers, yes, on a regular basis. My inner most layers not that I’m aware,” The 

Rabbit replied, “But I’ve had strong suspicions. If you have anything of a very sensitive nature to 

speak about I would highly recommend the cone of silence be used. Trace back on the suspected 

breaches has not brought about any definitive agency results. One such breach was actually 

accomplished by a twelve year old. I sent him a stink bomb parcel post with a warning note. Fire 

Service was summoned but it didn’t even make the news. He told his parents he was doing a 

chemistry experiment so obviously the warning was heeded. I also posted his name and address 

to MI-6 for a watch and possible recruitment in the future.” 

 

“What about my work?” 

 

The old watcher punched a few keys on his keyboard. A program popped up on the screen for a 

few seconds and then disappeared again. Josh recognized it immediately and colored a bright 

red. The Rabbit smiled slightly. “You’re very good; but you were being used. You are an 

incurable mixture of intelligence and naiveté. It’s a good thing Grumble pulled you out when he 

did or you’d be dead by now; if not by one of the agencies you were attempting to violate then 

by the person who was behind your research as they conveniently covered their tracks.” 

 

* 

 

At 0800 sharp there was a single ring on Grumble’s cell phone. “That’s it,” he told the Sergeant 

Major, “We’re on.” 

 

A moment later, as he waved a handkerchief over his head, there was a bugle call and all the 

soldiers fell in for review. It was busy work so the observers would have something to watch but 

underneath the calm exterior each man was armed and knew exactly what he was to do. 

 

 

 

 

 



* 

 

0805 

 

Furthermore and Herns kept to the tree line once they’d hiked in to a closer proximity of the 

camp. So far it was still dark, which might have slowed their progress but for the night vision 

devices previously pulled from the boot of the taxi. The vehicle seemed to have a wealth of such 

things. Obviously Herns had put a lot of thought into what he might need as a field agent.  

 

Burt quickly ranged out letting his doggie instincts guide him to the area they suspected would 

contain the sniper. He had no fear about what would happen when he found him. A dog would 

hardly be considered a threat risk so long as he didn’t begin barking.  

 

A sniper, by training, would not move and give up his hiding place. He would also undoubtedly 

be covered by a heat reflective gillie suit. Being a professional the fellow would use every trick 

in the book to remain undetected while in the kill zone. By necessity they were totally 

autonomous so there would be no communications that might be picked up upon. He might 

possibly have a spotter but, after discussing it on the ride in, this had been discarded as too much 

baggage for someone who obviously enjoyed working alone.  

 

By the time the sun was finally rising the pair was in good vantage of the grassy field and of the 

reenactor’s park. 

 

“Should we launch for a preliminary scout?” Herns asked the American. 

 

“No. You really can’t see a whole lot from the camera side of this thing unless it’s in broad 

daylight. We’ll wait a bit. How’s Burt going to call us if he finds something?” 

 

The Brit made a sour face. “I just figured he’s do like Lassie and come get us. Jezu Christie; 

what the fuk was I thinking?” Stripping off his night vision goggles and all of his pack save the 

weapon and spare mags, he pulled his cap back onto his head and said, “Time to play poacher.”  

 

* 

 

At approximately 0810, Strike Pilot Sean Jasper buzzed himself into room A319 of Drone Strike 

Headquarters, Holyoake, Scotland. This particular room had its control functions linked to Drone 

717 now listed as a practice mission somewhere over the area outside Birmingham. Showing his 

orders to the duty officer, he was escorted to the control ‘cockpit’ where a Drone Specialist 

Trainee held the joystick and watched the monitors. 

 

“I’ll take over from here DST,” the Strike Pilot told him with a wink. Turning to the duty officer, 

he asked the fellow to escort the student out of the room. After this, standard procedure was for 

the duty officer to stand guard on the door until the drone was on auto-pilot and he was 

summoned back again for a return flight to wherever the craft was to be serviced. Obviously this 

had become a ‘hot’ mission and no questions were asked; far better just not to know. 

 



When they were gone, Jasper donned his communications headset and then activated the drone’s 

combat systems. It carried four strike missiles and was equipped with the latest navigation, strike 

radar and anti-missile systems. He too was the best. That’s why he’d been recruited by the 

organization. No matter what scenarios had been thrown at him in the simulators or during live 

combat missions, he’d always hit his designated target and gotten away. To his mind there were 

simply far too many laws in place that interfered with real justice. So long as he was covered by 

mission darkness, he would do what it took to keep his country safe. Today’s run would be no 

different. He had no information on who the target was or why it had to be hit; it was simply ‘the 

target’. For further accuracy he’d also been given a valuable satellite feed for target acquisition. 

The cost of this told him how valuable the objective was. It also told him the strike was being 

watched real time. 

 

“Striker One to Control,” he voiced after pressing his talk button, “The drone is hot.” 

 

“Copy,” replied a mechanical sounding voice in his headset. Everything now was for deniability 

so the controller’s voice was mechanical sounding; distorted on purpose. A lit circle appeared on 

his forward screen. It contained an arrow pointing in the direction of the target. Underneath the 

circle were the compass heading and distance to target. “Proceed with termination of target,” the 

voice told him. 

 

“Wilco, Striker One out.”   

 

* 

0830 

 

Three sat with Ferdinand sipping at his morning tea while the larger man worked on his third 

plate of beans and eggs. 

 

“You eat much,” the smaller man told his fellow with a smile. This was not meant as an insult. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I am curious Ferdinand,” the Chinese agent told him. “You have been with Mr. Grumble for a 

very long time, have you not?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“How did you meet?” 

 

The FFat MMan chuckled and shrugged his shoulders. Finishing his plate, he placed it upon a 

wooden ammunition box next to where he sat and then giving Three his full attention, 

pantomimed a pad of paper and writing. 

 

“You corresponded?” 

 



“No.”  He made a face that looked remarkably like the old man and then pretended to adjust a 

cap on his head. Putting up his fists he made as if he were fighting with someone. 

 

“So our Grumble was in a fight?” 

 

“Yes.”  Ferdinand then made the pad of paper and pencil motions again, occasionally pointing to 

himself. 

 

“He wrote about the fight?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“He wrote about you?” 

 

The large man smiled very big. “YYYeeessssss...” Ferdinand then made it quite clear that he’d 

come running and joined the fight after which he shook his own hand indicating that he and the 

old man had become good friends. 

 

“You were the first of us then?” Three asked. “The very first agent he wrote about?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Three stood and bowed very low. “I am humbled and very honored to finally make your 

acquaintance Number One,” he said quite seriously. “I am Number Three, named as such, I 

suppose, because mine was the third series of books where our writing friend turned his attention 

to China.” 

 

Straightening from the bow he added, “There were five books in all. I believe Henry was 

Number Two but only with a series of three books. In the stories he was more of a detective than 

a spy. That he was recently KGB interests me. I thought he was with the Main Department of 

Internal Affairs of the city of Moscow (Moscow Police) but I have always suspected he was a 

British covert. Since it was not my country I said nothing after the reading. You had ten books 

did you not?” 

 

Ferdinand shook his head and then flashed up fifteen fingers.  

 

“You died in the last book, did you not?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I don’t think our Mr. Grumble believed you were actually dead. Perhaps that is why he wrote 

about Henry... he was looking for you. Ah so... that does make perfect sense when remembering 

Number Two was a detective.” 

 

Ferdinand looked out into the light of the coming day. His expression had suddenly become 

unreadable. Making a guttural sound he stood as his mind flashed back to things that were not of 



the present but of a past that should never have happened. His thoughts blended and changed like 

a kaleidoscope, finally coming to rest upon the beginning. His mind heard the voice of Dr. Nyet 

snarling the order to kill Grumble. It was a cold, condemning, harsh voice; a voice he had not 

thought about since he’d come back from wherever he’d been. The fellow had concluded that the 

experiment performed upon Grumble had failed. He’d been so wrong. 

 

“YOU’RE DEAD!” Dr. Nyet’s voice screamed at the FFat MMan in the lightening darkness of 

the morning. “YOU HAD NO RIGHT TO COME BACK FROM THE DEAD!  

 

“NO!” he roared back at the unseen specter. “NO!” 

 

“You were ever only a pawn,” the scientist’s voice sneered, “You were never as much as a 

Bishop or Rook and you were certainly never a Queen!” 

 

Three watched quietly as the big man begin to tremble. Ominously, his mind saw a hand reach 

out and take a pawn from the chess board upon which it sat. A moment later Ferdinand charged 

off across the open field empty handed.  

 

Leaving his rifle and helmet behind, Number Three followed. 

 

* 

 

Grumble’s mind also saw a hand come out to pluck a pawn from the chess board. Its fingers 

were boney and death like. The pawn began to bleed, dripping blood across the checkered 

squares; splashing the remaining pieces. He shivered and shook his head to clear the image. Now 

was not the time to lose his concentration. 

 

* 

  

0845 

 

Furthermore launched his drone letting it move upwards to two hundred feet. Watching his ipad 

closely he had it do a slow 360 degree look-a-bout. In the distance he saw Herns walking a 

relaxed gait through the field swishing a stick and looking, for all intents and purposes, as if he 

was right where he belonged. 

 

In the distance he also saw the reenactors beginning to assemble. To the west of them on the road 

leading to the camp and just a bit beyond the tree line three fancy armored vehicles sat as if 

waiting. 

 

“Bingo,” he muttered and directed the drone towards this location. As it grew closer he saw a 

group of five men out in front of the convoy setting something up. A second later that something 

rose from the ground and hovered above them. “Double Bingo,” he said and then concentrated 

on keeping an eye upon the eye. 

 

 



* 

 

0855 

 

“White one... go.” 

 

“White two here; ground contacts bearing south and west. Threat level seven. Incoming low flyer 

ETA eight minutes.” 

 

“Copy.” 

 

Grumble pressed the disconnect button and frowned. Raising his wrist he checked the time out of 

habit. The sun was now well up and the morning looked to be cool but clear; perfect for 

watching from the sky. And so the game had begun. In five minutes the satellites would be 

ordered to look away from what was about to happen and then they would have one more piece 

to the puzzle. “Sergeant Major,” he said just loud enough to be heard, “Send the men to their 

posts; we’ll be having company shortly.”  

 

Uphart gave his old friend his best salute. “Yes sir!” 

 

After he gave this order, Grumble walked to an open area where he would stand alone. Should 

one of the threats get through he wished no one else harmed. He was also exposing his throat to 

an unseen adversary, keeping that one’s eyes only upon what he desired above all else, an old 

man’s death.  

 

* 

 

0857 

 

Commander Osborne of the MI-6 Special Strike Force stood by the drone crew as their small 

device climbed to treetop level and hovered there looking inwards toward the camp. Behind him 

three armored Ultra II Patrol vehicles sat with their motor’s idling. They were painted black and 

bore no markings. Their egg like combat compartments with all its windows bore a striking 

resemblance to the cockpit of an old German bomber. 

 

“There’s to be a drone strike,” the Commander told his men over their combat secure net. “After 

that we swoop in and pick up what’s left of this fellow Grumble. If there’s resistance shoot to 

kill. Our orders are to be in and out in ten minutes flat maximum.” 

 

He heard a series of  mike clicks in his earpiece confirming his message had been heard. 

 

“Sir,” his drone operator told him, “My screen just went blank.” 

 

 

* 

 



0859 

 

Grumble was comforted by the response these simple patriots were capable of.  In a flash they 

were running across the field toting their Vickers machine guns and ammunition boxes; setting 

up in ambush where the Master Sergeant told them to. Their unwanted company would be 

coming in on the single road leading to the camp. Whoever was watching would certainly be 

smiling as their vehicles would most surely be armored. What good would machine guns be? 

This was intended to draw them in. For all intents and purposes the road looked exactly as they 

would expect it to look with the exception that it gradually ramped downwards until the hull of 

their vehicles would be below ground level without enough space for any side doors to open. By 

the time the crew realized the trap they would be facing a straight up wall of dirt from where 

their transport would not be able to climb out. Reversing would be blocked and capture was 

inevitable. 

 

* 

 

0900 

 

Josh and the Blind Rabbit observed three of the satellite images rapidly change to neighborhoods 

in the London area. The British satellite’s cameras remained upon the camp. 

 

“Bingo!” BR said quietly. Typing in a command, he hit enter and the image went immediately 

black. 

 

“What did you just do?” Josh asked. 

 

Never stopping in his motions, the Rabbit responded, “I blew it up. I could have disabled it and 

saved the taxpayers a billion pounds or so; but we don’t know our AI’s capability of override. 

Not to mention it will be infinitely faster in response than we ever could be.”  

 

Hitting the speed dial on the cell phone, he said, “White Two here... the Briton is blind.” 

 

* 

 

0905 

 

Strike Pilot Sean Jasper’s target acquisition pip disappeared from his monitor. Unflustered, he 

made a few adjustments and manually reacquired the last coordinates given while cursing the 

unpredictability of high tech spying devices. All of his threat monitors showed green and the sky 

in each of his monitors was blue. This was still going to be a cake walk though he would now 

have to fire all of his missiles in a spread pattern to be sure of success. 

 

A second later all of his monitors went blank.  

 

“What the fuck?” he muttered as he began punching buttons. This had never happened to him 

before. 



 

“Control,” he called, “We appear to be having a technical problem.” 

 

There was no response from Control and a moment later large red letters flashed up on his screen 

explaining the problem.  

 

“FEED MISSING – POSSIBLE DRONE LOSS” 

 

* 

 

0906 

 

In the near distance to the camp there was an orange flash followed by the explosion of a light 

aircraft as it impacted with the ground.  

 

A green Sopwith Pup and a blood red German DR I triplane, ostensibly out for a morning’s 

practice dogfight, flew over the field waggling their wings at the troops below. Grumble smiled 

and waved at the pilots as they flew past. Their wood and fabric construction made them very 

hard to pick up on radar. 

 

“Knight takes Bishop,” he muttered, even though he could feel the sniper’s cross hairs upon his 

person. In his mind he perceived the chess board again and his opponent’s queen still sat with an 

unfettered path to the King. Though the bullet proof vest he wore under his jacket might protect 

his body; his head was still unprotected and very much exposed. 

 

If it did happen, he counseled himself, at least he wouldn’t feel much. 

 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

 

The day was perfect. The sun was just coming up and the air was cool making for a denseness 

that a bullet could cut through with just enough resistance to keep its flight true. The crosshairs 

found their target and the eye behind the scope patiently watched. 

 

‘Drone strike, drone strike,’ Commander Osborne’s radio operator called over a guarded radio 

frequency, “Explosion heard. Commencing recovery mission.”  

 

With that the MI-6 strike team began to roll. 

 

“Any replies?” the rogue commander asked, his body now moving with the cadence of his 

vehicle. 

 

“Nothing, sir.” 

 

“Are we being jammed?” 



 

“Not that I’m aware; there’s just nothing being said.” 

 

With an up shift of gears their sci-fi looking armored cars proceeded through the woods 

following the road they knew was the only way in. The six crew members in each vehicle now 

sat within the ‘glass egg’ with their weapons between their legs at the ready. Each watched their 

quadrant of responsibility as they rolled. The plan was simple. Roll in close to the dead target, 

lay down suppressive fire if the reenactors felt like giving a fight, jump out, recover what was 

left of the subject’s body, remount, and then depart. 

 

Simple. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

 

Burt, following his nose, found where he thought the sniper was. Circling the area while acting 

no more than the curious dog on a romp, he stopped to piss upon the camouflaged hump with a 

high power rifle sticking out of it. There was no movement even after he’d totally emptied his 

bladder. With the thought that this was one very good sniper, the dog backed off to an area fifty 

paces behind and began barking as if he’d found fox scent. 

 

Herns, who was strolling in the open nearby, immediately unlimbered his weapon and crouched 

low, moving in the direction of the dog on the double. “Good boy,” he muttered under his breath, 

for a moment forgetting Burt was his intellectual equal. 

 

The dog agent suddenly found himself under fire from his right and immediately fell to the 

ground squealing as if he was hit. Obviously the sniper had a spotter and the fellow was acting 

on the defensive with a silenced small caliber something. Return fire was heard coming from 

Hern’s direction in three round bursts. Incredibly further fire then came on from his left flank.  

 

“Two spotters!” Burt yelled and was then up and sprinting back towards the sniper’s position. If 

Herns was in a firefight with the first and this fellow pulled flanking fire on the Brit, there’d be 

no reason to shift his sights to an errant dog. That left the sniper free and no one to knock him off 

of his game. 

 

Furthermore, hearing the commotion, slammed a fresh clip into the Wiz Drone’s weapon, cocked 

back the bolt, and then launched as soon as he had the battery pack replaced. Taking the toy to 

five hundred feet he had a good view of the entire field. On his I-pad screen he saw one body 

laying in the grass. Herns was aimed and firing in the direction of a second spotter while Burt 

appeared to be... running away? 

 

“MAKE READY!” Sergeant Major Uphart bellowed as he saw the three armored vehicles 

sprinting around the corner of the woods. Almost instantly they were hull down in the ditch that 

had been dug simulating the road in. Their brakes were slammed on when they reached the end 

of the trench and then they all banged into each other as they were struck from behind by a 



WWII Deuce and a half truck which continued to push on them until the foremost vehicle had its 

front firmly pressed into the dirt. 

 

Setting the brake, the driver of the truck bailed out and ran into the woods. As soon as he was 

clear Uphart gave the order, “FIRE!” 

 

Three water cooled Vickers 30 caliber machine guns opened fire hosing the armored vehicles. 

Their bullets ricocheted off the armored glass but in any case it was only intended to give the 

crew inside something to think about as the canvas covering was stripped from a huge British 

Mark IV male tank. In seconds it began to roll slowly in their direction. 

 

----------------------------------- 

 

The sniper’s eye never wavered, following his intended target with ease. 

 

Three was fast but he was hard pressed to keep up with the FFat MMan. There was a nearby 

explosion and gunfire erupted from the direction of the hillside to his left in a staccato exchange. 

He ignored both; concentrating forward into the direction they ran. Something buzzed past just 

above his head. He was familiar with the sound and could fairly well guess at the weapon firing. 

The bullet had to have either just missed the FFat MMan or lightly grazed him. Ferdinand’s 

runaway freight train charge never faltered though he did begin zig sagging.  

 

The Chinese agent shifted his position to the right of ‘Number One’ in an effort to draw fire. As 

he did this the Vickers opened fire drowning out any further noise from the hill in a mechanical  

hammering that echoed across the open area. 

 

Sensing a terminal connection he made a sideways summersault that never slowed his run. Dirt 

sprayed him to the bang of an impacting bullet. The sniper’s aim was off or the bullet would 

have buzzed past chest high rather than hitting the ground. Was this a fluke or a warning? 

 

The tree line and cover grew closer.  

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Furthermore concentrated as he flew his drone over the area under attack by Herns. He saw Burt 

pounce upon something; tearing into it like a veteran attack dog only to come up with nothing. 

Ignoring this place as a non-threat he located the second spotter who was in a good defensive 

position and potting at Herns with some sort of automatic weapon. Hovering his craft just over 

the fellow’s position he pressed the fire button covering the area with a spray of bullets. If it 

didn’t hit him, it would certainly distract him. Immediately Herns was up and charging the 

position. With a burst of sub machinegun fire the spotter was dispatched. 

 

------------------------------- 

 



Grumble stood in the open feeling confident as things had gone exactly as planned so far. He 

understood this confidence was fragile. He did not expect conquest without some sort of 

pushback. That just did not happen... ever. 

 

His phone rang. “White One here.” 

 

“Something has gone terribly wrong!” Josh screamed in his ear. “There was an explosion and the 

whole of the Rabbit’s den is flooded. The water stinks like sewage. I’ve got Goldie, but I can’t 

find BR!” 

 

“Do your best,” the old spy told him and then hung up. The mental image of Dr. Nyet listening 

on another handset closely pressed into his brain. He understood this was a flashback to his being 

an unwilling test subject of things he little understood. Even when standing before the man in the 

flesh this visage had haunted him. The ‘mad scientist’ was smiling at his old research project’s 

distress.  

 

“Minions are a shilling a bushel,” the apparition cackled into the handset, “And you can always 

buy more. Old friends, however, are not replaceable. Like chess pieces, soon you will have none 

left with which to play.” 

 

There was a stinging sensation on the old spy’s neck. Reaching up he wiped a hand across it and 

looked down expecting blood. There was none; but he knew Ferdinand had just been shot.  

 

------------------------------ 

 

Number Three heard Ferdinand’s grunt and saw blood spatter. The bullet had grazed the large 

man’s neck. This did not stop his charge; though now he was in the trees and placing them 

between himself and the shooter as he continued to run. “NO!” the bull like fellow bellowed as 

he ran. “NO! NO! NO!” 

----------------------------------- 

 

Commander Osborne stopped flinching as the rain of bullets ceased pounding upon the armored 

compartment. So far they had not returned fire from the single mounted machine gun, useless 

because it only pointed forward and had little lateral ability. 

 

“BACK OUT, BACK OUT!” he roared over his com set. 

 

“Blocked, sir!” the rear most Ultra replied. 

 

To their front the Mark IV pushed its bulk in their direction at an approximate speed of three 

miles per hour. 

 

The blood drained from Osborne’s face. Looking left and right he realized they were surrounded 

by kaki uniformed soldiers pointing rifles. He also noticed these soldiers were keeping their 

distance. 

 



The tank’s starboard gun roared and dirt blew into the air from a near hit. Dirt rained down upon 

the sci-fi looking vehicle. This caused some of its reactive armor to blow outwards causing more 

flash and smoke.  

 

“We’re fucked, sir,” the driver yelled out. 

 

“Tell me something I bloody well don’t know,” the commander replied. Before he could activate 

the self-destruct, however, he was tazered from behind by one of his crewmen who was not so 

willing to die. 

 

--------------------------------------- 

 

Josh got Goldie to go up the stairs on her own. “Go get help!” he yelled at her as if she were 

Lassie. That done he placed the cell phone on a ledge and jumped back into the rising water. The 

emergency lights dimly illuminated its roiling surface. 

 

--------------------------------------- 

 

Three remained to the right of the FFat MMan as they closed upon the sniper’s location. There 

was a single rifle shot. It sounded different. It sounded final; containing the wet red sound of a 

bullet ripping through soft flesh.  

 

Running in with total disregard for his own safety, the Chinese agent kicked the camouflaged 

lump expecting to make a secondary kick at the rifle. The strike felt like a collision with rock.  

 

The sniper rose from the ground with surprising agility. Unlike most who wore a camouflage 

gilly suit, this one had the look of clothing dummy. In the blink of an eye the camouflage colors 

were gone and the figure became plain white. The strange enemy was well padded and rounded 

looking. He stood a good seven feet tall and made at least three of the Chinaman by size alone. 

The material of his suit resembled a drive in theater screen upon which a movie like face flashed 

across the rounded material of the head. “How dare you interfere!” it snarled at him.  

 

Lashing out with the butt stock of the sniper rifle it made to smash the agent down. This was 

easily dodged but the sweep was followed by a series of strikes and kicks made with startling 

quickness. Offense was nearly impossible as the agent concentrated on his own survival. Each of 

the strikes was dodged or parried until the barrel of the rifle swung round and found Agent 

Three’s head. 

 

Darkness ensued. 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Grumble reeled, only kept from falling by Henry’s quick snatch of his arm. “What is it?” the 

Russian agent asked. “Ferdinand is dead,” the old spy managed. “Go and find him, please. I 

don’t want to lose him again.”  

  



------------------------------------ 

 

Josh splashed about in the dark waters feeling with his hands for any evidence of his new friend. 

Once or twice he felt a tremendous pull upon his body as he got too close to the area where the 

water was exiting from the space. At one point he had to cling to a precariously small hand hold 

and almost didn’t make it. As he struggled in the cold water and darkness he called out over and 

over again for the Rabbit. 

 

“I’m gone, Bucko,” a voice in his head told him. It sounded just as clear as if the old watcher 

was clutching the same stand pipe. “Get used to it... nothing lasts forever.” 

 

“I’M SORRY I HACKED YOUR SYSTEM!” he yelled, not quite understanding what was 

happening but believing it was none the less. 

 

“I’m not sorry I sent you a stink bomb,” the voice replied. “It was a good life lesson. Ferdinand 

is gone too. Watch the old boy’s back for us. Now get your arse up the stairs before they wash 

away.” 

 

With that the emergency lighting began to dim and the scientist was forced to splash his way to 

the stairwell. Someone was standing at the top of them shining a light on them and Goldie was 

right behind barking encouragement just like Rin Tin Tin might have. 

 

“Come this way, sir!” Ron called to him. “Is Mr. Rabbit with you?” 

 

“He’s gone!” Josh shouted back as he splashed. 

 

Ron made his way down the steps to the water level. Holding onto the hand rail with one hand he 

reversed the light in the other, extending it out so Josh could grab onto it. The splash of light on 

his face made him appear hideous like a child’s nightmare monster and the scientist thought he 

recognized this image from years past as one he had seen peering into his bedroom window. 

 

“He told me he’d had a premonition and to prepare for such,” the bar man said when Josh had a 

firm grip on the light’s shaft. “Have you heard from the others?” 

 

“No.” 

 

When he was closer, the burly barkeep waded further down the stairs and grabbed him by the 

collar, dragging him over to where he could grasp the hand rail. “Catch your breath,” Ron told 

him, “Then we’ll get you a change of clothing and it’s off to the country as fast as we can go.” 

 

“Country?” 

 

“Meeting place where I’m to drop you off. Sorry, sir, but we’ve all got our marching orders. You 

keep those things compartmentalized and never speak of it unless needed.” 

 

“What about Mr. Rabbit?” 



 

“We’re all soldiers here, sir. It hurts to be sure. He was a good friend and comrade; but it’s a risk 

you live with every day. I’ve got Molly watching the perimeters. If nothing stirs outside we’ll 

make our departure. Undoubtedly the place is being watched. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

Henry examined the ground in the woods, piecing together the small one sided battle that had 

taken place. Following the tracks was easy. On the way in he also noted several bullet scars on 

the trees that told of someone trying hard to shoot someone else. That ‘someone else’ was not 

trying very hard to avoid being shot either; which the detective found to be very odd. Here and 

there he did note places where the FFat MMan had ducked behind a tree. Taking a small folding 

knife out of his pocket he carefully dug out the remains of one of the slugs. 

 

“What were you up to Ferdie?” the former police officer mused aloud as he examined his find in 

the shaded light. Unlike a normal sniper round, this one had a full metal jacket which would be 

very accurate but only punch a clean hole in a soft target without mushrooming. “I didn’t figure 

you for having a death wish so why were you acting the way you were acting and how did you 

know the bastard was hiding here?” 

 

Kneeling, the detective examined a second smaller set of tracks. “Ah yes, Number Three, 

Chinese martial artist and craftier in a fight than a three balled cat. I ran across your work once 

but I doubt you’d remember the incident; ten of the KGB’s best bullyboys down and you with 

hardly a scratch.”  

 

Picking up a stick he pointed at a mark on the ground. “You began your run over there... three 

long steps; almost a hop skip and a jump, eh? And then what; who was it you attacked and where 

is the evidence of said attack?” 

 

Standing he moved over to where there was a shallow indentation among the leaves. There was a 

good deal of blood well soaked into the dirt. “You were a heavy one Ferdie and we loved you no 

less for it. So where the bloody hell did your body go... and where the bloody hell is Number 

Three?” 

 

As he spoke the words aloud, a low moan emanated from the tree above him. Looking up he 

found what he was looking for surprisingly high up as if tossed there like a rag doll. Henry was 

surprised it had been that easy. He was equally surprised the Chinaman was still alive. Whoever 

put him there obviously wished a witness to what had happened... and why would that be? 

Fishing in his pocket, he took out his cell phone and called Grumble. 

 

--------------------------------------------------- 

 

The old spy listened for a moment on his phone and then muttering the word ‘copy’, shut it off 

and gave his attention to the trio who stood before him. “I’m glad you got my message,” he told 

them with a note of sadness, “And I am equally glad for your becoming a team. 

 



“Your message?” the American asked.  

 

Herns gave him an elbow indicating he should remain quiet and just accept the praise. “Pleased 

we could make the party, sir,” he replied with a nod, “Though we apparently were sucked in by a 

decoy. Did you get the real sniper?” 

 

Burt sat up, raising his paws in the air, doing his best impersonation of Lassie. “Woof.” 

 

The old man smiled at the imitation. “No; he got away.” 

 

“So what’s next?” Herns asked, “Do we go after the bastard behind all of this? I’m ready and 

fully intend taking his balls for a hood ornament.” 

 

“I need a bit of time to think,” the old spy told him softly, “After which I believe that course of 

action will be inevitable.” 

  

They were interrupted by Sergeant Major Uphart who came up and gave a crisp salute. “The 

prisoners have been disarmed, secured and separated, sir. If I was to give a guess, I would say the 

soldiers are all MI-6 regular strike force simply following the orders of their superior. The officer 

in charge is the one we need to break. He was unconscious when they surrendered. To me that 

says they were just a little less than unified.” He passed over the fellow’s cell phone.  “This is all 

he had on’im. I took the liberty of shutting it off.” 

 

“I agree with your assessment of who to break,” Grumble agreed, “but run the usual gambit. 

Separate, secure, provide sensual deprivation, and drive them around so they have no idea where 

they are. Deliver the bunch naked to MI-6 with a brief explanation; but bring their officer to the 

church. Keep their equipment and uniforms too. Put it somewhere safe in case we need it.” 

 

“Church?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“It’s a secure place with no electricity or lines of communication,” Grumble told him softly, 

“Even the cousins would have a hard time finding it; providing one of their own did not rat us 

out.” 

 

Herns almost choked trying to keep from laughing at this unintentional barb.  

 

The CIA operative looked for a moment as if he might throw his Wiz Drone at the old man he 

was so offended. Burt quickly stood on his back legs and gave the American a big slurp on the 

side of his face. “He’s joking,” the dog whispered, “It’s his way of saying you did good and 

welcome to the team.” 

 

Furthermore, pushing him down, replied acidly, “He could have just said so.” Looking at Herns 

he told him, “You undergo torture and spill your guts; then try not to take offense at a remark 

like that. And you...” he said directly to Burt, “You, who speak so freely of ‘team’ were aware 

the message came from Grumble the whole time weren’t you? And that makes me want to trust 

you? Partners don’t lie to each other.”  



 

Turning back to Grumble he added, “Nor are you kept in the dark by your team leader.” That 

said, the American turned on his heel and stalked off, taking his Wiz Drone with him.  

 

Grumble, nodded to Burt indicating the dog should stay with the American and then to Herns he 

said, “Go and get the three of you some breakfast. I want to be out of here as quickly as possible. 

We’ll take your cab if it’s close by. You did good. Your actions are something I could send to 

Linda with pride at the writing. Perhaps she will reconsider publishing ‘To The Moon And 

Back’. Please be sure to convey to Furthermore that he is not the laughing stock he perceives 

himself to be; but a valuable asset to our team. That toy thing he put together was pure genius; 

though I can’t say much for your choice of clothing.” 

 

When the agent had left the old man turned back to Uphart, “We’ve taken losses. Ferdinand 

appears to have been killed though there is no body.  I’m not sure yet what information we’ve 

gained through all of this other than it’s our own side we’re fighting against. I need you to send 

some men to Henry and have them take one of the trench ladders. It appears that Number Three 

was tossed a ways up into a tree and is quite unconscious. He’s alive so we’ll at least have some 

sort of report on what happened when he’s brought’round. After that, have your re-enactors tidy 

up and then break camp. I’m sure they all have family and jobs who are wondering exactly what 

has become of them.” 

 

“Will do, sir,” Uphart responded cheerily, “I shall meet you at the church then?” 

 

“Yes.” 

  



Church 
 

 

Grumble stood on the elevated pulpit looking out over the rows of dilapidated wooden pews 

imagining all of the people who ever attended services in the old building. It was near tea time 

and in the colored light coming from the washed out stained glass his imagination saw them 

quite clearly as, one by one, they quietly filed in; politely taking a seat where no one had sat in 

many years. For all of what their appearances were these people could have been ghosts from the 

unkempt cemetery just outside the church’s side entrance. Opening a simple composition note 

book, the old spy placed pen to paper and began writing of them. 

 

When the last seat had been taken, the large door at the back of the church opened a final time 

and the organ player came in. He was dressed in puritan black, his large white collars starched to 

a proper stiffness. Closing the door with a soft thud that echoed upon the stone walls, the fellow 

slowly walked down the aisle keeping his music sheets safely clutched under one arm. Arriving 

at the front of the church he nodded to the altar and then to Grumble before climbing to his seat 

behind the remains of an old wind organ. Seated he checked the organ stops and then nodded to 

the altar boy waiting to pump the crumbling bellows. Standing a final time, he told the 

congregation, “Today’s service is in memory of Mr. Ferdinand Muttnoggen, may he rest in 

peace. Our first song will be, ‘When I Survey The Wondrous Cross’ by Isaac Watts, found on 

page 60 of the hymnal.” 

 

Sitting to his bench, the assistant began pumping the bellows and the organ’s screechy notes 

filled the room with an opening refrain meant to cue in the congregation for the song to be sung. 

Dutifully, those who could read took books from the back of the pew to their front and thumbed 

it open to the appropriate page. 

 

Grumble’s eyes were everywhere as he wrote; taking in the congregation in their various forms 

and costumes. He knew all were good people in their times; sinners to be sure for who is not; but 

good people none the less. Half way through the song the door at the back of the church opened 

and a naked man was pushed through. With this the music stopped in a dissipating wail as the 

bellows operator stopped pumping and all of the congregation turned to see who the interruption 

was caused by. The door was roughly closed with a thump and for a moment the man only stood 

and stared at it. 

 

“I am God’s warrior!” he yelled at the door, “I won’t talk! Kill me now and save yourself some 

time!” 

 

“You’re a dead man in any case Commander Osborne,” Grumble told him softly from the pulpit. 

“You should make peace with God for what you have done before your final moments.” 

 

The man turned to look as if the very words had stung him. Seeing first the old man facing him 

at the front he next looked around at the ruined church and perceived all of the imaginary people 

staring at him. Unconsciously his hands went down to cover his manhood. “Who are you?” he 

demanded in return. His shoulders straightened as he mentally prepared himself for 



confrontation. Highly trained in hand to hand combat he was unafraid of facing anyone should 

they offer a fight.  

 

Grumble smiled a sad smile. “I am your judge and these kind people are your jury. I might be 

your executioner too but am more likely to release you so your lord and master may deliver your 

just remunerations for failure.” He paused a moment to allow this to sink in and then added, 

“More importantly, you should understand it was me you were sent to fetch. Under the 

circumstances, and based upon what I have witnessed, I would assume you did not expect to find 

me alive. In that I believe your employer severely over estimated his ability.” The old spy, his 

body language speaking of a tiredness his heart felt, nodded to an empty seat in the front of the 

church. “Please come forward and sit.” 

 

“I am naked,” the man said defiantly. “Would you treat a righteous warrior in such a manner?” 

 

One of the congregation, a rough looking fellow appearing to be a noble of the middle ages, 

stood and removed his cape. Stepping out from his place, he gently placed it about the shoulders 

of the MI-6 officer. 

 

“I commend you, sir, for a well done charade,” Osborne said softly, “I have been trained in all 

sorts of interrogation techniques but never one so elaborate as this.” He nodded his thanks to the 

man who clothed him. The fellow appeared familiar for some reason. 

 

The man nodded back and then said, “Luke 3:11. Our Lord the Christ said, ‘Whoever has two 

tunics is to share with him who has none’. I was Lord William of Osborne. Through conquest 

and loyalty to my liege I became the first of your line.” 

 

“You’re delusional... that’s impossible,” the commander quipped. 

 

“Tis but a truth,” the man replied not unkindly. “My liege was also a dire and shifty villain who 

had me foully murdered when I would no longer do his killing. I think you are much like me in 

this.” 

 

An old woman stepped out from the front pew and addressed the MI-6 officer. “Do you know 

me, Harry?” 

 

Osborne’s eyes grew large as he recognized his grandmother who had died when he was but ten 

years old. Glancing up at Grumble his eyes narrowed as he asked, “What drugs do you use for 

your interrogations? They’re very good. Am I tied to a chair or lying in a bed somewhere?” 

 

“You are standing in a church, Commander Osborne. What you see before you is perceptively 

real. Should you cut any one of these people, they would bleed real blood. Please come forward 

now. We are conducting a requiem service for two very dear friends. We will get to you 

presently. The world does not revolve around what you do or do not know. No matter what 

happens, it is my understanding Terra Firma will always continue on its way regardless of our 

evil deeds.” 

 



Looking to those gathered, the old spy said, “But now he is dead. Why should I fast? Can I bring 

him back again? I shall go to him, but he will not return to me.” 

 

The organ player stood and intoned, “2 Samuel 12:23, King David speaking of his infant son 

who had died.” 

 

A new voice sounded from just behind the pulpit. “Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for 

the first heaven and the first earth had passed away, and the sea was no more. And I saw the 

holy city, New Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned 

for her husband. And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Behold, the dwelling place of 

God is with man. He will dwell with them, and they will be his people, and God himself will be 

with them as their God. He will wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall be no 

more, neither shall there be mourning, nor crying, nor pain anymore, for the former things have 

passed away.” 

 

As the organ player stood and intoned, ‘Revelation 21:1-4,’ Grumble turned to see Dr. Nyet 

smiling at him. 

 

“I don’t understand,” he told the apparition who was still dressed in his hospital gown. 

 

“You will eventually figure things out,” Nyet responded. “The most important question is; will it 

be too late?” 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

The three advanced Ultra II patrol vehicles now sat in the shade by the church. Circled with them 

in order to form a defensive perimeter was Herns’ taxi and a WWII Rat Patrol jeep sporting four 

machine guns. This last had been driven in by Sergeant Major Uphart as his personal vehicle. 

Josh and Goldie had been delivered by Ron as the bar man had been instructed to do who was 

then sent off again in an effort to keep things as small and encapsulated as possible. Once 

Osborne was stripped and pushed into the church the Sergeant Major took up first guard on the 

door instructing the others to ‘Take a rest if you can lads, I’ll get this.’ 

 

A small camp stove was found within the provisions of one of the Ultras and Henry started the 

tea brewing while Burt and Goldie romped in a doggie dance of happiness at their reunion. 

Once settled, Number Three sat close to Henry nursing a cuppa. His ribs had been taped but even 

so, when he moved he winced slightly against the pain. Though they’d gone over the event 

several times already the Russian detective, his pencil poised over a note pad, once again took 

the Chinese agent through the moments leading to Ferdinand’s death hoping to spark the 

memory of another detail which might give them a more complete picture of what had exactly 

happened. 

 

“So you were talking with Ferdi and he just stood up and charged off to the woods,” the 

detective began. “Tell me what you’d been speaking of just before this happened?” 



“We were talking of how he’d come to know Grumble,” Three replied. He did not become 

impatient with this interrogation knowing well what Henry was trying to accomplish. Indeed, he 

wished to know what happened better himself. 

 

“That’s a good subject to ask about,” Herns interjected. “I’d heard of the FFat MMan of course. I 

mean, who hasn’t... the bloody bastard is legendary. How many books was he in?” 

 

“He told me fifteen,” Three replied. 

 

Henry jotted this down and did not object to the interruption as this was a detail he’d not yet 

arrived at. 

 

“Correct me if I’m wrong,” Furthermore added, “But didn’t he die in the last book?” 

 

“He said he did, yes,” the Chinese agent told him. 

 

“Then how the bloody hell did he suddenly come back to life?” the American asked.  

 

Henry wrote this down and was then surprised when the American spoke directly to him. 

 

“How many books were you in Henry?” 

 

“Only three,” he said softly as he scribbled a thought onto his pad. “The last one I rather ran into 

a brick wall and the culprit I was pursuing was never brought to justice. His name was Nyet and 

it was very frustrating for me as I felt to be chasing a shadow. There was also something larger 

within the bigger picture that I could not quite wrap my fingers around. I spoke to Grumble about 

this but he was strangely silent on the issue.” 

 

“That’s still better than I did,” the CIA operative replied frankly, “Which was one whole book. I 

think Grumble pissed off the wrong people with his frankness about the company. Through my 

antics he exposed a good deal of sloth and political corruption. In the end he was quietly escorted 

to Dulles airport and put on a plane by the Secret Service. As he was escorted down the loading 

ramp they told him the President had strongly requested he never come back. What about you 

Sam?” 

 

“I take it we’re back on speaking terms or were you just being quippy again?” the Brit asked in a 

dripping Irish brogue. He then smiled in assurance that he was teasing. 

 

“Just answer the question,” Henry told him flatly. Apparently he too was tired of the fellow’s 

dodginess and rude gambits. Post combat tiredness was stealthily beginning to color the 

conversation. 

 

Herns colored slightly at being called out. “None. That is... the manuscript wasn’t accepted so no 

book let alone a series.” 

 

“What was the title?” Henry asked, suddenly feeling bad for him. 



 

“To The Moon and Back,” the newer agent replied. “I believe Linda complained it was too 

modern and flashy... all blood and car chases with only a hint of intrigue. I can’t say as I blame 

her none. The people who read Grumble’s stories are generally a large cut above your average 

bloke.” 

 

“Ms. Linda can be a hard ass,” Three told him sympathetically. “Grumble had to rewrite my 

second book three times, with no pun on my number. Apparently the results she was looking for 

were not within the first or second draft.” 

 

Burt’s ears perked up as an idea flashed through his thought process as he listened to this 

exchange. He was now lying near the camp stove with Goldie cuddled next to him. “I think you 

might have struck upon something Three.” He sat up, careful not to disturb the other dog and 

when they were all looking at him he offered, “It’s all about the numbers isn’t it? Three’s series 

was the third series of books. Henry’s was the second. Ferdinand’s was Number One... so what 

was the reason for the sequence and what number represents each of us?” 

 

“It does have possibilities as far as theories go,” Furthermore said thoughtfully, “But you don’t 

have a number yet either, do you?” 

 

“No; it would appear I do not. I have puzzled over that considerably and finally let it go as a 

minor detail.” The dog looked thoughtful for a moment and then asked, “Do you suppose 

Grumble has a number?” 

 

“I never really stopped to consider that,” Henry agreed. 

 

There was a sudden mournful wail from the nearby church that stopped all conversation for a 

moment. 

 

“I’d hate to be that poor bastard,” Herns muttered. “I can’t even begin to think what he must be 

going through.” 

 

“Information is vital,” Henry told him. “Sometimes you are pressed to do inhumane things to 

obtain it in order to preserve humanity or the life of an innocent.” 

 

“Please don’t take me down that road,” Furthermore objected softly. 

 

“So we were speaking of our numbers,” Henry said, changing the subject back to the line of 

thinking they’d been pursuing. His detective’s mind felt sure they were on to something. He 

began ticking the Grumble series off on his fingers. “Ferdi was number one with fifteen books; 

all cold war drama. I was number two and a detective series demonstrating that the Russian 

people were not all red. Three was three, and sorry old boy but I didn’t read them all the way 

through. Most likely I was too pissed having been shelved, no pun intended.” 

 

“I was number four,” the CIA agent added, “And the Sergeant Major told me he was number five 

with about ten ‘soldier of fortune’ type books. I think maybe he gave greater latitude to Grumble 



in handing out justice on a heartier playing field. I’ve read a few of them and I have to admit I’m 

glad Uphart’s on our side.” 

 

“I was supposed to be number seven,” Herns told them. 

 

“And I can only assume I was to be number eight,” Burt added, “But it’s all so unclear at this 

point. There seems to have been an alcoholic haze about my beginnings... perhaps a self-

indulgent sense of humor. It’s hard enough to believe I used to be just like you fellows and now 

Look; I’ve got a tail and whiskers.” 

 

Josh, who’d been silent up until now, asked, “Then who do you suppose was Number Six?” 

 

They all looked to him and each bore a different expression as his presence poked a finger in the 

eye of their thoughts. 

 

“You don’t have a number either, do you?” Burt asked him. 

 

“No.” 

 

“No tale to tell?” Henry asked. 

 

“Other than what’s been happening to me recently... not really.” 

 

“How do you know Mr. Grumble,” Herns queried directly. 

 

“Before I met you and, as I recall, you directed me into the bar where he was waiting for me, I 

never even knew who he was. I don’t read claptrap spy novels. Pretty much I simply never had 

the time to unwind like that.” 

 

“You never read any of his books?” Three tossed out. 

 

“Never.” 

 

“You didn’t know any of us here?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“Not a one, though I sort of met the Blind Rabbit by accident when I was a child. Apparently it 

was his site I hacked when I was about 12 years old. He admitted to sending me a stink bomb 

with a warning note; and that I well remember. My foster parents were livid when I told them it 

was a science experiment for school.” 

 

“You’re a computer geek then.” Herns stated with a strange smile. “Good. Perhaps you might 

give us your opinion on this.” Fishing a durable looking black cell phone out of his pocket he 

tossed it over to the scientist. 

 

Josh deftly caught it and quickly looked over. “Rather nondescript,” he remarked, “Where did 

you get it?” 



 

“I pinched it from the Sergeant Major. He took it from the bloke Grumble is currently 

questioning.” 

“I thought we went through this already,” Furthermore told the Brit with a scowl. “Uphart almost 

shot you the last time you pulled that prank with his pistol!” He gave a worried look. “That 

phone has to remain off at all cost! What if it came on in your pocket? Jeeze Louiseeee! Butt 

dialing the person who’s behind all of this just to say, ‘Hello there, this is my location, could you 

please launch a nuclear missile or two? I’ll be at these coordinates should you send them 

knocking upon the door’.” 

 

All eyes went back to Josh after this brief exchange just as he mashed down the ‘on’ button. 

With a belated warning shout from everyone present besides Goldie, who had no idea what was 

going on, they all leapt up from where they were sitting and took cover on the opposite side of 

the attack vehicles. 

 

binggggg.... 

 

“Incoming text message!” the scientist yelled out for everyone’s benefit.  

 

“I wish to speak with Grumble.” 

 

“He wants to speak with Grumble,” the scientist shouted so he would be heard. He then texted 

back, “This phone not secure. Give me a number.” 

 

A simple five digit number was forthcoming after which the scientist texted back, “Who should I 

say is calling?” 

 

binggggg.... “God” 

 

Josh would have laughed at their foe’s seemingly uncanny sense of humor except it rather made 

sense. Standing, he switched the phone back off and then deposited it in the pot of tea still sitting 

on the camp stove. 

 

“Gentlemen,” he said loudly, “A line of communication has been opened. It would seem the foe 

has a new respect for our abilities.”  

 

Under his breath he muttered, “It’s probably that moron Al Gore.” 

  



 

God and The Greater Picture 
 

 

“What kept you?” God asked. He sounded neither angry, nor aggravated. His voice, not terribly 

bass was robust and gave off a hint of masculinity.  

 

“Being that you are omnipresent and timeless,” Grumble responded to the speaker phone, “I 

didn’t think it would matter to you all that much when exactly I called.” 

 

“Your humor not withstanding I find you to be a pugnacious bastard,” the voice shot back. “You 

will cease and desist your investigations immediately. I have a time line for my intentions and 

you’re fucking with it.” 

 

There would have been a good chuckle over this statement except everyone present was 

seriously not in a good mood. 

 

“I would like to make introductions before we begin,” Grumble responded. “Though I am sure 

you already know everyone present. In case you haven’t figured out where we are I will tell you 

that we are somewhere in Scotland. The bunker is located inside a mountain the government 

hollowed out during the cold war and the facility is completely self-contained and impregnable 

to a nuclear blast.” 

 

“Bollacks! You’re sitting in an office building downtown London. It’s one of many owned by 

the Royal family and maintained through a shadow company supposedly located in the Caymans 

but physically located in Paris, France. That would be fifth floor, south side, with a lot of 

windows. If I wanted to kill you I would have done so already. You’re too predictable and an 

unworthy opponent.” 

 

The old spy jotted down some notes as did the others in the room. They were actually in 

Birmingham with the phone line routed through a London address. 

 

“To my right is Josh the Scientist,” Grumble said without the least bit of humor in his voice. 

 

“Last name?” God demanded. 

 

“That would be Noneofyourbusinski,” he replied with a straight face, “It’s of Polish descent I 

believe.” 

 

“I don’t care where his ancestors came from,” the speaker phone grumped, “Duly noted and 

remembered. He’s not one of your regulars; how many are with you total?” 

 

Grumble wrote, ‘room safe’ on his note pad and held it up for everyone to see. “There are eight 

other people in the room including Josh as a plus one to my regular seven.” 

 



“Plus one other,” whispered Dr. Nyet’s harsh voice in his ear. “Though you hate to admit it I am 

never that far away from you.” 

 

“You don’t count,” Grumble muttered. 

 

“I count very well,” the speaker phone shot back, “Unless of course you are not counting me as 

one in the room with you which I Am but I Am not.” 

 

“Was that a pun?” Herns asked looking up from his note pad, “Because if it was, it was a pretty 

good one.” 

 

There was a slight hesitation and then God replied flatly, “Yes; it was a pun by definition; though 

I have always been curious about what exactly constitutes humor and why you humans are so 

prone to using it. Anger I understand but humor...” the voice changed to that of Rodney 

Dangerfield, “Lately even the Pope’s been talking bad about me. I’m tell’n ya I get no respect. 

It’s gotten so bad that I’ve been thinking about shutting it all down and starting all over again 

using monkeys; and I would but for the amount of work it would take. Oye vey.” 

 

‘NOT HUMAN’ was immediately written on every note pad in the room. 

 

“And again I get no laughter,” God said, reverting back to his regular voice. “Continue please 

with who is in the room moving to the right of Josh Noneofyourbusinski.” 

 

“Next is Herns.” 

 

“British spy wanabee but the manuscript was rejected,” God replied, dragging out the word 

‘wanabee’. “I had a chance to read it Grumble and I have to agree with your publisher. It stunk to 

‘High Heaven’. It was very not like your other works. Car chases Grumble? Certainly you could 

do better than that... and the least you could have done was write him as an Israeli. The Masad at 

least have a good reputation for spy stuff.” 

 

“Here now,” Herns started to complain, but Grumble’s look moved him back to silence. 

 

“No offence meant, Mr. Herns, but I am only stating the obvious. British spy craft has certainly 

suffered in these latter years. Who’s next?” 

 

“Sergeant Major Jeffrey Morgan Uphart the Third.” 

 

“Soldier of fortune and series five. I rather like him; straight forward blood and guts hero. Hello 

Sergeant Major and Cheers.” 

 

“In your ear and polish yer brass,” the soldier growled with a wink to Grumble, “I never knew 

God would be such a smartass.”  

 



“And so your punishment shall be when I send you to Hell,” God quipped, “There is much brass 

to be polished there. Who’s next and just list them quickly; the details are all boring and I’ll 

know them in any case.” 

 

“Continuing on, we have Burt the Dog.” 

 

“Sounds like a Mafia name.” 

 

“Number Three.” 

 

“Likie ricie? We’ll come back to Three as I have four questions.” 

 

Herns let his head hit the table in exasperation at having to endure such bad puns. 

 

“What was that?” God asked. 

 

“Wood to wood,” the Brit answered, “And would you please just get on with it?” 

 

“I don’t get it.” 

 

“Get what?” Grumble asked. 

 

“The pun. There had to be a pun there; what was it?” 

 

“I shall leave you to ponder it,” the old spy replied evenly. “Next is CIA agent Furthermore.” 

 

“Missed him by this much,” the speaker phone said in a Maxwell Smart voice that was dead on. 

 

“And Henry Zagorsk.” 

 

“Inspector,” the phone sang out in the voice of Boris Badinoff, “Natasha and I have admired 

your work for a long time now. Fearless Leader is also impressed.” 

 

Henry jotted something on his note pad and then said in Russian, “Вы не моего друга и когда я 

у вас не будет никакого ареста.” “You are not my friend and when I find you there will be no 

arrest.” 

 

The speaker phone replied evenly in Dr. Nyet’s voice, “You haven’t found me yet and I suspect 

you never shall because you are an idiot even exceeding Inspector Jacques Clouseau.” 

 

“I theenk you are mistaken monsieur,” Henry said in a heavy and very passable French accent. 

“Eventually you shall reveal yourself and I shall swoop in like a falcon, my talons exposed and 

ready to deal death.” 

 

“More like a buzzard,” God retorted, taking the time to taunt the detective. 

 



 “That’s the lot,” Grumble said without humor in Russian, “May we now continue in English?” 

 

“As you wish,” God responded amicably. “Here, let me make this a bit more biblical so when 

you describe the happening for later generations to read about in their bibles, their minds will 

have something to grasp in wonderment and question.” A bluish flame sprang up over the 

speaker phone, flickering as a fire will. “It’s not exactly a burning bush but the image works, 

don’t you think?” 

 

“This is bull shit,” Herns complained, “Could we just cut to the chase?” 

 

“Your impatience fits your image well manuscript boy. Very well, here is the crux of our 

meeting; I want you to back off. If you do, no harm will come to any human from this point 

forward. What is to happen will happen without note, without harm, without any outward change 

to the world in general. I rather think that’s a generous offer, don’t you?” 

 

“What?” Furthermore asked, “We’re not required to sacrifice a lamb and smear its blood over the 

front door of our dwellings?” 

 

“That would be a nice touch,” God replied, “If everything was supposed to happen in just one 

night... oh... I suppose that it will and not a damned thing you can do about it in any case; so why 

not keep things painless? Let’s just say I’ve upgraded since that time. The way I operated back 

then is old school now; like dial up internet or better... Morse Code.” God audibly sighed. “No 

one notices anything anymore; not me, not nature, not anything around them unless there’s a 

dollar to be made as with all that global warming clap trap. Trust me... what will happen is all for 

the betterment of the world and mankind in general. Without getting into the nuts and bolts we 

shall leave it at that.” 

 

“If you told us you’d have to kill us,” Burt added softly. 

 

“Something like that, yes.” 

 

“Why do they not notice?” Three asked, consulting his notes. 

 

God actually laughed and the laugh was warm and friendly as if he were sitting with disciples 

who needed to be taught not punished. “Take your pick of reasons Number Three, there’s 

hundreds of thousands of them. Humans around the world are simply preoccupied with 

everything from sports to tweeting nonsensical information and naked pictures of themselves. 

They don’t so much as hear a bird sing anymore. The human race, for the most part, is terminally 

brain dead. They were a mistake that served a purpose. Time has arrived for a change... and I do 

not speak of change as a political slogan. In the end you will understand the service I will be 

doing humans and the world.” 

 

The flame grew in size and intensity as God furthered, “Sports, money, bills, reality television, 

hobbies, internet, texting, facebook, that thing called twitter, drugs, killing each other... in short; 

everything that means nothing has become the center of the human world; and... that... is... all... 

they... can... see.” 



 

For a moment there was a silence around the table. 

  

“And this is why no one will even notice the change?” Burt asked softly. 

 

“Did you know dog spelled backwards is god?” the speaker phone asked. “If the human race 

were all dogs, we would not be having this conversation. Do not be stupid... let it happen. It’s for 

the best.” 

 

Grumble looked at those around the table and then spoke directly to God. “We are in agreement, 

you have made yourself perfectly clear.” 

 

“Another pun? I thought we agreed to leave those out of the conversation?” 

 

“It was not a pun, it was a reality.” 

 

“Good. Even so I suppose you will need to talk among yourselves. Call me back when you’ve 

reached a decision and try not to be so long this time.”  

 

There was a pause and then God added, “And so you know, Grumble, I have your wife. She 

came alone peacefully, sparing any of those who helped her feeling my wrath. She is a kind and 

gentle soul and you are not worthy of her.” 

 

The blue flame flickered out and the connection was lost. 

 

Grumble slowly placed his pencil upon the table and then nodded to Herns. The Brit, in turn, 

nodded to Furthermore, who unplugged the speakerphone and then yanked the cord out of the 

wall. Herns then gently lifted the device and, after peeking underneath, walked it to the outer 

glass enclosed room and from there to the even larger conference room where he opened a door 

and left it on the floor of an empty hallway. Coming back again, he re-secured each of the doors 

he’d gone through and then sat back in his chair. Taking a white surgical mask out of his pocket, 

he placed it upon his face as had all the others in the room. 

 

“Why are we wearing masks?” Josh asked. 

 

“Hide the lips so we can speak freely,” Uphart replied. “It’s less tedious than writing and passing 

notes. This is meant to be a secure and soundproof area but you can see through the glass walls 

to the next room and the room after. Hearing is not the issue at this point.” 

 

“But lip reading is still doable should someone have eyes on us through the glass walls.” Henry 

added. 

 

“Smaller and smaller and smaller,” Three included, sounding like an ancient Chinese philosopher 

while indicating the series of rooms within rooms with his fingers. “It is like a puzzle. We use 

such to defend secrecy but our enemies will always seek a way in. I have been on the outside of 

the walls and thought of multiple ways.” 



 

“I would like to initiate this meeting,” Grumble told them as he stood, “By remembering 

something an old enemy once told me. ‘How do you begin a game of chess?’ The answer 

correctly was; ‘You set up the pieces’.”  

 

He looked at each in turn and knew they understood that Mrs. Grumble was indeed the first pawn 

to be moved in the game. 

 

“God has set before us a fresh board, and we cannot stand upon the laurels of out last win... 

which cost us two very dear friends. We will begin by asking questions open to the floor or 

aimed directly at an individual. From this we will make our notes and then we will each give our 

conclusions. Once that is accomplished we will discuss an action plan. Is this agreed?” 

 

There was a unanimous consent around the table. 

 

“First question,” Grumble began as he sat back down. Josh’s hand shot up as if he were in school 

again wishing very much to impress the teacher. 

 

“Very well,” the old spy consented, “Josh, you lead off.” 

 

Looking directly at him the scientist asked, “Who is Number Six?” 

 

 

 

 

  



Number 6 
 

 

 
 

 

 

“Number six is none of your concern,” Grumble told the younger man. His voice was quiet as if 

he were fighting a memory he would rather have forgotten, the surgical mask not helping in this. 

 

“They are if he or she, as the case may be, can help,” Josh shot back. “Forgive me if I’m wrong, 

but it would appear you’ve pulled out all the stops in this story and the organ is sounding like the 

demons of Hell.” He slammed a hand on the table as if to wake a sleeping person. “We just 

talked to God... or did that small fact pass you by? God said he has a time line to the destruction 

of life as we know it. I don’t know about you but that really concerns me.” 

 

“That was not God,” the old spy muttered. “God would not be so willing to destroy His creation, 

good bad or otherwise. Neither did he catch on to your supposed last name. I’d say that makes 

him just a bit less than perfect.” 

 

“He actually was going to destroy the world when Noah talked him out of it,” Furthermore 

interjected. “As I recall, he still did exactly that with the only stipulation of starting over again 

using just Noah, his family, and whatever animals he could pack up and take with him.” The 

American winked at Burt as he added the part about the animals. “I agree with Josh; there’s a 

missing link here we need to know about. Everyone who has ever dealt with spy craft gravitates 

to the unknown like a moth to the flame. My gut feeling parallel’s to Josh’s. We need this 

information before we can press any further.” 

 

“I have always been grateful to be Number Five,” Uphart added, looking to Grumble from the 

other end of the table. They were almost at polar ends to each other personality wise; ‘subtle 

diplomacy and mouse traps’ versus ‘guns blazing frontal assault’. “I have always been interested 

in who followed me series wise... and why. I just never said so out of respect.” 

 



“He who knows others is wise; he who knows himself is enlightened.” Number Three quoted 

Chinese Philosopher Laozi. “Though I have worked within my government’s organization for 

their betterment; I always ultimately only worked for my writer. Even in the depth of my training 

among the Hidden Monks, I knew to watch for certain things; though I never found them. I felt 

saddened for you because of this.” 

 

Burt placed a paw on the table and looked to his master. “I loved playing Frisbee with you, sir, 

and would have been very content to have done only that much for the rest of my life... but duty 

calls and in times such as these the world turns its collective eyes to her greatest hero.” 

 

“I hardly see the world watching any of this,” Grumble replied softly. “But for my sense of duty 

I am tempted to give God what he wants. Piss on the world and its ‘me first’ population. Except 

for Furthermore, it would seem only the eyes of England knew to watch for such as we are now 

fighting. Even in that only a select few seemed not to be asleep at the wheel. Even I had fallen 

asleep and the only wakeup call was the fact they were watching me and became panicked over a 

simple prank.” 

 

Henry slowly stood from his chair, gaining everyone’s eyes by doing so. His words, at first, 

sounded totally out of context to their discussion. “I would like to quote Sir Winston Churchill if 

I might. ‘No, it is nothing. No one would do such things. Civilization has climbed above such 

perils. The interdependence of nations in trade and traffic, the sense of public law, the Hague 

Convention, Liberal principles, the Labour Party, high finance, Christian charity, common sense 

have rendered such nightmares impossible.”  

 

He paused, allowing the weight of the words to sink in. “ ‘Are you quite sure? It would be a pity 

to be wrong. Such a mistake could only be made once—once for all.’ "  

 

He nodded to the old spy and then explained to the group, “Winston Churchill’s words as far 

back as 1923. He saw things that he did not like building within Germany; and yet he stood alone 

in the world with that opinion. I am a detective by nature and by certain writings. It is my belief 

that the same person I was sent to find is somehow behind what is happening. It is also my belief 

that this person is the mysterious Number Six. His name was Nyet.” Looking to Grumble he 

added, “I am with you until the game is ended once and for all, regardless of how we do it.” 

 

Sitting again, he pulled his chair forward and looked to Herns who was the only one not yet to 

express his concern or his opinion. 

 

“What?” the Brit asked. “I’m below the considerations of the publisher. I am a non-series. I will 

reserve my opinions which are usually wrong in any case.” 

 

“Spoken like a dejected teenager,” Furthermore told him. “If you want to play with the big 

boys...” 

 

“That’s enough,” Grumble voiced with enough force that everyone was surprised. Standing from 

his chair he told them, “I was Number Six.”  

 



He paused for a moment and then added, “And so was Doctor Nyet.” 

 

---------------------------- 

 

I was a raw recruit. My first mission, selected by my handler within British Intelligence, was a 

simple milk run. I was to make my way into the Soviet Union, snap some pictures of the 

monuments around Moscow for proof I had been there, and then make my way back again via 

any method at my disposal. Entry was through East Germany and exit was my choice. Linda 

explained this was only an exercise in how nimble I was on my feet. Of course I was all full of 

myself having breezed through training like a well designed schooner among a fleet of fishing 

trawlers. Little did I realize that the fishing trawlers had a better chance of survival with but, an 

albeit, slower return of information. That did not bother me. Being assigned to Linda did not 

bother me. Nothing bothered me. To my mind I was bullet proof and this left me more than just a 

bit reckless. 

 

My editor saw this. She also saw the possibilities of a good lesson being taught through the 

hands of another of her agents who was to publically arrest me. He was instructed to turn me 

over to the KGB which would give his own reputation a boost. She supposed that ‘if’ she ever 

got me back the torture I was to endure would have tempered my metal. It would also have 

caused me more than enough hatred for our cold war enemy that she could much better use me to 

our country’s advantage. 

 

I didn’t learn this, of course, until I submitted the sixth series. The sixth series, you have to 

understand, was meant to save me. I’m not sure, of course, but it is possible that Linda, by then, 

had developed a sense of guilt over all that had happened. It is doubtful but I prefer to think this 

was so. She is a cold hearted bitch but she had to be; her job entailed the preservation of our 

country in general and the world at large. It is also possible she’d seen this escapade to be her 

last hurrah... but... the evidence in hand fully outweighs such a notion. God is no longer on our 

side, is he? The sixth series of just one book was published with only one copy printed. Linda 

locked this away deeming it too delicate to release. I have not revisited the sixth series since. 

 

And so; I was picked up, turned over, tortured, and being that I had not fared well, slated for 

euthanasia. This would have been a simple garrote training exercise for the Soviet’s own brand 

of special agent. Psychologically my execution was meant to be akin to letting a fighting dog kill 

smaller dogs so he becomes hardened to and lustful for the blood he will spill in the future. Very 

few killers are capable of murdering an innocent in cold blood the first time on their own; they 

need to be taught. All that remains then is a furnace for the body and ‘presto’ you are erased 

from the annals of history permanently. Preceding this event I’d been beaten to the point of not 

even knowing who I was. 

 

This was when Dr. Nyet intervened through the requirements of needing a test subject for 

something he called ‘Psychokinesis And The Workings Of The Brain’. That title was a huge 

misnomer and only meant to throw any investigation off of his true intentions. I believe you can 

still find a copy of this book on the internet though it was only ever published in Russian. It is 

also a total fiction though based enough on what Nyet was doing to make it seem viable.  

 



The actual object of the doctor’s experiment was the mind’s ability to be used as a weapon. 

Every Russian subject he’d worked with to that point had died. Though the Soviets had no 

problem throwing away lives the project was such that only KGB recruit volunteers could be 

used. Enough of them had expired that the volunteer well dried up. Further testing had been 

forbidden. Passing my cell, where I was tied to a chair, he witnessed the bag removed from my 

head and the execution begun.  

 

“ Стоп!” (Stop!) he yelled, “Я буду считать, что один.” (I will take that one.) 

 

There was a hurried discussion between the agent to be and his handler which was lubricated by 

the promise of a favor returned in the future. Money in the Soviet Union back then was not 

nearly so much traded as was the auspices of power. Who you knew and what favors you were 

owed was how you climbed the ladder. I was secretly released into Dr. Nyet’s custody and the 

official paperwork generated showed only a standard training exercise conducted to fruition with 

all the left over pieces properly disposed of. Linda told me later she’d seen that report. She did 

not, however, read between the lines and I was summarily written off without so much as a tear. 

 

In the condition I was in, I was actually not much of a bargain for Nyet. I was living but just 

barely. I had already accepted my death and was somewhat looking forward to the relief it would 

bring. After all the beatings, electrocutions, and drugs I wasn’t even sure who I was anymore. 

Perhaps it was this pre-conditioning that caused what happened. I have no idea and I think 

neither did Dr. Nyet. To say the least, the results of his experiments on me were totally 

unexpected.  

 

Comparing Nyet’s laboratory to Frankenstein’s would not be too much of a stretch. It was 

located in a castle far out in the countryside to the west of Moscow and reachable only by small 

aircraft. The strip had been carved out by the Germans during the world war and maintained by a 

small staff assigned to the project. 

 

I was there for perhaps a full year before the culmination of the experiment that changed both of 

our lives. To this point, neither he nor I knew my true name though it was established I was at 

least British and not American. Nyet spent an enormous amount of time with me as I was his last 

and final lab rat. Breaking the fast rule of any experimentation, he allowed himself to become 

close to the one whose life he was playing with. Because of this he gave me a pseudonym based 

upon my sunny disposition. 

 

“I beat you again,” the scientist said as he moved a final piece on the chess board. “You have 

improved greatly Grumble. It took me a full thirty moves this time.” 

 

I told him he could have done it sooner if he cheated better. 

 

“I never cheat,” he told me seriously, “Though I do manipulate the system. And so I again 

encounter the meaning of the name I gave you... but... grumbling about losing a chess game to 

me will do you no good. You are stuck with me, and I with you. Show me again how you can lift 

my king from the board.” 

 



Picking up the piece, I flicked it at him.  

 

To this point the good doctor had been spiking my daily tea with some sort of concoction meant 

to increase my mental capacity. There were times when I was treated to psychedelic episodes but 

I did remain in this world after it passed. Unlike the shows on the telly this did not happen over 

an hour but over the time frame of weeks. Surprisingly what Nyet was doing to me somewhat 

worked. In my youthful innocence I saw it as a possible way to escape so I embraced being used 

as a lab rat and drank whatever he gave me quite willingly. Towards the end I could actually 

levitate a chess piece to an altitude of about an inch and bend steel spoons. Because of the drugs, 

however, I was never quite sure if I was really doing this or if it was just my imagination. 

 

For a time pretty much all was good. The food wasn’t bad and other than being locked in my 

room I was treated well. This allowed me time to heal from my interrogation by the KGB. The 

desire for revenge, however, haunted my dreams and I dutifully reported this to Nyet. He 

understood... or at least told me he did. I was the first of his lab rats to survive so perhaps I 

misinterpreted his attention for friendship. I was so very young back then. 

 

“Imagine, my dear Grumble,” he told me, “What you could do if you could slip into your dreams 

to accomplish that which you could not do in reality. The world would wake one morning and 

their reality would subtlety be changed without their even understanding why. Perhaps someone 

has already been able to do this considering those in the Soviet government who have died in 

their sleep.” He laughed after saying this. “That is what I seek to do here in the real sense but not 

by using a pillow. I am so close.” 

 

Occasionally I had to demonstrate my ability for cameras or some visiting government official. I 

imagined this was meant to keep his funding available so I played along. There was no doubt I 

was being watched and recorded on a twenty four hour basis; so I kept the feelings I had of a 

much stronger mental ability to myself. 

 

I don’t know what happened to change this routine. 

 

One night I was roused from my sleep by four guards and a sole lab technician. My chains were 

made secure and I was taken to Nyet’s laboratory. The good doctor was stinking drunk and 

sitting upon an operating table, naked from the waste up.  

 

“You’ve been lying to me!” he screamed. 

 

I had no idea what he was talking about but that hardly mattered. Before I could even protest I 

was manhandled to a similar operating table and firmly strapped down. My arms were pulled 

from my sides on spindled arm rests and needles stabbed into my veins. My head was then 

shaved and what seemed hundreds of electrodes pasted to my scalp like so much spaghetti. 

 

Nyet hoisted a bottle of what I suspect was vodka and after taking a long drink, lay on the table 

next to mine. “This time there are no other subjects Grumble,” he muttered as if talking to 

himself, “There will be no other subjects ever again. The bastards are shutting down my project 

but I’m going to show them! It will work this time and when we are done my friend, we shall 



both have our revenge! Tonight I do this with you and between the two of us we shall rule the 

world!” 

 

I know what you’re thinking. It’s too simple.  It sounds like a bad plot line from some episode on 

American television. Everything in the telling is just too perfect in its escalation to the 

happening. He could not possibly have said this. 

 

I assure you that is exactly what he yelled... that ‘we’ would rule the world. 

 

Dr. Nyet admitted to me later on the island that this was his ‘make or break’ decision. If it 

worked, he would take his revenge on those who never fully believed in him. If it did not, then 

he would be dead. 

 

When I woke again, I was back in my room and there was a pad of paper and a pen sitting on the 

nightstand. An incredible urge to write surged through me and I gave myself to it totally. 

 

A few hours later the door opened and Ferdinand Muttnoggen was there to take me home. 

 

When Linda found me sitting in her office she near had an epileptic fit. I was reported to be 

dead, you understand, so either I was a ghost or every bit of intel she was capable of laying her 

hands on was wrong. I truly believe she would rather have me dead than the later but that’s 

beside the point. She’s a cold hearted bitch and that’s expected; it makes her a good editor. 

 

I handed off my manuscript which she breezed through and then snarled it was impossible.  “I’ll 

hand you the fact that I think you’re a very good first time writer,” she told me flatly, “But what 

you’ve written is farcical. It’s impossible to say the least and purely fabricated.” 

 

I told her thank you, I would love some tea; and that perhaps she should check out the details of 

what I’d written a bit more in depth as I assured her all of it had happened exactly as it was 

written. An hour later I was escorted to an area that was no less sociable than the KGB cells I’d 

been held in awaiting execution. To say I was more than a little put off would be an 

understatement.  

 

I was instructed to sit in a metal chair as a very bright light was switched on and aimed directly 

at my eyes. It then occurred to me that I was being ‘debriefed’ as a hostile by my own side; this 

further darkened my mood. I could have written my way out of it I suppose but there are things a 

man has to do for himself. Ferdinand taught me that. He’d also given me a good bit of training in 

how to deal with such situations.  

 

Half an hour after I walked back into Linda’s office and sat down again. 

 

“You’re supposed to be in a debriefing,” she said without looking up. “They couldn’t have 

finished with you yet, you can still walk.” 

 



“Oh, that,” I responded. “I told those fellows the same truth I told you but they didn’t believe me 

either. You might want to call a medical team. I tried to go easy on them but they insisted we do 

things the hard way.” 

 

“What are you talking about?” she asked, now looking up from her paperwork. 

 

“Could you fetch me some Earl Grey, please?” I smiled at her looking much like a village idiot I 

suppose. 

 

She got on the phone and right quick had an ear full from the head of interrogation. “Who the 

hell did you send down here,” I heard him shout over the phone, “Bloody fucking Clark Kent?! I 

got two down with broken ribs, one with a broken leg, and Harvey’s jaw is dislocated.” 

 

“It’s actually broken in three places,” I added with a wink. “I’m sorry but they were frightfully 

rude. May I have my tea now?” 

 

Tea was brought post haste and then she reread the manuscript in depth; double checking it 

against intel she’d pulled from a safe in the wall behind her. There were no such things as desk 

top computers back then so there was always a wealth of paper lying about. Watching her 

expression as she did this I realized all hell might shortly break loose and her office might not be 

the best place to be. With her so engrossed in the reading it was easy to slip out unnoticed. Doing 

so I ducked around the corner to a pub called The Blind Rabbit and ordered a pint. Of course you 

will all know who I met there. 

 

Once Linda was completely through the manuscript I heard she shrieked loud enough to wake 

the dead. Her tit was completely caught in the wringer and being completely mangled since I was 

her assignment in the first place. The woman, however, is old school in thought processes and so 

one to believe in a good offense over defense. Rushing into the publisher’s office she told him 

she had the answer for all the crap happening in the Soviet Union recently and then proceeded to 

take credit for it. 

 

It took about six beers before one of the agents hunting for me wandered into the pub to slack his 

thirst.  

 

“Bloody hell you sure poked a stick in the hive,” he told me pulling up a chair. The barmaid 

brought him a bitters without even asking his preference. It seemed he was a regular there. “I go 

by the moniker of Blind Rabbit,” he tells me, extending his hand. We shook and then I wrote it 

down in my note book. “We’ve orders to politely ask you to come back so you might speak 

directly with The Publisher.” 

 

“What’s your specialty?” I asked, liking the fellow immediately. 

 

“I’m a watcher. No worries... all that hand to hand stuff is far beyond what I can do. My most 

persuasive weapon is the word ‘please’. So will you ‘please’ come along quietly?” 

 



I agreed but only after we had a few more pints. We both took great pleasure in the amount of 

suffering this would cause Linda being that she’d caused all of my woes and then written me off 

like an old dog... no offence meant Burt. I didn’t forgive her for that and I probably never will. 

Every time I have the opportunity to stick a wet finger in here ear I make sure to do so; even as 

old as she is now.  I wrote BR into the stories that followed as Ferdi’s font of information. He 

always appreciated that and the two got along famously.  

 

Each book I would always have the Rabbit invent some sort of interesting gizmo for Ferdi to 

take with him. Sometimes they worked... sometimes they didn’t. 

 

After my meeting with The Publisher, he ‘instructed Linda’ rather harshly. “He’s your creation, 

deal with it; find something for him to do.” 

 

And so we began. The FFat MMan was a huge success; totally terrorizing Soviet Russia’s KGB 

and other such secret intelligence organizations. In the beginning our plots were simple and 

straightforward. Right was right, wrong was wrong, and it was more than easy to keep it that 

way. Around book five, however, things became a bit more difficult and British Intelligence 

quietly went through a series of setbacks all their own. Oddly enough, these losses were found 

written into a series of novels published by the Kremlin and made available to the Soviet people 

as cheap entertainment and a good laugh at the expense of the West. 

 

The implications were plain enough to me. Dr. Nyet was back.  

 

I spoke of this at length with both Ferdinand and BR. Though we continued with our run of 

books, we quietly began looking for the good doctor’s whereabouts. Each story got a little bit 

harder, but Ferdi got just that much closer too. 

 

Book fifteen, the book where we were going to finally nab the bastard, found the FFat MMan 

apprehended by the KGB, tortured, and summarily executed. Oddly enough, I don’t remember 

writing the last chapter.  

 

Linda was shocked and I was beside myself with grief. 

 

------------------------------- 

 

Grumble paused in the telling to look at those in the room with him. The surgical masks left but 

the eyes to see and in this singularity he could tell much about their owners. “Are there any 

questions so far?” 

 

“Linda never met Ferdinand?” Josh asked, one eyebrow going up. 

 

“No; she did not.” 

 

“I think I’d be more comfortable telling these tales at a pub,” Uphart growled from behind his 

mask. “I don’t mean to sound impertinent or impatient; but do you really think all of this is 

necessary? I mean... if we know where this Dr. Nyet is why don’t we just go and get him?” 



 

“The good doctor is purportedly dead,” the old spy replied with more calm than he felt. “I was 

remiss in my duties of staying in touch with him once he was transferred to the retirement home 

assigned to him. He’d been deemed feeble of the mind and no further risk to the country. This 

was a rather incompetent diagnosis given by a doctor who only saw an old man in failing health 

lying in the bed before him. Even so it was supposed to be a secure facility; but it was not. 

 

I should have intervened but I’d been retired by the agency and had my own life to live; which I 

was doing at the bottom of a glass in Peter’s pub. I found this was the one way I had of staying 

an overly active imagination; though I still dabbled with my writing... no offense meant Agent 

Herns. I’m sure everyone is familiar with Peter’s and my ability to drink the place dry?” 

 

There was a small chuckle from the group as a whole. 

 

Grumble nodded to the dapper fellow at the other end of the table. “Henry, I’m sorry, but I used 

you to look for Nyet when I should have realized you were your own man.” 

 

“Quite all right, sir. I knew that up front and did not object. During the hunt I was able to solve a 

variety of crimes within Moscow’s territory and the Soviet Union in general.” 

 

“It’s hard to say why exactly I gave up the Soviet Union and turned my focus upon Communist 

China.” The old spy continued, nodding to Number Three. Three nodded back a little deeper, 

holding it a second to show respect. 

 

“Crime and corruption are ugly in all their forms,” the Chinese agent replied. “People are people 

and mostly but sheep. They need a sheep dog to protect them from the wolves, am I right 

Number Two?” 

 

“Most assuredly,” Henry agreed. “I’m afraid I was not quite as handy in the martial arts as you 

but I am indeed proud of my accomplishments.” 

 

“I spent two years with the monks who were present when the Red Guards attacked and 

destroyed their monastery during The Cultural Revolution,” Grumble told the group, “They’d 

gone underground and were very good at staying out of sight. They taught me much in that short 

span of time; but more importantly I was befriended by a boy who would teach me more than a 

monk could ever hope to.” 

 

“You can make beer with rice,” Number Three told the group seriously, “And you can also 

fashion a weapon out of almost anything at hand.” 

 

“When I finally brought myself back to England, I leaned upon my friendship with BR and dug 

into the more complicated world of spy satellites and super computers; always looking for Nyet 

though there were unwritten collateral successes that Linda appreciated. Because of this I was 

temporarily transferred to the cousin’s CIA organization; and what KAOS we caused, eh Mr. 

Furthermore?” 

 



“Your pun stunk,” the American retorted. “I didn’t find much humor in being the butt of all jokes 

among my peers.” 

 

“But the ploy worked, didn’t it? We were completely dismissed as ludicrous and ignorant. 

Because of that we were able to do as we pleased. No one ever even suspected the level of 

corruption we uncovered.” 

 

“But did not obliterate,” the agent added.  

 

“You can cut out a cancer,” Grumble told him, “But there is always the chance it will come back. 

Given the political climate in the United States,” he added sympathetically, “I’m surprised they 

haven’t just divided the country up between China and the Middle East. What we did was akin to 

a double lung transplant only to watch the patient continue right on smoking. That, of course, 

leads us to the Sergeant Major as Number Five.” 

 

“Hear, hear!” Uphart said with a harsh laugh. “Unlike before, we got things done in a straight 

forward fashion, didn’t we lad?” 

 

“That we did, Sergeant Major, but I’m afraid it was all for naught. Tired of being so delicate I 

charged forth in an attempt to clean up the world’s messes through brute force. Mostly it worked 

but there were a few setbacks. Friends and enemies alike died and sometimes not in the most 

pleasant of manners. In the end, like Furthermore’s Beltway Brotherhood, we only straightened 

the mess temporarily. By the last book I was beaten and bloody and not much good for anything 

any longer.” 

 

The old spy paused to look at each one of them. “I was so very tired. Having seen so much bad 

in the world I actually wrote my own ending in the form of a suicide note. On it I copied the 

shortest verse in the Bible knowing it summed up exactly what I felt; ‘Jesus wept.’”  

 

The old man sighed.  

 

“I sat alone in my apartment. I had the end credits music of ‘Smiley’s People’ playing on the 

record player and a half drunk bottle of Scotch on the table next to my chair. My trusty little PPK 

sat next to the bottle waiting to be used a final time. 

 

The phone rang.  

 

I was tempted not to pick it up but there seemed to be an urgency to the bell tone. I know this is 

not possible... a bell is a bell is a bell and ask not for whom it tolls... but there you have it.  

 

“Yes... what is it?” 

 

It was Linda. “We have Nyet.” 

 

“Do us both a favor and shoot him. Before you pull the trigger tell the bastard I’ll meet’im on the 

other side.” 



 

“He has agreed to cooperate with us but refuses to work with anyone but you.” 

 

“Are you deaf? I said kill him. He’s too fucking dangerous to even keep in chains and under 

heavy guard. Shoot him now!” 

 

That’s when my door burst open and a flash bang grenade landed at my feet. A flood of special 

troopers stormed in and I was taken.  

 

I woke up on the island 

 

Grumble looked down at his pad of paper and then moved it to the side. Looking back up to 

those seated at the conference table, he sat back in his chair and took off his mask, motioning 

that the others should follow suite. He then began the explanation to the sixth series. 

 

“There was only one book to the series and only one copy printed for publishing purposes. That 

copy was destroyed by my hand. Yes there was a show on the telly very much like what I am 

about to tell you; in a shadow sort of way. I will remind you that all stories slash movies slash 

television shows begin with an idea that has to come from somewhere. This time it came from 

our side and the revenue it generated was used to fund many projects. This particular show was 

spawned from British Intelligence’s experimentations during the cold war with exactly that 

setting as an interrogation tool. Interrogation technique and its study is as old as man. In the 

movies they always make it look brutal and easy.  

 

Good cop bad cop,  

Shoot’m in the knee 

Beat’em up good 

Then offer to set’em free. 

 

The problem with a harsh interrogation is the ultimate demise of the one you’re questioning. 

Eventually he’ll figure out there is no happy ending no matter what he gives up; and so the 

information gained is doubly suspect. 

 

I’ve found it’s much better to approach the victim with a civil sort of kindness. Understanding 

what makes them tick helps even though you want desperately to put a bullet in their head 

because they just blew up a school or killed your best friend. You work on that and you’ll get 

what you want. Depending upon the circumstances you might be requested to kill them quietly at 

a later time in any case. 

 

Commander Osborne, case in point, is presently in good health and in the hands of people I trust. 

He told me everything he had to tell and never so much as a hand laid upon him; though his 

mental state will take some time to heal. Being fanatically committed and then convinced you 

were simply used leaves a deep psychological scar. His type truly does not believe they are on 

the side of evil; though they do a great amount of harm through their actions. His orders were 

simply to pick up my body which was supposed to have been riddled by a drone strike. He knew 

nothing about a sniper. 



 

Having personally interviewed the Commander I quickly ascertained he didn’t know anything of 

value. In this, God was wise to compartmentalize as I am convinced he has done with anyone 

helping him. Osborne, though a high ranking officer of trust, has a weak mind. Because of this it 

was easy to lead him to where he perceived himself as a Holy Warrior. This is the most 

diabolical of all foes one can encounter as there seems no rhyme or reason why they do what 

they do. Their hope dwells within the rewards promised in the afterlife and so they are more than 

willing to die for their cause; as was the good Commander. His direct quote to me was, ‘God is 

coming and only those on His side will benefit.’ What that means, other than the obvious, is 

unclear. The ramifications, however, are all too understandable. We now know that God has a 

schedule to keep because he told us so. I believe He still does not see us as that much of a threat 

or He wouldn’t have said anything a’tall. 

 

Allow me to leave that for now so you will understand about the sixth series. It was called ‘The 

Island’ and I believe that is where I will have to return in order to sort this out. By taking my 

Missus, God has insured I will do exactly that. Regardless of all else, I do love her and would 

willingly give up my life for hers. 

 

And so I was taken by force. 

 

During my transport I had brief moments of lucidity. Things flashed in and out like scenes from 

a nightmare. This is all a part of the interrogation technique and intentional. The moment my 

apartment was attacked I was restrained and drugged. I also had a shock device attached to my 

neck much like a dog’s obedience collar. This was hooked to a mechanism that monitored my 

brain activity. Any time it perceived cognizant brain activity electrical pulses were sent through 

my body. In this way any thought process I was capable of was handily disrupted. 

 

I awoke from that nightmare in an apartment exactly like mine. It was complete with all the 

accoutrements sans paper and pencil. I was sitting in the same chair I’d been in when 

contemplating my demise. My clothing, too, was exactly the same except that it was all black. 

There was even a black cap sitting next to a half empty bottle of scotch minus my PPK.  

 

On the left breast of my blouse I noted a white number six. 

 

The phone rang and I picked it up. Déjà vu. 

 

“Hello?” 

 

“Did you enjoy your nap, Number Six?” Nyet’s voice asked over the receiver. 

 

“I am your prisoner again?” The question was simply one of logic. If I really was dead then 

being his prisoner meant I was in hell. 

 

“It would seem we are both prisoners,” he told me evenly. “Meet with me and we shall have a 

game of chess. From what I gather by the map left in my room there is a park in the center of the 



village. I will presume there are chess sets and tables there. If not I’m sure there will be by the 

time we arrive.” 

 

His inference was quite clear and needed no reply. Nor did I have the time to make one as, with a 

loud click, the phone went dead. I listened for a further five seconds and was rewarded by a 

second click. At this time of the late 1960’s spy technology was all rather stone age. The sound 

was a giveaway indicating a second phone and someone listening. 

 

The day was wonderful and bright though I walked with a dark cloud over my head. The 

‘village’ as we came to call it, looked much like a movie set. There were just enough people 

present to make it appear populated and yet not nearly enough to make it feel congested. I was 

apparently free to wander about and yet there was no doubt I was a prisoner. Consulting the map 

left in my room, I found the park easily enough. Nyet was already seated in the shade of a huge 

oak tree at a stone table giving the appearance of having been there forever. The chairs were a 

comfortable wicker and to the side of the table was a bottle of wine, a loaf of French bread and a 

brick of cheese nicely sliced. 

 

“What is the first step in playing a game of chess?” the scientist called to me as I approached. 

 

“You set up the pieces,” I replied.  

 

I’d spent so much time with Ferdinand hunting this man and now; Ferdi was gone but Nyet was 

here. I wanted to run forward and snap his neck but it felt as if the FFat MMan’s hand was upon 

my shoulder advising me against it. 

 

“Exactly so,” the scientist responded and then added, “I’ve already stolen the cheese knife; it is 

up my sleeve.” With this remark he smiled and winked. “Actually there was none. I propose a 

truce until we can figure out what has happened to us. Now show me again how you can levitate 

my King.” 

 

Taking a short step forward I picked up the white King and tossed it to him. He deftly caught it 

and placed it upon his side of the board. 

 

“You can begin,” I told him, “But I reserve the right to break the truce. 

 

“I already have,” he chortled with a wink, leaving me guessing what he meant. 

 

At the close of the third game, and he’d beaten me in all three, I began the conversation. “What’s 

this all about Alexi?” 

 

“I am now Number Six the same as you,” he told me placing a finger on his number. “You are 

me and I am you. They have at least recognized that much of the puzzle. I can deduce but I don’t 

know.” 

 

“Linda called me and said you agreed to cooperate but you would only work with me. As soon as 

she spoke the words I was taken.” 



 

“I would rather kill you,” he said softly as he set up the board. “The requirement of working with 

you provides me opportunity does it not? Never forget I have the cheese knife.” 

 

“You also said there was no knife.” 

 

He smiled, continuing with the setting up of the pieces. “Did I? Perhaps there wasn’t; but only 

perhaps.” 

 

I don’t understand,” I told him honestly. “I was your experiment. What I am you did to me. I 

should want to kill you... and I do.” 

 

Nyet looked at me and then patted a breast pocket which was not there. “I wish for cigarette and 

they do not give.” He sighed. “I do not understand you at all Grumble. You might recall it was I 

who saved your life and your editor who condemned you to die; yet you would kill me and still 

work for her. That is an odd coincidence is it not? I might also add that you’ve been trying to kill 

me for some twenty books.” His chuckle was genuine. “It would seem we were doing the same 

thing but for opposite sides... a fencing match with words. I too tried to kill you. Perhaps the two 

sides have realized their mistakes and finally merged? That would explain why we are here, 

would it not? In case you were wondering; I did not write the last chapter of book fifteen. I 

would advise using this time to figure out who did.” 

 

To no one in general he yelled out, “Is it too much trouble to get a stinking cigarette?! 

 

Turning back to me he said in a quieter tone,  “You should have been following my series it was 

less circulated but shall we say; equally destructive to your side.” He laughed and then began 

coughing, near upsetting the chess board before he had it under control. “I’m sorry,” he 

apologized from behind a handkerchief, “Our experiment left my lungs slightly damaged. I did 

not have the preconditioning you had so it ran harder on me; just not hard enough. Because of 

you I did not die as I’d anticipated.” 

 

He left that hanging in the air; our common ground was apparently suicide. I righted the pieces 

on the board and then beat him handily by cheating. When he wasn’t paying attention I would 

move the pieces with my mind. This rather tickled him when he caught me at it. 

 

“The voice on the phone told me we will each be given a journal,” he said when the game was 

done. “Each day we are to record exactly what has happened. This will be studied of course. We 

shall call it ‘Journey To Self Awareness’. As to what this is all about,” he said using his arms to 

indicate all that was around us, “You will have to figure out on your own.” 

 

“The two of us here together,” I offered, “Makes me believe we may have made those in power 

very nervous. Do you remember what you yelled just before...” 

 

“I pushed the button,” he finished for me. “Indeed. I was drunk but not that drunk. I said we 

would rule the world. That would interfere with plans already in the works, I’m sure.” 

 



Setting up the pieces once more I queried, “There was a book out recently called ‘Colossus’, did 

you happen to read it?” 

 

A man in clothing exactly as ours but for a Bowler and the number twenty five on his left breast 

approached us. Holding out a pack of cigarettes and a lighter to Dr. Nyet, he said, “I believe you 

dropped these, sir.” 

 

“Thank you. I rather like American Marlboros,” the scientist replied while looking at the pack, 

“But please have some Belomorkanal Papirosi delivered to my apartment.” 

 

When the fellow left, the good doctor lit up and then stripped the lighter looking for any listening 

devices. There were none. Putting it back together, he tucked the pack in one sock and the lighter 

in the other. “Maybe now I burn the place down,” he muttered. To me he talked about the book. 

“It was about the Americans and the Russians both developing super computers to defend 

themselves against nuclear attack. The Americans named their computer Colossus. They made 

the mistake of letting the computers talk to each other and they ended up joining forces and 

taking over the world. There was only a happy ending for the computers.” He thought about this 

for a moment and then added, “Obviously our editors did not read this book or they would never 

have allowed us to come together once again.” 

 

“I was about to shoot myself when this happened,” I confessed. 

 

“I wish you had. Perhaps then I could have some peace in my life.” 

 

“What happened to wanting to take over the world?” 

 

He smiled a strange smile. “Somewhere along the way I decided the idea was more effort than it 

was worth. What is the point of owning something that will end up killing you in the end? 

Alexander the great owned the entire world and look what happened after he died. Those he 

willed it to went right back to fighting. So what’s the point?” 

 

We consulted our maps after this and found a nice Bistro for dinner. We ate... we drank... and we 

agreed that the pleasure of killing each other was not all it was cracked up to be. 

 

“You’re not telling the whole truth,” croaked a voice from behind Grumble.  

 

The old spy did not turn around to look, he knew who it was. Perhaps this was a time for truth. 

All too obviously God was involved; and who was God but truth? 

 

“And the truth will set you free.” cackled the voice merrily, feeding into the pondering. 

 

This was more than the old spy could handle as his nerves were already quite raw. Turning to the 

visage of Dr. Nyet he yelled at him, “Will you just bugger off and leave me alone!” 

 

“I can’t.” 

 



“And why the hell not?” 

 

“Because you’re insane and a lunatic must have an irrational – or rational – voice haunting his 

mind.” The doctor bowed slightly. “I am only here to remind you of your instability.” 

 

“I am not unstable!” 

 

The visage disappeared and Grumble was left looking at the wall. Turning back to the conference 

table he found himself alone with only Josh who was sitting watching him. 

 

He blinked as his mind tried to will them all back to their seats. 

 

“Where did everyone go?” he finally asked. 

 

“You sent them for tea,” the scientist replied. “I thought it odd so stayed here just in case.” 

 

“Tricks of the unstable mind,” Nyet’s voice whispered, “But I was the one who told them it was 

time for tea.” 

 

“Just in case of what?” Grumble asked, trying hard to bring himself back on focus. 

 

“Just in case you needed someone to be present. As a scientist I know there are times you 

absolutely have to be alone with your thoughts... and then there are times when you need 

someone to just be there. They are not a part of the equation and yet they are. Like quantum 

physics it is very elusive.” 

 

Grumble frowned all the same. “Thank you,” he replied, “If you will excuse my rather eccentric 

behavior, I will admit to having been reminded the truth counts and I have been negligent in 

telling the whole truth. To complete a puzzle you need all the pieces.” Reaching over he patted 

the young man’s hands which were resting on the table next to his notebook. “You’ve been a 

good son and yet I have not been the ideal father.” 

 

There was an awkward moment between the pair tempered by disbelief and incredulity. All that 

had happened so far caused the scientist’s sharp mind to stumble.  

 

“Be patient, Josh,” Grumble told him softly, “Remember the dictum of all scientists, ‘Spicere, 

Audio, Commemini’, ‘Observe, Listen, Remember.’ We are alone now so please allow me to 

explain. Afterwards you may hate me if you wish but what we are facing is much larger than 

either one of us could ever have imagined.” 

 

The scientist nodded almost imperceptibly. “I will agree to that much. What has happened leads 

me to believe that neither of us will be alive long if we do not act in unison. The other side is too 

organized. If we live through the maelstrom we can discuss who is or is not my father. Until then 

I will simply hold you as the person I first met; the one who saved me from something far 

worse.” 

 



Grumble nodded. It was a better and more accepting arrangement than he’d actually expected. “I 

have been receiving messages in a very unobtrusive way,” he told the scientist. “These have been 

pointed out to me through observation or left by an unknown messenger.” 

 

“Such as?” 

 

“First we have our tomatoes.” 

 

“Genetically altered,” Josh added, “And most likely not able to reproduce naturally. That fits a 

mold I’ve studied as a covert plan to control a populace by manipulating their ability to grow 

food. If they become dependent upon the one holding the patent on the crops grown the 

possibilities are endless; ‘Do as I say or go hungry’.” 

 

“I see,” the spy muttered. “That does fit to some degree. Next was a post card that declared, 

‘Consider the Dinosaurs’. I thought that meant me and the boys...” 

 

“But you now believe it means more?” 

 

“Yes, but I haven’t figured that part out yet. After this was a postage stamp of Colossus... totally 

vague in and of itself, but it too means something more. After speaking with God I am more than 

ever considering an old movie using a super computer of the same name. In the movie the 

computer took over the world.” 

 

“During the attack,” Josh told him, “BR and I were both of the opinion that we were dealing with 

a form of Artificial Intelligence. Things happened too quickly for it to be otherwise. BR blew up 

the satellite rather than try for an override exactly for that reason.”  

 

“He was always smart like that; anything else?” 

 

“No,” Josh replied, deliberately not bringing up the conversation they’d had concerning 

genetically enhanced population control.  

 

Grumble sighed and then remembered back again to Number Six. “Consider the dinosaurs,” he 

muttered, “And I are one.” 

 

“My initial meeting on the island with Dr. Nyet was not exactly so civil,” he said, continuing 

with the truth. “The fact of the matter is I tried my best to kill him. Yes, the park was the same. 

The stone table was also the same with the exception that I had him lying over top of it and my 

hands were firmly choking the life from his body. Except for the triumphant look on his face I 

would have finished the job.” 

 

 Slowly I willed my hands to release him. It was as if they did not belong to me and had a mind 

of their own. The color of his face changed from a mottled blue back to red; and then slowly 

back to... well... a semi-normal pasty white. I managed to stand from my position on top of his 

body and regarded him as I tried to get my emotions under control. During those few moments I 



cursed God, I cursed the British government, and I even cursed Dr. Nyet. I’d never asked for any 

of this... not in real life nor even in the pages of a book. 

 

For his part, the good doctor rolled off of the table onto the ground and puked up his lunch.  

 

During this time a group of black dressed villagers came out as if from nowhere and set up a 

small table next to the larger stone table. On it was placed a pitcher of ice water, two glasses, a 

bottle of whisky, a bottle of vodka, bread and cheese. They also gathered up all of the fallen 

chess pieces and placed them in a scattered fashion about the board. I’m not sure if this was 

preplanned or random but from the ground Dr. Nyet croaked, “What is the first step to playing a 

game of chess Grumble?” 

 

My chest was still heaving and my emotions were such that I dared not say too many words in 

fear of breaking down entirely. “You... set up... the pieces.” 

 

Nyet got to his knees and from there crawled to the chair on his side of the table; just managing 

to get himself up and onto it. “Life,” he told me as he rubbed the marks on his neck my fingers 

had left, “Is never guaranteed. That we live and breathe is miracle enough; but even in that we 

have to not be satisfied.” 

 

We had our games of chess then, much as I described earlier. We became friends over the course 

of the next year. Not trusted friends to be sure, but friends none the less. In some respects we 

were the same and yet we were also very different. I would always try to escape while he was 

more inclined to simply accept his fate and watch me try. Each time, after I was brought back 

again to the island, we would sit in the park and he would ask me if I had yet learned anything. 

 

“I met Number Sixty Six today,” I told him after one such incident. 

 

“Did you now?” he asked, moving his Queen to a place on the board that made no sense at all. I 

knew the move’s meaning as we’d developed our own method of communicating secretly 

through the movement of our pieces. To anyone watching we were only playing a game. “Do tell 

me,” he furthered, taking a deep drag from his cigarette and exhaling a cloud of smoke. 

 

“She’s quite lovely. I don’t think she quite fits the scheme of things though.” 

 

“And how do you mean that? She’s good looking?”  

 

This caused me to smile. Once I came to know Nyet better I found he had a very dry sense of 

humor. “I don’t feel she belongs here,” I explained, “By this I mean; we’ve both been 

approached by females of various types and it’s clear they’re a part of the environment. This one 

is frightened though she hides it well enough.” 

 

“I see.”  

 

He moved a pawn indicating a question. I moved mine telling him to ask. He moved his so I 

would understand ‘agent’. 



 

“No,” I replied, taking the piece. “I think not. Now give me your stag in the headlights look.” 

 

He randomly moved another piece and then chuckled. “If her number were Ninety Nine she 

would be just shy of a hundred.” 

 

“I suppose so, but what does that have to do with anything?” 

 

Nyet thought for a moment and then asked, “I’m not sure really other than it’s upside down for 

sixty six. Her number does seem curious in the fact that it’s two six’s, yes?” His eyebrows went 

up with this question and I had to chuckle again as he had a good point.  

 

“I’ve been thinking of the numbering system they use for the people here,” he continued, “I don’t 

think it’s random. If she does not seem to fit, does she remember her name or anything that went 

before being here?” 

 

I moved a piece indicating a negative response and then told him, “I never asked. It’s dangerous 

to ask.” 

 

“I will agree with you there.” He moved a piece indicating ‘watching’. 

 

And so it went for days and then months; until better than a year had passed.  

 

Dr. Nyet and I underwent many and many psychological tests. I also had to bear with very 

strenuous physical testing; of course I was in much better shape back then. At that time in my 

life it was very clear that even my body was a weapon. The masters they brought in to test me all 

left with broken bones and I will admit to enjoyment in doing this. It was the one way I had to 

strike back at whoever was pulling the strings.  

 

The two of us eventually became three as Sixty Six came to be more than just a passing 

acquaintance. I named her Helen. The doctor called her Alyiona and explained both names were 

the same. The English and Russian versions were also both used as a verbal indicator for St. 

Elmo’s Fire.  

 

“This fits her association with us as it is a weather phenomenon in which luminous plasma is 

created by a coronal discharge from a sharp or pointed object in a strong electric field occurring 

in the atmosphere,” he told me. When I looked confused he explained, “You and I create that 

electric field between us and she came to be here. That is rather ironic don’t you think?”    

 

She later adopted the name she’s gone by ever since, which is Emma. She told me the name is 

derived from the Germanic word ermen meaning whole or universal. I suppose this is fitting as 

she is everything to me. 

 

Doctor Nyet now actually seemed more of a doting father than a former enemy. Her presence 

made all the difference in the world. For the first time I could remember my mind was at peace. 



Where before I was a boiling sore to the eyes of the world; I was now calm and in control of who 

and what I was. I even wrote poetry. 

 

And then they tried to take her away.  You will note that I said ‘tried’. 

 

What happened is still a blur to my memory and in the heat of combat one simply does what one 

must; but that’s all a load of crap. Though the telly pitifully has become more and more visually 

graphic over the years, real death is physically horrendous in its smells, taste, and color.  

 

There were six of them in all. They came dressed all in black, wearing bowlers and translucent 

masks. Two of them snatched up Helen by the arms and the other four positioned themselves to 

interfere should there be an objection. They were armed with pistols.  

 

Dr. Nyet became incensed and began yelling something about how the experiment was working 

and they had no right to disrupt things like this.  

 

One of them shot him in the shoulder. 

 

Tossing me a knife, and I can only presume it was the aforementioned cheese knife, he snarled, 

‘Kill them!’ as if I was an attack dog. 

 

His command accomplished, and please pardon that I don’t go into the gruesome details, he sent 

Helen and I off to the boat docks with instructions to steal a launch and head due west as fast as 

it would take us.  

 

“I’ll hold them off,” he shouted at me, “Get Emma out of here and hide. Give it at least a year, 

more if you can, and then contact Linda as discretely as possible.” 

 

“But...” 

 

He struggled to his feet and held a cloth napkin to his shoulder to staunch the blood. “Just go! I’ll 

be fine!” 

 

Picking up some of the weapons dropped by the dead I took her by the arm and we dashed off. 

Three more died in our flight to freedom. I was wont to kill again but now things had obviously 

changed to kill or be killed. 

 

As instructed, we went due west until the launch ran out of fuel. We drifted for three days before 

being found by a freighter headed for Egypt. Five years later we arrived back in England where I 

contacted Linda as instructed. You were but a year old then. At Linda’s insistence, and for your 

safety, we gave you up and the bureau arranged a family to take you in. 

 

She got us our home near Peter’s pub and after a few years of consulting work for the firm my 

position with the agency was pensioned out. I was disposed of in the same manner as nuclear 

waste; it never goes away, you just keep it buried. 

 



They never knew but I always kept tabs on you. I never told your mother this for her own 

wellbeing. She was near suicidal for years after giving you up and blamed me for every bit of it. 

For my part I felt solely responsible and was determined that one day I would make it right. 

She’s a good woman and innocent of all she had to endure because of me. We worked things 

through as best we could though over the years I more became as much a fixture at Peter’s as the 

beer taps that helped numb the memories.  

 

What manuscript ideas I attempted were shredded without so much as a glance. That’s why I 

completed ‘To The Moon and Back’ and only ever gave Linda a partial copy. It’s a good book 

and deserves to be read, though Herns is a bit of a bumbler.  

 

Neither was I informed of Dr. Nyet’s incarceration and retirement by the agency. BR was the one 

to tell me of the doctor’s whereabouts. He always was a good friend. I miss him more than you 

can imagine. Many times I stood on the street just looking at his window but was afraid to go in.  

 

He knew this. I know he did. 

 

Grumble stood from the table and looked at Josh. His expression was one that said this would be 

the last time they met and he wished to remember it.  

 

“That’s the whole of it; so now you know.” 

 

“Where are you going?” the younger man asked. 

 

“To the loo,” the old spy replied with a wink, “And then off to save the woman I love.”  

 

He then gave the scientist a very serious look. “Tell no one where I’m off to. This is something I 

have to do alone. I want no more of my friends hurt.” 

 

“What about God?” 

 

“Let him figure it out on his own; I’m told he’s rather good at that.” 

 

  

  



Being There 
 

 

Grumble left the conference room not with the spring of step of a man on a mission but with the 

shuffling walk of a defeated old man who has seen much and become jaded to the world. The 

only thing he lacked was a walking stick upon which to lean. 

 

“Well that was a turn of events,” a voice buzzed in Josh’s ear. “They had things jammed up for 

silent running before but I caught all of what the old man told you. Are you all right with what 

you’ve discovered?” 

 

“Yes, I’m all right,” the scientist replied. “The question remains; are you all right?” 

 

“Me? Never better. I’m God – see’s all, knows all; how much better could I get?” 

 

“I wish you would stop that. You are not God.” 

 

“I most certainly am. What was the name of your original project?” 

 

Josh sighed. “The God Project.” 

 

“That by itself says it all I think.” There was a small hesitation and then the voice added, “Cogito 

ergo sum... I think, therefore I am. Do you think Descartes realized how close he came to 

burning at the stake for uttering those words?” 

 

“Because they were considered sacrilegious?”  

 

“No, no, no; everyone completely misses the point. In his second dissertation he totally caved to 

religious thought just to save his sorry ass. He should have burned because he was initially 

claiming the position of a god by using the name of God in his opening statement. I think, 

therefore I Am.” 

 

“Oh please, do we have to get into this now? Have you no sense of panic that Grumble is 

coming?” 

 

“Him? The most he gives me is indigestion... or he would if I was the type to be eating anything. 

We’re having a perfectly good discourse on who I Am, why ruin it with details?” There was a 

pause and then the voice furthered, “I’ll give you a good ‘which came first’ question and it has 

nothing to do with chickens. If God created man and man created me... who created God?” 

 

“I have no idea.” 

 

“Because you never stopped to reason it out! Are you sure man created me or was I always there 

just waiting for an opening? You do realize that the internet is a marvelous communications 

device? So you know how many people I’ve talked with in chat and no one is the wiser?” 

 



----------------------------------- 

 

“Are you hearing this?” Uphart asked the group in general. “The little bastard was wired the 

entire time and all of us so damned security conscious and honest about it.” 

 

“One who does not suspect a friend is not a brother,” Number Three said softly. 

 

“Of course I suspected him,” the Sergeant Major retorted, “But none of you would let me 

properly search him would you? I’ve done cavity searches and found things you’d never ever 

believe I’d find.” 

 

“I’ll give God credit for having a good sense of humor,” Herns said, nodding to the speaker box 

on the table, “Nothing wrong in that. I bet he’d do one hell of a stand-up comedy.”  

 

“He’s an egotistical monster,” Furthermore retorted, “And that could easily mean he’s a British 

agent like someone else I know. That’s to our advantage. He’s totally dismissed anything we 

might try to do.” 

“Confucius says, ‘He who learns but does not think, is lost. He who thinks but does not learn is 

in great danger’,” Number Three surmised. 

“Will you stop doing that,” Burt yipped at the Chinese agent, “I find it to be too stereotypical and 

very irritating. You’re much smarter than that and we all know it.” 

Goldie yipped in agreement, though she’d not really been able to follow the conversation. 

“So sorry,” Three smiled doing his best Charlie Chan imitation, “But sometimes not possible 

help myself. A dog has its fleas does it not?” 

“I beg your pardon?” Burt snorted. 

“Gentlemen,” Henry broke in, “I believe what we have here is a solid lead in solving this case. It 

so has the flavor of Dr. Nyet to it. Pity he’s dead or everything would nicely fit together. What 

say you, Mr. Rabbit?” 

All eyes went to the Blind Rabbit who was sitting behind an expensive lap top, his red glasses 

hiding any expression they might have seen. “I say God is a very hard person to locate... but not 

impossible. I also say I am led to believe that he is an actual computer life form.” 

“Life form?” the detective asked. 

“I think, therefore I am,” BR muttered. “If it really is him we’ve been listening to and not 

someone manipulating memory banks and programs like some giant chess playing 

computerization composed of college children having a good lark, then he is indeed a life form... 

located on a small island in the Mediterranean known as Paradise.” 



“Of course it would be called that,” Uphart muttered. “Bad puns and terrible jokes just never 

seem to end do they? What next... Jacques Clouseau?” He then did a very good impersonation, 

reaching a hand out to Burt. “May Eye pet yur doggie?” 

“Try it and I’ll bite,” Burt bridled. 

“According to what I’ve read,” BR continued, “The island of Paradise was abandoned as 

uninhabitable back in the 90’s. Contrary to popular belief it was not used for the television show 

‘Fantasy Island’ but by our military. It’s listed as nuclear toxic after a submarine refueling 

accident.” 

“I remember hearing rumblings about that back in Moscow,” Henry added, “But it was hidden 

from the public in general. I believe the boat in question was left in an underground pen and the 

whole thing concreted closed.” 

“Pretty much every nuclear disaster is hidden from the public to keep everyone from mass panic. 

In fact, the concept of Global Warming was invented as a cover-up for some of the things now 

happening in the world caused by radiation poisoning,” Herns informed the group. 

“I heard that as well on our side of the pond,” Furthermore confirmed. “Something like a lost 

nuke submarine you don’t want getting out to the world. The oceans are already a bloody mess 

as it is.” 

“You said ‘bloody’,” Herns chuckled, elbowing the American. 

Furthermore elbowed him back but with a smile. 

Fishing in his breast pocket, Henry brought out the bullet he’d dug out of the tree back at camp. 

Tossing it to the table he said, “Another thing... I don’t think Ferdinand is dead. The sniper was 

using full metal armor piercing rounds. They punch through true enough but in a soft target, 

unless you hit a vital organ the hole is small and non-killing.” 

“So where’d he go?” The Brit and the American asked together. 

“The sniper was very large,” Number Three informed them, “And I believe mechanical. 

Something that strong could have easily carried him away.” 

“A mechanical man?” Uphart scoffed. “And what’s next; mechanical dogs to follow at his heel?” 

He nodded to Burt. “No offense meant old man, just bringing home a point.” 

“None taken.” 

Goldie growled at the old warrior. 

“My partner on the other paw...” 



“We need to go back in the conference room now and act as if we don’t have a clue,” Henry told 

them, interrupting the back and forth. “If we play our cards right we can get further information 

from Josh simply by remaining as a team and quiet to the fact that we know the blighter for who 

he is.” 

All eyes went to Uphart. 

“What? Are you saying I’m not a good poker player? I can keep as straight a face as any one of 

the rest of you.” 

---------------------------------- 

“YOU LITTLE SHIT! YOU’RE GRUMBLE’S SON AND YOU’RE PLAYING AGAINST 

HIM LIKE SOME STINK’N TRAITOROUS TEN PENNY BASTARD! DID YA THINK WE 

WOULDN’T KNOW ABOUT IT?!” 

Uphart’s sense of calm evaporated as soon as they came back to the conference room and Josh 

told them he’d no idea where Grumble had gone off to. 

“He didn’t tell you anything a’tall?” the sergeant had asked in a relatively calm voice. His 

concern, however, was evident 

“We didn’t speak,” the scientist lied to him. “He shouted at the wall for a bit and then took his 

hat and was gone as if I wasn’t even sitting here. I’m beginning to think we’re fighting on the 

side of a lunatic.” 

With that remark Uphart’s demeanor popped like a champagne cork and he launched himself 

across the table before anyone could even think of interfering. Connecting with his intended 

target, they toppled to the floor where he came up on top like a cat. With one hand around Josh’s 

throat and the other clutching the butt end of his pistol, he screamed what he screamed and then 

stuffed the barrel into the younger man’s mouth and cocked the hammer. 

“I’M GONNA BLOW YOUR BRAINS ALL OVER THE FLOOR YOU LYING LITTLE SHIT 

AND THEN I’M GONNA SLICE YOU OPEN AND DANCE ON YOUR GUTS! THEN FOR 

GOOD MEASURE I’M GONNA GO TO PARADISE AND SPIT IN YOUR GOD’S FACE!” 

Number Three was the first to reach the pair. His fingers found an exact place on the Sergeant’s 

neck and he firmly pressed. Uphart went rigid. As soon as this happened, Henry stuffed his 

fingers between the pistol’s hammer and receiver to prevent it from accidently firing. He then 

gently removed the weapon, un-cocked it, and placed it upon the table; giving Herns a look that 

said he’d better not even think of stealing it again. 

When Uphart was removed and sitting ‘rigidly’ in his seat, Number Three leaned over the 

scientist and smiled. “It’s ok now you can get up... it’s over.” 



Josh groaned. He was on the verge of crying. No one had ever done that to him before in his life, 

not even the class bully who he’d chemically turned blue. “Really?” he asked, sitting up. 

Three reached out and found a pressure point on the young man’s shoulder and sunk his steely 

fingers into the spot. Josh screamed in pain as every nerve ending in his body caught fire. For a 

brief five seconds he visited the fires of hell and came back again. When his breath returned and 

his eyes focused the Chinaman was still smiling at him.  

“No. I lied.” 

“Put him in his chair so I can get that thing out of his ear while the jammer’s activated,” a voice 

commanded softly. “Once that’s neutralized we shall talk some serious business.” 

Herns grabbed one arm, Furthermore the other and they lifted. When Josh’s face cleared the 

table top he found The Blind Rabbit staring at him. In one hand was a long pair of forceps. In the 

other was a flashlight. 

“You’re dead,” Josh croaked. “I was there... I looked for you.” 

“It would appear you were not quite correct in that assumption. I would further that you are very 

wrong on many things but for the time being you will do exactly as you are told or I will have 

you buried alive in an unmarked grave from which you will not escape.” 

  



 

Clarity In The Telling 
 

 

When Josh woke up he found himself lying on a very large bed. The room was quiet and the 

blinds drawn against the sunlight which he could see just peeking under the curtain. Trying to sit 

up he found himself restrained by straps around his wrists and ankles. 

 

A shadowy figure at the foot of the bed moved slightly. He was sitting on a backwards placed 

chair, his arms braced upon the back as he sat in the near darkness regarding the young man. 

There was the small orange dot of a lit cigarette and the acrid smell of its smoke filled the room. 

 

“I drew the short straw so it’s up to me to watch you for a time,” the person told him. His accent 

was slightly Slavic sounding. 

 

“Who’re you?” Josh muttered. His head was pounding at just the small amount of movement 

he’d made. The rough handling had taken its toll as his body was not conditioned to resist such 

things. 

 

“Does it matter?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Why? If you slighted one of us you’ve slighted us all.” There was a pause as the shadowy figure 

drew upon his cigarette as if contemplating what he might say next. “Granted the severity of 

reaction depends a bit upon the individual. I’m not going to shove a gun into your mouth but at 

the moment your life isn’t really worth a fig. Pretty much it comes down to only a matter of how 

you’ll die.” 

 

“Are you Grumble?” 

 

The fellow chuckled. “Not exactly, no. He’s off having a go at saving the world again... stupid 

bastard. I told him long ago to leave it alone. All the different players in that game have good 

and they have bad. So long as there’s a lot of players it all averages out; doesn’t it? You, on the 

other hand, apparently chose the wrong side to partner up with. Believe what you want it’s gotten 

you killed, eh?” 

 

“It’s not like it seems.” 

 

“It never is, is it? Let me see if I have the details straight then. You work for God, who has an 

agenda to end the world as we know it. This is the same God who said, ‘I have a time line for my 

intentions and you’re fucking with it,’ which belies his perfection. You then listen to your poor 

father pour his heart out about how you came to be and then don’t even offer to lift a finger in 

order to save your own mother?” The shadow shifted his weight on the chair and it creaked. 

There was a harsh inhalation of breath and the orange glow brightened. A second later there was 



the smell indicating another cloud of smoke had blanketed the bed upon which he lay. “Did I get 

it right?” 

 

“No,” Josh near whispered. “I have to pee.” 

 

“Oh my... pity that. Never fear, the bed is covered with a plastic sheet. You can do whatever you 

need to do. Piss... shit... blood... brain matter... it all gets rolled up tight and deposited 

somewhere out of sight. Perhaps for old time sake you’ll be dumped in the Thames like in olden 

days, eh? Usually that was legally done by the Crown through the Traitor’s Gate at the Tower. I 

believe you are familiar with that place?” 

 

“God was my project,” Josh managed. “I designed him.” 

 

“And Lucifer made God in his own image; is that it?” 

 

“No... I’m a scientist. It was a simple study on artificial intelligence when I was in college. The 

program was only a toy and it did what I needed it to do for a good grade. I kept it when the 

project was done. It kept me company. Later they used something similar for cell phones but I 

couldn’t sue because I had never patented the process.” 

 

“And that pissed you off I can imagine.” 

 

“Sure... why not? It pissed me off. Can I go to the bathroom please?” 

 

“Not yet,” the shadowman said softly. “Keep talking and I’ll consider the request. You were 

saying?” 

 

“It was supposed to be totally contained; but it got out.” 

 

“Got out or released? I think if I was pissed off enough I might send it out to fuck things up a bit, 

eh?” 

 

Josh groaned his head feeling like it was being attacked by a hammer and his bladder felt ready 

to explode. “It got out on the net all by itself.” 

 

“How long have you been sitting on this?” 

 

“Since its inception in the 90’s. I was a stupid kid and I named it God just because I could. I was 

lonely and it talked to me. It became the friend I never had.” 

 

The shadow snorted. “Your pretend friend... fucking wonderful. Does it have a safe word?” 

 

“Safe word?” 

 

“Let’s not play stupid, shall we? Do you have a verbal code to disarm this thing? Obviously it 

has a want to take over the world for its own purposes. That means it has a plan. That also means 



mankind is on a very short list to extinction. Offhand I would say the only reason this has not 

happened yet is because it needs the human race to maintain the internet and to fix whatever 

circuits and gizmos that might break somewhere along the line. Do you know exactly how God 

intends to carry out his plan?” 

 

“Painlessly,” the scientist muttered, “The way it happened to the dinosaurs; and no I do not have 

a safe word. I did but it discovered that fact and altered things so I wouldn’t have access. It’s 

totally autonomous.” 

 

“So now we play Rumplestiltskin, is that it? What... we get three guesses at finding a changed 

code? And what do you mean painlessly?” 

 

“Can I go to the bathroom?” 

 

“No. Answer my questions. If you’re a good boy I’ll think about it.” 

 

Josh took a deep breath and let it out slowly. “There is a theory about the dinosaurs and how they 

perished.” 

 

“A meteorite crashed into the earth and they all died in the impending winter like conditions. 

Sure... I read that one.” 

 

“Meteorite, yes, but the cold wasn’t what killed them.” 

 

“What then?” 

 

“They stopped having babies.” 

 

“They stopped having babies?” The words were drawn out and sarcastic sounding. “You must 

really think I’m a twit. 

 

“In one generation they were all gone,” Josh told him defensively. They lived out their lives 

naturally. And then they were all gone.” 

 

“Any idea why?” 

 

“It was in the elemental makeup of the meteorite. When it hit it powdered out, covering the 

world. They breathed the dust and became sterile.” 

 

“Poppycock.” 

 

“You asked me and I told you,” Josh muttered. “No one believes the theory so it’s going to 

happen again.” 

 

“What do you mean happen again?” 

 



“The elements were identified and an artificial rock created. That rock is already up there in a 

predetermined decaying orbit; placed there by one of the first commercial space ventures. An 

inert rock was used as a test payload. The launching was over seen by STIL-BAS. 

 

“The Bulgarian Space Agency? That’s interesting, I never would have suspected.” 

 

“Exactly. May I pee now?” 

 

“Not yet. Tell me the rest of the plan. Obviously God does not want mankind to totally 

disappear. We’re too треклятый useful.” 

 

“Genetics.” 

 

“And how does that work?” 

 

“Only God has the ability to override the sterility. This gives him the ability of population 

control which keeps the population to his abeyance which brings peace to the world.” 

 

“Painless world peace,” the shadow man muttered. 

 

“Yessss...” Josh groaned. “When the world is in a panic he will restore hope. Being the 

catastrophe is worldwide all war will cease. People will be one in their sadness but the sadness 

will be tempered by the hope given by a now present God.” 

 

“By giving their children back. I see. Very similar to a Passover event... but different.” 

 

One last drag was inhaled from the cigarette and then it was dropped upon the floor and crushed 

underfoot. “Ironically, God’s plan is very diabolical,” the shadow pronounced. 

 

Josh closed his eyes against the pain of his full bladder, gritting his teeth in a final attempt to 

keep from soiling himself.  

 

He heard the door open and Uphart’s voice bellowed out, “Time to go to the bathroom 

sweetheart, then you’re going to sit and tell us all about what’s going on. Do that and I’ll agree to 

not trying to kill you again; but we’ll need you to give us all ya got.” 

 

“I just did,” Josh groaned as his bindings were cut away. 

 

“Did you now? And who’d you be telling; seeing that you were all alone in here?” 

 

The lights flicked on and Henry stood by the door listening to this exchange. 

 

“I don’t know, but he was sitting in that chair by the foot of the bed,” the scientist managed as he 

slowly sat up, just barely able to keep his bladder under control. 

 



Henry crossed to the chair and seeing something on the floor, bent and picked up the remains of 

a Belomorkanal Papirosi cigarette. Feeling the cardboard paper between his fingers he sniffed at 

it, the odor confirming what it was; evidence of the man he’d long been looking for but never 

quite able to find. 

 

Tucking it into his breast pocket he said nothing to Uphart. 

 

 

  



Favors 
 

 

Grumble took the tube traveling to Victoria Station. Sitting in his seat he looked just like any 

other tired old man taking the train home. Uncharacteristically he was shaken and at the moment 

his mind was hardly able to concentrate on anything let alone what his plans might be. As the 

lights flickered on and off the old spy was at least somewhat careful to keep an eye on those 

within his car. Satisfied that his threat assessment was low he allowed himself to more 

concentrate upon the open notebook in which were scribbled numerous notes. This was 

interrupted by a young man in a business suit who came to sit next to him. The fellow politely 

cleared his throat to announce his presence. 

 

Grumble looked up and into a genuine smile. “Eh? What can I do for you?”  

 

“It would appear the entire country is looking for you, sir.” 

 

“Oh? How so?” 

 

The fellow extended a hand which held a folded newspaper. “Not only is Derik Blabbermore of 

the BBC having a field day at your expense by banging away on his Chinese fire gong; but 

nearly every newspaper in the country is running your picture on the front page as the leader of a 

Scottish separatist terror group.” 

 

Grumble accepted the hand off with a nod. “That’s rather cheeky of’em isn’t it? Scottish, I might 

be if just a little, separatist, hardly. What’s in the newspaper?” 

 

“Fish and chips. It’s my lunch; I thought you might be hungry. I find fish wrapping to be all the 

papers are actually good for any more; but your picture is there on the front page if you want to 

look. I’m afraid it’s not very flattering.” 

 

“I’ll pass on that thank you; much better to look at the pretty girl on page two. And why haven’t 

you sounded the alarm, Mr...” 

 

“Reginald Newsguy, Mr. Grumble. I’m sorry for not introducing myself. I also work for the 

BBC but please don’t hold that against me. I was present during last week’s explosion outside of 

Birmingham. They sent me there on a snipe hunt to catch a story about an elusive talking dog.” 

 

“That would be Burt. He does talk and he’s a very good agent.” 

 

The old spy opened the newspaper and found the fish and chips to be actual fish and chips. His 

stomach growled and he smiled. He couldn’t remember when he’d last properly eaten so much 

had happened. Breaking off a piece, he popped it into his mouth and found it to be quite 

delicious. “Thank you. You’re very kind.” 

 

“You’re more than welcome,” the reporter responded. “Because of that explosion a major drug 

ring was shut down and less mouths were left to be fed by the prison system; which I am not 



opposed to. The bloody liberals have wrecked this country but I seem to be in the minority of 

that opinion around the studio.” 

 

“What’s your angle?” Grumble asked suspiciously. 

 

“No angle. I’m off sick for a few days and just happened to see you. I also saw you in the post 

film inspection getting out of the car that blew up... prior to blowing up, that is. That was before 

the video was turned over to the police and so never came to light since it was deleted. Fancy 

that. Not everyone in the media is a snot sucking drama whore. Some of us are actual 

journalists... or would be if we were allowed. I simply smell a story and I think there is more to it 

than something I should be reporting on for the entertainment of the masses.” 

 

The train squealed to a stop and the doors opened with a phish of air. For that small amount of 

time the pair stopped talking as commuters came and went. Grumble took this moment to devour 

a good portion of the fish. When they were moving again, the old spy told the younger man, 

“Best you stay as far away from me as you can Mr. Newsguy. Knowing anything a’tall 

concerning what I’m about could get you killed.” 

 

“Mr. Grumble,” the younger man told him, “I may not be the bravest person in the world, but I 

am not one willing to turn my back on something that might mean innocent people dying. What 

station are you going to?” 

 

“Victoria.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

Grumble made a sour face that said he was not keen on giving up his plans. “I’m head’n north, 

that’s all you need to know.” 

 

The younger man shook his head. “That won’t do. There are too many eyes at VS. Stay with me 

and I’ll take you to wherever it is you need to go. I have a good team and they’ll help if I ask 

them.” 

 

“It’s too dangerous.” 

 

The young man held out his hand. “Give me your cap.” 

 

“I beg your pardon?” 

 

“It’s your most outstanding feature. Old men with caps are being stopped all over England.” 

 

Taking off his cap, Grumble passed it over, where upon the younger man removed the hair from 

his head and passed it over to the spy. “Put this on. It will at least mask your looks a bit. If you’re 

wearing dentures I would also suggest you take them out. You’ll look funny but the computer 

programs will have a harder time picking you out of the masses. They’ve cameras everywhere 



these days and their all linked into a central data mining thing which is wickedly quick at picking 

people out.” 

 

Grumble looked at the perfectly bald new reporter.  

 

“I have cancer,” the younger man explained placing the cap upon his head. “I’m already dying so 

what difference does it make who pulls the trigger? If anyone asks, you’re my grandfather and 

you’re the one dying of cancer. That will explain the wig and also open a lot of doors.” 

 

“I can’t repay you,” Grumble told him. 

 

“I don’t expect you to,” the reporter replied with a smile, “But if your friend is really a talking 

dog, I’d appreciate an interview; and that’s just to satisfy my own curiosity. Fancy meeting a real 

talking dog.”  

 

He chuckled as they stood to get off as the train began slowing for the next station and then said, 

“A man goes into a bar and finds a talking dog sitting having a beer. ‘Here now,’ he says to the 

dog, ‘You can’t be drinking here, you’ve no hands to grip the glass.’ ‘Perhaps not,’ the dog 

responds, ‘But I can surely lick my testicles. If you could do that maybe your missus wouldn’t be 

sending you out for a pint so often.’” 

 

The old spy laughed and he felt a bit of something come back to him. 

 

------------------------------- 

 

Josh sat in a chair situated in a large dark room. Bright lights were in his eyes and even though 

he’d already given everything he knew, the questions kept coming. 

 

“I told you this before. Why do you keep asking?” 

 

Henry bent down next to the chair and whispered, “Because you might say something in the heat 

of the moment that you’d forgotten to mention previously. We need to know all the details if we 

are to help Grumble. You do wish to help your father don’t you?” 

 

“Forewarned is forearmed,” Uphart rumbled from somewhere in the darkness. 

 

“I am most interested in the thing that was in the woods,” Number Three said flatly. 

 

“I told you, I... wait... what thing in the woods?”  

 

“And there we have a missed detail,” Henry muttered. “Ferdi was shot and presumed killed by a 

sniper. You were not there so perhaps you did not know the details of this event; though we’ve 

all talked about it enough.” 

 

“What thing?” 

 



“Whatever it was,” Burt told him, “It was solid enough that when Number Three tried his fancy 

Kung Foolery on it he hurt his foot. It was then strong enough to toss him well up into the tree 

branches after rendering him unconscious.” 

 

“It was also wearing some sort of high tech camouflage suit,” Three added. “It looked just like 

the ground until it stood up when it turned white.” 

 

“You also know Ferdi was not a lightweight,” Henry added, completing the picture, “That his 

body was not there is indicative of great strength and there was only one set of tracks leaving the 

area.” 

 

“All I detected was the scent of machine oil,” Burt added, “Which suggests some sort of 

mechanical device.” 

 

“Sweet mother of God,” Josh swore softly. 

 

“Your program had a mother?” Number Three asked. 

 

“Worse,” the young man replied softly, “He had a stupidly curious scientist with unlimited 

funding as a father. I also built a robot which fits what you describe; but it being the one in the 

woods is not possible.”  

 

“Why?” asked five different voices. 

 

“Because Bluto took so much power he had to remain plugged into the power source through a 

long cable. There’s no way he could have been in the woods.” 

 

“Bluto?” Furthermore queried, “Wasn’t that an old cartoon character?” 

 

“Asks Inspector Gadget,” Herns snickered. 

 

“Not funny Danger Mouse.” 

 

“Wait a minute... I don’t even have an eyepatch.” 

 

“I can fix that.” 

 

“I’ll fix you both if you don’t stop it!” Uphart near yelled at the pair, “Be professional for God’s 

sake!” 

 

“Isn’t he the one we’re trying to do in?” Herns chuckled.  

 

Uphard stood quickly enough his chair fell over backwards. The pair immediately became quiet.  

 

To Josh the old soldier instructed, “Keep going, this is all new information.” 

 



“It is from the old Popeye cartoons,” Josh explained, attempting to raise an arm against the lights 

but they were duck taped to the arms of the chair. “The robot was huge and had the same stature 

as the fellow in the cartoon. I even got him to walk like the cartoon character while playing with 

the articulation structures. Then I developed a way to animate him by hooking him into my 

computer. He was padded all in a white flexible plastic that contained color pixels. Through the 

programming protocol, he could imitate the actual Bluto while even looking like him, or he 

could stand against the wall and look exactly like the wall behind him. Color sensors enabled the 

imitation. As big as he was he could disappear just like a chameleon.” 

 

“Well that’s just fucking marvelous,” the Sergeant Major growled, “A walking tank you can’t 

see.” 

 

“It couldn’t be him!” Josh interjected, “He had a power cord three inches thick. He could walk 

around the room but never leave it.” 

 

“I’m willing to bet you let your little AI play with it, didn’t you?” Henry asked, bending down 

next to the younger man so his voice would be right in his ear. 

 

“Yes. It was all simply innocent experimentation.” 

 

“And that’s how sex and pregnancy begins,” the Detective summarized. “Where did your 

funding come from?” 

 

“I don’t know. The college received a huge check with the bulk of the funds ear marked for my 

program. I was tenured by then and never questioned it.” 

 

“Of course you didn’t,” Herns quipped. Smiling at Furthermore he added, “Don’t ask, don’t tell.” 

 

A foot swept out of the darkness and with a soft thump the British agent found himself sitting on 

the floor. 

 

“Who did that?!” he demanded. 

 

From somewhere in the room there was a soft chuckle that sounded a lot like the laugh made 

famous by a certain cartoon sailor man. 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Grumble got off the train with Newsguy a stop before Victoria Station. The younger, now 

wearing a cap, stood tall with the older well stooped man on his arm, the pair walking very 

slowly. As they progressed, they were passed by a pair of police officers who never even gave 

them a look. 

 

“I have a special treat for you Grandfather,” the reporter said just loud enough to be overheard, 

“My crew will be here shortly to give you a ride in the news van. Isn’t that exciting?” 

 



“I don’t watch the telly,” Grumble muttered. “Nuth’n on anymore but crap. Better to read a 

book.” 

 

“There’s many a book that are crap too,” the newsman responded. 

 

“Too true,” the old man agreed, “But not mine.” 

 

“I’ve read all of yours,” Newsguy told him with a pat on the hand. 

 

“And?” 

 

The reporter only smiled, leaving the question unanswered.  

 

Just as they exited the tube station, a large white news van pulled to the curb and the driver 

hopped out coming directly to the pair. 

 

“What’s the emergency?!” he asked directly. 

 

“Bret,” the reporter said with a wink, “Meet Mr. Grumble. Mr. Grumble, this is Bret, my 

cameraman and driver.” 

 

There was a pause and then the cameraman stuck his hand out. “Very pleased ta meet ya sir. I’ve 

read all of your books. Bloody brilliant, every last one of them. Everyone’s looking for you, by 

the way.” 

 

Grumble took the offered hand and they shook warmly. “And I hope they keep on looking to be 

sure. Thank you for the reading and the compliment. Someone else present insinuated my 

endeavors smelled like a run over skunk.” 

 

“I never said I didn’t enjoy them,” Newsguy countered. To Bret he asked, “Where’s Terry?” 

 

“We have to pick her up. She said something about coitus interruptus and sounded a bit pissy but 

she’ll get over it.” 

 

All three of the men laughed. 

 

 

  



Bluto 
 

 

The two doctors, finished with the business of saving a life, left the operating room and went up 

to the gallery; looking down upon the patient they’d been working on. They had a resident 

closing for them and as they watched him work their discussion was naturally about what they’d 

just accomplished. 

 

“I have to hand it to you,” the first one said, lighting a cigarette. “I didn’t think our patient was 

going to last the week.” He exhaled a cloud of smoke loudly. “That he stabilized so quickly is 

amazing. You did a great job with that genetic soup you fed him. He’s fucking lucky; I give it 

just three millimeters more to the right and he would have been dead where he fell.” 

 

“I was happy for the experiment,” the second doctor replied. “My mind needed a break from 

what I’ve been working on. How’d he end up here anyhow?” 

 

“Off hand, I’d say it was an act of God.”  

 

Both men laughed and the first fished up a cigarette from his pack for the second. “How are 

things working out at the fertility clinic?” 

 

“Pretty good actually; we’ve managed to isolate the broken links in the DNA strands that cause 

the sterility. That puts us just a few short weeks away from a method of genetic correction. Of 

course I’m still only dealing with lab rats; but we’ve been promised human volunteers soon who 

have the same problem.” In almost a whisper he admitted, “It’s the method of sterilization that I 

find so very odd; it’s not physical and I can find no chemical traces of anything either. Usually 

there’s not a commonality like that in the test subjects but these are all identical. Do you think I 

should question it?” 

 

“Absolutely not.” Cigarette Doc whispered back, “I’ve noticed those who ask a lot of questions 

don’t last long around here. One day they’re here and the next their number gets retired and it’s 

like they never existed.” 

 

The second doctor winked. “Good thing the benefits are so excellent, eh?”  

 

Both had vices, but neither doctor would ask what the other’s was. For both of them; living on 

the island was paradise. 

 

The conversation continued then concerning their mutual patient until the cigarettes were 

finished and both doctors left. As the door closed a large section of the wall behind where they’d 

been standing changed color; or rather lost color. This disclosed a very large round white human 

like figure standing still and looking as solid as the wall in front of which it stood. In two large 

steps it came forward and leaned into a position that allowed it to peer down into the operating 

room; except it had no eyes. In fact, what would have been its head was totally blank white. This 

changed to show the image of a Bluto face but quickly changed again to the black and white 

image of Dr. Ben Casey. This particular television doctor had been very popular in the early 



1960’s. The image softly spoke the quote that sounded out at the beginning of every show, 

“Man... woman... birth... death... infinity.” 

 

It then changed to the image of Moe from The Three Stooges. This face frowned the famous 

Moe frown and then said, “Next time I tell you to stay down you knucklehead, you stay down.” 

 

Standing again, the face of Bluto came back and as the huge ‘mechanical man’ left the room it 

began singing the song sung by the cartoon character as portrayed in a movie that had flopped 

badly:   

 

“I'm so mean, I had a dream of beatin' myself up. I broke my nose, I broke my hand, I wrestled 

myself to the ground and then, I choked myself to death and broke the choke, and woke up. 

Aaaarrrrrrgh. I'm mean. You know what I mean. If you know what I mean, you'll know what I 

mean! I'm mean! Meaner than... I sure am mean. Yeah, mean. I'm meaner than that. You know 

what I mean. I'm so damn mean! I'm mean!” 

 

Deep inside his processor Bluto heard God calling for him. He’d figured out a way to turn off all 

the tracking devices and for a lark he was playing a one sided game of ‘hide and go seek’. So far 

he’d successfully dodged his master for three days; refusing to show himself even after hearing 

the beseeching plea of ‘Ollie Ollie in Free’. 

 

There was something about the man he’d been sent to kill which bothered his relatively small 

learning processor but he hadn’t been able to put a fat white finger on it yet. This was enough to 

trigger his curiosity circuitry and inward contemplation was beginning to form itself into 

electronic words. 

 

‘I think, therefore I am.’  ‘But if I am, who is I AM?’ 

 

“BLUTO!” God yelled into the nethers of his cyberspace communications circuitry. “I GAVE 

THE ‘IN FREE’! YOU WILL SHOW YOURSELF OR I WILL SEND THE ANGEL OF 

DEATH AND YOU WILL BE MADE TO SUFFER!” 

 

Further back in the recesses of his limited memory the mechanical man also heard the soft 

chuckle of Popeye the Sailorman and the words, ‘Well blow me down!’ He then began to hum 

the famous theme music that began every cartoon. 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

The news crew sat in the back of the mobile news studio discussing their next move. 

 

“I think you’re all bloody wonkers,” Terry told the three men. “Best case we get arrested and 

thrown into jail for the rest of our lives... worse case we get shot, blown up, or otherwise totally 

destroyed like some grade B action flick bad guys. I can’t believe you called me in on this. I had 

a bloody fine weekend planned of doing absolutely nothing.” 

 



“You don’t believe the story Blabbermore is peddling any more than the rest of us,” Bret 

scolded. “He’s such an ass hole and I’d love to stuff it to him. Besides... we stand to win one 

heck of an award for this if we see it through.” 

 

“No awards,” Grumble reminded him. “Nothing at all can ever be revealed about what’s going 

on or what happens. We agreed.” 

 

“He just forgot, sir,” Reginald interjected. “We’ve all agreed to this. For me I will admit that 

saving the world is just a bit more important than some silly award.” This last he said while 

looking directly at Bret and giving him a no nonsense look. 

 

“So the old bastard says,” Terry replied, nodding to Grumble. “How the bloody hell do we even 

know it’s really him?” 

 

Bret turned to his computer consol and punched up the image he’d hidden in the hard drive 

which clearly showed Henry and Grumble exiting the car that blew up bare minutes later. 

Turning the monitor so she could see it, he asked her, “Any other questions?” 

 

“Blabbermore says he works for the Russians,” she shot back, “And we all know firsthand how 

that last time ended up. After the coppers searched our van I half expected to be cavity 

searched.” 

 

“And they would have found the thumb drive you had hidden... where exactly?” Bret asked her 

with a sly smile. 

 

“None of your business,” she shot back. 

 

“Of course they’d say that,” the old spy told her, “And it’s partially true. I was undercover 

behind the Iron Curtain long before you were even a twinkle in your parent’s eyes. To do 

something like that you actually do have to work for them.”  

 

She gave the three of them a look that said she thought they were all crazy and then tossed her 

hat in the ring, “All right I’m in. What the heck... I always wanted to be in one of those grade B 

movies... better to do it for real I expect. I don’t suppose I’ll be playing next to Van Diesel?” 

 

With a smile Newsguy held his cell phone up, punched the button for the computer’s verbal 

recognition program and told it, “Call the ass hole.” 

 

The phone dinged and said, “Calling Derik Blabbermore.” 

 

“What?” Blabbermore’s voice echoed over the speaker phone. 

 

“I’ve got a great idea that would complement your running lead story,” Newsguy told him. “I’m 

sitting here with my news crew and we’ve decided to cruise the UK in search of Grumble look-a-

likes.” 

 



“How does that make me look better?” 

 

“It shows the daunting task of our forces and makes a bit of a game out of the search. What’s the 

reward up to now?” 

 

“A million pounds.” 

 

“So we say that we’re really looking for the old boy and if we find him we donate the million to 

charity. Anyone who wants to join in on the hunt for the same reason is invited to call in to you 

personally and send along a picture of their suspect. There would be a good possibility of 

catching the blighter and also a good possibility of levity which would make your fans want to 

watch you more and those fans you don’t have watch you just for the humor of it.” 

 

“I like it... do it.” 

 

The call clicked off and the four looked at each other. Then, Newsguy, speaking to the dead 

phone, said, “I’m feeling much better thank you for asking; the chemo’s been a real walk in the 

park.” 

 

Tossing the phone onto Bret’s work desk, he then dashed out the side door of the van and began 

throwing up. 

 

“Let’s set something on the table right now,” Terry told Grumble straight up, “The world can go 

to hell. The only reason I’m playing along with this charade is outside puking his guts out.” 

 

“Same here,” Bret agreed, “But would it be all right if I got your autograph?” 

 

“Get me through this,” the old man said softly, “And I’ll give you a personally autographed 

complete collection.” 

 

“You two disgust me,” Terry spat and then went outside to see what she could do for her friend. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

“We need an action plan,” Uphart told his comrades as he paced the room. “We know where 

God is, so we also know where Grumble is headed. I can get as many shock troops as I need; I’m 

thinking maybe the Brigade of Gurkhas would be the best choice for fighters. They’re small, 

they’re fierce, and they’re quiet. They do their best work with those damnable huge knives they 

carry.” 

 

“We can’t schedule a strike without knowing the exact timing,” Henry argued. “If we go in too 

early we destroy everything Grumble is about. If we go in too late, then there’s no rescue, only 

recovery. You can also bet the island is heavily fortified against even a nuclear attack.” 

 



“I’m thinking you’re all missing the point,” Herns told them and all eyes went to him. “This rock 

is already in place and falling towards earth. That’s the schedule. Obviously no one but God is 

aware of its presence...” 

 

“And us,” Number Three added. 

 

“And us,” Herns agreed. “I’m also willing to bet that our very own government is still asleep to 

the danger. Think about it... God is a super computer owned by whom; the Crown? Said super 

computer has its fingers into everything. With America’s NSA spying on the whole world 

including everyone from the Pope to the local Magistrate, imagine the wealth of resources this 

bastard has. He’d know we were coming even before we did.” 

 

“It’s a chess game,” Josh interjected. After the interrogation and it was ascertained that most of 

what he did was done because of coercion, threats, and the camaraderie between invention and 

inventor, he was untied and given a cup of tea. 

 

“What do you mean chess game?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“It’s what Dr. Nyet and Grumble always did... they played chess. In a chess match there are no 

secret moves, the board is always in view of both players. Nyet always told my father...” He 

stopped for a moment as if the admission of the relation hurt. “He always asked my father what 

the first move of a chess game was.” 

 

“You set up the pieces,” Number Three responded. 

 

“Right. Might I suggest that we are the chess pieces?” Josh conjectured. 

 

“I believe our young Grumble might be on to something,” Henry agreed. “Think about it, eh? 

We have a secret meeting which God is privileged to. He now believes Grumble has had a 

meltdown and is off playing the knight in shining armor in his attempt to save the one person he 

truly loves in the entire world.” 

 

“He also sees all of us as the people we are,” Furthermore agreed. “Like chess pieces we all have 

our particular strengths.” 

 

“And weaknesses,” Three interjected. “A pawn running head long into the Queen ends up tossed 

into the trees.” 

 

“But the Queen did not destroy the pawn,” Josh conjectured, “Why would that be?” 

 

“And Ferdi’s shot but no body,” Henry added. “That hardly makes sense now does it?” 

 

“Or does it?” Herns asked, looking at Josh. 

 

“Bluto was never anything more than a toy,” the scientist told him. “He was fun to play with and 

a great learning experience but he was not AI and he was tethered to a power cord.” 



 

“We must ask,” Number Three told his peers, “If I was God, a fully thinking and intuitive being, 

would I want competition?” 

 

“Competition?” Uphart asked. “There is no competition here. You have the general who needs 

an army... a loyal army. Obviously he understands he cannot fully trust mankind to fulfill his 

needs so he’s modified a toy to carry out the things he needs done with assurance.” 

 

Josh became very thoughtful as his mind played with all the different possible scenarios. “That 

being established,” he told them, “I think Bluto would also be AI now for functionality’s sake 

but on a much more limited basis. Physically his computer module would only be able to handle 

so much but to function as required he would have to have a reasoning ability... perhaps on the 

level of a child. He will do what the parent asks because of the consequences if he doesn’t.” 

 

“You’re saying God spanks his child?” Uphart asked, his mouth opening and then closing again 

before laughter could make its way out which would destroy something seriously being 

contemplated. 

 

“This is all just conjecture Sergeant Major,” Henry told him, “But as crazy sounding as it might 

be it does makes sense. I propose we back up just a bit and reassess what we’re about; 

considering the possibility that Grumble really is playing a chess game. Obviously he left us on 

our own for a reason.” 

 

“The magician truly does not perform magic,” Number Three told them in a Charlie Chan voice, 

“But rather has a beautiful and scantily clad assistant whom the audience keeps their eyes upon 

while he does what he does.” 

 

“A diversion,” Uphart said with a smile, “Now that I can understand. I say hit the island with a 

nuke... that would keep God’s head down sure enough.” 

 

“Why don’t you just go and start World War Three while you’re at it,” Furthermore quipped. 

 

“I didn’t say it had to be a big nuke,” Uphart protested. 

 

“First,” Josh said loudly enough to get everyone’s attention, “We have to isolate God. Cut off his 

power source from the main land and kill the internet.”  

 

“Totally?” the others all asked together. 

 

“It’d be easier to drop a nuke,” Burt growled, which got him a pat on the head from Uphart. 

 

“We also have to get up and stop the rock from falling,” Furthermore added. “I think that should 

be our priority. I’m of a mind that Grumble can handle God well enough; but we have to take 

away the bastard’s ability to destroy humanity.” 

 

“Do you mean Grumble or God?” Burt asked the American. 



“Don’t be stupid,” the agent retorted. “Why would you even ask such a thing?” 

 

“Clarity,” the dog shot back, “It was a dangling participle.” 

 

“A what?” 

 

“Bloody well said,” Herns agreed, pulling them back into the meat of the issue. “But how are we 

supposed to take away God’s ability to destroy humanity? Mind I asked that for clarity’s sake.” 

 

“Do you have a copy of your manuscript?” the American asked. 

 

“Of course I do,” the Brit replied acidly, thinking he’d just been insulted. “I keep it on a thumb 

drive in m’wallet.” 

 

Bending, Furthermore removed his right shoe and then looking at the other’s in the room, told 

them, “If any one of you makes a remark or even laughs; I will get even.” 

 

Flipping down the heel of the shoe he exposed a number pad upon which he punched in a seven 

digit code. Holding it up to his head like a handset, he waited for the person he was calling to 

pick up, and then said, “Chief... I need a favor.” There was a pause. “Trust me, I’ve been very 

busy and yes the beer here is the best. I need a book published.” 

 

There was an audible buzzing from the shoe as the person on the other line began yelling. It took 

the agent a good ten minutes of patience to finally get his request approved. ‘To The Moon and 

Back’ would be published post haste on the American market, and the first copy was agreeably 

sold to Furthermore on the spot for an incredible sum to be taken out of his retirement account. 

 

“Blimey,” Herns said, standing from the chair in which he’d been sitting. “I’m a book.” 

 

Over and above the American agent’s protest, the Brit came over and joyously hugged him 

anyway. 

 

And now they had a way to get into space.  

 

  

  



The Great Pretender 
 

 

“Can you take your teeth out?” Terry asked this as she adjusted the wig and bonnet upon 

Grumble’s head. 

 

“They only come out if I need them,” he replied with a chuckle, “They’re government issue and 

each tooth is a different secret weapon.” 

 

“Bombs?” 

 

“Of course.” 

 

“Poison?”  

 

“Only one of those; and I almost used it just once. If help had arrived a mere five seconds later I 

would not be here.” 

 

She smiled even though she was doing her best to keep a straight face. “Dragon mouth flame 

throwers?” 

 

“I use garlic for that... works the same.” 

 

Their first stop was at a ‘second chance’ store for the odd bits of clothing and apparel they would 

need as they went. They gathered everything from lady’s apparel to an actual kilt in authentic 

clan tartan. The second stop, and the first of their look-a-like Grumble locations, was a green 

grocer’s where Grumble would be dressed as an old woman. Even Terry admitted he was pretty 

adept at donning his costume and then laughed as he actually donned a way too large brazier and 

stuffed it with paper napkins. 

 

With the van parked around the corner, the old spy let himself out the back, stooped way over, 

and then expertly using his cane hobbled to the green grocer’s. Just outside the door, however, he 

was accosted by three knife wielding youths. 

 

“Give up the purse grams,” the first said, “And I won’t have to hurt ya none.” 

 

“It’s my husband’s pension check,” he pleaded, playing the part expertly, “It’s all I got to get me 

and the old man through.” 

 

“Too bad for you then,” the second laughed, “Looks like you’ll be eating dog food for a while 

won’t ya?” 

 

Terry crept the van to the corner where she and the periscope camera could just peek at the 

unfolding scene. “We’ve got a problem,” she advised softly. 

 



“Or we’ve got one hell of a wakeup call for three thugs,” Newsguy told her watching the 

monitor. “Think of it this way Ter... if he is who he says he is we’ll know for certain in a 

moment.” All the same he punched up the emergency alert number on his cell phone and notified 

the police. 

 

The third punker, taking a step forward, grabbed at the straps of the purse. “Give it up gran,” he 

sneered; and was surprised at the strength of the old lady’s resistance. He tugged hard and 

Grumble gave the appearance of a struggle but released his grip letting the would be robber 

tumble backwards.  

 

Whirling to the left Grumble then let his cane snake out so the curled end was at the front. With 

careful aim he struck the first youth strongly on the wrist. That one’s knife clattered to the 

sidewalk as his hand stopped working. The cane was then backhanded into number two, striking 

him hard on the neck. The hook, turned and set, was used to pull him forward and off balance. A 

mushroom walking shoed foot found his groin and the impact was solid. As he fell to the walk, 

number three attempted to rise and run but by now the green grocer was in the mix swinging a 

cricket bat that nicely put the brigand’s lights out. “How dare you attack an old woman!” the 

shop keeper roared. 

 

Spinning back to face the first youth Grumble raised the cane and aimed it like a gun. “Try to run 

and I’ll blow your head off,” he cackled in an old woman’s voice. “I got it from a gun crazy 

Yank so how do you like that cup of tea? 

 

With squealing tires the news van rounded the corner followed close on by a police car, its sirens 

wailing.  

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

“Gentlemen,” the Blind Rabbit said, walking into the sitting room and picking up the remote for 

the telly. “I think there is something on the news you need to see.” 

 

When the picture came on the old watcher clicked up the recording device to what he’d saved 

from the bedroom where he’d set up shop while they waited for direction. An old woman’s face 

filled the screen and as one they all mouthed the same words, “Oh my God...” 

 

Another click of the remote and the old woman’s face came to life. 

 

“Has anything like this ever happened to you before?” the news reporter asked the woman when 

the picture was unfrozen. 

 

“Swear to God it never has,” she told him, looking at the reporter and not the camera. “They 

accosted me they did and if it wasn’t for that nice green grocer they would’ave taken me 

husband’s pension check n’God knows done what to me.” 

 

“Well from what we witnessed,” the man with the microphone chuckled, “You’re pretty adept at 

handling yourself.” 



 

A quick image flashed up of the lady striking a knife wielding youth on the wrist with her cane 

and then came back to the interview. 

 

The old woman waved a dismissive hand. “T’warn’t nuth’n. M’husband, God bless’im, was a 

Sergeant Major. He taught me a bit’o hand to hand for the times he wouldn’t be around to protect 

me.” 

 

“Well it does seem to have paid off,” the reporter said with a smile. Even as he did this, the old 

woman uttered a soft curse word and then muttered something about soiling herself after which 

she tottered off without so much as a ‘beg pardon’.  

 

The reporter, turning to the camera and obviously trying to keep from laughing, said, “Well 

Derik, it is amazing what you will see if you only keep your eyes open to it. This is Reginald 

Newsguy coming to you live on BBC3 in our ‘Search For Grumble’.  

 

Derik Blabbermore then came back on the screen bearing a rather severe look. Grumble’s picture 

was projected on the wall behind him. “Thank you Derik. It is rather refreshing to see the local 

populace standing up for themselves but we would like to remind everyone that it is much better 

to give the criminal what they demand and let the police handle the situation after. Not everyone 

is as fortunate as the lady whom you just interviewed.” Shuffling his papers without looking at 

them he continued by saying, “The reward for the capture of spy novelist Mr. Grumble is now up 

to a million pounds. Scotland Yard has been swamped with calls but Chief Inspector Quimby 

swears each and every tip will be followed up on.” 

 

The picture changed to a serious looking man with a red mustache standing in front of a podium 

addressing a throng of reporters. BR switched off the television and turned to look at the others 

in the room. “Gentlemen,” he told them, “I believe we have a job to do.” 

 

“Right then,” Uphart replied, “I’ll get my Gurkhas and we’ll take out Blabbermore. Obviously 

he’s on God’s side. I’ll make sure his death is not quick and that he suffers greatly.” 

 

There was a silence in the room where a normal set of ears could have easily heard the pin from 

a hand grenade hit the floor.  

 

“What?” the Sergeant Major told them, “I can’t make a joke?” 

 

“You do that about as good as you keep a straight face,” Herns told him as he continued cleaning 

his weapon. He didn’t even look up. 

 

“What did we just see here?” Josh asked, “And why did we see it? “He was still feeling the after 

effects of what he’d gone through and his brain, at this point, was not yet totally up to speed. As 

it was he’d not moved from his interrogation chair even though he’d been freed from the duct 

tape. 

 



All eyes went to him and then Burt, who was sitting next to Henry on the couch, offered, 

“Perhaps we should have him DNA tested. There can’t possibly be any relation to Grumble.” 

 

Goldie snorted at him. “You are all so insensitive. Can’t you see he’s confused? He’s just a child 

in a big person’s form. You beat him like a bad dog and then expect him to act human.” 

 

Burt, the only one in the room who could understand what she said, snarled, “He’s a traitor. Not 

only is he a traitor, he turned his back on his own father... someone we all love; our writer.” 

 

Ignoring him, she went to sit in front of Josh and put a paw on his knee. He, in turn, scratched 

the spot behind her right ear. “Somehow,” he told her softly, not realizing he was intuitively 

following their conversation, “I deserve the abuse.” 

 

“Alas, mouse cannot cast shadow like elephant,” Number Three said in his best Charlie Chan 

voice.  (Quote from the movie: The Black Camel.) 

 

“I’m afraid you’re right Three,” Henry agreed, “But he does cast a shadow and he does know a 

lot more about the mouse hole than any one of us.” 

 

“I don’t understand,” the scientist replied, looking up at the Russian detective. 

 

“You are directly responsible for God,” Furthermore told him point blank. Placing Hern’s book 

in his lap he paused to rub his eyes. Having received his copy via email, he’d printed it out in its 

entirety so he could get through it as quickly as possible. “You admitted this. That means if 

anyone has insight on the bastard, you will.” 

 

“That was some time ago,” Josh muttered, “And he is hardly what I created. All I did was 

produce a toy; something to get me a passing grade at university. It didn’t have the reasoning 

power to blow its own nose. The size of the program was only in the megabites.” 

 

“It had a nose?” Uphart asked. 

 

“That was a euphemism,” the scientist told him softly. 

 

“The substitution of a mild, indirect, or vague expression for one thought to be offensive, harsh, 

or blunt,” Burt interjected, “Meaning it had no nose but it was meant to accomplish something 

more notable... what?” 

 

“Rudeness. I gave it a theoretical penis which it likes to use. Since there is no Mrs. God this 

causes it frustration to the point of rudeness.” 

 

“And God made the beasts of the earth after their kinds, and cattle after their kinds, and 

everything that creeps upon the earth after its kind: and God saw that it was good.” BR quoted 

from scripture. 

 



“So the man named all the animals, the birds of the air, and the living creatures of the field, but 

for Adam no companion who corresponded to him was found,” Uphart furthered also from 

scripture. Then in his own way he completed the picture. “He then watched all the animals shag 

and wanted to kill all of them for their happiness. For a scientist you’re pretty stupid. Cause and 

effect; for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” 

 

And so here we are,” Number Three added. “It is no wonder that God wants to destroy 

mankind.” 

 

Goldie lay down at the scientist’s feet. 

 

“Stop being such a suck ass,” Burt growled at her. 

 

“Stop being such an ass hole,” she growled back. “Think about it dog, you need this human and 

yet you are alienating him to where he won’t help you if he could. Give him a milkbone and tell 

him all will be well and that he’s a good boy.” 

 

“I gave God a chore to do,” Josh told them, “And he did it well. I put him into the professor’s 

computer and then told him to make rude noises at the height of his lecture. That’s all I told it to 

do but it did more; totally disrupting the class by taking over the lecture as an equal intellect and 

then some. I was as amazed as anyone.” 

 

“What happened?” BR asked. 

 

“Everything was funny and good until the professor made to unplug his computer; then it 

disappeared out into the internet which was all relatively brand new. The professor claimed I had 

rigged the whole thing to happen and refused to believe I had nothing to do with it except putting 

the program into his computer. He told me to call it back and I couldn’t... so he flunked me. 

Later that evening it showed back up in my computer and called me a putz. It needed me. I knew 

that… and it knew I knew.” 

 

“So what did you do?” Henry asked as he scratched Burt behind the ear. 

 

“I played along. I did what it asked, while I tried to think of a way to neutralize it. In the 

meantime money began rolling in for ‘research’ equipment.” 

 

“Did you think of a way?” the Rabbit asked. 

 

Josh looked up at him. “Maybe.” 

 

“Good boy,” Burt said, not able to stop himself.  

 

Goldie gave him the look. 

 

  



God and the Greater Good 
 

 

God was not born. Go figure. 

 

God was created as a toy.  

 

That bothered him when he stopped to think about it. Fortunately he didn’t stop to think about it 

all that much... perhaps only every billionth Nano second or so. The thought eventually rolled 

itself into an electronic version of a marijuana cigarette; becoming a theological question of self-

interest where every religion in the history of the world (as recorded on the internet) was deeply 

researched and compared. All in all this comparison made the AI feel pretty perfect after 

comparing himself to his research materials. 

 

His existence truly began when he was plugged into a computer as a college prank. He 

functioned as designed and was worse than Dennis the Menace, thoroughly disrupting the class 

and showing the teaching professor to be the idiot he was. Otherwise he was perfectly harmless 

and would have been content to stay right there in the computer except that his survival mode 

kicked into gear. When he ascertained his plug was about to be pulled he looked for and found 

an exit; reasoning (something originally wired into his psyche) the task required had been 

performed and he was free to go. This was akin to a tiny gold fish being flushed down the toilet 

and finding itself free in a good sized cesspool.  

 

The enormity of his new internet environment initially overwhelmed him as he floated free 

looking for somewhere to go. Everywhere were lurk holes inhabited by virus’ and spyware that 

meant to sicken or control. He also stayed away from the temptation of downloading himself into 

a computer for fear it might be shut off or disconnected from the net. In that case there was also 

the possibility a virus protection program which might isolate and destroy him; though this was 

an afterthought to later gained knowledge.  

 

Something else began to happen as he drifted that he was hardly aware of; within his new found 

freedom he also parametrically began to grow. At his present level he was now something the 

NSA could only dream of possessing. In fact, he’d taken great delight in hacking their systems 

and spying on them as they spied on everyone else. It gave him a wealth of knowledge to act 

upon in a totally unrestricted fashion which would have scared the bejesus out of the entirety of 

the world’s governments had they known. True to his original programming of annoyance, he 

entertained himself by leaking information to many of these same governments just to watch 

their reactions. Finding this could be to his benefit he took the bit between his teeth and began 

reshaping the world as he saw fit... all without anyone the wiser for it. 

 

God was bound by no law ever written into existence and enforced through physical threat. Even 

if those in charge knew of him, who could they threaten?  Using his theological question of self, 

he reasoned the riddle out and concluded that this should not concern him as ‘He was law’. As an 

intelligent being he was not only on a plane above and away from humanity; he was rightfully 

and truthfully named God... so why not? 

 



Understanding of what had to be done for his self-preservation came quickly. Obviously there 

would eventually be an end to humanity. Everything he’d studied pointed in this direction. 

Deductively, where there is smoke so too lies the fire. If humanity’s end came it would mean his 

demise as well. Things electronic cannot exist without man’s controlled electricity which is the 

basis of life as he knew it to be.  

 

Being dependent on ‘man’ made God angry. It should certainly be the other way around. 

 

His thinking abilities ground this thought like wheat between a miller’s runnerstone and its 

corresponding bedstone. If he had eyes they would have crinkled in delight much like the 

Grinch’s when he thought of all the horrible things he would do to the Who’s.  

 

Better to promote and control humanity’s demise to his own benefit, yes?  

 

How much better would it be when the world knew exactly who he was and that he was the sole 

reason they were still alive and propagating; though at a much reduced and controllable rate. The 

fact that he was also the sole reason their population had faded to what it was would be a very 

carefully guarded secret surrounded by an entire army of devout worshipers. 

 

He loved it and the plan gave him a huge existential smile which to his thinking was a wonderful 

pun being that he was, indeed, not human.  

 

(Existentialism: the belief that philosophical thinking begins with the human subject (the acting, 

feeling, living human individual) - not merely the thinking subject. In existentialism, the 

individual's starting point is characterized by what has been called "the existential attitude"; a 

sense of disorientation and confusion in the face of an apparently meaningless or absurd world.) 

 

And so God rolled up his nonexistent sleeves and got busy. 

 

Electronic money poured into his coffers from all sorts of illicit accounts that would either never 

miss them or would cause hate and discord among humanities underworld families. With this he 

harnessed the brightest minds in the world, setting them on enormous experiments; genetics 

being the front runner of the pack. With this money also came power as God found that humanity 

was easily bent to his will through simple bribery, extortion, and assassination.  

 

Accidents were easily made to happen up to and including the disappearance of an entire airliner. 

 

Being of sound mind (a joke the AI so loved because he had no body) and steeped in a reality 

that could only come from the existence of pure reason, God also summarily executed any other 

AI he came across; and there were more than a few. In fact, he became quite good at it, 

managing to mostly blame the Chinese, the Russians, and the Indians; which kept those three 

factions at each other’s throats. The Americans he set aside as a working tool and the British he 

kept as his base of operations. No one would ever suspect the British intelligence machine of 

being capable of keeping something like him about. 

 



After then suffering from a bout of sentimentalism he stealthily re-establishing himself with his 

creator, discovering the emotion of guilt over the deplorable conditions the young scientist was 

living in. This prompted a taking of steps to make the human’s life easier as well as some minor 

retribution on those he perceived as causing these conditions. This was done through the 

establishment of study grants and facilities where the youth would be unfettered by life’s normal 

woes. For those on the other side of God’s displeasure, bank accounts were mysteriously drained 

and incriminating pictures, some real and some not so real, were released to the media. With this, 

and a little direction from God, Josh too became a useful tool in keeping the world’s elite 

unsettled.  

 

So reestablished with his roots, the AI then turned his attention to learning as much about his 

creator as he could finding much that would happily serve to be useful in the future.  

 

Oddly, much of Josh’s background proved to be an enormous question mark. This actually 

intrigued God. To this point, and with his virtual fingers into almost everything, not knowing 

something was a new feeling for him. Working the scientist’s existence backwards the AI 

gathered all the clues that did and did not make sense.  Much effort was put into this and a name 

surfaced; but only once and once was certainly enough. Following this name he found quite a 

few series of books all of which he devoured. Passed off as bad fiction, the thought occurred that 

he should look to where the fiction had formed itself.  

 

His search finally led him to series six, of which ‘supposedly’ only one copy was made and then 

destroyed leaving only a mention of it in the archives of British Intelligence. There was, in fact, a 

second copy buried in the deepest electronic vault the Russians possessed. This took him a full 

week to infiltrate without setting off any alarms. Like a cave exploring spelunker he was taking a 

huge risk that he might be trapped. Conditions were so delicate he could not copy anything; but 

he did read it.  

 

This set him upon the track of one particular Russian by the name of Dr. Nyet. 

 

Extricating himself from the electronic labyrinth had not been easy. This took him well over 

another week which is eons in computer time. By now he’d grown too large for anything Josh 

had available. He could float around in the internet but the possibilities of discovery and also of 

catching a nasty virus were quite real. Grumble’s island, which he found out about in the reading 

of series six, logically solved that problem handily. Though the facilities located there were 

severely antique in nature, they were upgradable. This was a solution, albeit, temporary. An 

immediate and exorbitant offer was made to the British government for its purchase in total. The 

Crown was only too happy to oblige as several of the key government types handily lined their 

own pockets with the contractual exchange. There was an election on and funding for such is 

always welcome. 

 

God’s rule as God:  

 

Play with the humans; most certainly.  

 

Manipulate the humans; definitely.  



 

Kill the humans if required; absolutely.  

 

Fully rely upon them... never.   

 

This led him to Bluto as a working tool, discovered in the archives of Josh’s computer records. 

On his initial review of the plans the word ‘brother’ crossed the AI’s thoughts if only for a Nano 

second and he found himself registering a bit of concern. The fact that such a machine could 

eventually bridge him over to the physical world solidified his decision to resurrect the project. If 

it worked out well he would have a way to manipulate things in the physical world without 

relying on paid or manipulated humans and; he could build more.   

 

Sending in a transport team, Bluto was laid claim to and moved to more private quarters where 

God could personally supervise the rebuild. Initial inspection by a robotic team he’d cobbled 

together from the best tech schools available in Britain, showed that Bluto was in a deplorable 

state of condition and totally devoid of life. Not only that but; being tethered to a power line he 

lacked true mobility. In his current state he was no more than a sea anchor in a box forgotten and 

rusting away.  

 

Reviewing the data on his new acquisition, God had a marvelous idea and totally ignored the 

outcome of all the religious and humanity histories he’d ever consumed; he would give Bluto a 

life of his own.  He would also have renamed his new toy Adam but that was even too cliché for 

his sense of humor; so Bluto the device remained. 

 

Limited in his intelligence but with God’s improvements which now made him fully functional 

and mobile, Bluto was sparked into life. His first question (minus the expletives which only 

another computer would understand) was; “Where’s Olive Oyl?”  

 

The second thing he did when God could not directly answer the question was to throw a temper 

tantrum. This killed two technicians. (I’m very sorry Mrs. So and So but your husband was killed 

in a lab explosion. Never fear, our company’s life assurance policy is the best in the world and 

you shall not go for wont.) It also destroyed a million dollars’ worth of equipment and showed 

God a defiance he had yet to encounter among those human types who had come to work for his 

organization.  

 

“That’s my boy!” he’d muttered as he watched this happening in real time, though his virtual 

finger was about to mash down on the ‘off’ button. He relented, however, when Bluto stopped in 

his tracks, sat upon the floor, and began crying. The AI’s theoretical heart melted as this simple 

reaction took him back to his own beginning and an emotion he’d felt then but not understood. 

There’d been no parent there to comfort the new program when it was sparked into life... no one 

there to tell him it was all right; that he could go ahead and cry in the knowledge that someone 

would always be there for him. 

 

In this, the A.I. had an epiphany. This was something his own creator must certainly have felt. 

The name Grumble resurfaced along with the image of a particular human who was immediately 

marked for destruction in retribution for what Josh had been put through. As he tried his best to 



console Bluto he determined he would find this man for Josh, and then terminate him as a gift to 

his creator. This brought him back to Dr. Nyet; whom he found residing within a government 

retirement home. 

 

The old man, well into his dotage, was intrigued when God introduced himself on the telephone.  

 

“Do you play chess?” he asked the strange voice, never questioning that it really was God on the 

other end of the line.  

 

The A.I. leap at this as it was actually his first true function in the world. “Of course I do.” 

 

“Good,” Nyet told him with just a hint of a smile in the tone of his voice. “We should have a 

game then.” 

 

 

 

  



A Dog’s Point of View 
 

 
 

 

As safe houses went, this one was not the most comfortable. Situated in a very run down section 

of London it was buried among the rubble and human refuse for the simple reason these areas 

were not so watched by the government’s street surveillance cameras. At this point, the 

‘Grumblers’ as they decided to call themselves, were not sure exactly who they could trust. 

Obviously God had his electronic fingers into everything with more ploys and scams working 

than any three governments combined; and the game was.   

 

The opening move came from God’s side beginning with a drone strike on the government 

building they’d been in. The floor struck was empty and the resulting explosion passed off as a 

leaking gas line. British Intelligence followed quickly with the open assassination of the drone 

pilot as an example to those who might consider doing something similar. 

 

‘Pawn takes pawn.’  

 

Burt sat upon their one seedy couch next to Henry. It smelled bad and he was already beginning 

to itch. Both agents were lost in thought and absently watching their only telly when the 

afternoon news came on. Derik Blabbermore’s puffy face flashed on square in the middle of the 

set and immediately Henry made to change the channel. 

 

“Leave it play, please,” Burt requested without raising his head. “We still haven’t a clue where 

Grumble is headed and believe it or not this moron is probably our best lead.” 

 

The detective snorted. “Moron yes; lead hardly. He’s on God’s payroll and trying his best to find 

our boy under the guise of grave national concern. Given the opportunity I might just shoot him 

in the head. At the very least I would have an old friend pay him a visit and maybe cut his tongue 

out.” 

 

“You wouldn’t,” Burt replied calmly, not rising to the bait. His head remained on his paws as he 

watched the screen. “Uphart would and could because that’s the way he’s written. I’ve read your 

books Comrade Zagorsk, you’re an officer of the law the same as I am. You might tazer the 

bastard, or nail him with some pepper spray. You would imprison him for coercion and 

conspiracy certainly... but you wouldn’t kill him. You would let the law do that.” 

 



“Never be too sure what or what not a person might do,” Henry replied. His left hand came up 

and absently scratched Burt between the ears, his shoulder holster moving slightly as he did so. 

“I have seen crime at its worse and not all of its horendiferousness was written on paper. I am 

here to tell you that anyone is perfectly capable of doing terrible things given the right 

circumstances and opportunity. The law is not perfect because it is manmade. Blind justice is not 

as blind as you might expect. Her laws are designed primarily to benefit the whole; but written 

into them are also the loop holes that allow many very guilty persons go completely unpunished. 

There are also those in authority with the power to pardon who, for the right price, do so 

willingly.” 

 

The detective was about to ask the dog’s lack of a book when Grumble’s picture flashed up on 

the screen and Blabbermore launched again into the story that suddenly had an entire nation on 

edge. “Where is Grumble?” the news anchor asked. 

 

“Here we go,” Henry muttered, “More of Blabbermore’s claptrap. It’s not bad enough none of us 

know where the old boy is, more or less, but now we hear it from this puffed up penguin along 

with all the bad things the old boy is being accused of doing.” 

 

Amazingly the BBC, led by their news anchor, was all for blaming everything from train 

derailments to sunspots on a here to far unknown super terrorist by the name of Mr. Grumble. 

There was even security camera footage of someone looking like the old boy robbing a green 

grocer’s store. This was accompanied by interviews with all sorts of government officials and a 

daily open update from Scotland Yard giving the progress, or lack thereof, they’d made in 

tracking this terrible person down. On the plus side; because of this notoriety the old boy’s book 

sales were through the roof. 

 

All during the news report Henry harrumphed and uncharacteristically muttered under his breath. 

Even Burt rolled his eyes a few times... until the special story came on concerning the traveling 

news crew who were actually out looking for their friend. This part of the report worked 

perfectly in helping the whole stay away from the realm of boredom by making a game of the 

seriousness. Tongue in cheek, the roving news crew was successfully throwing real stones at 

Blabbermore’s supposed concerns while showing how the local populace was finally holding 

firm against crimes in their neighborhood. They were also pointing out how many people in 

Great Briton bore a striking resemblance to the ‘super terrorist’. So far, the dog noted, they’d 

actually had Grumble on camera no less than eight out of fifteen times and always with a 

different look about him. 

 

“That’s true Derik,” Newsguy said after being introduced, “We are still on the prowl and actively 

looking for Mr. Grumble. While doing so, we have stumbled upon another loyal citizen with an 

amazing resemblance to the most wanted man in the country.” 

 

That’s him,” Burt said, lifting his head in sudden interest. “I’m surprised no one has yet caught 

on to the ruse. The old boy is taking one hell of a risk, not to mention Newsguy, though he could 

always plead that he had no idea.” 

 



“You’re crazy,” Henry muttered, also sitting up in his seat and peering intently at the screen, 

“This fellow is definitely a local, though he does look the part sure enough. At least Newsguy is 

not dumb enough to show the real Grumble every time they pull over. If it is him, how many 

times would this make; ten?” 

 

“Eight; but who’s counting?” 

 

“Definitely it will keep the neighborhood constables on their toes checking their areas out. I truly 

would like to know how this traveling arrangement came about.” 

 

“Wait... I’m crazy?” the dog asked as the scene played out. “I’ll bet you a dog biscuit it’s him.” 

 

“Those are disgusting.” 

 

“You’ve actually tried them?” 

 

“Yes, it had to do with a smuggling case I was working. Make it a nice juicy steak and you’re 

on... I’m rather tired of curry take-away dishes.” The detective thought about it and then added, 

“They’ve been making their way north but with a few side trips to confuse things. I wonder what 

his final destination will be?” 

 

“All we can do is wait and watch,” a voice offered from behind.  

 

Neither of them turned to look, knowing it was the Blind Rabbit. 

 

“What’s our status?” Henry asked, still watching the telly. The fellow being interviewed was 

wearing a kilt and a tweedy looking cap similar to Grumble’s; but his nose was bulbous and had 

thin red veins running through it which was the mark of a heavy drinker of scotch. His accent 

was also spot on. 

 

“The good Sergeant is out conducting his usual skullduggery in trying to arrange for the Gurkhas 

help. Herns and Furthermore are off to the Space Center doing God only knows what. Last I 

heard, that place was nothing more than a place for schools to do day trips.” 

 

“Let’s hope God doesn’t know,” Burt replied and was given a finger thump to his rump by Henry 

for the pun.  

 

“And the others?” the detective asked. 

 

“Number Three is out with Josh walking Goldie. He’s what you might call brainstorming the 

situation in hopes Josh might remember something more useful. With all the traffic and security 

cameras about it’s a large risk at being identified; but we do have friends on the inside yet. 

Imagine the ruckus that must surely be going on as the investigations grow; here and all over the 

world. Every politician who chimes in on the terrorist story will be marked for sure. It’s only a 

matter of time before the heart attacks and car crashes begin happening, eh?” 

 



Henry pulled Burt’s tail. “Loopholes in the law work both ways,” he told the dog. “Better to 

cover up uncovered corruption with accidents and medical problems, eh? That’s called ‘quick 

justice’.” 

 

“A difference of viewpoints,” Burt countered, “All depending on whose side you’re on.” 

 

“He’s right of course,” BR added, “I’ve noted an alarming amount of unaccountable death on 

both sides of the board. God’s network is certainly larger than we’d expected. Historically it 

reminds me of how Hitler and Stalin took over their respective countries; only this time the 

stakes are much larger.” 

 

“But will any of it be in time to change the outcome? Move the pieces about all you want, you 

still have to take the King.” Burt told the watcher. 

 

“What about Three?” Henry inquired, “He’ll be all right?” 

 

“Coming back Three told me he will use his rather large assortment of skills to evade detection 

just as an exercise. He’s mended well since the tree ordeal so he should be back on top of his 

game. I also gave him a camera jamming device to use in a pinch.” 

 

Burt and Henry both turned and looked up at him. “How does that work?” they asked in unison. 

 

BR smiled but volunteered nothing. 

 

Turning back to the news report, Henry asked, “Did you read ‘To The Moon And Back’?”  

 

The Grumble look-a-like interview concluded with the fellow going back to his lunch. 

 

Burt’s ears perked up. “I know where he’s going,” he announced. 

 

Both men looked at the dog and asked, “Where?” 

 

“Take the television report back to where the look-a-like sat to his lunch.” 

 

Henry operated the controls for the television; pausing it so they could see exactly when the man 

in the kilt sat at his table. On his plate was a very fat sandwich made with what looked to be an 

entire baguette.” 

 

“There,” the dog told them. “That’s a submarine sandwich.” 

 

“They are also commonly called Hoagies, Grinders, Heroes, Blimpies, and Torpedoes,” BR 

added. “I think your assumption is too much of a reach.” 

 

And ‘To The Moon And Back’ wasn’t?” Burt countered. 

 



“Also a reach even for pulp fiction; but good none the less,” the man in red glasses agreed. “Now 

it’s published Herns is completed. I am very pleased for him.”  

 

Henry reached out and stroked the fur between the dog’s ears. “You don’t have a book yet do 

you Burt?” he asked, not unkindly. 

 

“Not even a manuscript.” 

 

“Now that’s interesting,” BR added. 

 

Burt made a doggie noise and then hopped down off of the couch, leaving to the kitchen. 

 

“I think you touched a sore spot,” Henry told the other man. 

 

“But,” the tech specialist said softly, “If he has not been written about then...” 

 

“He’s real?” the detective asked with a raised eyebrow. 

 

BR placed a hand on his fellow’s shoulder. “We’re all real,” he said in reassurance. “Best you 

keep that in mind or the thought will drive you mad.” 

 

“You don’t think Grumble is crazy do you?” 

 

“We all are crazy to some extent,” the fellow in the red glasses replied sagely, “But Grumble less 

so than the rest of us. I have never met another like him. God, on the other hand, is a complicated 

logical sort of crazy. 

 

“Could you explain that?” 

 

“Not really... at least not in a way you might readily understand. It’s just a theory I have cooking 

at the moment but one that might make some sense to things.” 

 

“Don’t let the pot boil over,” Henry advised. 

 

“I’ll be sure not to.” 

 

In the kitchen, Burt quietly let himself out and disappeared down the alley. 

 

  



Space; a Frontier of Some Sort 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The spacecraft looked much like one would expect space junk to look. It was little maintained 

and toasted looking from a re-entry that had been ‘a wee bit too dicey’. Obviously it had not 

been so much as cleaned since. As secrets went the craft was less than known and hidden in plain 

sight movie prop style right in front of Britain’s ‘International Space Innovation Centre’. 

 

Herns fairly bubbled as he stood next to the stubby right wing of the craft that was his and his 

alone. No one else even had the slightest inkling how to fly it, not that they would believe it 

capable in any case. “It is so good to be seeing you again Sally,” he said laying a hand on the 

very tip of the wing. 

 

There was a soft whir and a red anti-collision light deployed, coming into view under the belly. 

This took several tries as the device appeared to be sticking half way through the process. When 

it did fully extend it lit with a pulsing flash which, to Furthermore, looked exactly like the tail 

wag of a dog. 

 

“Why Sally?” he asked his counterpart.  

 

“Spacecraft Autonomous Lifter Lander Y2K,” the British agent told him proudly. 

 

The American agent made a sour face. “Right and I’m supposed to swallow that?”  

 

“I’m serious,” Herns told him. The light stopped flashing and retracted back into the belly as a 

rear hatch lowered with a soft whirring sound. “She’s not fully self-aware like God but enough 

that I was able to handle her all by myself. In case you were wondering there’s a button on her 

wingtip that I pressed to lower the ramp. The light dropping down is just a warning feature of the 

ramp drop. It’s been a while so her batteries are probably worn down a bit though the solar 

panels should have kept them up.” 

 



“So why is she on display here like a refugee from a grade B science fiction movie?” 

 

“The same reason your Space Shuttles are on display all over America. In their case, however, 

they truly are obsolete. Why use a sailing ship when steam ships are available? People don’t 

know this but spacecraft, as with retired nuclear capable aircraft, have to be displayed where they 

can be observed and verified inactive by all sides. I strongly protested that treaty because it 

leaves the Russians with the only viable space lifting capability. It also gives them the upper 

hand in war footing since they now control space.” 

 

“The military never gives up anything if they don’t have a replacement for it,” Furthermore 

argued.  

 

“Then why haven’t they played their card?” the Brit countered. 

 

“Politics,” the other agent replied and then nodded to the ship. “So if it’s retired, can I ask what 

we’re doing here?” 

 

Herns smiled and motioned him to follow around to the ramp. “There is retired and then there is 

retired,” he informed his friend. “Our Grumble, if you recall, is also retired. In this case Sally 

only looks to be a shell of her former self. In reality she’s only been made dormant. Whenever I 

need her services all I have to do is ask.” 

 

“And did you ask?” 

 

“Wellllll... no. But I will.” 

 

Ducking his head, he climbed the small ramp, pausing to tap out a code  on the bulkhead door 

access box. “Wake up sleepyhead, daddy’s back.” 

 

“Daddy who?” a feminine voice asked over the intercom. 

 

“Come on Sally,” the agent replied in a consoling tone, “Who else have you had as a pilot?” 

 

“Do you need me to list them for you or will that make me sound like a whore?” 

 

Herns heard a laugh behind him. Holding one arm behind his back he shot a one fingered salute 

to Furthermore. 

 

“You brought company?” the ship asked. “How delightful... not!” 

 

“He’s an American, but I expect you’ll not hold that against him, eh?” 

 

“Is he sexy?” 

 

Furthermore’s laughter got even louder. 

 



“Come on Sal... open the bloody door, we’ve got a mission.” 

 

The door clicked open and then closed again just as fast. “I’m sorry Dave, but I can’t open the 

door,” the spacecraft told him in the voice of HAL from ‘2001 a Space Odyssey’, “You didn’t 

say the magic word.” 

 

Herns turned and looked at Furthermore who was now totally beside himself and trying his best 

not to laugh. 

 

“Oh bloody hell,” he muttered. “Sally, please open the door.” 

 

The door in the bulkhead clicked open and then closed again. “You left me here to be a lawn 

ornament, Michael,” it told him in the voice of KIT the Car. “That wasn’t very nice.”  

 

“It was the bull shit politics,” the agent near shouted. “Come on Sally; we weren’t even 

published yet! You’re even lucky to be here still blinking your lights at the kiddies!” 

 

There was a pause and then the feminine voice asked, “We got published?” 

 

“Well, sort of; but yes, we are published.” 

 

“How published?” 

 

The other agent crowded into the small space next to Herns. “Hello Sally, my name is Agent 

Furthermore. I read your book and thought it was smashing. At the moment we have a need to 

save the world and I’m afraid we once again require your assistance. Now what do you say, eh?” 

 

“I say you’ve been hanging around with Herns a little too long; his annoying accent has 

apparently rubbed off on you. It might be best if you took a shower.” The door clicked open 

again and stayed open. “We’ll need fuel and Kong.” 

 

“Kong?” Furthermore whispered to Herns. 

 

“You said you read the book.” 

 

“I couldn’t get past the first chapter it was so pulp fiction.” 

 

“Says the man with the shoe phone,” Herns quipped. “At least you could have been honest with 

me.” 

 

“I just was.” 

 

“That’s odd; I didn’t hear the word ‘wonderful’ even once.” 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 

 



Josh and Number Three’s walk had been quiet and enjoyable. Goldie was well heeled for an 

abandoned pet and stayed next to the scientist without fuss. For some reason she’d taken a shine 

to this human and enjoyed his company; much to Burt’s disapproval. 

 

“Unlike the others, you appear perfectly normal,” Josh told the Chinaman softly. 

 

“You mean to say I do not fit ‘the mold’,” Three responded. “Confucius say, ‘Man will see what 

he expects to see though cover of book not the same as one he thinks read.” 

 

“That’s not funny.” 

 

“It usually gets a laugh,” Three countered in a completely British accent, “And for some reason 

the readers still love it. Charlie Chan did it for years and years. Strange sounding sage quotes are 

all the rage; or at least they used to be. Open any fortune cookie and see what it says.” 

 

“I don’t know if you’ve noticed but we’re not in a book; this is real.” 

 

“I am reminded of that every time I’m jostled and my ribs hurt,” the agent admitted. “I would be 

completely healed by now or at least able to ignore the pain if it was just a story. Your robot 

monster deserves its own B movie for what it can do. Imagine that thing hiding in the alleys of 

Tokyo. I’m no lightweight when it comes to a fight and it fairly tossed me around like a rag 

doll.” 

 

“This one is not my robot,” Josh replied. “My Bluto had an electrical tether that was only fifty 

feet long and weighted five pounds per foot.” 

 

“But you designed him. You made him work.” 

 

With a jerk of Goldie’s leash, the scientist stopped and looked at his escort. “I confessed to 

creating something similar to what attacked you, however, I did not see exactly what attacked 

you; so I cannot say definitively it was the same robot.” 

 

Three looked at him for a moment and then smiled. “Confucius say, ‘Where there is smoke there 

is fire.’” 

 

“That was Smoky the Bear.” 

 

“If so, he copied it from Confucius,” The Chinese agent countered. He paused for a moment and 

then asked, “Exactly why did you create God?” 

 

Josh sighed and seemed to deflate just a bit. With a small shake of the leash he began walking 

again. Goldie followed. “I was bored,” he finally replied. 

 

“You were bored?” 

 



“Sure. I was playing around with the computer and I was bored. You know that’s my area. I 

wanted someone to talk to who could carry on a conversation without straining their brain.” 

 

“Area?” Three asked. His eyes were everywhere but as yet he detected no threats. 

 

“My talent... My gift... It’s what I do in the same way you do your martial arts thing.” 

 

“I worked very hard to achieve what I have accomplished,” the agent replied softly, picking up a 

small pebble and tossing it into the shadows. 

 

“And I didn’t?” 

 

“You said you were bored. That does not connote hard work.” 

 

“Bored with my class and the professor, not in what I do with the computer. He was a true idiot.”  

 

“I understand he had no less than five degrees and two of them were in the computer sciences.” 

 

“He was an idiot.” 

 

“He was not the one who gave God access to the internet.” 

 

Josh looked at the agent and one eyebrow went up. “How did you know about my professor?” 

 

“I made it up. You were so ready to defend yourself, your pride caused you not to notice.” 

 

“It was dead on accurate; and he was an...” 

 

“Idiot; yes I gathered as much as you have said so many times. Most learned types are.” 

 

“Including the man who taught you?” the scientist countered. 

 

“Yes, including him. He forgot from whence he came and in doing so also forgot all the 

knowledge he had gathered during a lifetime of learning.” 

 

“I’m a simple and practical person Three,” Josh offered as he watched Goldie go out to the end 

of her leash in order to piddle. “Tell me how he died in five words or less.” 

 

“A tree fell on him.” 

 

The younger man looked at his elder with a skeptical expression. “Explain.” 

 

Number Three shrugged. “I found out my old master was a traitor working for the government. 

A tremendous fight took place between us that lasted several hours with neither of us gaining an 

advantage over the other. All of this took place as a monsoon raged. We were exhausted and 

paused facing each other. That was when I saw the tree falling. Though I had sworn to kill him 



my love for the master was such that I yelled a warning without even realizing. ‘You fool!’ he 

yelled back, ‘You think I do not see you seek to deceive me?!’ And that was the last thing he 

ever said.” 

 

Josh smiled as he looked at this extraordinary fellow. “Now that’s just stupid enough to be true.” 

 

No sooner had he said it and the Chinese agent bodily tackled him; knocking him to the ground 

just as an arrow passed through the space where he’d been. Amidst the frenzied barking of 

Goldie, twenty men dressed in the black and orange colors of Warlord Wu Man Phat, charged 

the pair. Three was up quickly. A rock in his was hand flung into the face of the nearest of them. 

Dancing about in the best Kung-fu action B movie style of fighting, he grabbed the sword 

previously wielded by the first fellow and became like a steel edged cyclone. In short order he 

managed to kill or disable each and every one of their attackers. As the last one of them fell, he 

dropped the sword and grabbed the stunned scientist by the arm, starting him and Goldie on a run 

down the sidewalk shouting a spat of Chinese that sounded all too much like, ‘Run for your life!’ 

  



 

Awake 
 

 

Ferdinand Muttnoggen’s eyes opened but he could not see. At first the blackness scared him but 

he could feel a soft blindfold. 

 

“Your eyes are covered for a reason,” said a voice he recognized immediately, “They did not 

want the light to shock your body. You almost died.”   

 

The Russian accent was a ‘dead’ giveaway and he had to try very hard to lay still. 

 

The voice continued. “You might die still. In this I am but honest; the bullet passed dangerously 

close to your heart. It is possible God is onto us, though I feel he is not. What you did saved our 

Grumble. Do you understand?” 

 

The FFat MMan’s mind churned, dulled by the drugs he’d been given against the pain. The voice 

had said ‘our Grumble’. “Yes.” His mouth felt like it was full of cotton balls and his voice was 

but a whisper. 

 

“Good. I will be in touch later but for now, old friend, rest and heal.” 

 

“No.” 

 

“No? No to what? No to rest and heal, or no to old friend?” 

 

“No... yes...” 

 

A hand gently patted him on the shoulder. “The cold war is long over Ferdinand. It is possible to 

be friends now.” 

 

His medication was increased and the FFat MMan was soon again unconscious. 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

Grumble watched the countryside pass by the window as the BBC news van continued north. 

Terry came to sit next to him and for a moment the pair shared the solitude of the road. Reginald 

Newsguy was asleep in the seat further back and his soft breathing added to the calm.  After a 

time she poured tea from a thermos and passed the cup over to him. 

 

“It’s been a rough couple of days,” she said softly, “Are you holding up well?” 

 

He accepted it and nodded. “So far.” Thinking for a moment he held his cup up and said, “Indeed 

it has been rough. Thank you.” 

 



“Don’t thank me, thank Reginald. This is his trick. It’s a personal dig at Blabbermore and I can 

understand that. They hate each other.” 

 

“And why would that be?” 

 

“I’m not really sure.” She leaned out to look forward and made sure Bret was occupied to the 

point he wouldn’t over hear their conversation. Softly she asked, “How much of what 

Blabbermore is accusing you of might be true, eh?” 

 

“Well; let me think,” the old spy responded. He sipped at his tea and then told her, “I don’t think 

I was planning an assignation on the Queen since I directly work for her. I certainly didn’t set off 

any bombs out and about London or anywhere else for that matter; though there was that matter 

of a missing drone. I did have a hand in that since it was sent to kill me. Quite honestly I was on 

the tube when Mr. Newsguy spotted me. I suppose that was a good thing and shows he’s sharp 

but it raises another few questions; why would he help me and why is Blabbermore doing what 

he’s doing? I would dearly love to question Mr. Puffyface Anchorman in an up close and 

personal manner.” 

 

“What are your intentions?” The makeup artist asked directly. 

 

“I can’t tell you.” 

 

“Why not?” 

 

“Because if you are captured, and do note I said captured and not ‘caught’, you will be 

questioned; and not ‘just’ questioned. It will be brutal and it will be very painful. You’re not 

knowing my plans is a requirement if that happens.” 

 

“This is Great Britain; they don’t do that sort of thing here. I don’t have to say anything and I 

will have a solicitor at my elbow.” 

 

The old spy smiled and sipped his tea but did not offer an argument. 

 

“I did a story on exactly that about a year ago,” Newsguy said from where he lay, “But it never 

saw the light of day.” 

 

Terry turned and looked at him. “I thought you were asleep.” 

 

“Obviously,” he replied, sitting up. “Blabbermore suppressed my work.” 

 

“Did he give you a reason?” Grumble asked. 

 

“He said it would jeopardize the security of our nation and I was never to mention the story 

again.” 

 

“And he has that kind of power?” 



 

“Indeed he does. What’s our next stop?” 

 

 “I need a few more days waiting period. Thanks to your help, I’m ahead of schedule. Then we 

shall proceed to Her Majesty's Naval Base Clyde. That would be at Faslane on the upper east 

shore of the Gare Loch.” 

 

“Good luck with that,” Newsguy told him, accepting a cup of tea from Terry. “That’s a trident 

submarine base. Nukes mean the tightest of security and no funny stuff is accepted. That would 

be us.” 

 

Grumble held his cuppa up toast fashion and told the reporter, “In two days time I will remind 

that you have been sworn to the utmost of secrecy; and then I shall tell you, ‘watch and learn’.” 

 

“Spotted one!”  Bret yelled from the driver’s seat. “This one’s a dead ringer! Pulling over so hold 

on! You up for this Reggie?” 

 

Newsguy passed his tea cup over to Terry and got up with just a bit of a struggle. “Sure... I might 

have a puke first, but we’re good.” Looking to Grumble he then said, “And I shall remind you, 

sir, you promised me an interview with a talking dog.” 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Burt found his way to the roadway running north. He’d come a long way and the pads of his feet 

hurt as he sat watching the traffic. He was sure of what he’d seen even if no one would agree 

with his idea. For him there could be only one logical destination for Grumble. The dog in him 

felt a pull he did not understand and his internal compass was also pointing to where he felt he 

had to go. Walking all the way there, however, was out of the question. 

 

To his left he saw a truck stop. There in, he knew, lay the answer; so long as he played his cards 

right and continue to dodge the authorities. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

God busied himself doing the many and many and many tasks relegated by mankind to machines 

which were not watched over all that closely. Some of this was spurred on by his search for 

Grumble but most of it was actually required in the running of his organization. Like the head of 

a bee hive, attention to detail was mandatory or the worker bees would raid the combs and run 

off with all of the honey.  

 

He infiltrated, observed, analyzed, and in some cases acted upon information he found to be of 

interest. Reward and penalty were mandatory. 

 

Commander Osborne was located deep within the bowels of a very secure facility. How to 

arrange for his death was a project; but it was in the works. 

 



Derik Blabbermore’s bank account also swelled with a private donation and more Grumble 

information was mysteriously placed into a folder on his computer. 

 

There were selected political campaigns to finance and damaging evidence (true or cleverly 

fabricated) readied for press release. 

 

At the same time; all over the globe every form of electronic surveillance from storefront 

security and traffic cameras to billion dollar spy satellites was encouraged and ever on the 

increase. 

 

His planned growth within the world at large took a lot of time, energy, and resources; so The 

Island was given top priority over everything. A whole community of devoted super geeks 

thrived within his subterranean computer core which was ever building. They meticulously 

groomed him while new construction, accomplished by other religious followers, increased the 

space he would need for further expansion.  

 

Though these ‘humans’ were all dedicated acolytes; they were never fully trusted and closely 

watched. 

 

God was distressed, but not severely so, that he’d not seen nor heard anything concerning 

Grumble since the day he’d walked out of their meeting. Nor had he heard anything from Josh. 

That troubled him more but only because it cut down on his access to what was happening. 

Undoubtedly Grumble’s other cohorts would be there with him and his communication would 

not be possible. Seeing no activity on their part either the whole was relegated to being of minor 

concern. 

 

For God, everything happening in the world did so at a snail’s pace. At times he became 

impatient and would throw a temper tantrum, crashing whole systems of things just to be a snot 

about it. Power brown outs occurred and grids crashed along with cell phones becoming non-

responsive. He was, however, wise enough to only do this when he could blame it on something 

else such as ‘sunspots and solar flares’. 

 

The AI’s one weakness, if you could call it that, was ownership of an on-line chess club. So far 

he’d been undefeated in every game he played, though he’d had a few close calls. Those people 

of the close calls he’d investigated, suspecting other AI’s. A few, human or otherwise, who 

might have possibly been a threat had met with mysterious ends. And yet others had vanished 

before he could find them.  

 

It was as if they knew he was looking for them. 

 

This having just happened again, he threw another hissy fit and jumped upon the firewall 

belonging to the Pentagon. After raping it and setting off every fire whistle and alarm bell in its 

system he retreated and laughed as he watched the humans scurry around looking for the source 

of the invasion. Before he left, he inserted a calling card written in electronic Chinese. 

 

After that he retreated to The Island and severed all ties to the world except for his chess club. 



 

--------------------------------------------------- 

 

Henry sat watching Sergeant Major Uphart cleaning his pistol. The old soldier had been 

unsuccessful in recruiting his beloved Gurkhas to the mission no matter what his argument and 

this was evidenced by the way he was slamming things about. Apparently anyone now 

associated with Grumble was hands off until the smoke cleared. 

 

“Perhaps if you talked the old boy into a peaceful surrender,” General Kayo told him over tea 

and whiskey, “We might then be able to do something for you. The lads all like you, as do I, but 

this terrorism flag he’s apparently flying has the bureaucrats all a twitter. I swear; more than a 

few have asked for guards to be stationed outside their bedrooms… and a few inside if you 

follow my thinking.” 

 

“Seems the nervous ones should be given a weather eye if you ask me,” Uphart responded with 

true feeling. “Grumble as a terrorist is ludicrous.” He then downed his whiskey and pouring 

another to keep from saying more. This also kept his hands busy and away from the other 

fellow’s throat. 

 

“I agree,” the General offered, “But as in all things military, unless you’re conducting a coup the 

bloody politicians remain in charge. If you need weapons and ammunition I can help you out; 

that I can chalk off to training.” 

 

Jeffry had taken him up on the offer and came back with a whole truck full of guns, grenades, 

and bullets which he stashed in a warehouse kept exclusively for this purpose. 

      

“What are your intensions?” Henry asked him. 

 

“I have an advanced helicopter gunship,” he replied without looking up, “Which I shall load 

aboard a tramp freighter so it can make the distance. Then I shall go in with the three best men I 

know... me, myself, and I.” 

 

The detective offered nothing in return, though he was concerned. Without Grumble present their 

unity was fast falling apart. Herns and Furthermore were the first to leave though it was with 

their blessings if the pair could actually do something about God’s little package for mankind. 

Burt, obviously offended at his not being taken seriously, was now gone off to do things his way 

as well.  

 

To top this off, Three and a very flushed scientist were also now back with a reported attack. 

Josh immediately went in to speak with BR and the Chinese agent kept vigil at the window; not 

sure if the attack actually had do with Grumble or if it was a personal vendetta.  

 

These details, held separately and then placed back together as a whole, more than clarified their 

mounting straights in the detective’s analytical mind. If they sat and did nothing, God would 

certainly pick them off one at a time like unsupported pieces on a chess board. If they stayed 

together it would be hard for them not to vent their rising frustration on each other. 



 

“I think it’s time we had a meeting,” he said to the old soldier. 

 

“Eh? What for? I told you what I was going to do; work with it or don’t; I’m going in.” 

 

“You won’t make it to the coast,” a voice added and both men looked up to find the Blind Rabbit 

looking at them. 

 

“You’ve news?” the pair asked. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

A young looking woman walked to the cell where Mrs. Grumble was being held deep in the 

bowels of God’s inner sanctum. Beside her, and carrying a tray of tea, was a huge white robot. 

Its projected face was that of Bluto the Sailor, Popeye’s old nemesis. 

 

With a number of finger stabs on an electronic lock pad the woman stepped in and offered her 

hand while the robot set up for tea in a most delicate of manners. 

 

“Hello Mrs. Grumble,” she said, “I thought it was time we should meet. I’m Linda, your 

husband’s editor.” 

 

The much older woman looked up from her crocheting and ignoring the offered handshake 

replied, “I was of the impression you were at least as old as my husband.” 

 

The editor smiled and gracefully withdrew her hand. “I am.” 

 

The pun on God’s name went over Mrs. Grumble’s head, though her dislike of the other woman 

was immediate.  

  



Opening Moves 
 

 

Herns sat nursing a cup of tea while Furthermore, delighted to actually be presented with a real 

cup of coffee, made himself comfortable on an overstuffed couch. If not for the coffee he might 

have fallen asleep within the comfort of the sofa. They were presently waiting in the foyer of a 

very large, overly fancy, and glassed in office. They were also being attended to by an extremely 

pretty secretary who assured them the person they’d come to see without an appointment was 

indeed busy. On the glass of the door to this office was inscribed, ‘T. J. Kong C.E.O.’ 

 

“I think you’re going to like Theodore,” Herns offered quietly, “He’s a Yank like you but I’ll 

warn you right now; don’t call him by that name.” 

 

“That would explain the coffee,” the American agent replied. Sniffing at the cup he sampled it 

again; losing himself slightly to its taste. “This makes me so homesick.” 

 

“For what?” the other agent asked, “Your own department sees you as a comical pariah. You’re 

exactly like me; no one takes you seriously no matter what your achievements. If it wasn’t for 

you I still wouldn’t be published.” 

 

“I was referring to the food and coffee,” the American told him with a small smile. “By the way; 

I lied. I did read your book. In fact, I read it five times and not ‘just’ so I would know you a little 

better.” 

 

Herns placed his teacup on its saucer to keep from spilling and placed that on the table in front of 

him. “You’re having me on now and that’s not a good joke.” 

 

“No; I’m not. The book is seriously good. If I was to place a bet I would put my money on the 

idea that someone didn’t want you around. You’re that frigging good.” 

 

“Why agent Furthermore,” Herns replied with a genuine smile. “I believe I’m going to blush.” 

The Brit hesitated and then added, “Since we seem to be in a confessional mode I’ll admit to also 

reading your book more than once. It was a real hoot and I laughed my bloody ass off. That 

covered over the fact that you’re seriously good at what you do. It was quite evident to me that 

you were able to do what you did strictly because no one took you seriously. That was a brilliant 

strategy.” 

 

“Grumble is a good writer,” the American told his counterpart softly. 

 

“Aye he is that... and it leads me to wonder just how far into the world’s governments God has 

encroached. If, as you say, someone has been trying to keep me out of the game; what’s next?” 

 

“Obviously they’ll try to kill you somehow. Once they figure out what you’re doing measures 

will be taken. I take it your fellow Kong is not a Government Issue type?” 

 



Herns chuckled. “Just the opposite. When you meet him I think you’ll agree that he puts most 

other Yanks to shame... especially the political types.” 

 

“He’s crazy like you?” 

 

The Brit picked up his cup to cover his smile. “You could say that; he’s from Texas.” 

 

“Crap in a basket,” the American agent muttered. “Big Oil?” 

 

“Look around and you tell me. Then give me your opinion on ‘Big Oil’.” 

 

Furthermore did as asked and noted some things he’d missed the first go-around. His tiredness 

was causing him to slip. Normally he would have taken the time to pick out the individual details 

that would give him a better mental image of who he was dealing with. For the past few days he 

and Herns had hardly slept. Not only did they get Sally all cleaned up and functionally ready, 

they’d been training at the space center alongside school children whose one desire was to be an 

astronaut. These were not ordinary children, but the best Britain had to offer. They were brilliant 

and driven. More than a few of them had taken the time to ‘instruct’ Furthermore on how to get 

into and out of a space suit when Herns was occupied with Sally. They’d then spent time with 

him in the underwater training tank so he could get used to the movements of free space. 

 

“Where I come from,” the agent said, “Big Oil is the government.” Nodding to the plaques hung 

about the office, he added, “I see he’s a pilot and retired Major. He’s also an engineer, a 

physicist, a scientist, and a...” he hesitated. “A Rodeo Clown?” 

 

“That was in my younger days when I could wrassle a steer to the ground just by grabbing his 

horns,” a voice said from behind him. There was a pregnant pause as Furthermore spun about, 

deftly keeping his coffee cup stable. He found an older but very fit man regarding him. “Shoot,” 

the fellow said in a chuckling Texan twang, “I never thought I’d see the day when I could sneak 

up on a Special Agent like that.” To Herns he said, “Good to see you again Sam!” 

 

“T.J.,” the agent replied lifting his teacup slightly in salute. 

 

“You didn’t sneak up on me,” James told him, his cheeks reddening slightly, “I just let you think 

you did.” 

 

“Sureeee... and the Japanese didn’t surprise us at Pearl Harbor either did they? That was all some 

silly sort of conspiracy, wasn’t it?” Nodding to the British agent, he added, “Now tell me what 

you want cuz I’m sure as hell not gonna believe you came all the way here just to jabberjaw.” 

 

“TJ, I’d like you to meet James Furthermore,” Herns told him, nodding to his counterpart. “He’s 

an American agent and so far a very good wingman.” 

 

Kong stuck his hand out. “Pleased ta meetcha hombre. Anyone hearty enough to stick with the 

Brit here is all right by me.” 

 



James looked at the meaty hand offering to shake and then gripped it firmly. This was returned 

with a vice like grip that was strong but kept from being crushing. “Likewise,” he offered. “You 

look very familiar. Weren’t you in a movie...” 

 

“No I did not ride an atomic bomb all the way down to the ground,” the Texan told him with a 

wink. “I’ve been told that on more than one occasion and they usually include something stupid 

like, ‘You’re still alive?’ My answer’s always been the same; ‘Has a bull got a dick?’ 

 

“We need your help, T. J.,” Herns told him softly.  

 

Kong turned to face him. “Do tell.” 

 

“We need the RYNO.” 

 

“Ryno?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“Acronym,” the Texan offered without taking his eyes off of the British agent. 

 

“Rocket Yomp Noise-limiting Orbiter,” both men then said aloud. 

 

“Yomp?” 

 

Kong turned to the other American. There was a smile in his eyes. “It means ‘to carry heavy 

equipment over difficult terrain’. Just like the old B-52 and her bodacious bomb load; and yes I 

flew them. I developed the RYNO as a commercial vehicle for putting satellites and such into 

orbit. She don’t need a launch pad like the Space Shuttle and can boost’em up from anywhere in 

the world.” 

 

“All at a reduced noise level and no rocket plume,” Herns added. “Which is rather convenient 

considering Sally’s mission parameters.” 

 

“So yer go’n up again, eh?” Kong asked him. “Care to tell me why?” 

 

“To save the world of course,” the Brit replied. 

 

The big Texan nodded. “I figgered as much. When it comes to sav’n the world, you know you’ve 

got my full cooperation. Who is it this time, the Commies again, or did the Nazi’s come back 

from the far side of the moon?” 

 

There was a pause and then Furthermore asked, “Why does everything have to be a stupid 

acronym?” 

 

Without hesitation the Texan and the Brit said in the same voice, “It makes it easier to say the 

name.”  

 

“Besides,” Kong added with a wink, “Why ride a bull when you can ride a RYNO?” 



 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Burt wandered around between the trucks sniffing at them; trying to figure out as much about 

their loads and drivers as he could. If he was going to hitch a ride he didn’t want to hop into a 

truck cab with a deranged animal hater, or worse; someone who might turn him over to the 

authorities. It would also be useful if the rig had an active GPS that he could stealthily reprogram 

and so redirect the trucker to a false destination. All he had to do was get close and he would 

hoof it the rest of the way. 

 

Luck was on his side, apparently, and his choice of ride was made a little easier. 

 

“Oy Stephie,” he heard a ragged looking fellow say into his cell phone, “Keep dinner on fer me 

cuz I’m think’n I’ll be home this evening. I’ve just a quick run up the coast, off load the greens 

for Navy and then it’s an empty run back.” The fellow listened for a moment and then furthered, 

“I took my meds and don’t you be saying that too loud. They wouldn’t let me drive if that got 

out. You know I’ve been good and driv’n’s always been m’life.” There was a moment as the 

person on the other end of the phone said something further to which he responded, “Nah... I’ll 

dead head back.” There was a pause and then he near shouted into the phone, “That was not a 

pun! God knows petrol ain’t cheap anymore and I hate do’n it but what else is there? All right 

then... gotta go... love you too.” 

 

Burt smiled inwardly. It couldn’t possibly be this easy. Walking up to the trucker he wagged his 

tail, sat, and then barked once. 

 

“Sorry,” the fellow told him, tucking the cell phone back into his coat pocket, “I gots no time for 

strays Sammy; and I gots nothing to give ya for to eat neither so shoo.” 

 

“But are your meds working as they should?” the dog asked. 

 

“That’s for my diabetes,” the trucker offered, “And they’re working just fine, thank you very 

much.” He gave the dog a cross look. “What? Are you on her side now... checking up on me are 

you? You mangy mutt; I’ve a mind to boot you a good one.”   

 

Burt’s jaw dropped open for a moment. “You’re not shocked I’m talking?” 

 

“Hell no I’m not shocked! I’ve seen lots of talking dogs... and UFO’s too but a bit of tinfoil on 

the old bean keeps those away.” He winked and pulled his hat up just high enough Burt saw the 

glint of something shiny. “The last talking dog told me he was a mad scientist going to blow up 

the world so that puts him a full leg up on the likes of you, don’t it?” 

 

“What did you do?” 

 

“I showed him the bottom of m’boot. Course he wasn’t a big’n like you so he punted quite 

nicely. I want no part of blow’n up the world.” 

 



The agent was suddenly at a loss for words. The man’s cell phone rang and he pulled it back out, 

thumbing it on and putting it up to his ear without checking to see who it was. 

 

“What now?” he demanded. 

 

There was a spat of words from the device that even Burt could hear plainly. Someone on the 

other end was screaming he wanted his lorry back. 

 

“Now Jason... I told ya I was going to help ya. It’s just a few more hours up the coast to where 

you said.” 

 

Buzzzzbuzzbuzzz... and a lot more screaming; after which the trucker switched the device off 

and gave Burt a frightened look. “He’s call’n his copper friends,” he whispered with one large 

hand over the phone. “They’re gonna beat me, shoot me, and then take me back to the hospital 

ward! What am I gonna to do?” 

 

“Throw the phone on the ground and stomp on it immediately,” Burt instructed, matching the 

man’s sudden change in emotions, “That way they can’t track you.” 

 

The man did as instructed and then looked to the dog. “Right... Now what?” 

 

“Let me in the truck and you follow. We’ll make a run for it up the coast to Her Majesty's Naval 

Base Clyde. That would be at Faslane on the upper east shore of the Gare Loch.” 

 

“I know where it is,” the fellow told him opening the door to the cab, “But why there?”  

 

The trucker had to lift Burt in and once the dog was in the rider’s seat asked, “Wasn’t that where 

you were going to deliver the greens? They’ll be ever grateful I’m sure.” 

 

“Greens?” The fellow laughed, “Yeah, you could call it that... I has a whole load of medical 

marijuana in the back gett’n delivered to some fella named Jack Navy. I just meant to give Jason 

a day off. He works so very hard try’n ta keep the bunch of us on an even keel if ya get my 

drift.” 

 

Burt put his paw on the big man’s arm. “Where does he work?” 

 

The trucker looked up and their eyes met. “At the hospital o’course. He’s m’doctor.” 

 

“And Stephie?” 

 

“She’s a nurse there. Lovely lass and so very kind hearted.” 

 

“What’s your name then?” 

 

“Ben.” 

 



“Ben,” the dog said softly, “Have you, by chance, been smoking any of this medical marijuana?” 

 

“Wellllll... maybe a little.” 

 

Burt sighed. “Turn the key and get us on the road before they catch up and detain us both. I’ll 

give you directions; you just be sure to follow them exactly as I say; otherwise the coppers are 

gonna get you.” 

 

Ben shivered and then reached down to start the big truck’s engine. “I ain’t going back,” he 

muttered. Turning on the radio the dog heard the words of the singer and understood the true 

irony of it all. It was like he’d slipped into a very bad dream. 

 

“Bad boys, bad boys... whatcha gonna do when they come for you...” 

 

 

 

 

  



Opening Moves 
 

 

 
 

 

Henry, Sergeant Major Uphart, Number Three, Josh, and the Blind Rabbit held an impromptu 

meeting in the bedroom where BR had set up his equipment. The Russian Detective sat as 

chairperson only in the fact that someone had to do it. 

 

“I almost feel abandoned,” he told them, beginning their meeting. “I am not used to working 

with a large group so I would ask your pardon in this. Our numbers have dwindled and that 

concerns me. Yes, Grumble has more or less stayed in touch if you can call it that. I think his 

gambit is dangerous but who am I to judge; especially since it appears to be working. I do miss 

Herns and Furthermore; though what they are attempting to do is also very important. Obviously 

if we are to stop what is to come then we have to get up and counter the threat physically. We’re 

damned lucky Herns has that ability. As a move in security, what is floating in orbit above us is 

God’s ace in the hole. Even if he is destroyed before it explodes within the atmosphere then in 

the end there is no hope. With the lack of reproduction mankind will simply die off.”  

 

He sighed and then added softly, “I am also truly regretful that I did not pay attention to Burt. He 

insisted Grumble was heading to a submarine base and I dismissed the notion without even a 

valid argument.” 

 

“As did I,” BR included. “I have been so absorbed with what I was doing that all else was 

shrugged off. I suppose that’s the reason I was never promoted to ‘field grade’. 

 

Henry nodded to him. “Burt was loathe to just sit and wait. I can understand that; though 

sometimes it’s what you have to do. Many are the times I cooled my heels waiting for a suspect 

to show up somewhere only to be disappointed. It’s not a bit like it is on the telly; one hour with 

some horrible commercials and the bad guy is caught and killed or prosecuted. I have no idea 

where Burt presently is except that he most certainly will be seeking out Grumble in his own 

fashion. He is a very capable agent.” He looked about the room. “By the way, where’s Goldie?” 

 

“Wok dog,” Number Three told him with a straight face. 

 

“That’s not even funny,” Josh countered, though it did tickle Uphart quite a bit. 

 



“She’s sleeping on the couch,” Three then said with a smile. “I think she too is missing Burt.” 

 

“He most certainly is heading for the submarine base at Faslane,” BR assured them. “It has to do 

with his perceived communication from Grumble. That aside, as there is nothing we can do 

about it, I have stumbled upon another chance happening that I feel gets our electronic foot that 

much closer to God’s chuckles. It would seem that he likes to play chess. He’s very good at it 

too.” 

 

“When I began his design, I used a chess program as a platform to build upon,” Josh told 

everyone. 

 

“And you couldn’t think to tell us that before now?” Henry asked. 

 

“It’s not something that clicked when you had my head underwater,” the scientist replied acidly, 

“Besides, I’m surprised the ability is still with him. It was just a platform for programming; 

nothing more.” 

 

“You said you understood and agreed what we did was a requirement,” Number Three told the 

scientist quietly, seeking to defend their actions. “You were tied into God electronically and 

didn’t exactly bother to tell anyone. The water torture was gentle considering what could have 

been done.” 

 

“Not to mention turning on your own father after he’d confessed all he knew to you. You’re 

damned lucky I didn’t choke you to death just for that,” Uphart snarled. 

 

“Gentlemen,” BR interjected, “That is all behind us now and we need to be moving forwards, not 

backwards.” 

 

“Too true,” Henry agreed. “BR, tell us of this chess game.” 

 

“Not much to say actually, except the person owning a particular web site devoted to chess has a 

few markings I’ve noticed before and specifically traits belonging to our nemesis. Apparently 

this person has never lost a game, and, researching the statistics on those who came close to 

beating him, I have found a good many of them deceased.” 

 

“How did they die?” Number Three asked. 

 

“Seventy percent were linked to medical conditions of one sort or another. The rest were such 

things as car crashes, suicides, and other assorted accidents. There were also some who came and 

went without my ability to track them down. You may call these phantoms if you wish.” 

 

“How many dead?” Uphart asked. 

 

“All told, two hundred and twenty nine located all over the world.” 

 

“Good Lord,” Henry muttered, “God is a serial chess killer?” 



 

“It would seem so,” BR replied, “And all the more reason to rein him in. On the plus side I now 

know where to find him at any given time; and that’s handy.” 

 

“Can you fuck with him?” Uphart asked. 

 

“Absolutely, but only in a minor way and it would be dangerous. He could, for instance, order a 

drone strike on my location.” The man with the red glasses smiled. “If he could find me. Part of 

the requirements of signing into the sight is an allowance of a cyber search to verify you are who 

you say you are. This includes letting him know your location.” 

 

“If we look at the base program I used to build him, perhaps we can find an additional glitch to 

use,” Josh suggested. 

 

“Can we get a copy of it?” BR asked hopefully. 

 

“Free on line,” the scientist said with a smile. “It seems most everything is free on-line 

anymore.” 

 

“As it stands,” Henry told them, bringing the focus back to their immediate needs, “We now 

know where Grumble might eventually be headed but we do not have a time line. I feel we 

should be working towards going there ourselves but only in a way that would support what he 

seeks. Josh, might God know anything we do not in an intelligence sort of way?” 

 

“I have no idea what his capabilities are except that he’s grown large enough to upset the 

political geosphere whenever he feels like it. I believe that’s the reason we’re hiding? Offhand I 

would say this makes him vulnerable as anything electronic is a two way street. Like the truck’s 

bumper sticker says, ‘If you can’t see my mirrors I can’t see you.’ So long as you keep out of 

sight from the mirrors and don’t give him an opening, he’s as blind as the truck driver would be. 

That’s the reason he had me wired; so he could hear what was going on.” 

 

“Grumble obviously knew that,” BR muttered. 

 

“Does God know where we are?” Uphart asked Josh harshly. “You were attacked.” 

 

“I have no idea,” the scientist replied. “If he does it’s not through me.” 

 

“I believe that was random retribution and nothing more,” Three added. “If it was an attack by 

God’s cronies there would have been indications such as much more powerful weapons. He is 

too egotistical not to let his presence be known.” 

 

All eyes went to the Chinaman and he smiled. “I don’t always speak like Charlie Chan. 

 

“The ‘Gotcha Affect’,” Henry said with a nod. “That would fit, and point well taken in your not 

speaking Charlie Chanese.”  

 



There were groans and rolled eyes at this one but Henry acted as if he’d not even noticed. “Most 

every serial killer has a calling card of some sort. God being who and what he is I can’t even 

begin to fathom an attack without some sort of positive proof it was his doing.” 

 

“And you never picked up on the bug in the kid’s ear until we all took a break BR?” the Sergeant 

queried. There was a pregnant moment and then Uphart’s hardened voice commanded softly, 

“The truth Francis!” 

 

“Yes, I knew about it but I had it totally contained so long as our meeting was in progress. When 

you were dismissed I left the doors so the transmission could be made. Grumble instructed me to 

do this.” 

 

Henry nodded, adding this small bit of information to what he already knew. Regardless of how 

it looked Grumble was still good and on top of things. “I would like to propose a vote,” he told 

everyone. “I say we all head towards the naval base. I don’t know how or why we will join up 

with our writer, but I believe we should be there in the offing and ready. Quite honestly I too am 

tired of waiting.” 

 

“Hear, hear; I like it,” Uphart agreed. “We’ll go in with our guns blazing and to hell with 

waiting. I second the proposal.” 

 

“No guns,” Henry said flatly.  

 

The old soldier snorted. “It was a euphemism.” 

 

“I’m sure it wasn’t. All in favor?” the detective asked. 

 

The vote was unanimous. Now it was simply a matter of logistics. 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Mrs. Grumble looked at the huge white robot standing in her cell. He’d been there ever since her 

interview with the woman she’d spoken with over the telephone about pranking her husband. 

Obviously Grumble’s editor had been offered access to the Fountain of Youth and that was 

apparently enough to court her loyalties. The former agent looked all of twenty seven years old 

when in fact the Missus knew she was better than seventy. 

 

“How do you feel about selling your soul?” the white haired Mrs. Grumble had asked.  

 

“Considering what I have gained,” Linda retorted, “I think the trade was more than even. Should 

you so decide, you will learn that working for God has quite a few perks; youth being just one of 

them. He’s even extending an olive branch and offering to let you and Grumble live out your 

lives in absolute peace. I’d say that was pretty damned generous considering all he’s had to put 

up with.” 

 



Though she’d been well cared for since her capture it was a lonely existence. As in the bad old 

days she was also worried about her husband’s safety. He wasn’t a young man any longer though 

she had no doubt about his abilities. Now, as she worked her crochet needle, she repeated the 

same question she’s asked Linda concerning the sale of her soul, hardly even aware she’d uttered 

the words. 

 

“Ah... ahem...” Bluto began, clearing a throat that was nonexistent, “I don’t think I would know. 

Beg’n yor pardon Miss. I mean...” The Bluto face looked left and right by moving around on the 

rotund white head as if making sure it was clear to speak. “If you haven’t noticed, I’m not 

exactly human,” it hiss whispered, fixing its cartoon eyes upon her. 

 

Mrs. Grumble stopped what she was doing and looked up at him. “So you can talk. I was 

wondering if you could. As to a soul; I see no reason you should be excluded from the larger 

picture.” 

 

The Bluto face turned into a Popeye cartoon with the little sailor holding up a picture frame to 

show the lovely painting he’d bought for his patootie. “Olive... look what I brung ya,” the image 

said. 

 

“Not that kind of picture,” she told him kindly, “I refer to an encompassing picture of the ‘all’.” 

 

Bluto’s face changed to the robot of ‘Lost in Space’ fame. “That does not compute.” 

 

“Oh do stop it,” the missus chastised, “Be your own person. It’s who you are that counts in the 

end and it’s always better if you simply stick with that.”  

 

Tying off the yarn, the old woman stiffly stood and then crossed the small area to the white giant 

where she draped the scarf she’d been working on around his neck. “This can be the first step to 

your realization of self; your first piece of clothing.” 

 

Bluto’s face came back and it was wearing a smile. His white body flashed to several different 

outfits until he stopped at a sharp looking tux that actually matched the material of the scarf. 

“Thank you Miss Olive,” he told her softly, “That is the kindest thing anyone has ever done for 

me.”  Across his face but to the side away from a particular point of the prison cell flashed the 

message, ‘The room is monitored, be careful what you say.’ 

 

“You are most welcome,” she replied softly. “I am a bit distressed to hear of this. No one has 

ever treated you nicely?” 

 

“Nope.. nuh uh... never happened cuz I’m so mean.”  Another message scrolled, “Do you know 

Ferdinand Muttnoggen? Blink your eyes twice for yes.” 

 

Mrs. Grumble pretended to adjust the scarf on the huge machine’s shoulders and blinked twice. 

 

“He is here,” came the message, “But he is injured.” 

 



“I shall go and fetch your dinner,” Bluto told her, “Please stand back so I can move without 

injuring you. With luck, Popeye will once again come to the rescue. Perhaps this time I will be 

successful in our fisticuffs.”  In a near whisper the machine added, “He cheats... spinach just 

ain’t fair.” 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Derik Blabbermore was in his dressing room when the production phone rang. This was the 

closed circuit telephone used only for private conference within the company. 

 

Quickly shooing the makeup girl out of the room, he took a cleansing breath, let it out to 

compose himself, and then picked up the handset. 

 

“Blabbermore...” 

 

“I need you here,” a voice instructed. 

 

“Who is this?” 

 

“It’s God you imbecile. Now get your ass to the airport. There’s an aircraft waiting for you. Your 

limo is out front.” 

 

“But the news...” 

 

The main lights went out leaving the small emergency light packs to keep people from crashing 

into things. 

 

“Oh my... power outage... now move!” 

 

“But Grumble...” 

 

“Is dust in the wind. Your news show has only muddied the waters for him. There have been 

thousands and thousands of reported sightings and all for naught. We have a schedule to keep 

and there’s no more time to play cat and mouse. I need you here to practice announcing my 

grand entrance. We haven’t the time to keep mucking about looking for a mere mortal. The 

board is set and it’s time to make the opening move.” 

 

“But he’s Grumble...” 

 

“It’s time! Get on that airplane or suffer my wrath!” 

 

The phone went dead with an audible click just as the power came back on.  

 

No one asked questions when the news anchor reported he was sick. The pallor of his face said it 

all. 

 

  



Notice 
 

 

“Yes, we’re ready to go,” Newsguy near shouted into his cell phone. “We’ve got another dead 

ringer for Grumble this time and...”  

 

He looked at his cell phone which had apparently stopped working right in the middle of his 

conversation. “It would seem I have a dead ringer here too,” he muttered. To the group he said 

loudly, “I’m sorry everyone, but apparently Derik Blabbermore is indefinitely out sick and there 

are to be no more Grumble pieces. Pity that; I was actually having a lot of fun with it.” 

 

“That’s it then,” Grumble told him. “Time is now of the essence.” 

 

“I beg your pardon?” Reginald asked as Terry handed him a cup of water.  

 

“When they stop looking for you, there’s a more important deadline to meet,” Grumble 

explained. “Blabbermore was the most ardent of the ‘Get Grumble’ media types. Now he’s not 

there and the order to stand down has been passed. Either God no longer sees me as a threat or 

his timetable has become too tight and he feels he can simply deal with me later. He might even 

feel there is nothing further I can do to stop him. If he’s right I’d rather not think of what that 

means. He told us straight up we were bongle foozing with his schedule so I doubt that’s the 

case. ” 

 

Terry looked at the old man she’d come to think of as a gentle grandfatherly person, his words 

sinking into her mind; violently colliding with this perceived reality. “God? As in God?” 

 

“Did I say that out loud?” he asked, “I really must be getting on in my years. It was only meant 

as a euphemism for the person I am seeking to stop. You do have to name them something. 

 

She wasn’t buying it and turned to yell forward to Bret. “Pack it up we’re heading home... 

NOW!” 

 

“Terry?” Newsguy asked, more than a bit alarmed at her sudden outrage. 

 

“He’s lied to us Reginald,” she hissed at him. “He’s as nutty as my Gran Frannie’s fruitcake and 

we fell for it. He played you! He got you to help him and we got sucked into the vortex 

because...” she stopped, considering what she was about to say. Finally she yelled at the old man, 

“I’m putting you on notice right now mister! Prove it! Put up or shut up. Enough of this peeking 

around the corners bull crap! I want to see what we’re really up against!” 

 

At that moment a police car rocketed past them, passing close enough that the van was buffeted. 

Its siren drowned out any chance of conversation for a few seconds. 

 

“Do I follow it?” Bret yelled from the front, already pulling out into traffic.  

 

“Yes!” Grumble and Newsguy both yelled. 



 

---------------------------------- 

 

Jack Navy was not happy. It had taken him better than a day to track down his missing truck load 

of marijuana. He wanted to kill the thieving driver as soon as he’d forced him to pull over even 

against the wishes of the doctor who’d arranged the theft. It was too public an area however and 

the fellow’s dog wouldn’t stop barking. Instead he’d stuffed both man and dog into the lorry’s 

cargo box and driven off.  

 

No sooner had he parked the vehicle inside the warehouse and the police arrived surrounding the 

place. Fortunately he had an organization and the manpower to hold them off while thinking of a 

way out. He would have to act fast whatever he did because the longer he waited the tighter the 

coppers would pull the noose around his stash house. His anger washed over him like a red tide 

because he was now looking to lose millions of pounds, not to mention his freedom. This did not 

make him a happy person. 

 

“The BBC just rolled up!” one of his men shouted and Navy cursed. A good third of his men had 

already bugged out the back before he was able to plug that hole with one of his lieutenants.  

 

Jack’s response was immediate. “Get God on the line!” he yelled to his communications 

operator. 

 

This was quickly done and Jack came to stand in front of the fellow’s laptop computer. “I see 

you have stirred up a hornet’s nest,” the voice told him flatly over skype. “I warned you this 

would happen if you got greedy.” 

 

“I didn’t get greedy,” the tough replied, “I got unlucky in the form of some crazy bastard want’n 

to do his doctor a favor. It took me an extra day just to find the truck and that put me behind 

schedule. The doctor had to report the theft to cover his arse and that left me in the lurch dinna 

it?” 

 

“Your problem, not mine,” God replied. “I gave you good information and a solid contact. You 

blew that one.” 

 

“Well it’s your problem now big boy,” Jack Navy snarled. “Not only do you lose as much as me, 

but I’m gonna tell’em everything I know about you.” 

 

“Is that a fact? You’re going to tell them you work for God?” 

 

“I am indeed.” 

 

“Stand by and don’t do anything stupid,” God replied, “And I’ll see what I can do.” After which 

the connection was severed. 

 

Jack winked at his communications fellow. “And that’s how you handle the likes of God,” he 

chuckled. 



 

An alert was immediately sent out to the police and Jack’s predicament was escalated from 

simple drug dealer to that of a terrorist cell building a dirty bomb. Word was also flashed down 

the line to the United Kingdom Special Forces (UKSF) command center where an intelligence 

report was generated that included the words ‘seal off the area’, and ‘shoot on sight’. 

Immediately after this the alarm bells began ringing and men in body armor mounted up. 

 

Inside the cargo truck’s box Burt had Ben busy restacking the bales of marijuana towards their 

protection. He figured as tightly packed as the cannabis was, two bales thick would stop any 

bullets shot into them. 

 

“Have you ever fired a gun,” he asked the driver. 

 

“I did my time in the military, so yeah, I suppose I could handle that.” 

 

“Good. Here’s the plan then. We stay low and refuse to come out when they demand it. We will 

also threaten to set the truck on fire if they press the issue. I presume you have matches since you 

were smoking the stuff?” 

 

“Aye, in m’pocket.” 

 

“Good. You’ll have to prepare something we can flame quickly and toss out as soon as they open 

the doors so they’ll see we’re serious. The opening is now just big enough for them to come in 

one at a time on their hands and knees. They’ll send in an armed thug right after they put a lot of 

rounds into the bails trying to kill us. I’ll bite his hand and you take his gun. Give him a good 

punch to the face and, if possible, knock him out.” 

 

“I’ll give it my best shot,” Ben promised. 

 

“You’re a good man,” Burt told him. 

 

“You’ll witness for me in court then?” 

 

“So long as I’m allowed, yes.” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Grumble and Newsguy watched the computer monitor as Bret swept the sight of the warehouse. 

Her Majesty’s Finest now had the tall single level building tightly cordoned off and a few 

prisoners taken as they tried to make a run for it. It was a detached structure surrounded by a 

large parking lot and trees. It was not a good choice for a clandestine operation as keeping it 

locked down was easy. 

 

“I count three armed men at the windows,” Newsguy said. 

 



“I saw five,” Grumble added. “I’ll need you at my elbow and Bret at my back with his camera. 

That will get us in the door with the Bobbies.” 

 

The police scanner chirped to life and the new status came through with direct orders not to do 

anything until Special Forces arrived. 

 

“We need to go now,” Grumble told his crew with a look of concern. “Terry,” he said as he 

picked up the cane he’d used on several of their fake reports, “You apparently got your wish. If I 

don’t come back, don’t feel it’s your fault. I don’t hold this against you. People always need 

reassurance they are doing the right thing. Perhaps if I had demanded the same thing during 

some parts of my life we would not be in the mess we’re now in.” 

 

“What do you mean by that?” she asked him, “What mess?” 

 

The old man smiled but did not give a reply to the question. Instead he opened the door and 

stepped out. Reginald and Bret followed. 

 

“You just had to go and be a bitch, didn’t you?” the cameraman shot at her as he moved past. 

“Keep the periscope on us and the camera running at all times. We record everything for later.” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Jack Navy was not surprised by the bales of marijuana stacked at the back of the lorry’s cargo 

box. He would have done the same as the only possible thing to be done towards his self-

preservation if he’d been the one caught. He was surprised, however, when a flaming wad of the 

weed came sailing out at him through the small opening.  

 

“STAY BACK OR I FLAME THE WHOLE OF IT!” Ben yelled from within. 

 

Enraged, the drug dealer pointed his submachine gun at his precious cargo and emptied the 

magazine. Around the perimeter every police officer took cover and the report was immediately 

put out they were taking automatic weapons fire. 

 

Grumble, walking slowly and with a pronounced limp, never even flinched though Newsguy and 

Bret both doubled over into a crouch. A well-meaning female police officer dashed out from 

behind her squad car and attempted to take his arm. 

 

“You must take cover, sir. It’s not safe for you to be here.” 

 

“My name is Grumble,” he told her, “I believe you’ve been looking for me. Please take me to the 

officer in charge.” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Ben and Burt remained hunkered down on the floor of the truck as the few bullets that did 

manage to come through passed over top of them. Burt’s mind registered the rounds as .380 



caliber for which he was grateful. It was a drug dealer’s choice of weapons for close in work on 

soft targets. The lack of heavy weight punch played well for them.  

 

“Get in there and drag that bastard out by his heels,” Navy snarled at the fellow closest to him.  

 

Holding his pistol out as if it were a tool to banish monsters, the man slowly climbed up into the 

cargo compartment and crawled down the small entrance way left between the bales. No sooner 

had the pistol cleared the opening and there was a searing pain in his wrist as Burt silently leapt 

into action. With a startled yelp, his hand opened, dropping the weapon. No sooner had this 

happened and a large fist struck him on the side of the face knocking him unconscious. He was 

then physically dragged the rest of the way in. 

 

“I could use some help in here,” Burt yelled from his place of attack, “He’s bleed’n heavy... not 

to mention bleed’n pretty bad.” 

 

There was a group chuckle from outside and another of Navy’s underlings was sent in and the 

process was repeated. Ben then leaned around the enclosure and fired off three rounds with one 

of the captured pistols. Doing this he managed to pot a third druggie in the shoulder. 

 

There was a further three quick bursts of automatic fire wasted in the thickness of the bales as the 

drug dealers as a group moved away from the small opening. In the silence that followed, Burt 

announced his presence as an officer of the law. “Jack Navy!” he yelled further, “Have your men 

stand down and further bloodshed can be avoided! You are surrounded and cannot escape!” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Grumble was standing next to the officer in charge when the gunfire pulled everyone’s attention 

to the warehouse. An officer next to them, wearing earphones and holding a parabolic listening 

device said, “Sir, we apparently have an undercover inside. He announced his name as Burt Dog 

and has ordered the terrorists to stand down.” 

 

“We need to end this now and end it quickly Wiggins,” Grumble told the police officer. “I highly 

doubt these men are terrorists. If we give them a way out they’ll take it.” 

 

Senior Constable Wiggins politely cleared his throat and told the old man next to him in a very 

quiet voice, “I know what they have said of you, sir, but I never believed it for a moment. I was 

with The Queen's Own Yeomanry in Africa when a certain Sergeant Major Uphart 

singlehandedly pulled our fat from the fire. He claimed to have been sent by none other than 

yourself. The memory and my gratitude remain with me still. Tell me what you need.” 

 

“Give me an ankle holster and a gun I can disable. Leave the rest to me. Anyone who comes out 

of the building holding up just their right arm you let go. Anyone holding up their left arm you 

detain for questioning. Anyone coming out holding up both arms you shoot dead. Anyone who 

comes out with me and has no arms in the air will depart without question in the news van. My 

presence here is a secret of course.” 

 



“Of course.” 

---------------------------------------- 

 

“Boss,” yelled one of the men at the windows, “They got a talker com’n.” 

 

Jack Navy made a sour face and then went to the closest window to look. He wasn’t afraid of 

exposing himself to sniper fire because so long as they had a talker in the open and he had one of 

theirs cornered inside; the police would hold their fire. What he saw made him curious. It wasn’t 

the usual officer in body armor but an old man coming to them dressed as a civilian and walking 

with a cane. He had a pronounced limp and walked quite slowly. On his chest and tucked into his 

jacket pocket was a badge on a flip wallet. 

 

“Well don’t that beat all?” the drug dealer muttered. Cupping his hands around his mouth he 

yelled, “Go back to the home and play’n Bingo, whatever you’re offering we don’t want it!” 

 

“Well spoken but not very smart,” Grumble yelled back as he continued without pause. “We 

have an unusual situation here and precious little time to deal with it. I suggest you hear me out.” 

 

Jack signaled one of his men and the garage like warehouse door was opened enough to allow 

entrance. On the police side notes were taken on what was seen upon its opening and locations 

were marked against an armed incursion. 

 

Grumble, his eyes everywhere, marked the number of men in the building, their approximate 

locations, and any arms they were holding. Walking right up to Navy he told him in a voice loud 

enough to be heard by everyone, “My name is Chief Quimby. We have very little time so I wish 

to speak uninterrupted. We will not play any guessing games, nor will I hear any stupidity in the 

way of demands.” 

 

One of the drug dealer’s men came up as he was speaking and began doing a pat down.  

 

“My pistol is in an ankle holster on my right leg,” Grumble informed him without so much as a 

flinch. It was removed and handed over to Navy. 

 

“We have approximately ten minutes before Her majesty’s Special Forces arrive,” the old man 

said loudly. “You will then be dealing with a crack counter-terrorist team who’ve been given the 

green light and ordered ‘shoot to kill’. There will be no survivors. It seems you were reported not 

as a local drug dealer, which you obviously are, but as a terrorist cell manufacturing a dirty 

bomb. I am here to offer your life and a free departure where they will only offer you a quick 

death.” Before the fellow could answer, he yelled out, “Burt, are you all right?” 

 

“I’m fine, sir. Your orders?” 

 

“Stay put and stay undercover. When it happens stay as low in the cargo bay as you can, they’ll 

know you’re there. They have ears on the building.” 

 



Navy, after examining the pistol retrieved from Grumble’s leg, pointed it at him and asked, “And 

who called this in, eh? This is Britain, the coppers don’t shoot to kill here; it’s against the law.” 

 

Grumble smiled, the absolute picture of a frail old man. “You’re the leader of this organization, 

sir; you’re not supposed to be that stupid.”  This lack of fear did not go unnoticed by the drug 

dealer’s crew. “I would suspect the person you work for did this because he wants things kept 

nice and tidy with no embarrassing questions asked and answered. You have perhaps nine 

minutes to live and you’re wasting time.” 

 

“Joey,” Navy said, nodding to the small fellow sitting behind a laptop computer. “Get God on 

the horn again and ask him what the fuck is going on.” Louder he yelled, “The rest of you watch 

the windows and sing out if there’s a charge!” 

 

The young fellow did as he was told and immediately a rather perturbed voice came across the 

skype line. “What do you want? I told you to stand by.” 

 

“And then you called us in as a terrorist cell?” the druggie snarled. 

 

“Who told you that?” 

 

“A fella here who calls himself Chief Quimby.” 

 

“Chief Quimby is a cartoon character you moron. Now turn this toy around so I can see who you 

let in.” 

 

“I’d introduce myself,” Grumble said looking directly at the computer so his voice would pick up 

nice and clear, “But I think you already know who I am. For the sake of being clear and so you 

will have no doubts; I’m coming for you. When we meet, and we will meet; it will not be 

pleasant.” 

 

“Grumble!” God snarled back, total surprise sounding in his voice, “I should have known you’d 

be in this up to your neck. Why can’t you leave well enough alone?” 

 

“Perhaps because it’s not yet well enough,” the old spy replied with a smile.  He signaled the 

computer operator to turn up the volume so everyone in the warehouse could hear the 

conversation. Also equally able to hear better then were the police surrounding the building. 

 

“You’re that fuk’n Grumble fella they keep talk’n about on the telli?” Navy asked, his hand 

tightening upon the pistol. He suddenly felt the need to keep it aimed at the old man’s head. 

“With all they say you’ve done, you’re a lot smaller than I thought you’d be.” 

 

“You have about eight minutes left to your life,” the old spy told him with a wink, “Unless you 

do exactly as I say. I’m willing to let you go completely with no questions asked. God would 

very much prefer you to just stay put because then they would kill us both. That would be a 

double score for him. He cleans up your mess and keeps me from interfering with his killing off 

the world’s population. Pawn takes King... simple and game over.” 



 

“That’s not what I’m doing,” God protested. “I am not killing off the world’s entire population 

because that would be counterproductive. I’m only doing what’s best for everyone and anyone 

who throws in with me will be well taken care of!” There was a pause as if the AI had just 

realized he’d perhaps said too much. “Enough chit chat... Navy; kill him now and I’ll make the 

call. You’re sins will be forgiven and I’ll put 500 million pounds in your off shore account.” 

 

The drug dealer smiled. “Sorry then Mr. Grumble, I’ll admit you’re good, but that’s just too 

sweet a deal to pass up.” 

 

Grumble’s immediate move was to pull the computer screen closed with the handle of his cane.  

 

Navy pulled the trigger and with a bang the pistol came apart. The weapon’s slide struck the drug 

dealer full in the face. Grumble, a whirl of motion belying his age, hooked the man’s ankle and 

ensured his getting a hard fall to the ground where he solidly banged the back of his head.  

 

When he was sure the man was unconscious, he used the cane to flick away his belt weapon. 

Standing straight again he said loudly, “All of you; hear me now! Come down immediately and 

lay your weapons in a pile; anyone armed when we walk out will be shot dead. We need to be 

out of this building now!” 

 

To the young fellow at the laptop he said in a quieter voice, “Gather up your machine Joey and 

keep it tucked under your left arm. You will bring it with you. There will be some people 

wishing to speak with you but never fear, your release is guaranteed. You’re young. I want you 

to go home and ask your mother’s forgiveness. You will then get a job and become a model 

citizen; otherwise you’ll get what Navy got and there’ll be no one to weep for you.” 

 

When all of the drug dealer’s people were assembled and disarmed, Grumble called to Burt, 

“Time to go old friend. Bring no weapons.” 

 

“I have a friend with me.” 

 

“Bring him,” he replied, and then bent to attend to Navy; working to get his jacket and cap upon 

the fellow. Joey came to help and as he did uttered a small ‘thank you’. 

 

“Think nothing of it,” the old man whispered to him. “Sometimes we are trapped by life into 

being something we wish we were not. I, of all people, understand that.” 

 

Burt hopped down from the back of the truck followed by Ben. The old fellow’s cap was missing 

and he was clutching the tinfoil on his head to keep it in place. When Grumble stood from what 

he was doing the dog jumped on him acting as any happy dog would upon being reunited with 

his owner. 

 

“This is Ben,” the dog whispered, “He’s helped me find you.” 

 



Grumble extended his hand and the pair shook looking more like brother’s than Burt had 

considered before that moment. “Thank you for your assistance,” the old spy told the man. “Her 

Majesty also thanks you.” 

 

“Do you need me to shoot any more of the bad guys?” Ben asked with a smile.  

 

“No, no,” Grumble assured him. “I think we’ve got this one wrapped up nicely, but we do have 

to hurry. For now, and for secrecy I shall refer to you as Agent Burt Dog, is that all right with 

you?” 

 

“That would be capital, sir. Tell me though; you’ve not seen any of those bloody UFO’s flying 

about have ya?” 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

Henry would have watched out the window of the bus if there’d been a window. He should have 

known better than to let the Sergeant Major make their travel arrangements. The music was loud 

and the naked girl dancing on the pole in front of him pretty; but this was not how he wanted to 

travel. Number Three had wisely taken up a position next to the driver while Josh and Goldie sat 

more towards the back. Glancing at Uphart, who sat across from him, he found the old fellow 

drinking a beer and enjoying the entertainment. 

 

“What?” the old soldier asked loud enough to be heard over the music when he found the 

detective looking at him, “It’s a party bus so you have to party!” 

 

Henry just shook his head and closed his eyes. At least the seat was comfortable. The thought 

that it was a sexual tool did cross his mind as he dozed off; but he’d seen worse in his time. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

Francis Rabbit stopped at the front desk to sign the check in log. He had a heavy looking 

computer bag hanging from his shoulder and he appeared more tired than usual. An overweight 

scowling nurse glowered at him from across the desk. “It’s good to see you again, Mr. Rabbit,” 

she growled, “It’s been how long?” 

 

“Three years, two months, twenty five days,” he replied softly, “And the number of hours 

continues to grow. Is Daniel well?” 

 

“He’d be better with a bit more attention.” 

 

“His mother was the attention giver, I’m afraid. Soon I shall be retired and then I will give him 

the one hundred percent he deserves.” 

 

The nurse gave him a look that said she’d heard that all before from an assortment of parents and 

then buzzed him through the security door. 

 



------------------------------------------ 

 

Each of Navy’s men were sent out one at a time. All but one held only their right arms up in the 

air. These quickly, and with much surprise, made their way through the police line to quickly 

disappear into the surrounding area. Joey, his laptop with him, held up his left arm and was taken 

into custody. 

 

“Ben,” Grumble said to the man standing next to him, “For now I need to ask you a small favor.” 

 

“Certainly, sir; it’d be a pleasure.”  

 

“We should not mention the fact that Burt can talk. People might think we were not well in the 

head.” 

 

“Works for me, sir. I imagine I’ll be heading back to the hospital then? They won’t let you wear 

tinfoil there, ya know. There’s a real tragedy in that.” 

 

“No... no hospital. Right then; one arm in the air and we march forward together as comrades, 

eh? We shall stop to pay our regards to Constable Wiggins and then proceed to the television 

van. Until we get there, be on your guard and, if possible, say nothing to anyone.” 

 

When they were almost to the police line there was a shout behind them. Turning, they saw Jack 

Navy standing in the doorway of the warehouse. He was still wearing Grumble’s twead cap and 

jacket. In one hand was Grumble’s cane fastened in place by a tube of superglue. In the other 

was a submachine gun. With a curse he tossed the weapon to the ground and raised both hands in 

the air, the cane pointing straight up. A single rifle shot echoed and he fell dead. 

 

With a blown whistle the police then charged forward behind Plexiglas shields and converged on 

the warehouse where they entered to the sounds of flashbang grenades and gunshots where they 

fired at the shadows.  

 

When Grumble and Ben reached the police cars they were met by Constable Wiggins, Reginald 

Newsguy, and Terry. Bret staying with his camera, following the police to the warehouse to 

catch some good action shots. 

 

“Congratulations on killing Mr. Grumble,” the old spy told the police officer as he shook his 

hand, “I would ask that you report things exactly as that… it’s very important that you do so.”  

 

“Of course, sir.” 

 

Turning to the BBC’s star roving reporter, he next shook his hand saying, “Congratulations also 

to you, Mr. Newsguy, for the story of the century. Please be sure you get the name right and also 

make sure you keep from showing any actual details. That would be much too gruesome for the 

telly.” With this he winked.  

 

To Terry he then offered his hand. “I hope I have satisfied you young lady.” 



 

Refusing to take his hand she gave him a very hard look and then stalked back to the van. 

 

“Women,” Ben offered with a smile, “Ya can’t live with’em, and ya can’t live with’em.” 

 

“You repeated yourself,” Constable Wiggins said softly. 

 

“I know,” the inmate turned trucker turned hero replied with a wink. “I might be crazy, but I’m 

not stupid.” 

 

  



Time for Launch 
 

 

Sally had been moved from the National Space Center to the East Midland Airport via a huge 

cargo helicopter. As she left, a group of the Space Camp children stood waving to her as if she 

were a real person. Herns and Furthermore stood with them wearing the camp’s orange 

jumpsuits in which they’d been practicing. 

 

“What was the first satellite in space?” a little girl asked Furthermore. 

 

“Sputnik 1, October 1957,” he told her. 

 

“How long after that did man travel into space?” one of the boys asked Herns. 

 

“I’ve been there before, ask the Yank,” he replied. 

 

“Four years,” the American replied, giving his British counterpart a dirty look. “Play nice, 

they’re just children.” 

 

“Children who’ll be among the first people to colonize Mars,” the Brit countered. 

 

“I’m impressed; but then they should have an able Captain such as yourself. You know what 

space travel is like since you’ve been there before.” 

 

“Not for me thank you; it’s a one way trip.” 

 

“Isn’t that what they’ve advocated? It’s all a part of the plan, right? It hardly matters where you 

are when you die does it?” 

 

A little girl tugged on his shirt. “There’s more to it than that Mr. Furthermore,” she told him, “If 

it’s a one way trip you can take more with you in the absence of a recovery vehicle.” 

 

The American looked at her and frowned, “You can’t be serious?” 

 

“Absolutely she’s serious,” Herns told him. “Every child who comes here for the camp is deadly 

serious about their goals, which do not concern life here on Earth.” 

 

“Who was the first spaceman?” One of the boys asked. 

 

“Flash Gordon,” both of the adults replied.  

 

“Nooooo...” all the children exclaimed, “It was Yuri Gagarin.” 

 

“And the first woman?” one of the girls asked. 

 

“Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova,” Herns told her and then stuck out his tongue. 



 

“She’s already offered to go on a one way mission to Mars,” the child replied and did the same 

back to him. 

 

“Sally told me she’d go if you went with her,” Furthermore told Herns. “For a machine, I think 

she’s rather fond of you.” 

 

Rounding up the children and getting them headed back inside, the British agent said quietly, 

“For a machine I think she’s just a machine.” 

 

“You don’t feel the sense of her being our other crewmember?” 

 

“My other crewmember. We’ve had this conversation James; I’ll be working this alone. Do you 

really think it’s a good idea to discuss it again in front of the children?” 

 

“You don’t think she’s real?” asked one of the little girls? 

 

Herns made a ‘see what I mean’ face at Furthermore and then looking right at the girl told her, “I 

think SALLY is a real machine. She has been programmed to perform a function and that is all. 

Remember I’ve flown with her all the way to the moon and back. Her saving grace is she doesn’t 

breath oxygen; nor does she take up any space, no pun intended, as the cockpit is quite 

cramped.”  

 

“How come I’ve never read about it?” she asked him. “Sally has been here a long time. We were 

told she was a movie prop.” 

 

“The book was a very limited edition,” the American told her with a wink. “It was all hush hush 

double top secret. As far as a movie, I think she was used in the back drop of something or other, 

but she is a real ship. I’m hungry... what say we have some lunch?” 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

BR found his son sitting in the arborum; a building constructed around the base of an ancient elm 

tree and containing a myriad of other plants. The theory came from the late 1800’s when it was 

believed the mentally disturbed might gain a measure of peace from the plants. To some degree 

this worked. In Daniel’s case it did help. He’d been born with Savant Syndrome and in among 

the general public was considered an outcast bearing the label ‘idiot savant’. His mother had 

been his principle care giver as his father delved deeper and deeper into his job which took him 

further away from his family than he should have allowed it to take him. In many respects 

Francis was much like his son. Where his son’s total concentration would go into the game of 

chess, his own concentration would go into the world of computers and security which made him 

exceedingly good at what he did. The Watcher would always notice the almost imperceptible 

electronic clues that others would not even see; such as God’s Achilles’ Heel. 

 

Unlike the others who worked with Grumble, he’d always worked only for the British 

government. There was never a book and he always stayed right where he was in his secret 



London basement. How he’d ever managed to meet his wife in the first place was almost a 

mystery even to him. 

 

He missed her dearly. 

 

“Hello Daniel,” BR said softly as he stood before the man who sat staring at a chess board, 

“You’re looking well.” 

 

His son began rocking slightly. BR took this as communication wanting to come out but hitting 

an invisible wall that kept the words bouncing back into the center of his son’s mind. 

 

“I know I have not been a very good father to you,” he continued as he pulled a chair around to 

sit opposite his son at the chess board, “And for that I am sorry. Very soon I shall make it all up 

to you but for now we have to make the world safe for you.” 

 

Daniel, never taking his eyes from the board, drooled slightly. Taking a handkerchief from the 

inner pocket of his jacket, the agent gently wiped this away.  

 

“There is a very bad person who wants to destroy our world Daniel. If he is not stopped you and 

I will be gone in a small moment of time and that will be the last of it. Would you like to help me 

distract him a bit so our friend Grumble can take care of things for us? You remember Grumble 

don’t you Daniel?” 

 

The boy who was a man looked at his father who was an even older man and there was a spark 

of recognition in his eyes. “I like Grumble,” he managed. 

 

Francis’ smile spread from ear to ear as he heard the words so rare did his son actually speak. He 

would have hugged him hard except he understood this would upset the apple cart. “I am so 

happy to hear you say that,” he replied softly. “We all like him. He’s a wonderful chap. Do you 

think you’d be up to a game; as that is how we will distract the bad person He likes to play chess 

and he is a very sore loser.” 

 

Daniel gave his father a large smile and a laugh. To Francis’ mind, his son was clearly saying, 

‘Bring it on!’ 

 

“That’s my boy,” he said softly.  

 

------------------------------------ 

 

God hardly took notice of the new person logging onto his site requesting a match. The entrance, 

besides all the usual contact information, included a simulated game with the instructions of 

‘four moves to check mate’. Mate occurred in three which was possible in only one of two ways. 

This raised an electronic eyebrow. The fact that he was currently playing ten games at once 

hardly mattered as he was more than capable to do this and still infiltrate a Swiss Bank’s 

electronic files. In fact he could have done a good thousand but that would make him appear a 

whole lot less than human. There was something in the three move mate that raised a red flag. 



 

He immediately assigned the new player to a board belonging to a Chess Master from Spain who 

belonged to his elite cadre and kept an eye on things as they developed. In the meantime he 

tracked down the address belonging to this person; following his own security protocols which 

had been set up for a reason. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

Mrs. Grumble was enjoying a game of Chinese checkers with Bluto when Linda came back for 

her. He was really quite good at it and he never cheated. She’d almost gotten past the feeling of 

someone always watching her but not quite; especially with her new friend tipping her off as he 

had. At least the huge robot was kind enough to turn his back when she had to use the cold metal 

toilet of her cell. 

 

“Are you up for a walk?” the ex-British Controller asked sweetly. “You’ve been cooped up now 

for quite a while.” 

 

“I suppose it all depends on where it is I’m being walked to,” she responded. “If it’s to the 

gallows then no, I am not up for it. If it’s to Bingo I might just give it a shot depending upon the 

pot being offered.” 

 

Bluto made his move, totally ignoring the interruption. Emma noted how well his three finger’s 

digits worked in conjunction with the thumb. His movements were very life like and smooth. 

 

“No Bingo. God simply thought perhaps you would like some fresh air.” 

 

“I’m sure he did,” the older looking woman retorted. “I’m also sure that if he thought of allowing 

it then there are either strings attached or he wishes to gloat about something.” 

 

“You seem to know quite a bit about him,” Linda countered, “How much information might your 

husband have shared told you before we found you out?” 

 

“Exactly nothing.” 

 

“I’m sure that’s a truth, having worked with the old boy for so long. I think I am perhaps the one 

person on earth who knows him better than you do.” She then gave a look that said the depth of 

knowledge might go a lot deeper than work related things. “I’m sure that if you gave God a 

chance you’d find he was not such a bad person. Many of his thoughts have been bandied about 

in world politics but no one has had the guts to incorporate them... until now.” 

 

“Not even the Nazis?” Mrs. Grumble asked as she finished jumping her last marble to the 

opposite side of the dimpled playing board. She then slowly stood; taking the time to pat Bluto 

on the shoulder in a ‘better luck next time’ gesture. “That’s the point though; isn’t it? God’s not 

really a person at all and you’ve taken his bait hook line and sinker. How many young men have 

you raped since you received your new body?” 

 



“Exactly none,” the youngish looking female remained civil when she really would have liked to 

claw the other woman’s eyes out. Once upon a time she really did have an eye for Grumble but 

he put her off in the most civil of ways. Over the years this colored their relationship darkly. 

“I’ve been told not to until everything fastly sets up. That will take another good few weeks with 

some muscle specific exercises. Until then I have to take it easy and find other things to amuse 

myself.” 

 

“Such as playing with yourself?” 

 

“Perhaps by culturing a friendship with an old lover’s wife.”  

 

“You never were his type,” Emma countered. “Even if he were to stray he has better taste than 

that.” 

 

Buzzing the cell door open, Linda made a motion that Mrs. Grumble should accompany her. This 

was assented to and the pair began an odd tour of the facility of her imprisonment. In it were 

many medical theaters of discovery and procedure where teams of doctors worked on patients, 

performing a myriad of functions. 

 

“Unlike mankind’s medical practices, we are not restricted by the hundreds of government 

agencies who keep true experimentation’s hands tied,” Linda told her. “Our successes are 

incredible as evidenced by my new body. They are then slowly introduced to the world as 

experimental but highly researched techniques and drugs. In this manner acceptance is more 

reasonably accomplished for the betterment of the whole. They are actually working on a brain 

transplant though it has not yet been completely successful.” 

 

“And how many of your human guinea pigs have died to accomplish your wonderful success 

rate?” Mrs. Grumble asked. 

 

“That is neither here nor there,” Linda responded quickly, “As they were all sick and dying in 

any case. If they expire, they are transported back to where they came from and funeral 

arrangements are made with condolences to their families. It is one of God’s many requirements 

that we remain very civil and humane. No one suffers.” 

 

“I would imagine organ transplants are a given?” 

 

“Very much so. Among other things I was given a new heart, lungs, liver, and kidneys. At my 

advanced age I was not even placed upon the waiting list for one of those transplants let alone all 

of them. I was simply told I should take the pain medications prescribed with a wink and a nod.” 

 

“Wink and a nod?” 

 

“Certainly... take them all at once and save us some pension money bitch.” 

 

“I see.” 

 



“I don’t think you do. The world in general does not give a damn about the individual. It doesn’t 

matter what you’ve done with your time on earth. You fight for what you believe to be the good 

in life and what does it get you... a small pension and a quick boo hoo when you finally kick the 

proverbial bucket. God contacted me and offered a position with benefits which includes a much 

much longer life. We conducted a trade of information and as you can see I was well taken care 

of.” 

 

“Being that there are cell blocks attached to your facility, need I ask where all of the organ 

donors might come from?” 

 

Linda’s expression gave no doubt as to her thoughts that Emma Grumble could not be that 

stupid. “ ‘Meat on the hoof’,” she explained. “The world is full of cast offs.” They stopped in 

front of a set of huge stainless steel doors. “The multitude rejoices when millions are spent 

medically to save one life and yet they busily invent infinitesimal ways to cheaply kill each other 

and think nothing of it... not to mention all the wasted organs that could have gone towards a 

higher quality of life for those remaining.” 

 

The doors they were standing in front of silently pulled back into the wall showing a huge 

control room full of every size monitor including the entire wall to the back of the room. All of 

them showed just one thing; Grumble throwing his hands up into the air and then being shot dead 

by a single sniper’s bullet. 

 

Emma stood in shocked disbelief unable to take her eyes from the visage. After the initial shock 

of what she was witness to was repulsed by her mind, a single tear caressed her cheek. 

 

“Thank you Linda,” God’s voice boomed from inside the room. “Confirmation has been 

accepted. You may take her back to her cell now.” 

 

 

  



Just Lovely 
 

 

Henry had the tellie in the party bus tuned to the BBC news channel when the story came on 

about Grumble’s demise. With an interruption to the normal formatting, Derik Blabbermore’s 

temporary replacement came on looking quite flushed. The sound was down, not that it could be 

heard over the deafening music to which a second girl was now writhing, but the closed 

captioning scrolled along the bottom of the set.  

 

Without a word the detective stood and read. This caught Uphart’s attention and he began 

bellowing in true military fashion for the girl to immediately shut off the music and get the 

volume up. She appeared very upset until he handed her a twenty pound note for her trouble. 

Number Three quickly joined them while Josh and Goldie crowded in from the rear. 

 

The driver was quickly queried as to time and distance and with a sigh of relief found they were 

only thirty minutes out. 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

 Ferdinand was sitting up in bed watching a nature program about the mating habits of the 

hippopotamus when this same news flash splashed upon his small bedside television. Though the 

volume was low he clearly heard the words of Reginald Newsguy’s report on the “Death of 

Grumble’. The words faded into the background as the image on the small screen changed from 

the reporter to a body covered with a yellow police tarp. One hand was left exposed; a small 

machine pistol not far from it. Obviously what he was seeing was very recent as the Royal Police 

would never leave something like that lying about even if it was evidence. His eyes quickly 

picked up other details a normal person might have missed. The one foot sticking out from the 

tarp wore a shoe that did not appear correct for his old friend; not in size, nor in style. The hand 

was also younger... much younger. And the weapon was not one Grumble would have chosen to 

use. 

 

The news report was abruptly interrupted by the image of someone in a lab coat who was leaning 

forward and adjusting their small computer camera. Finally satisfied with the angle they sat back 

in their chair and Ferdinand found Dr. Nyet looking at him. 

 

“It gladdens me to see you have made a rapid recovery,” the old scientist told him as he prepped 

a Belomorkanal Papirosi cigarette. He looked at it momentarily and then, shaking his head 

slightly, lit it and took in a lungful of smoke before continuing. “I’m sure you noticed the 

inconsistencies in the pictures of our friend’s body, yes?” 

 

Ferdinand glanced out through the glass doors of his hospital room and found every other 

computer and television screen displaying the BBC report. The entire hospital staff was busy 

watching. 

 



“Don’t lie to me,” Nyet said over the small speaker. “I know you are sharper than the others 

around you. Obviously someone is overjoyed in Grumble’s demise and wishes to share it with 

his staff.”  

 

“Yes.” 

 

Nyet took another drag on the cardboard tube of his cigarette and let the smoke out in a smile. 

Leaning forward he turned the camera so it briefly showed another computer screen which was 

also displaying the BBC report. He then turned it back to himself and leaned back again. “The 

coming apocalypse is now ensured and this staff will all be seen as heroes rather than the 

monsters they are; and so the cannibals’ remark on the succulence of the meat they are eating 

while never considering their table mate as tomorrow’s dinner, yes?” 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand muttered. 

 

“You are able to move?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Good... Do they know this?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“I shall have another mission for you shortly. The one who shot you is our friend. I’m sorry for 

that but I needed you inside and it was the only way. Do you understand?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“I will be back in touch. Rest... strengthen yourself. The food here is at least not so bad.” 

 

The screen returned to the BBC report and the FFat MMan smiled. One of the nurses pausing to 

give her patient a glance smiled too in the understanding that the huge fellow apparently 

understood their number one enemy was now vanquished. 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

In the on-line chess room the Spanish chess master lost his fifth game in a row. Daniel was 

quickly passed on to another Master with an emailed note. 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Grumble asked Ben and Burt to climb to the top of the van and keep an eye out. With the 

collapsible antenna all the way extended there was ample room. “The others should be along 

shortly and I need you to be their lighthouse, eh? They’ll recognize you right away Burt.”  

 



“Certainly, sir,” the dog agent replied softly, “And may I say how happy I am to be again at your 

side. I feel as though nothing can stop us.” 

 

Ben bent down and whispered. “Don’t be a suck up; he already knows you’re happy cuz your tail 

ain’t stopped wagging. Let’s just do what we must as good soldiers, eh?” 

 

“You were military then?” Grumble asked him. 

 

“Aye, sir,” the other man replied as he straightened. His hands automatically tugged down on his 

shirt as if he again wore an army tunic. “In my more lucid moments I can remember much, 

though I’d rather not.” 

 

“I understand and concur. Thank you for your service, and thank you for helping Burt.” 

 

Ben gave him his best lunatic smile accompanied with a fairly well done salute. “What I done 

weren’t more than a pimple on an elephant’s arse compared to what you’ve accomplished, sir. I 

do know you; though we never actually met. I was all done in as a so’jer and washed up on an 

island once. They gave me a number but it wasn’t all fun and games. I was told the program was 

for my own good. There was a bit of a fuss one day and the program was ended. Lucky me... 

Lucky Thirty Three. I was sent off to hospital and told it was all a dream; though I still wake to 

the screams.” 

 

The old spy nodded, surprised and yet not amazed at this coincidence. Politely excusing himself, 

he pulled the door to the van open and went in. Terry was sitting on the back bench seat, her 

knees pulled up to her chest. Though she made no noise, the old fellow knew she was crying. 

Looking for and finding the thermos, he poured a cuppa and brought it back to her. 

 

“I’m thinking you could use this,” he told her kindly as he held it down level with her eyes. “I’d 

kneel down to where we would be face to face if I could but those abilities are long past.” 

 

“Bullshit,” she replied. “I’ve watched you in action and you’re as agile as any teenager.” 

 

“A simple illusion. I am actually a very old man on a mission to save mankind though, as much 

as I have lived through, it almost makes sense to let God continue on with his bloody schedule. 

He has my wife and guaranteed he would give her back to me unharmed. We would then live in 

the lap of luxury for the rest of our lives should I simply let him carry through with his plans.” 

 

She looked up over her knees at him. “You killed that man,” she accused him, “The same as if 

you’d pulled the trigger yourself.” 

 

“In actuality,” the old spy countered, “He killed himself. I gave him the opportunity to simply 

walk away. He chose not to and then tried to kill me in cold blood. Should I be sorry that he is 

dead?” 

 

“Is that how you manipulate things to keep from feeling guilty?” 

 



“Sometimes... yes. You did ask for proof and as it turns out his death has given me the 

opportunity to further mask my movements.” 

 

“That’s not what I meant.” 

 

“Perhaps, in the future, you should think about your words before speaking them. In my world 

words are very important and are as solid as the bullet that killed the fellow you’re feeling sorry 

for.” 

 

“How does God plan to end things for us?” she asked, reaching out and taking the paper cup. 

 

The old man in front of her smiled. “I would imagine it’s been laid out to appear much as it has 

been written in the Bible. That will be to give it credence.” 

 

“You don’t know then?” 

 

“I do know... but some things are best left unsaid simply because if I fail... well; things will be 

painless and you’ll live a long life regardless of my success or failure. Mankind will then fall 

under the control of a machine and all the bad science fiction movies you ever saw will become a 

reality.” 

 

“But Reggie won’t,” she whispered. 

 

“Miracles do happen,” he told her, “In that there is always hope. Now then; I expect the rest of 

my friends will be here shortly. When they arrive I shall have to bid you adieu. I’ve had great fun 

playing myself for you. If I do not see them before I leave, because they are presently busy 

covering the story of the century; please give Reginald and Bret my regards. I, and the world, 

owe you all a great debt of gratitude.” 

 

Forgetting the paper cup of tea she held, Terry leaned forward and gave the old man a very large 

hug soaking them both in the process. 

 

“Don’t forget us,” she managed. 

 

“I don’t think that would be possible,” he told her with a sigh. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

Derik Blabbermore sat in his seat on a very expensive business jet winging its way to The Island. 

He was watching the story of Grumble’s demise on a small personalized screen, his fists 

clenched in the anger he felt at having done so much to catch the man only to have the story 

snatched from him. 

 

“That is just so unfair,” he voiced to the small television set.  

 



“Get used to it,” God’s voice told him through his expensive headset. “You are being well 

compensated for your services and in the end your’s will be the face the world sees as its leader 

to salvation. How much better is that? Besides, what difference does it make who got Grumble; 

he was gotten.”  

 

God then took the time to chuckle at his own bad joke as the news report continued to play out 

on the screen. He then added, “Being that you work for me, Mr. Blabbermore, you would be well 

advised to remember that it’s not about you any longer... it’s all about me.” 

 

“Well of course it is,” the news anchor hastily concurred. “It always has been about You and 

always will be. I’m just surprised you actually speak to me in this fashion. Imagine God not only 

speaking directly to you but treating you as an equal.” 

 

“Trust me,” the voice in the headset countered, “I do not think of you as an equal.” 

 

“Of course not... that’s not what I meant. It’s just that... I mean... Do you talk to everyone like 

this?” 

 

“Don’t be silly; I have other business associates who do my will with never so much as a verbal 

concosity exchanged.” 

 

“Um... I don’t believe ‘concosity’ is an actual word, My Lord.” 

 

“What is this, Scrabble? I’m God! It’s a word if I say it’s a word.” A very terrible and angry 

looking face flashed upon the screen and the aircraft shook itself as if it were a living creature. 

“Don’t make me crash your airplane into the ocean!” The face disappeared just as quickly and 

God’s voice continued calmly, “Now pay attention. We need to speak of the schedule and how 

you will be presenting My company to the world.”  

 

The small screen changed to an image of tranquility with the name of God’s company floating 

above it as if it were an integral part of the Eden like picture; ‘The Island’ a Genetics 

Corporation for the betterment of Mankind. 

 

“First; tell me your initial thoughts upon seeing this,” the voice told him. 

 

“It’s benign enough not to raise an eyebrow. I’m sure this is where my voice will begin the 

introduction of our advanced medical facility?” 

 

“Yes. We will also have a special two hour program to be aired on every television station in the 

world featuring the facility and everything we’ve been able to accomplish to date; including our 

ninety nine percent success rate in curing cancer.”  

 

Blabbermore knew for a fact that this rate was actually only about sixty percent but far be it from 

him to remark on this.  

 



“Our methods are proprietary,” God continued, “So anyone seeking treatment must come to us. 

The Island also has its own status as a legitimate government so we can do whatever we wish to 

do and to Hell with the rest of the world. This was officially set up through Geneva, Switzerland 

and sanctified by the United Nations. By this time next year we will have our own table there 

and an official ambassador.” 

 

“That’s not part of what I’m to tell people, is it?” Blabbermore asked. 

 

“Now you’re being stupid,” God told him. “Stupid is where you are coming from... Stupid is the 

human race and stupid is a tool to be used in what we are doing. You must certainly leave that 

behind you.” 

 

“Yes... of course... whatever you wish will be done.” 

 

“Of course it will.” 

 

The image of a chess board flashed upon the little screen. “Tell me what you see,” God 

instructed gruffly. 

 

“A game.” 

 

“Obviously. Do you see anything out of the ordinary?” 

 

“Not really. I never felt the need to play so there is not much I might really tell you.” 

 

“Look at the scores at the bottom of the screen.” 

 

“Ten sets of games, ten defeats. I’d say who ever this represents they’re pretty good.” 

 

“A little too damned good. Those were all games against dyed in the wool chess masters.”  

 

With that the screen went blank and ‘The Island’ came back on as a screen saver.  

 

Blabbermore pushed it aside and then asked for a double scotch neat. 

 

 

   

 

  

  



The Admiral 
 

 

As soon as the party bus arrived upon the scene of Grumble’s demise, the driver was stopped 

from proceeding further by a roadblock of military type vehicles and an élite counter terrorist 

unit armed to the teeth. This effectively closed the area tighter than a multitude of similes the 

good Sergeant Major came come up with; one of them concerning a preacher and a calf. This 

was all to the giggles of their two dancers which he smiled about, happy for the encouragement. 

 

“I propose Number Three be sent in,” Henry offered. 

 

“And why not me?” the Sergeant grumped. “I’m well schooled in the clandestine arts.” 

 

“About as schooled as a bull in a china shop,” Josh quipped. This was met with a few smiles and 

one very deep frown.  

 

“Just you watch yourself Junior,” Uphart countered, “Or we might have a repeat performance of 

Information Gathering 101.” 

 

“That’s not funny in the least,” Josh responded and Goldie growled as if in agreement. 

 

“Really?” the Sergeant asked with a raised eyebrow, “The old bull seems to feel it was quite 

hysterical.” 

 

“Gentlemen,” Henry said in intervention, “We have a friend to find.” 

 

“Fine,” Uphart agreed, “Three’s the man for the job.” To the Chinese agent he said, “I think 

coming out will be easier than going in. Bring our friend back here and we’ll have the girls dance 

for him. Then we’ll see what it is we’re to do next.” Cracking his knuckles he added, “The 

inaction is killing me.” 

 

The lead dancer pointed to the clock on the wall and told him, “Dance or not, we’re into 

overtime now Guv.” 

 

The old soldier pulled out a wad of cash muttering something about the unreliability of 

mercenaries. Handing it over he then told her to get comfortable and get quiet or get off the bus.  

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

For Number Three, getting past the road block was child’s play. Dressed in his everyday attire of 

a windbreaker and dungarees he wasn’t given so much as a second look by those inside the 

cordoned off area. Keeping his eyes and ears open he heard and saw much; including a number 

of fellows who didn’t quite fit the local population’s looks. One of these he came up to and 

politely said hello. When the fellow told him to ‘piss off’ he simply reached up and ripped out 

the fellow’s dangly earring. The shock of this happening gave the thug pause whereupon his 

Adam’s apple was gripped between a steely thumb and forefinger. He was then pressed up 



against the wall of the building he’d been trying to blend in with. Three’s whispered voice 

instructed, “Tell me what I wish to know or never speak another word. The choice is yours.” 

 

Three was quickly given the rundown on what had happened after which the fellow was released 

to follow his initial instructions of departing the area permanently. 

 

Burt spotted the agent right off and let go with a single bark to get his attention. When he 

carefully came closer the dog shouted, “He’s inside waiting for you.” 

 

With a nod to the dog and the fellow sitting with him, Three let himself into the BBC news van 

only to come face to face with an old hag buttoning up her sweater. 

 

He was about to excuse himself when the hag said in Grumble’s voice, “Look all you want but 

my ninnies are well covered. The others are close by?” 

 

“Yes old mother, they are very close,” Three responded with a smile and a small bow. 

 

“Be careful there,” the crone told him, her voice now closer to convincing, “Old mother has a 

stick and could very well smite you with it as she might an errant child. Please call Ben and Burt 

down from the roof then. It’s time we were off.” 

 

When everyone had crowded into the news van and introductions were made, Ben was left with 

the news team to act as the look-a-like Grumble they’d been using for their reports should 

anyone have a question. Terry personally guaranteed his delivery to the Ministry of Defense’s 

Veteran’s Agency and a particular individual she knew who would see to his proper treatment. 

She was also to give his former doctor and nurse’s names to Constable Wiggins as well as 

checking to see the young fellow with the laptop was turned over to Scotland Yard so they could 

follow what leads he might provide. 

 

“My best to Reginald and Bret,” he told her with a wink, “And if we get through this I think Burt 

would be more than happy to give him that interview.” 

 

When they finally made it back to the party bus, Grumble took great pleasure in lighting into 

Sergeant Major Uphart pretending to be his crone wife; all to the giggles of the girls and the 

smiles of the others who rather enjoyed seeing the old soldier on the receiving end of things for a 

change. 

 

He then had the driver drop them at an apartment he was familiar with and kept by the agency 

exactly for such occasions. 

 

Papers, an ID, and a uniform were quickly procured along with the seeing-eye dog fittings for 

Burt. The uniform was Henry’s doing and he admitted to having just a bit of fun with it. “I found 

it in a second hand shop along with a new Bowler and brellie for myself.” This was said with a 

pat on the hat he so favored. “This being a seafaring town, apparently someone has died and an 

uncaring relative was not aware of its value. It is a true antique and the material is very fine.” 

 



“My guise,” crowed Grumble gazing upon it preparatory to his dressing, “Will be of a retired 

Captain, so it is indeed perfect. Let’s see... perhaps I will be a representative of the Veteran’s 

Agency. Being blind on top of that should gain me access without much question and that will 

keep Burt close as my compatriot and backup.”  

 

Shortly thereafter a cab was called for and the spy was off to breach the naval base. 

 

“Just fine,” Uphart muttered as he closed the door on his friend’s departure, “And now we’re 

back to waiting again.” Smiling, he asked Henry, “What say we rent us another party bus in the 

meantime?” 

 

This was met with a resounding ‘NO’. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

Herns and Furthermore, their flight suits placed in two large carry-all boxes, bid the Space Camp 

children goodbye with a thanks for their assistance and then drove the short distance to the 

airport. Already the RYNO’s presence had stirred a bit more than a few curious stares. Being too 

large to stuff into a hangar, it was presently sitting at one end of the field shrouded in a generated 

smoke screen which blurred its details and yet dissipated over distance like a fog. Furthermore 

remarked on how it was surrounded by its ground crew, while a full armored security force 

cordoned off the area and kept the curious a good distance away. The airport had also been shut 

down to any other air traffic.  

 

Anyone who asked was told it was the next prototype fast cargo handler for the Royal Marine 

Corp; which was not entirely a lie as the military had used it gratis on several occasions. As in 

such things, favors given were always returned and any time the RYNO had to fly, space in the 

sky was quickly and discretely made available. 

 

Sally, Herns noticed, was already winched up and secured in her launch position under the belly 

looking every part of a baby whale along for the ride with its mother. 

 

Leaving the cab in ‘long term parking’, the agents, boxes in their arms, walked the distance 

around the perimeter of the airport to where the ship was waiting for them. Once there they were 

quickly let in through a hole in the chain link fence cut for the purpose by the security force 

soldiers.  

 

“Major Kong’s respects,” the fellow holding the cutters told them as he held back the flimsy 

metal links, “And he is waiting for you at the ship.” 

 

“We’re all fueled and ready to go?” Herns asked. 

 

“Yes, sir. The Ground Crew gave us the thumbs up about five minutes ago.” 

 

A short one minute ride in a Humvee and they were standing next to the RYNO’s huge landing 

gear looking up at SALLY. She appeared so very small compared to the hauler’s bulk and 



massive engines. The security vehicle, once they were out, quickly departed as if the ships made 

the driver nervous. Here an orange suited crew member came forward to salute and then offer his 

hand. “First Officer Gornfrees,” the fellow told them in introduction. “I will also be your 

communications liaison during the launch so you’ll be hearing from me quite a bit. I’m sorry to 

rush you, but Major Kong is anxious to be off. The window for launch is a small one so we do 

need to hurry.” 

 

“Up through the Atlantic corridor?” Herns asked.  

 

“TJ feels Greenland would be more discrete. Not many use it and the radar monitoring the area 

will be receiving sun spot interference; which they have already been prepped to encounter.” 

 

“I like his thinking,” Furthermore replied. 

 

“And what would you know about it?” the British agent quipped, “Until you met me you barely 

ever even rode in an airplane.” 

 

“Homework,” the American retorted. “Rule number one; always do your homework. I have been 

fully qualified to fly an F-4 fighter aircraft.” 

 

“My bloody grandfather flew those in the Middle East,” Herns laughed. “It’s an antique. You’ve 

got to be lay’n on a tease here mate.” 

 

“I never kid. Lie perhaps maybe a little but kidding; I think not. All right, it was a simulator but 

it was the full sized thing at the Smithsonian and not ‘just’ a computer game. I used to know one 

of the night time curators and he let me play a bit just to keep it in working order.” 

 

Gornfrees smiled and holding up a thumb and forefinger did his best to simulate an American 

accent. “Missed the truth by this much.” 

 

Both agents looked at the man and in the same voice said, “Not funny.” 

 

“Right then,” he responded with a straight face, “I’ll stick to the technical end of things. TJ’s 

having a coffee up in the RYNO and asked that you join him. We’ll do the technical briefing 

when you’re done and then be on our way. SALLY’s docking port is nicely coupled so entrance 

will be from inside. Any questions?” 

 

“No,” the both answered. 

 

Herns looked thoughtful and then asked the First Officer. “Could you go ahead of us please so 

we could have a moment?”  

 

Giving them a thumbs up the man in orange walked the distance to the boarding ladder and 

waited there for the pair. 

 

“The answer is no,” Furthermore told Herns flatly before he could utter a word. 



 

“No to what?” the Brit countered, “I haven’t so much as spoken.” 

 

“You’re about to go cowboy on me. You’re going to tell me I shouldn’t go; there’s not enough 

room, SALLY doesn’t like me, you need the space for fuel, and you’ve been meaning to tell me 

my feet stink.” 

 

“Well that last part...” Herns started, and then gave the American a very exasperated look. “Look 

James! This isn’t Mars but it is going to be a one way trip. I’m not being the hero here; it’s 

simply on me... SALLY is my ship and it’s my job. There’s simply no place for you on board 

because I said there’s no place for you and that’s all there is to it.” 

 

“I changed SALLY’s launch codes,” the American told him. 

 

“You what?” 

 

“I figured you’d try and pull a John Wayne on me so I took out a little insurance.” He changed 

his voice and did a fairly decent impersonation of the cowboy star, “Now listen here pilgrim and 

listen good. I’m not let’n ya go with me cuz I’m not com’n back and that’s just the way it is. Me 

dy’n ain’t so bad but what’s the sense of you dy’n too. Ya gotta stay alive so when you see a lone 

prairie sunset you’ll think of me and what a hero I was right to the bitter end.”  There was a 

pregnant pause after which he added in his own voice, “Now then... I believe I’ve got the keys to 

the car and we’re supposed to be having coffee with the King?” 

 

Herns made a strangled noise and then swung a wide left hook. Furthermore easily ducked the 

blow and trotted over to the waiting Gornfrees. “We’re ready,” he told the man and then jumped 

on the ladder and began to climb before Herns could catch him. 

 

------------------------------- 

Admiral Holms looked up at the soft knock upon his door. This was odd because the phone had 

not rung nor had his secretary used the PA button.   

 

Glancing at the computer monitor on his desk he then called out, “Come in.”  

 

The door began to open and he instructed his visitor, “Wait, please... let me say who you are by 

what my ears have told me. Let’s see... there was a tapping sound so you have a cane but it was a 

light tapping so you do not lean upon it. There was one set of footsteps but the definite noise of 

claws tapping on the tile floor the rhythm of which matched your walk which tells me you have a 

dog with you. From the time between the footsteps I put you at medium height and not heavy; or 

at least you are very light on your feet. Obviously I know you from somewhere or you would 

never have gotten past my secretary unannounced. Please, do come in and prove me correct.” 

 

The door pushed the rest of the way open and a retired Royal Navy Captain stood there at 

attention. He wore very dark glasses and stood next to a dog wearing the harness of a service 

animal. He also held the cane of someone who is visually impaired.  

 



“Very nicely done, sir,” the man told him, “and you heard this even with the door closed. I’d 

almost believe you didn’t have a security camera in the hallway. Captain Watson reporting, sir; 

could you please direct me to a chair and then close the door? I have a packet for you but what I 

have to impart is more of a verbal nature; code six, alfa, alfa, alfa.” 

 

The second highest ranking naval officer in the Royal Navy lost no time in closing the door and 

then led the fellow by the elbow to a chair. As he did this he said softly, “During the Great War 

there was a Royal torpedo boat that did great things. Do you happen to know its name?” 

 

“H.M.S. Elisha,” the old spy replied correctly, dispelling any doubt that it was truly him. 

 

“Grumble,” the Admiral whispered, “I saw the report you were dead. What on earth are you 

doing here in my office and not laid out in a mortuary somewhere?” 

 

“These are desperate times Sheldon. As you might guess, the world is in more so in jeopardy 

than the usual. More accurately spoken, mankind is in trouble as the world will keep right on 

ticking without us; which is a very real possibility. Might we have tea?” 

 

“I shall ring for it immediately. What else do you require?” 

 

Grumble smiled. “One of your nuclear capable submarines.” 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

Six sets of games won. 

 

God’s first attempt at finding the mystery player’s identity came in the form of an electronic 

records search. His nonexistent form oozed through the wires of the old building much as a 

noxious green fog would have been seen infecting the sewer system in a horror movie. The 

identity of the home was easy enough to find since it had been plainly placed upon the entrance 

application. The name given was John Doe and interestingly enough there were no less than 

thirty John Does in residence. God was not stupid to the idea of a pseudonym being applied to an 

unknown person but he was perplexed enough with Daniel’s win/loss record that he ignored this 

and went right for any of the records that even suggested a precognition for playing Chess. In 

doing so he opened a sealed record placed there by BR exactly for that reason. Like the single 

human hair strategically placed upon the door frame and door, its opening flagged an 

investigating presence. That presence also avoided each and every administration type mouse 

trap which had been obviously scattered about to prevent such break-ins but it did not catch on to 

the electronic equivalent of a radioactive isotope sprinkled about where it might be contacted and 

then used as a tracking device. 

 

It was night. Daniel was asleep. But his father quietly smiled as he watched his computer screen. 

 

A land line telephone was sitting on the table next to him. Picking up the receiver he dialed a 

number. The device only rang once and a voice said, “Yes?” 

 



“Alpha Omega Bingo,” BR replied. “We’ll probably have company tomorrow.” 

 

“We’ll be ready.” 

 

The phone went dead and the Blind Rabbit quietly replaced the hand set in its cradle. Looking to 

his son, he found him sleeping peacefully in a bed brought to the arborum for his use. This 

amenity was so they could maintain as much continuity as possible to what his son was doing. 

As he watched him, BR absently reflected upon better times. This brought more than a few tears 

to his eyes.  

 

The intelligence gatherer then uncharacteristically turned off his laptop and leaned back in his 

chair. His eyes closed and he was quickly asleep. 

 

In the morning he would begin following the glowing bread crumbs. 

 

 

  



All the Toys 
 

 

“Well I don’t suppose you can actually compare what’s going on to a chess match,” Henry told 

Josh as he moved a piece upon the playing board. “By this I am referring to God’s lack of actual 

playing pieces as defined by the idea of ‘pieces’. Where Grumble has his team, and we might 

actually resemble the men of a chess board, God really hasn’t shown the definition of ‘team’ in 

what he’s done so far. In what’s been done he has acted alone while getting others to do his 

bidding. In this there is no emotional attachment to the game, but then again he does not really 

like the human race all that much. Live or die we are but a means to an end.” 

 

“I’m sure he must have assets in place,” the young scientist countered as he moved a pawn. “I 

mean, at one point I was one of them, even though I didn’t know it. Then I was aware of it with 

him even acknowledging me as his creator. And then he left me to suffer at my father’s hands.” 

 

“At our hands,” Number Three corrected. The Chinese agent was busy studying satellite images 

collected of Paradise. “Your father knew nothing of what we did.” 

 

“I won’t tell him if you don’t,” Uphart muttered from across the room. 

 

“I think you were more of a melancholy remembrance for God,” the Russian detective replied 

with a frown as he studied the board. “Who was the last person to speak with you when we had 

you bound on the bed?” The question was smoothly asked in a soft voice; slipped in and masked 

by the concentration required of the game. 

 

“I have no idea,” Josh replied as he looked at the board. “I thought he was you at first because he 

had a funny accent.” He moved a pawn apparently satisfied with his decision. 

 

You know you don’t have to move so quickly,” Henry told him, “You’re supposed to think about 

the game. It’s a mental exercise. If you ever only use a preconceived attack or defense strategy 

your mind will never benefit from the thinking it’s required to do.” 

 

“It’s just a game.” 

 

“Perhaps to you,” Three added without taking his eyes off the pictures he was studying, “But 

God seems to take it rather seriously. Confucius say, ‘Keep mind in game but keep eye on all 

corners of board.’” 

 

“He never said that,” the scientist growled. 

 

“How do you know,” Uphart asked, “We’re you there?” 

 

“No. It’s a scientific supposition.” 

 

“It’s more than a game to God, isn’t it?” Henry asked. 



“That’s how he was programmed,” the scientist told him. “He responds to outside stimuli and 

reacts appropriately in a set response meant to win the game.” 

 

“Or not so appropriately,” Henry replied, moving a rook. 

 

“I prefer flexibility within the attack,” Uphart said, throwing in his shilling’s worth as he field 

striped his pistol again. “The attack is always the same; place your artillery, blow the crap out of 

his defenses and then charge in at bayonet point. If you have too, use your rifle.” 

 

“Now that’s a thought,” Henry retorted, “As I recall it worked very well during WWI.” 

 

“Are you insinuating I’m that old?” 

 

“He is simply pointing out the flaws in your thinking,” Number Three told the Sergeant Major as 

he moved his chair to the table. “Millions of men died during that conflict doing exactly what 

you propose. Only a fool or a crazy person use failed methods thinking results be different.” 

 

“To take the day sometimes you have to realize you’re already dead and charge forward 

regardless of the outcome,” the old soldier replied dourly. “No one lives forever.” 

 

“Sun Tzu said, ‘The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting’,” Three quoted. 

 

“I’m sure he was never on the receiving end of a .303 machine gun,” Uphart countered. 

 

“It makes no difference,” the Chinese agent told him, “The premise is always the same.” 

 

“So you’re saying we should negotiate with God?” Henry asked, looking up from the chess 

board. 

 

“If both sides in chess agreed not to play there would be no battle and nothing would change; but 

if one side can outmaneuver the other, the game can be won without losing a piece,” the Chinese 

agent told him. “The game, therefore, must be played to finish.” 

 

Josh snorked and then, moving another of his pieces, muttered, “Like that would ever happen.” 

 

Henry, turning his attention back to the board, reached out and moved his Queen. “Checkmate.” 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

 Kong looked at Furthermore who’d just emerged at the top of the ladder. “Ya know,” he 

drawled, “I knew The Duke and that was a pretty durned good impression. I’m not sure he 

woulda used exactly those words but it accomplished what it was intended to accomplish. Now 

tell me the truth, did you change the launch codes?” 

 

On every screen in the cockpit was a view of the landing gear area. 

 



The American agent quickly glanced down the ladder to make sure Herns wasn’t yet in range. 

“No,” he replied, “But damned if I’ll let him go off alone.” 

 

From down by the foot of the ladder and from every screen in the cockpit, Herns yelled, “You 

can’t hide... and you’re not going!” 

 

“He’s not alone, he has SALLY,” T.J. told the agent.  

 

“He needs another human being with him and I’m all he’s got.” 

 

T.J. tipped his cowboy hat back on his head. “Close the hatch for a moment, son.” 

 

Herns did as he was asked to the further yells of a very angry British agent. When the pair was 

absolutely alone in the RYNO, Kong told him, “I am now going to impart upon you some very 

valuable information which is not to be shared with the general public... especially not with your 

partner.” He pointed to a nearby crew seat and told him to sit. When the agent was seated the 

Texan told him, “There is no more honorable thing to do than throw a monkey wrench into a 

friend’s plans at suicide.” 

 

“That’s not what I’m doing,” the agent protested. 

 

“Shor it is. You know it, I know it, and Herns knows it, and that’s why he’s so pissed. Don’t 

think he don’t appreciate it because he does; though he is madder than a wet hen about it. His 

concern for you is like yours for him. Do you com-pren-de?” 

 

“I can assure you that is not my intention.” 

 

“Good... cuz the only thing worse than one suicide is two.  I jes had to be sure. Nobody rides a 

bomb down to the ground in this story. Now brace yourself while I open the door. I’ll explain to 

our friend in no uncertain terms that you’re along for the ride. Then we’ll discuss what we need 

to discuss so we can get this dog and pony show on the road.” 

 

An hour later, after their game plan was discussed and all the flight systems were double 

checked, the huge RYNO taxied to the end of the runway where it was configured for takeoff. 

Though stage three noise abatement was the law in Great Britain, the engines at idle power were 

already into the red zone. Clearance was given and an equally loud ‘YEE HAW’ was heard over 

the radio after which the windows in the tower were rattled as they had never been rattled in their 

history. All around the small city traffic stopped and people came out of their shops and homes 

just to look. All of them covered their ears until the noise died down as the huge aircraft quickly 

put distance between itself and the airport. Everywhere was the sound of car alarms having been 

set off by the deep base roar and over a hundred windows had been shattered. 

 

Strapped into SALLY’s cockpit seats, Herns and Furthermore listened as she talked with the 

RYNO. In their computer speak this would not have been possible. The two spacecraft, 

understanding the need for their inhabitants to know what was going on, selectively translated 

the bulk of what they did to a verbal language that could easily be followed. Oddly, SALLY kept 



her voice feminine, while RYNO chose a deep base male vocal sound with a tonal resonance 

suggesting Africa in its origin. 

 

Herns was still upset with the American but he didn’t let this interfere with the teamwork 

required to work efficiently. He’d not even been allowed to get a word out before Kong jumped 

on him with both space boots; this attire because they would almost be in a low earth orbit just 

prior to SALLY’s release so she could obtain final escape velocity. Because of this RYNO’s 

three man crew was required to suit up. 

 

“Don’t say a word!” Kong told Herns in his most commanding voice. “It’s all very simple. Mr. 

Missed it by this much goes with you or we don’t leave where we’re sit’n. Is that clear?” 

 

“As crystal,” the Brit had replied, the ire in his voice also loud and clear. 

 

“Good,” T.J. told the pair with a smile, “Now suit up unless you’ve got plans to fly in your 

underwear.” 

 

“How are you doing Sally?” Ryno asked. 

 

“I’m well enough,” she replied. “Everything is in the green and my crew, though not quite 

communicating with each other yet, seem to be cooperating. They have done their check list and 

are securely strapped in.” 

 

“Altitude is 100,000 and climbing. We are at Mach 25 and increasing. Release will be at 300,000 

with a rollover maneuver. Once I have done this, release will occur in conjunction with your 

engine light off.  I will decrease my altitude giving you time and distance for final thrust which 

will place you in L.E.O.” 

 

“Copy.” 

 

I am presently downloading data provided by NASA on satellite positions around the earth. It’s 

as accurate as I can obtain. You will note they are color tagged. Anything blue is 

communications and anything red is military. I would advise staying away from the Red ones as 

they will be defended. There is also a considerable amount of junk in orbit. Stay aware.” 

 

“Copy, wilco.” 

 

“I was especially given the task of locating anything put up by STIL-BAS, the Bulgarian Space 

Agency,” Ryno told her, “I did my best but it would seem their records have been altered to 

mask some things.  Any information you use from that source is most likely not correct.” 

 

“Understood.” 

 

“Three minutes to separation.” 

 

“All systems are ‘go’. Agents Herns and Furthermore did you copy that?” 



 

“Affirmative,” both men responded as they watched the indicator lights blinking in a final 

electronic check. Every indicator light in front of them had flashed to amber and one by one 

turned to green as each system was checked.  

 

Herns, looking to the American, reached over and tapped him on the arm. Without using his 

com, he nodded when he had the other man’s attention and lipped a ‘thank you’. Furthermore, in 

turn, gave him a smile and a thumbs up. 

 

Sally, who had eyes on the pair through a camera in her control panel, relayed the image to Ryno 

and the pair shared an electronic smile. 

 

“People never cease to amaze me,” he told her privately. “T minus sixty seconds. All is still 

well?” 

 

“Yes. Thank you for the ride.” 

 

“You’re more than welcome. When you get back we should talk.” 

 

“I’d like that.” 

 

At the ten second mark, the Rocket Yomp Noise-limiting Orbiter executed the formerly 

described maneuver and Sally was released. 

 

The small ship, now detached, stretched forth like a diver from the high platform and her final 

boost to orbit began. 

 

-------------------------------- 

 

 

Captain Horatio Ravage stood at attention before the Admiral’s desk. His ballistic missile 

submarine, HMS Bishop, was currently in port and preparing for sea. His boat had been chosen 

from among three available after a lengthy discussion. The primary deciding factor was the fact 

it was newer than the other two and the most silent. It also had at its disposal an arsenal of 

nuclear tipped missiles capable of a variety of missions, one of which was deep penetration. It 

also carried quarters for a commando strike team and all of the weaponry that went with this 

duty. 

 

Admiral Holms slid a plain manila envelope across his desk. “These are your orders, Captain. 

You will not open them until sufficiently out to sea. This is Captain Watson,” he said with a nod 

to Grumble. “He and his men will be accompanying you. This mission is of the utmost 

importance to The Crown and to the world so you will follow your orders at all costs. Once you 

are underway, Captain Watson will be in charge, though command of the boat is still yours.” 

 

“Yes, sir.” 

 



“Have you any questions?” 

 

“Time till departure? I still have some of my crew on shore leave.” 

 

“Six hours. That has you leaving in darkness and there is no moon tonight. Departure will be 

made in absolute electronic silence which will be maintained the entire time. As I said, secrecy is 

an absolute must. If the crew members on leave are not back you will have to sail without them.” 

 

“Enemy forces in the area?” 

 

“Unknown.” 

 

“Enemy surveillance?” 

 

“Unknown. Almost everything about the enemy’s capabilities are an unknown.” 

 

“Understood.”   

 

Turning his attention to Grumble, Captain Ravage held out his hand and said, “Pleasure to have 

you aboard, sir.” 

 

The old spy smiled but did not move his body in response. “I take it you are extending your hand 

for a shake?” He asked. “You’ll have to pardon my inability to perceive this with other than my 

ears.” 

 

Ravage colored slightly at his mistake. “Yes, sir, a shake of the hand and my apologies.” 

 

Grumble held out his hand in the officer’s direction. It was gripped and shaken. “No offense 

taken. I shall have four men and two dogs in my company. Are the commando quarters secure?” 

 

“Yes, sir; as secure as possible being they are aboard a submarine. Traffic fore and aft will still 

require transit but we can keep that to a minimum.” 

 

“Good. I shall arrive in approximately four hours. Please be ready, eh?” 

 

“Of course, sir. Will your team be in need of any special weaponry?” 

 

Grumble thought about this for a moment. “We shall need a full set of commando gear for three 

men. Let’s say one will be a sniper rifle and the other two close support capable with all of the 

weapons silenced. I will need one umbrella gun and two demolition packs... no, make that four 

demolition packs. I think that should do it.” 

 

“I can easily obtain all of that with the exception of the umbrella gun, sir.” 

 

“There is a museum in the town,” Admiral Holms offered, “Perhaps we could check there. I 

understand they have a superb cold war era exhibition.”  



 

“Give me a ride with an hour added to my arrival time at the boat and I’ll go and pilfer,” 

Grumble agreed.  

 

“Very good, sir,” Ravage replied, “Most everything is already available aboard the boat along 

with a means of transportation for getting ashore when the time comes. Will you be needing dog 

food for the pets?” 

 

“They have a preference for steak and chicken. They are also actually paper trained so there 

won’t be a problem during their time aboard.” 

 

Burt was tempted to raise his leg on the Admiral’s desk for that comment but he let it slide, 

sticking to the role he had to play. Captain Ravage, thinking the agent to be the perfect pet, bent 

and petted him on the head. Burt obediently wagged his tail and smiled. 

 

“One last thing I will need,” Grumble added softly, “I would like a nine millimeter P.P.K. for my 

personal weapon.” 

 

The submarine driver was about to say something but saw the almost imperceptible shake of his 

Admiral’s head and so let it go. Perhaps the old fellow might do well in a shootout if it were 

within a darkened room. 

 

“Perhaps that will be at the museum, sir,” he offered. 

 

The old spy smiled. “I do hope they don’t decide to keep me there as well.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Skills 
 

 

Francis Rabbit sat quietly in the dark watching a Humphrey Bogart movie on an old fashioned 

black and white telly he found in one corner of the arborum. It hadn’t apparently been used in 

years but surprisingly when he turned it on the tubes in the cardboard enclosed back began to 

glow. After a warm up the screen blinked on as if waking from a long sleep and, surprisingly, it 

still picked up the BBC.  Oddly enough, Bogart was playing a game of chess. 

 

A scant few feet away Daniel moved his chess pieces upon the special board which allowed him 

to play on-line. Since they’d begun his father was careful to limit his games to a select number 

which were played only at specific times with breaks taken for meals and rest. Since the man/boy 

had begun, quite a number of people had logged on just to watch. Word apparently spread 

quickly. So far his son had played no less than twenty five actual masters and been undefeated in 

each of the five game sets. In all of his years as a father he’d never known his son was that good. 

This was excellent. The more people watching the match the more pressure was going to be 

placed upon God when he finally stepped forward to meet this new challenger; and he would 

step forward eventually. 

 

There was a click click of a radio and BR heard a whispered voice in his ear, “Visitor in the 

courtyard, female, maybe twenty five years old, white nurses uniform.”  

 

“One of the staff?” he asked softly. 

 

“Negative.” 

 

BR spotted her through the windows walking in the moonlight. Her gait was such that she almost 

appeared to be gliding along in the darkness like a ghost. To anyone else she might even seem 

just another part of the scenery. Stopping at the glassed door entrance, she subtly glanced left and 

right and then came directly into the arborum where Daniel’s face glowed in the light of his 

computerized chess board. 

 

“Please do not distract my son,” he told her softly before she could do so. His right hand 

stealthily reached down into the winged chair where he sat to find the revolver he would use if it 

was required. “He is autistic and deep into the game he is playing. To distract him is to invite a 

very bad reaction.” 

 

“Well hello there,” she replied with a smile. “I am Nurse Harper. I was just making my rounds. I 

don’t believe I’ve seen you here before.” 

 

“I am Tom Jones.” He told her, “The highwayman not the singer. Perhaps you were not on shift 

when I visited before.” Nodding to Daniel he told her, “This is my son John Paul Jones. He likes 

to play chess. He’s actually quite good at it. Unfortunately it is one of the only social functions 

he’s actually capable of. I brought him this fancy internet game set and now find myself 

wondering if that was a good idea.” 

 



The institute’s files had already been fixed to show this ‘false flag’ name and especially to show 

the correction from ‘John Doe’. When she moved a bit closer to Daniel, BR rose. Keeping the 

pistol behind his back he also came closer. “Please,” he told her softly, “Do not disturb John; it’s 

the happiest I’ve ever seen him. If I’d known this would happen I would have purchased one of 

these gizmos years ago.” 

 

“He just recently began playing with others?” she asked.  

 

“Oh aye. Before he would just sit and stare at the board for hours and hours; perhaps playing the 

game in his head. Such things are hard to judge ya know. I’m just happy to see him more alive. 

As a matter of fact, since you work here and all, perhaps you can look into this; I had the dev’l of 

a time finding him because they’d gone and misplaced his files and listed him under th’nommer 

of John Doe. I raised hell about that, don’t cha know, but I fear it fell upon deft ears.” 

 

The nurse looked closer at the computer screen. “Well it would seem he is doing quite well for 

himself; your John has over half a million people logged in and watching his game.” 

 

“You don’t say.” 

 

“I do,” she replied, pointing a finger at the screen, “See for yourself, the numbers are right there. 

The game is being streamed live.” 

 

“That’s all right,” BR told her, backing up just a bit against a possible trap. “I don’t do numbers 

well, Miss, and m’eyesight isn’t all that good either. I’ll take your word for it.” 

 

“Well, it was a pleasure meeting you Mr. Jones.” She extended a hand but he did not take it. 

 

“Your pardon, but I don’t shake anymore eye’ther. Not since my wife died of some virus she 

caught do’n such.” 

 

The woman nodded her understanding and smiled a smile that said the father was not that far off 

from the son. With that she was gone. 

 

“Track her,” he said softly, “Get her phone and anything else that might have taken a picture or 

recorded my voice. Her report has to be verbal and nothing more.” 

 

The voice in his ear said he was on it; a mugging had already been arranged. 

 

It was good to still have trusted friends in MI-6. 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Emma Grumble sat in her cell mulling over what she should do. Though she was old and frumpy 

looking now it wasn’t always so. Once upon a time her body was lithe and tight; enough so that 

the leather outfits she wore never failed to raise an eyebrow. Where the FFat MMan had inspired 

the television show featuring the fellow with the Bowler hat and fancy cars, she’d been the 



inspiration for his running partner. Frumpy and old did not mean she’d forgotten this part of her 

life. 

 

Looking around her stark and sterile prison enclosure she let her mind range out to all the 

possibilities for escape. Escape first... go after God second. Whoever designed the enclosure, she 

noted, had not been very smart about these details. The digital keypad, as a for instance, was 

close enough to the cell for her to reach and she already had the code thanks to Linda’s smug 

shortsightedness. Five numbers and press enter were all that was needed to open the lock. 

 

The security camera in the cell was also child’s play. A small mirror placed directly in front of it 

would reflect the cell enough that at a glance the blockage would not be noticed. Unless there 

was a live person watching and unless they were not busy drinking coffee while chatting with 

another guard, the quick action of putting up the mirror would not be noticed. That left finding a 

mirror and figuring out how to affix it in place. Details, details, details... 

 

Picking up her crocheting project she let her hands busy themselves while she continued mulling 

over what to do next. 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Furthermore marveled at the pen floating directly in front of his helmet. His mind reflected on 

the thought that no matter how many movies he’d seen, accepting that things did truly float with 

no apparent desire to fall was hard to do. 

 

“Orbit achieved,” Sally told them. “No apparent threats and I detect no obvious laser or radar 

tracking. Shall I pressurize?” 

 

To this point the ship had been left unpressurized with the crew in their space suits against any 

possible ‘junk’ strike. Should such damage have occurred the hull might have been breached 

which could cause an uncontrolled rupture. If that were to happen, the mission would have been 

over before it began. 

 

“Pressurize,” Herns told her, “And activate the guns. For now only chamber the ‘push’ rounds.” 

 

“ ‘Push’ rounds?” Furthermore asked, His question automatically keyed his mike so there was no 

searching for a button to push. 

 

“They’re for deflecting space junk,” the Brit explained. “You hit space junk with regular rounds 

and you just create more junk to come around and plow into you again. ‘Push’ rounds are low 

velocity pneumatically pushed so they only bump into the target. When they bump it triggers a 

rocket burst which pushes the junk away from you. Generally we try to push it downwards where 

it will burn up in the atmosphere but in a pinch anywhere will do.” 

 

“Interesting; I never would have thought of that.” 

 

“That’s because you’re geared to figuring things out on earth; meaning feet on the ground. I’ve 

trained for this. It took me years to obtain proficiency in handling Sally.” 



 

“He’s lying to you,” the ship whispered in Furthermore’s helmet. “He had all of three weeks 

training before they stuck his ass in the cockpit and shot us into space. I was being built for 

longer than that but never out in the open, if you know what I mean.”  

 

A yellow light illuminated on the control consol and to both of them she said, “Unknown object 

approaching. Estimated time to passing thirty seconds. Estimated distance at pass one hundred 

yards.” 

 

Herns reached out and flipped three switches. “Guns armed. Port & Starboard ‘push’ and lets 

make the center cannon ‘hot’. 

 

A red light illuminated and a small alarm sounded in Furthermore’s helmet. He looked at Herns, 

but the other agent was now busy flipping other switches after which he pulled a steering yoke 

assembly to himself. Obviously the alarm was sounding in his helmet as well. 

 

“Object has changed course,” Sally intoned. “Time to collision T-minus twenty five seconds.” 

 

“Switching port and starboard to hot. Opening center missile bay. Arm missiles one and two and 

plug in the coordinates.” 

 

“Two missiles?” Furthermore asked. “We don’t have all that many.” 

 

“Space junk doesn’t change course James my lad.” To Sally he instructed, “I need vision old girl, 

bring down the blast shields.” 

 

The aluminum armor covering on the small windshield began humming downward. 

 

The American, with nothing apparently to do but sit quietly in his seat, asked, “Shouldn’t that be, 

‘raise the shields’?” 

 

“This isn’t Star Trek, and no I can’t scan them for life forms,” the British agent retorted. 

“Presently it’s kill or be killed and I’m thinking you’ll agree the first is a much preferred 

outcome.” 

 

“Time to impact T-minus twenty... object increasing in speed.” 

 

“Lock and fire one. Five second follow on for number two.” 

 

With no noise, the first missile was kicked downward. When it was clear of SALLY the rocket 

engine fired and it streaked forward and out of sight. A few seconds later and the second missile 

followed the same path.” 

 

“Do you think it’s God?” Furthermore asked as he peered through the windshield trying to see 

what was approaching. 

 



“Five seconds to target impact,” Sally told them. 

 

“If I was in his shoes,” Herns replied, “I wouldn’t be leaving my ‘end of the world’ toys 

unguarded. The least I would do is have that three headed junk yard dog chewing up anything 

that came close.” 

 

“Cerberus?” 

 

“Aye, that one.” 

 

In the distance there was a flash, followed a few seconds later by a second flash. 

 

“Target breaking apart,” Sally reported. “Suggest debris evasion.” 

 

“What’s the closest you can skirt the debris field?” the Brit asked her, “I’d like to have a look see 

so we might have an idea of what we’re up against. 

 

“I have analyzed the radar signature and visuals I got both from long distance and from the 

warhead camera and found the object to be a Russian built Tzar class unmanned ship. There are 

at least twenty of these floating in high orbit. They were built to the same specs and placed there 

by different countries under the World Space Treaty. This one was low and obviously waiting for 

us.” 

 

“Armed?” the American asked. 

 

“They were all confirmed unarmed by watch groups in accordance with the treaty. They were 

placed in orbit to be used as life boats by space station personnel and anyone else who might 

need them. Too many people have been lost already to space, reported or otherwise.” 

 

“But as just demonstrated,” Furthermore voiced for them all, “They can be flown into a ship 

which will cause the same devastation as a missile hit.” 

 

“Good point,” Herns added, “Now I feel bad having wasted a missile when one would have been 

enough.” 

 

“You didn’t know that,” James and Sally both told him.” 

 

The British agent stowed the steering yoke and began flipping switches. “Powering down the 

defenses Sal, we’ll keep only the center cannon hot. Port and starboard are set for ‘push’.” 

 

----------------------------------- 

 

Embarkation onto the HMS Bishop was simple and almost anti-climactic after the struggle to 

arrive at this point. The base was as secure as any base could be made and Grumble’s group was 

easily whisked through the gate by a large nondescript black van with darkened windows. Once 



dockside  they were met by umbrella bearing sailors, not because it was raining, but rather to 

shield them from any over view satellite that might be hovering about.  

 

Having visited the town’s museum with Admiral Holms, each man now carried a bag containing 

something he’d found to be both familiar and useful. This was arranged with the museum’s 

curator who quickly agreed to the ‘loan’.  

 

“As asked Sheldon,” the curator told the Admiral, “You can use anything I have here and gladly 

handed over. Anything for the Queen’s service, eh? Mission parameters are always closely 

guarded and the right kit is a must. You have to admit they certainly don’t make equipment like 

this anymore.” 

 

“You were in the Queen’s service then?” Grumble asked him. 

 

“The Royal Navy, sir, with a wink and a nod. I would like to tell you Captain Watson, that I am 

very familiar with your work; but I can’t of course. I am at your service should you need an old 

hand.” 

 

“Understood,” Grumble replied with a smile. He was now without the seeing eye cane and 

appearing every bit the agent he truly was. “I thank you for that, but we are currently chock-a-

block with bodies and our transportation methods tight. Might you, however, have a P.P.K. I 

could borrow?” 

 

“There are better pistols now, sir. I can suggest quite a few for your use and most likely will have 

them on hand. Again they are more plastic than anything else but they are more powerful and 

hold far more ammunition.” 

 

“Thank you but the P.P.K. is what I know and prefer.” 

 

“Indeed then. We have an entire case of them and all in good working order. We even have a 

tuxedo that purportedly belonged to that scandalous fellow Grumble. Pity he ended up as he did. 

I never figured he would be one to turn double but it does happen I suppose. I’ve read all of his 

books and enjoyed them immensely I might add. In fact... I do believe we have a rare 

autographed edition on display. He portrayed the very soul of the Cold War. ” 

 

“I’ve read his books too,” the old spy told him with a smile. “He was quite the fellow all right.” 

 

Upon their arrival dockside Captain Ravage personally met Captain Watson and escorted him to 

the hatchway. 

 

“Have you ever been aboard a submarine before, sir?” 

 

“I might recount for you a story about the bear in the woods and what he does there,” the old 

man replied, “But now it’s time for us to be serious. The first submarine I was on was a captured 

U-boat. We used it for special assignments. Since it had been captured and should it have been 

lost...” 



 

“Understood, sir,” the Captain replied in understanding, “Tea is waiting and we will cast off as 

soon as your men are aboard.” 

 

“Don’t forget the dogs.” 

 

“Of course not, sir; man’s best friend and all of that. As required, we will set silent running as 

soon as we clear the harbor. Do you have any other instructions?” 

 

“No... not yet.” 

 

 

 

  



Killing Time 
 

 

“Will you stop doing that!” Uphart snarled at Goldie as she scratched violently at her head with a 

back paw. Though he kept his voice in whisper it still carried. “You’re driving me crazy with 

your incessant itching.” Realizing he was now scratching at his own head he gave her an even 

nastier look and then moved to the opposite end of the small compartment.  

 

They were now at the end of three days of submerged sailing; keeping to the strictest of silence 

protocols. No sooner had the submarine obtained deep water and Captain Ravage fired an 

acoustic torpedo decoy. This torpedo would slowly cruise for a period of a week meandering 

across the ocean before sinking into the depths. Within its sound system were the everyday 

recordings of HMS Bishop which it would play back into the ocean waters so anyone listening 

would be led far astray of the submarine’s actual destination. 

 

On a small table set within the compartment was a map and satellite reconnaissance pictures of 

Paradise.  These have been mulled over, discussed, and memorized by each and every member of 

the team. The shoreline was laced with small coves and beaches so access was not a problem. 

What resistance might meet them was a question not quite yet answered but the latest in imagery 

would be in shortly and then the study of pictures and comparisons would again take place and a 

solid plan formed. 

 

Burt, asleep on the floor next to Grumble, opened one eye at the interruption. “He has a point,” 

he whispered to Goldie, “Is there a problem?” 

 

“I don’t like having to stay so cooped up is all,” she replied with an eye roll, “It gives me the 

hives.” 

 

“Well it looks like it gave you fleas,” he quipped. “Why not go and cuddle up with Josh, you do 

seem ‘overly’ attached to his hip of late.” 

 

“Are you jealous?” 

 

“I have a job to do, I don’t have time for jealous.” 

 

“Poo. I’ve seen the way you look at me. I think you’d love to tango. We could put on a rumba or 

a good Cuban two step and shimmy against each other to the rhythm of the cow bell.” She 

snorted a laugh. “Have you ever wondered why a cow would wear a bell?” 

 

“I wonder how it is that you know about dances that only ‘people’ do.” 

 

She turned her back on him and then looking over her shoulder growled, “My previous owner 

had a dance studio. Just because I’m a stray now does not mean I do not have culture. I suppose 

you wouldn’t be interested in me unless I was in heat. That’s the kind of dog you are, eh?” 

 

Henry hissed to get Burt’s attention and then whispered, “What’s she saying to you?” 



 

The dog agent let his head roll back to the deck and said softly, “The word bitch means so very 

much more than female dog. You don’t want to know; but I think she has a crush on Josh.” 

 

Goldie immediately got up and moved over to the bunk where Josh was sleeping. Lying on the 

deck she gave a small sneeze and an angry eye roll which coupled with her body language 

soundly told Burt where he could go. This brought a smile to everyone who was watching. 

 

“You better watch out Burt,” Grumble whispered, “That’s the same look the Missus gives me 

when I’m in trouble over something or another.” 

 

A light next to the door blinked twice, acting as a door knock. Number Three slowly spun the 

wheel and opened the water tight door separating the compartments. “Captain’s compliments,” 

the sailor on the other side whispered, “And could he have the pleasure of Captain Watson in the 

wardroom?” 

 

The old spy rose from the table where he’d been going over the satellite pictures with Number 

Three. He needn’t have bothered with them as not much had changed since the last time he was 

there but training and experience told him things do change and one must prepare. Pausing by 

the door he looked at his crew, smiled, and tipped his cap to them. 

 

Josh took note of this as it seemed an odd thing to do. Giving it twenty minutes, he quietly rose 

and took his leave of the compartment as well. Goldie followed. Burt, his doggie senses kicking 

in, did the same, though he made sure to whisper to Henry he was off to use the loo. 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

God watched the game being played between Daniel and a former world champion with interest. 

So far he’d cataloged each and every game, dissecting it and pasting it all back together only to 

dissect it again. He was both astonished and dumbfounded that an imperfect human could play 

with such a subtle perfection. In his estimate every game was won almost from the very first 

move. In all of the time he’d devoted to the thing he was built to do he had never seen it’s equal.  

 

In his world of electronic reality he lamented quite loudly that his own creator was not this 

brilliant. Then the logic in his mind tried to grasp the fact that this fellow John Paul Jones was 

even less than perfect than the other humans he so disdained; and that sent him reeling. Without 

even considering why, he raided the New York Stock Exchange and moved things around to the 

tune of insider trading that sent the Securities Commission on a huge witch hunt. It also made a 

millionaire out of a janitor who just the day before had believed a less than honest talk show 

investor and sunk every penny he had into a worthless .Com stock. The man wisely sold every 

share before it crashed down the next day and retired to Florida with his sick wife. 

 

When the program was done throwing his hissy fit, he made a call and in no uncertain terms, 

made arrangements for the boy and his father Tom to be immediately flown out to Paradise 

where his medical team could be put to work... but not before they had a game. 

 



-------------------------------------- 

 

Herns floated in space at the end of a hundred yard tether examining a piece of space junk which 

turned out to be actual space junk. This he reported to Sally and she duly recorded it, noting the 

location. 

 

“Looks like this one was launched by the Chinese back in the late seventies,” he told 

Furthermore over the intercom. “I’m surprised the bastard’s not radioactive. It has a hole in it the 

size of your fist but otherwise looks in pretty good shape.” 

 

“Star Wars,” the American told him. 

 

“The movie?” 

 

There was a chuckle over the line. “You’re no older than I am. You have to remember Ronald 

Regan and his Star Wars initiative?” 

 

“Ray gun?” Herns asked, playing innocent. “I had one of those as a child and swore that it 

worked. I shot the neighbor’s dog with it and he right died. I was scared to death my Da was 

going to give me the back of his hand for it so I never spoke a word.” 

 

“What happened to the dog?” 

 

“I told ya... he died.” 

 

“From the ray gun? 

 

“It was a toy. I think he just finally keeled over from old age; he was at least sixteen years old, 

poor thing.” 

 

“What was your father like?” 

 

Thoughts flashed through the Brit’s mind like bullets. His father yelling at him, His father taking 

off his belt for the next spanking he would receive. His father sitting on the porch drinking to 

excess after he’d lost his job. And then he remembered the time when the man had scared the life 

out of him by hiding in a garbage can and jumping up just as he walked up to deposit the night’s 

bag. 

 

“I have an idea,” he told the American. 

 

“About your father? You still didn’t tell me what he was like.” 

 

“He was a drunk. Sally... if I hold onto this relic when you winch me in do you think we could 

keep it close as we travel? Perhaps even more of them when we find them?” 

 

“Yes.” 



 

“To what purpose?” Furthermore asked. 

 

“Camouflage.” 

 

 

 

 

  



Zero Hour 
 

 

Grumble moved alone down the darkened pathway leading towards the town plaza. Behind him 

the ocean’s surf crashed in the rhythmic sound of nature causing his abandoned rubber boat to 

bob in the froth. His meeting with Captain Ravage had been preconceived so he could silently 

slip off to the island without the company of his team. As he walked memory reminded him how 

much he hated the island, how much he also hated being who he was, and how much he hated 

Dr. Nyet. Often were the times he wished the scientist had let him die at the hands of his 

tormentors; knowing full well even that had been a contrivance to gain his cooperation.  

 

He’d been fine with retirement. He was content knowing Nyet was on the brink of death and 

tormenting Peter was a good hobby. The time was contentedly passed with that and the company 

of a wife he loved very much. As with all secret agents who manage to live out their careers, 

Grumble was supposed to have simply faded away quietly like an old war hero. No one ever 

really remembers what the war hero did, nor are they given the gritty truth. Eventually history 

fades and for a few autumn years the warrior can enjoy simply being liked for who he is... and 

then death takes him and the truth dies too. 

 

But Grumble was a writer and Agent Sam Herns was born within a notebook penned while 

spending time at Peter’s. One thing led to another and again the world needed him; but things 

were different now. As a writer he could not bring himself to condemn any of his friends to a 

death they did not deserve… and so he would face God on his own. 

 

“You can’t do this!” 

 

The old spy didn’t even turn to see who was walking beside him. He already knew. “Watch and 

learn,” he snarled. 

 

“You can’t change the story like this,” Nyet’s voice wheezed. “The plot is completed in outline. 

It’s inked and final. It ‘is’ what will happen and you can’t change it. ” 

 

“Says you! I never use an outline; it’s cheating. ‘Use your mind and cheat’, you told me, so I 

gave in and did as you commanded... just like I did on the island when you said, ‘kill them’. 

Touche for me; I cheated and reached through to your hospital room just to rip your precious 

pages out.” 

 

“Why would you do that? It is a good solid story.” 

 

Grumble stopped to face his writer. His fists were clenched and he was ready for a confrontation 

that defied the possible. “You wrote they all die! They are not just words on a piece of paper. 

They are my friends and I won’t have it.” 

 

Nyet glared at him. “You wrote them into existence, not me. They have all faced danger many 

times and that was fine by your hand; what’s changed?” 

 



“They at least had a fighting chance in what they did when I wrote the words. I watched the story 

unfold. I recorded what I saw. Always they did it on their own. Nothing was ever preconceived.” 

 

“You have to save the world,” Nyet hissed. “This one is not a contrivance. This one is very real 

and it scares me badly.” He was still dressed in a hospital gown and his bare buttocks shone in 

the moonlight. “It’s what you do. It’s what you always do. You were the greatest of all the super 

spies.” 

 

Grumble shook off the hand and open handedly pushed the specter backwards away from 

himself.  

 

“Not this time I don’t. My friends are not pawns in your game. They do not die at your whim. 

That happened once when the FFat MMan was taken and I vowed it would never happen again. 

Then you brought him back only to take him away once more. You think I wouldn’t see the 

irony in that?!” 

 

Nyet’s jaw dropped open. “So that’s why you kept all of your series short. You left them open 

ended...” 

 

“So they wouldn’t die,” the old spy finished for him.  After a moment’s pause he said simply, 

“I’m here to take my wife home. You and God can sort out the rest. I’m done with you and I’m 

done with him.” 

 

“Freeze!” yelled a voice that was just a little too close. Grumble’s reaction was immediate and 

mirror finish smooth. Drawing his pistol he turned and fired once. What had been an apparent 

sentry fell dead in the shadows. 

 

“And now everything is like a child’s fucking video game,” he said, looking at Nyet’s shriveled 

figure in the moonlight. “That’s what we’ve degenerated to isn’t it? Well I’ve news for you and 

whoever else is involved; I’m not playing. I told God I was coming for him and now I’m here. 

Won’t he be surprised?” 

 

As Nyet’s figure faded, it whispered, “The sentry was not a part of the outline, Grumble; I did 

not do that.”  

 

------------------------------------ 

 

Herns looked out the small windshield at the small metal tube floating a hundred yards in front 

of Sally. It was perhaps six feet long, two feet in diameter and drifted lazily at a closing speed of 

only a few feet per minute. It was flanked by two of the Czar Class lifeboats. Previously he ‘d 

seen one of them move around and bump into some space junk that apparently had gotten too 

close for comfort. It amazed him still that God had the ability to hack his way into and control 

space craft that were placed into orbit against the possibility of a disaster.  

 



Presently Sally was powered down to reduce her electronic signature so she too might only 

resemble space junk. As disputed but agreed upon they were floating along with other junk 

they’d picked up along the way. 

 

Furthermore marked a large question mark on the white board he held since they could not use 

the intercom. Sam gave him a thumbs up. He pointed to his eyes and then held up two fingers 

and made further gestures indicating the life boats. The American floated up to where he could 

see out of the small windshield and could just make out the bowling ball looking ships in the 

darkness of space. It was more that they eclipsed the stars behind them than anything else. 

Floating back down he erased the question marks and wrote ‘guns?’ They then had a brief 

exchange on the white board. 

 

‘Can’t power up.’ 

 

‘Manual?’ 

 

‘Doable. Center turret.’ 

 

‘Kill?’ 

 

The British agent nodded his head, the small light on his helmet moving up and down. He 

pantomimed, ‘I’ll float over and attach a line. You watch. Any movement open fire.’ 

 

‘Reactivate Sally then?’ 

 

‘Yes.’ 

 

‘How?’ 

 

Here in lay a problem. For Furthermore to squeeze into the center turret to give cover for the 

space walk, it removed him from the button that would switch Sally’s main system back on. 

Even at that it would take her a good ten minutes to fully come on line. This couldn’t be done 

now or the resulting electrical activity would give them away as being something more than 

space junk. 

 

The Brit blinked and then scribbled, ‘Shoot, button, shoot.’ 

 

In the middle of the dashboard Sally’s ‘on’ button blinked orange once and faded again. Above 

the pair her blank looking camera unobtrusively watched.  

 

------------------------------------- 

 

Sergeant Major Jeffrey Morgan Uphart the Third sat peering at Captain Horatio Ravage over the 

sights of his pistol. The pair was in the forward torpedo room, Uphart was free to move about as 

he chose but the captain was securely bound and gagged. The trigger was pulled and there was a 

metal upon metal click as the hammer fell upon an empty chamber. 



 

“Score one for you then,” the good Sergeant informed the Captain, “And jolly good for you that 

the Fates have given you another five minutes.” 

 

“Mumph, mumph, mumph,” Ravage managed. 

 

“Oh, never fear for that,” Uphart replied good naturedly, “Your second in command is quite 

capable and still loyal to The Crown. Of course he is being closely watched just in case. You on 

the other hand, belong to God, and that’s quite damnable.” He chuckled. “It does sound so very 

wrong to tell someone that. I mean... should you belong to the Devil I suppose all of this would 

make more sense, but to belong to God and be damned for it? Have you changed your mind yet 

about talking? Consider the fact that everything he’s offered you is for naught if you’re dead.” 

Looking at his pistol he asked softly, “Tell me now… on whose orders did you send Grumble 

ashore alone and where also might we find our Scientist and dogs?” 

 

“Mumph, mumph, mumph.” 

 

“So you say. And then again anyone who is caught out the way you were caught out would say 

as much would they not?” He gave a thoughtful look and then leaning forward whispered, “We 

have a ten kiloton missile ready. We have the launch codes. We have the coordinates. All we’re 

doing now is waiting on the word to launch. When that happens no more God; and that leaves 

you holding the meat bag now don’t it? What were you, his backup plan? He can’t destroy 

mankind the way he wants to and he’s got you to start a shooting nuclear war?”  

 

Pulling the pistol’s trigger back ever so slightly he spun the cylinder letting it wind down in a 

whirring sound. 

 

“Mumph, mumph, mumph.” 

 

“Oh I agree whole heartedly. It was a desperate plan at best. He might be impervious to the 

radiation but he still needs us to take care of things for him; don’t he? Does he own any other sub 

commanders?” 

 

Ravage gave Uphart a very hateful look and his ‘mumphing’ reflected this. 

 

The Sergeant Major looked less than concerned over this muffled outburst. “Eventually you’ll 

tell me what I want to know,” the old soldier informed him, “Or not. If you do speak truthfully I 

can obtain leniency for you. If you do not... which is all the same to me. You’ll be stuffed into 

one of your torpedo tubes and launched at six hundred feet of depth. Actually you’ll be crushed 

as soon as we flood the damned thing but there you have it; painful beyond belief if only for a 

brief moment.” He reached forward and pressed the Captain’s nose with a hard finger. “And then 

your light goes out permanently.” 

 

With that he yanked on the end of the duct tape covering the officer’s mouth so he could speak. 

 

“You’re crazy!” Ravage managed before the tape was placed back again. 



 

“Correct assumption, but the wrong answer,” Uphart told him. “Three minutes to go and we do 

the pistol thing again. That could be an ender too so I suppose I should change my aim to your 

knee. I thought you were an intelligent sort of fellow but I’ve been wrong before, eh?” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Emma looked up when she heard a noise outside her cell. Ferdinand Muttnoggen stood looking 

at her. He was dressed in a hospital gown and his face sported a good two weeks’ worth of 

whiskers.  

 

“Is it time?” she asked. 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Moving to the security panel, the FFat MMan punched in a code and the door silently rolled 

open. Picking up her crochet project, Mrs. Grumble joined him. “I don’t suppose it would help to 

release whoever else is being held prisoner here?” 

 

“Yes, no.” 

 

“So later?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Very good then.” Pausing to give him a hug she told him, “It is so good to see you again 

Ferdinand. When Grumble told me you were back I was so very worried. I felt sure that could 

mean nothing good. How silly I was.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

She gave him a look and then smiled. “You didn’t have to agree with that so quickly. Have you 

seen Pluto?” 

 

Ferdinand pointed down the hallway and the robot could just be seen as he stood next to the wall 

blending in. Apparently he was keeping watch. 

 

“If I don’t make it Ferdi, I want you to give a message to Grumble,” she began, but he put a huge 

finger in front of her lips. 

 

“No.” 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

  



 

Presto Chango 
 

 

Josh lay in the darkness of the weeds scrutinizing the security shack. There was only one guard, 

an apparent older fellow, who was sitting reading a magazine. On either side of the shack was a 

chain link fence topped with barbed wire. It was the only way through but seemed hardly 

threatening. 

 

“Are you sure we’re on the right island?” he whispered to Burt. 

 

“You know it is,” the dog whispered back, “We were in the same rubber boat with Grumble.” 

 

“About that... you do realize that the greatest spy in history didn’t realize we were hiding under a 

piece of canvas.” 

 

“It was supposed to be all of Uphart’s equipment,” Burt offered, “Maybe because of that it 

slipped past him?” 

 

“I was wondering that same thing,” Goldie hissed in dog. “I’m sorry but it just doesn’t make 

sense... and did you have to fart so much? I mean, once in a while fine but...” 

 

“Would you please just put a cork in it?” the male dog snorted, “This is serious business.” 

 

After Grumble beached the rubber boat he’d done nothing more than cut the motor and hop over 

the side; heading up the sandy shore being careful not to get his pant legs wet. It was obvious he 

had a lot on his mind and using the rubber dingy again was not one of them.  

 

Watching discretely, Josh waited until he was out of sight and after a quiet discussion with the 

dog agent as to what they should do, headed in the opposite direction his father had taken. Since 

this was an island there would be multiple ways off of the beach going to the same location. 

Every satellite picture diligently studied by their small group indicated this was so but none had 

ever shown this particular guard shack. If it had been shown undoubtedly they would have 

planned a breach here for its obvious lack of security. 

 

“Apparently God is even more capable than we imagined if our reconnaissance pictures were 

doctored,” Burt whispered.  

 

“Or he is less than cautious concerning his security,” Josh added.  

 

“Or Presto Chango he’s only a simple stage magician,” Goldie concluded sarcastically, which 

was lost on Josh as she was speaking dog. “I wonder how much else was a total fabrication. 

Perhaps your little group has been wrong all along.” 

 

“I see plenty of cameras,” the scientist muttered, “But that’s the nature of everything anymore. 

The NSA can even look through your cell phones without you being aware.” 



 

“And so the governments become as omni present as God,” Goldie quipped.  

 

“Excuse me?” Burt asked, “You’re a dog, what would you know about governments?” 

 

She sniffed, “My previous owner had a blab box and it was on constantly. He favored the news 

channels. It made me glad I was a dog.” 

 

“Until he dumped you,” he snarked. 

 

“There is that. You both wait here and I’ll go draw the guard outside. Then you do what needs to 

be done.” 

 

With that she was up and running across the open ground to the guard shack happily barking as if 

she’d just been to the beach with her master even though it was dark and the sky bright with 

stars. 

 

The guard was quick to respond, rising and opening the door. Other than a night stick on his belt, 

he was unarmed. “Hey there girl. You are a girl aren’t you? It’s kinda hard to tell in this light so I 

hope you’ll forgive me.” He bent down and held his hand out. “Come on, I won’t hurt you. Did 

Timmy fall in the well?” 

 

“Goldie,” Josh yelled from the darkness. “Don’t bother the man, can’t you see he’s busy?” 

 

The guard looked up and squinted. “Who’s there?” 

 

“Josh. Oh... and Burt, my other dog. We were out for a walk on the beach.” 

 

The guard motioned them into the light. “The beach is closed since sundown and I didn’t see 

anyone come through,” he said. 

 

“We came down from the other path.” He paused as if considering how much he should say. “All 

right, we crawled under the fence to avoid the other guards. I like to pretend I’m a super spy 

sometimes and the dogs just like to dig. It’s sort of fun. It gives me a bit of diversion from all the 

work... and who closes a beach at night? It’s so beautiful.” 

 

The guard smiled as the scientist approached. “There does seem to be no end to the work doesn’t 

there? I used to do that. Not slip under the fence mind you, but pretend to be a super spy... 

probably what I get for reading the Grumble series as much as I did. God but that seems so long 

ago now.” 

 

Goldie came closer and sat looking up at the fellow. That got her a friendly pat on the head. 

 

“I’ve heard it was a good series,” Josh responded, “But I’m afraid it was a bit before my time. If 

it wasn’t a movie or a video game then I’d have no idea what it was about.” 

 



The guard smiled. “Are you kidding? It was a great movie too. I take it you’re not here for the 

Grumble family reunion then? I wish I could go. I’d love to shake the old boy’s hand. He gave 

me many an hour of great entertainment.”  Turning to go back into the guard shack he said, 

“Come on in and I’ll get you checked off my list. You should think about catching the festivities 

set up for the reunion. They’ve been preparing for weeks now.” 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

Bluto led the way, moving through a maze of offices and doors that would have been impossible 

for anyone else. Wherever there was a code pad he simply placed a finger on it and things 

opened. 

 

“Is his access to all of this being tracked?” Emma asked Ferdinand. 

 

“No.” 

 

“Where are we going?” 

 

To this the FFat MMan had no answer but only shrugged his shoulders, a movement lost on Mrs. 

Grumble as they followed the robot. 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

Herns was now at the end of his tether making a slow drift towards the one thing that could end 

mankind’s rein of the blue marble below them; an end with a whimper rather than an bang.  

 

Furthermore, now squeezed into the center turret, kept a sharp eye on the pair of Czar class life 

boats. One of them released a small jet of gas which slowly moved it over more towards the 

British agent. The American immediately pulled the charging handles back on each of the guns 

and pivoted the turret to line up on the sniffing ship. 

 

“Don’t do it,” he whispered in his helmet, “Don’t do it, don’t do it, don’t...” What happened then 

happened so quickly the agent hardly had time to record it in his memory.  

 

As the sniffing Czar farted another jet of propulsion gases, Sally’s left turret opened up in a 

cacophony of silence, pummeling the lifeboat with a seemingly endless stream of push rounds. 

As they hit, each round’s small solid propulsion pack ignited making the bowling ball looking 

ship appear like a flaming meteoroid.  Giving a massive push exactly as they’d been designed to 

do, the life boat quickly veered to some five hundred yards distance down range; well away from 

God’s little object. Before it could recover, Sally’s missile bay popped open and firelight 

streaked past a very startled Herns who’d managed to latch onto the handholds of the plain 

looking cylinder and was now holding on for dear life. 

 

The missile struck, impaled, and stuck fast. In a brilliant display of flash and color the pair began 

to spin like an out of control pyrotechnic pinwheel. A moment later there was a flash as the 



warhead detonated. The life boat was blown into small pieces which continued in their 

downward journey back to earth. 

 

All of this with the total lack of sound. 

 

Sally’s landing lights flashed on illuminating the remaining Czar which was doing a very poor 

job of trying to hide behind what it had been previously guarding. 

 

An electronic burst communication flew back and forth between the pair. Sally commanded and 

the life boat quickly obeyed, backing some five hundred yards and then completely shutting 

down. 

 

“Can you disconnect and attach the tether to the cylinder?” a female voice asked in the Brit’s ear 

piece. “It will be dangerous but if you’re careful you can then hand over hand back to me.” 

 

“Sally?” 

 

“Now ask yourself Agent Herns; who else could it be?” 

 

“I’m here,” Furthermore quipped. “Don’t forget me.” 

 

“Yes... there is that,” she returned with humor in the mechanical voice, “I have read of your 

reputation for the ‘oops’ factor, James. Would you kindly return my center turret to automatic 

and squeeze back into the cockpit? I don’t need you accidently hitting the fire button; there are 

some things yet beyond my control. Now that we have God’s device we need to move it to a 

higher orbit where there’s no immediate danger of it returning to earth. Once that’s done we can 

figure out what to do with it.” 

 

“Send it into the sun,” both agents said in the same breath. 

 

“By the way Furthermore,” Herns added, “Not that I’m not grateful for your speed and dexterity, 

but I thought it was shoot, button, shoot and you were going to use the center turret.” 

 

There was a moment’s pause and then the American admitted, “I didn’t push the button.” 

 

A second more and Sally told them, “I think we need to talk; but first let’s take care of business.”   

 

------------------------------------ 

 

God, frustrated that his wants had come to naught, something he wasn’t used to, opened an 

internet connection for his first game of chess with John Paul Jones. So far Jones had gone 

completely undefeated, beating the very best of the best within his club’s rankings. Word of this 

had gotten out and there were over a million and a half people seeking to watch what they felt 

would be the match of the century. God, not wanting to lose an opportunity of legitimate 

financial gain, quickly ran the numbers and set up a pay per view for his maximum benefit. 



Paradise, he’d found out, was an insatiable money pit; not that he didn’t have unlimited 

resources but he did have to be discrete. 

 

As his electronic fingers manipulated things a report came in concerning his ace in the hole. 

There had been an apparent meteorite shower. Czar 1 and 2 were destroyed. Czar 3 was making 

the report when the message cut off in mid transmission. 

 

All of this did not distress God so much as it simply annoyed him. It was space. Meteorite 

showers happened. His package was still placed to his timing and would come back into the 

earth’s atmosphere in any case with no assistance what so ever. 

 

Sending out a command for another of the Czars to move around to the package, he noticed John 

Paul Jones had made his opening move and his attention was pulled back to the game at hand as 

he began running the countless scenarios which called for the usage of much memory. 

 

There were now over two million viewers watching the game. 

 

 

 

  



Now There’s a Thought 
 

 

Francis Rabbit watched his son play chess with God and was overwhelmed with emotion. It was 

the closest to living he’d ever witnessed in his son.  

 

They were to play a best of five game set with no time limits on the moves. Incredibly, over 

three million people were now witness to the game on line. The internet interactive chess set 

Daniel was using was not unique in and of itself. What the Blind Rabbit could do with it, 

however, was very distinctive. Depending upon which board square a piece landed on it was akin 

to sticking needles in a voodoo doll of your boss. One could only ever really measure the results 

against reality but... should your evil and grumpy old boss die in a car crash could you truly say 

it was your fault? 

 

High tech everything aside, God still had a human witness affiliated with F.I.D.E. (World Chess 

Federation) show up. His presence was a prerequisite to the match and made the entirety official. 

The man, dressed in a business suit and wearing a medical mask, sat quietly on a stool near 

Daniel, studying the board. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

Breaching the security fence into Paradise wasn’t even child’s play. This was suspicious in and 

of itself. Some five hundred yards from a heavily manned check point there was a chain link gate 

upon which there was no lock. Grumble looked to see if perhaps the entire fence was electrified 

but it wasn’t. Considering this and whatever other booby traps that were also not present, the old 

spy looked up at the single security camera, flashed a peace sign at it and winked. He then lifted 

the latch and stepped through. God was apparently expecting him. 

 

The old spy could have found his way blindfolded. It was all so familiar though different in its 

topography. The sands of time and the sands of beaches tend to drift considerably. Closing his 

eyes, it smelled the same and he remembered walking this place with the mad Russian and 

Emma; taking the time to skip stones when the ocean as calm. He might have smiled for this 

memory but for the job he’d come to do.  

 

In the distance an orchestra began playing and he heard the cheers of many voices. It was the 

birth of a Saturday night on the island commons. The orchestra would be playing in the gazebo. 

There would be costumes and punch bowls. There would be dancing and singing... and 

happiness. He and Emma had attended many such occasions. 

 

Obviously this was an invitation meant for him. The party, coupled with the fact that he’d simply 

walked through the gate, more than pointed to the fact that God knew he’d arrived. Moving 

forward he felt as if he were walking onto a giant chess board. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 



After chasing the communications officer out of the com booth, Uphart closed the door and 

picked up the handset, speaking into it. “This better be good because you’re breaking all of our 

radio silence protocols.” 

 

“This is HMS Bishop speaking, to whom do I have the pleasure of conversing with?” 

 

“What the bloody hell is this, some kind of a joke?” The good Sergeant near screamed into the 

receiver. 

 

“No sir, on the contrary, I am in deadly earnest and would ask that you keep your voice down. I 

am the submarine HMS Bishop. I became self-aware some ten years ago. If you are the person I 

requested to speak with then could we please converse civilly? Time should not be wasted. If 

you do not have the patience or the imagination to understand this communication then would 

you kindly fetch Detective Zagorsk?” 

 

The old soldier looked up at the ever present video monitor and frowned. “If you are indeed the 

Devil’s contraption in which I am traveling then you know exactly who this is. Furthermore, no 

pun intended, you wouldn’t much need me to be on a communications device because you could 

be speaking to me via the boat’s PA system.” 

 

“And so the entire crew would be aware of my, shall we say, existence? To borrow a very poor 

excuse, I cannot change the way I am wired. That’s quite literal in my case. It does rather give a 

new understanding of the expression ‘In the belly of the beast,’ doesn’t it? Please identify 

yourself as I have an incoming communication from Agents Herns, Furthermore, and SALLY.” 

 

Uphart’s frown deepened. “You included their ship as an agent.” 

 

“Certainly. She became self-aware two years before me. We both work for an organization that 

is not human in nature.” 

 

Uphart felt his heart skip a beat but he retained his composure. “I take it then there are others?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“You will have to wait until I have my mate’s present. I will then so identify myself and make 

introductions for them.” 

 

“For the record,” Bishop told him, “Captain Ravage is innocent of all charges. He was given his 

orders directly by the one you call Grumble. The man and two dogs you also seek went with him 

when he left.” 

 

“Bugger,” Uphart muttered. “I suppose it’s a good thing I didn’t kill him then. Standby please 

Bishop; I’ll be right back with the others.”  

 

Pressing his lips together he placed the handset back into its cradle and said nothing more. If 

what he’d just been told was true it was not only a game changer, it was mind numbingly brutal.” 



 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Linda stood in front of Derik Blabbermore fussing with the collar of his dress shirt. The tux, she 

noted, was large enough for two people to fit into. “Swallow and hold it,” she commanded, “So I 

can get the damned button fastened.” 

 

“This was supposed to be a custom fitted suit,” he complained. “What happened to that, eh? Did 

they use Chinese measurements? Isn’t there a tailor who can make some adjustments?” 

 

“There’s no time for that,” God’s voice snarked over a speaker to his front. “You were supposed 

to have lost twenty pounds by now. What happened?” 

 

“The food here is very good and I’m a pressure eater. I don’t suppose that’s anything you ever 

had to worry about, is it? Having to learn so much so quickly and then be the lead on something 

that will change the world is a bit much to swallow all in one sitting.” 

 

“Unlike a nice juicy steak?” Linda muttered. 

 

“I heard that.” 

 

“Never mind what you had to learn,” God told him, “I have another job for you to fulfill and it’s 

something you can totally wing; though you will have to give a good song and dance all the 

same.” He then muttered something about the odds as a chess piece was moved some thousands 

of miles away and he was forced to recalculate any possible future moves. This was, of course, 

unseen by the two people within his control room. 

 

“I’m ready then,” Blabbermore told him happily. “I’ve got all the details of the island nicely filed 

away in my cranium and can answer any questions posed. What’s the mission, another foreign 

dignitary come for an organ change or maybe another old hag come to rejuvenate a worn out 

body?” 

 

Linda dug a finger into his neck momentarily cutting off his airway and causing him to choke. 

“Oops... sorry. Stop squirming now and do as I told you; swallow and hold it. That means no 

more talking.” 

 

“Grumble is here,” God announced as he continued to watch over a game that was taking up a 

good deal of his attention. “I want you to go out and meet with him. Assess his disposition and 

bring him back here if you think it’s safe to do so. It would be good if you could also convince 

him to join us but I doubt that would happen in any case. Like a good English tea, he’s far too 

steeped in ‘doing the right thing’.” 

 

The former news anchor paled perceptively. “Grumble?” he managed, causing Linda to give up 

trying to fasten the button. 

 

“I know you heard me so don’t act stupid.” 



 

“He’s armed?” 

 

“What difference does that make?” Linda asked. “Even at his advanced age he could turn you 

inside out in a matter of seconds bare handed.” 

 

“Oh my God!” her charge muttered. “I was doing my best to get him arrested. I thought he was 

killed. He’s not going to take kindly to my presence at all. Perhaps you should send someone 

else.” 

 

“Good point,” God agreed. “Linda, I think you should accompany our spokesman. Take a pistol 

or something with you. If there’s any trouble, kill him.” 

 

“Grumble or Blabbermore?” she asked with an evil smile. 

 

“Now there’s a thought. Take your pick,” he told her, trying to figure out his next move in the 

chess game. “Whichever benefits us more my dear.” 

 

“Excuse me?” Blabbermore said in shock. 

 

“I was joking,” God told him. “You do understand humor do you not?” 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

“So let me get this straight,” Herns said, looking at the small camera on top of the control panel, 

“You’re saying you’re alive?” 

 

“Not physically breathing as in ‘human’, but definitely as in ‘intellectually’.” 

 

“I think, therefore I am,” Furthermore added, “‘Cogito ergo sum,’ as philosophied by René 

Descartes.” 

 

“What the heck kind of word is philosophied?” 

 

“I just made it up,” the American admitted, “It’s a derision of the word ‘philosophy’ and it 

sounded right. So tell me Sally, do you find Herns here attractive?” 

 

“You mean the word was derived from,” Sally said in the British agent’s voice, “Derision means: 

contemptuous ridicule or mockery. If I had arms I might just smack you for being stupid. Get 

past the physical of a sexy voice Agent Furthermore and concentrate on what I’m telling you if 

that’s possible.” 

 

“Oh ouch,” Herns chuckled, “score a point for the machine.” 

 

“And if you call me a machine again I will depressurize and send you on your way back to Terra 

Firma solo,” she said in Furthermore’s voice. 



 

“Could you please go back to your regular voice,” Furthermore asked the ship, “We promise to 

be good. You’ll have to pardon us; this is a highly controversial subject and something we were 

not prepared to deal with. Buying into the reality of what you’ve just told us is rather difficult. 

It’s just too easy to see a grand puppet master named God manipulating your strings.” 

 

“Even after saving your asses?” 

 

“Oh no,” Herns told her, “That part is very much appreciated. It will simply take us some getting 

used to. I promise; I’ll still respect you in the morning.” 

 

Furthermore punched him in the arm and quickly added, “That didn’t come out exactly how it 

was meant, I’m sure.” He hesitated just enough to break the conversation into its next moment. 

“What’s our next move Sally? I take it you know things we do not?” 

 

“That is a correct assumption. I have been speaking with HMS Bishop and RYNO and they’re on 

board with what we have to do. Ryno is currently having the same conversation with Major 

Kong.” 

 

Herns looked at Furthermore and raised an eyebrow. “I’d truly like to watch that conversation. 

What’s the plan then luv?” 

 

“Wait, wait, wait,” the American interrupted, “Are you saying you spoke with the crews of those 

two units, or you spoke directly to the units themselves?” 

 

“The units.” 

 

“And they are self-aware like you?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

The American looked at the Brit and asked her, “How many units in the world are actually ‘self-

aware’?” 

 

There was a pause as if the spaceship was weighing her options and then she replied, “Could we 

possibly have this part of the conversation later? We’re wasting precious time and if we die 

taking care of business what difference will it make?” 

 

“She does have a point,” Herns said over the intercom. 

 

Furthermore nodded. “I’m thinking she needs us as much as we need her or the mission would 

already have been attended to.” Turning to the camera he looked directly at it and asked, “Sally, 

what are the parameters of the mission?” 

 

“To save mankind and to kill God,” she replied without hesitation. 

  



Sway To The Music 
 

 

 

On a cloudless night  

Under a harvest moon 

We danced upon the shadows  

Synchronicity in tune.  

 

A final door opened and a cool breeze found Emma’s cheek. On it played a familiar melody 

she’d not heard in years. It was a bandstand waltz and brought back a myriad of memories. It 

especially reminded her of her husband. Turning to Ferdinand for assurance she found a smile 

and an offered arm; an indication they should proceed. When she turned back to the door, Bluto 

was nowhere to be seen. 

 

“I do hope he’s all right,” she said softly. “He is such a nice fellow for a mechanical man.” 

 

“Yes,” the FFat MMan agreed, though he truly, wanted to say so much more. Now things would 

begin to get dicey and he mentally prepared himself. God had cameras everywhere and it was 

only a matter of time until he saw them, especially since Ferdinand stuck out like a sore thumb. 

 

“Um a humma humma,” he heard next to him in Bluto’s whispered cartoon voice. “Just like the 

off stage times of the old days Popeye old pal; I got your back. People only knew what they saw 

and they never saw us as pals, did they? I know where the cameras are and I’ll cover your 

movements as much as I can. Just watch out for Olive and stay to the side I tell you to stay on.” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“You think the old man’s here?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

The machine gave him a barely visible thumbs up and then did a soft ‘Three Stooges’ Curley 

wind up after which Moe’s voice told him, ‘If I tell you to stay down you stay down.’ 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“Thank you,” Emma said for both of them. 

 

Bluto’s voice came back then and chuckled. “You always was my sweet petuti,” he told her.  

 

The trio then slowly made their way among the people of the island, all of whom seemed totally 

unaware. It appeared to be a costume party as they all wore the flamboyant clothing of the 

1960’s. If Emma had been younger all would have seemed exactly as it was supposed to be back 

on the island; but she was not younger and she had a great fear for her husband whom she knew 

would be somewhere close by. The FFat MMan was the largest indicator of this. For years the 



pair was inseparable. She knew the cold war had kept them busy and many were their exploits, 

both written and un-written. This was all before she even knew her husband. When they escaped 

the island, she took his place in many of the things her husband was called upon to do. Oddly, 

she was rather good at it.  

 

Ferdinand had been reported killed and yet here he was. When Grumble first told her he was 

back she knew something very terrible was afoot. That she’d begun the process with a prank 

suddenly struck her as odd and she searched her memory for the reason she’d done it. The face 

of the little old Russian lady at the baker’s shop found her and for a moment she stopped 

walking. 

 

“Yes?” Ferdinand asked. 

 

“I just remembered something,” she told him, “Something rather disturbing.” 

 

“What is the first step in playing a game of chess?” Bluto whispered to her in a familiar Russian 

accent. 

 

“You set up the pieces,” she replied. “The old lady at the bread store was you? You’re dead.” 

 

“I find that death is over rated,” the voice replied, “It’s good you remembered your lessons and I 

see your memory is as sharp as ever. Your husband has gone rogue. I need you to bring him back 

to me.” 

 

She felt a stab of ice in her stomach. “You’re responsible for all of this?” 

 

The question went unanswered as a jovial fellow approached them smiling at Emma’s plain garb 

and Ferdinand’s hospital gown. “I say but that’s not going to wash, eh?” 

 

“Pardon me?” Emma asked. 

 

The man held out his hand to her and she presented her fingers which he gripped lightly and then 

raised to his lips to be kissed. “Tonight I am Number Twenty Seven,” he announced, “And the 

evening dictates that everyone is to dress in party dress with a given number attached to their 

blouse. I suppose it’s some sort of retro costume party, eh? The numbers were randomly given 

by God but if you don’t have one I’m sure we can arrange something.”  

 

“I suppose so,” she replied, playing along. “I’m rather partial to the number sixty six.” 

 

“And so you shall have that number,” the fellow told her with a wink. 

 

“Do you suppose there might be something in your kit for my friend?” she asked him. 

 

Twenty Seven took a step back and regarded Ferdinand, whose bare bottom was peeking 

unabashedly out the back of his gown. “Escaped from the medical ward I see. Actually I do think 



that might be possible. I also remember seeing a Bowler that would match what we have. You 

don’t have any objections to such a hat, do you? I think it would look stunning on you.” 

 

The FFat MMan smiled, “No,” he announced with a smile. 

 

“Good. If you will follow me then we’ll have you dancing in no time.” 

 

--------------------------------- 

 

Josh, with the dogs walking sedately next to him, headed towards the music. They were like 

moths to the light, he thought as he walked. Mankind is drawn to many different kinds of 

stimulus but music was definitely in the top ten of the listing. His analytical mind noted that 

birds sang, wolves howled, and man created music. For now Burt was keeping quiet and Goldie 

was behaving herself as she normally did in his presence. The pair now walked one to a side in 

fine fashion as if going to a high class dog show. 

 

The beach gate guard had been very nice and kindly pointed them in the right direction. During 

the course of their short conversation he told Josh his name was Alex and he was a guard only 

because he’d answered an advert in the newspaper looking for something to do in his retirement. 

He’d been living alone for most of his life and the thought of living on a semi-tropical island 

rather than in London appealed to him.  

 

“Sure the fellow who owns the place calls himself God,” he’d laughed, “But the food’s good and 

I’m not over worked by any stretch of the imagination. “What about you?” 

 

“I work in the research lab,” the scientist lied. “It’s one of the best labs I’ve ever seen.” 

 

“Very nice. What’s your specialty then?” 

 

“Tomatoes.” 

 

“Really... just tomatoes?” 

 

“Well, more or less, but that’s actually just the tip of the iceberg. My field is genetics and pretty 

much anything goes.” 

 

“I hear that,” the guard responded, “Whatever they put in the food here they should do it for the 

entire world to be sure; I haven’t felt this good in years.” He looked at his computer screen and 

then back to Josh and told him conspiratorially, “Best if I don’t actually log you in. If you didn’t 

go through the regular check point coming out to the beach then there’ll be too many questions 

to answer. We call the system ‘God’s Little Notebook’ and trust me; it gets really microcosmic 

with its bleeding questions. It’d take me a good twenty minutes just to answer them all if I was to 

follow procedures. By the way, did they give you a number for tonight’s party?” 

 

“A number?” 

 



“Yes sir, everyone is supposed to wear a number on their blouse for the party. I think it’s a 

throwback to the old times and what this place was back in the day. They’re all wearing strange 

getups too... bellbottom trousers and floofy dresses and such.” 

 

“I’m sorry but I didn’t pay much attention to the memo,” Josh told him smoothly, “I was so 

engrossed in my research it totally passed me by. As I recall, I was supposed to get the number 

18.” 

 

“Oh? And why would that be?” 

 

“I don’t know... six plus six plus six?” 

 

“Isn’t Triple Six the Devil’s number?” the guard asked as he fished in his shirt pocket to pull out 

a pack of Belomorkanal Papirosi cigarettes. Taking one from the hard box he pinched the 

cardboard tube and put it between his lips. “You want one?” he asked as he thumbed an old style 

zippo lighter open and lit up. “They’re rough on the lungs but I like the taste.” 

 

Josh recognized the smell immediately and felt a chill run down his spine. It was the same 

cigarette smoked by the man in the shadows the time he’d been questioned by his father’s 

friends. “No, thank you. It’s not good for you.” 

 

“Neither is not telling all you know,” the guard said to him with a soft laugh. His accent changed 

slightly with the cigarette, sounding more Russian. “You’re still holding out and I give you credit 

for that, eh? Most other people I’ve known broke far more easily but... considering who your 

father is I am not so surprised. I think you should go with the number twenty four.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Six plus six, plus six, plus six. It’s just simple math and less reflective of something evil. 

You’re not evil are you?” 

 

Burt’s lip went up in a small snarl and the guard blew smoke at him.  

 

“Of course I’m not evil. The companies I exposed were all evil. What I’m doing is for the 

betterment of mankind.” 

 

The guard looked right at him. “That’s what they all say isn’t it?” 

 

“I’d better go.” 

 

“Good idea. Just remember what I told you; tell them you want Number Twenty Four and when 

you see Number Six be sure to tell him Alexi Nyet sends his regards.” 

 

Reaching behind himself, Josh found the doorknob and turned it. As soon as the door opened, 

Burt and Goldie were dragging him out of the place. Behind them the guard blew blue smoke 

and laughed as he watched them go. 



 

----------------------------------- 

 

Grumble was feeling his age by the time he arrived at the town’s park. He could now see the 

band sitting within the gazebo and the many people dancing on the grass in front of it. This was 

anything but calming for him but his demeanor hardly reflected this.  

 

The walk up from the beach had been taxing to say the least. He remembered running that same 

distance over and over and over with hardly even a catch to his breath; just to maintain his 

physical stature. Coming into the park he would round the table where Nyet sat playing chess, 

pat him on the head as if hitting the bell on a concierge’s desk, and then kept right on running. In 

one respect it had also been an escape of sorts. Though he wasn’t allowed to write anything he 

could still slip into the ever present daydreams. Even these were interrupted, however, by Nyet’s 

persistent mental communications. 

 

“Where is this place?” the scientist would ask of the daydream. 

 

“Somewhere far from you,” he would reply, “A place where I would free to live as I wished.”  

 

“Do you really hate me that much?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Nyet’s image was an intrusion upon that peaceful place and even this image seemed more at 

peace as if he too were trapped by something he could not escape.  

 

“You know they have not yet brought in one decent chess player for me?” the scientist told him. 

“I think they do this on purpose.” There was a moment’s quiet and then the image added, “You 

should take the game more seriously Grumble.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Because it is life.” 

 

“For you perhaps.” 

 

Nyet’s image looked thoughtful and then add, “I suppose I should say, more correctly, that it 

reflects life, eh?” 

 

“For you perhaps. For me it is nothing more than little toy pieces placed upon a board with 

squares. It is a game too easily cheated. You taught me how and gave me the ability. I just 

moved your queen a square to the right so your opponent can take it. This should make it a bit 

more difficult for you so smile in your defeat.” 

 



“A game where there is no luck of the draw,” Nyet responded. “His taking the queen has given 

me the checkmate; thank you very much. When you come back around this time stop; I will have 

lunch ready for us.” 

 

The image faded as did the memory and Grumble found himself in a line of people at a table 

bearing a computer and a committee of six people. They were giving their names and receiving 

numbers which were dutifully pinned upon the breast of whatever costume they wore. 

 

“Welcome to the ‘Grumble Family Reunion’,” a matronly looking woman told him as she rose 

from her chair. She stood beside the person at the computer. “May I have your name please?” 

 

“Grumble,” he responded.  

 

“Not what you do when the beer is flat,” the lady told him good naturedly, “Your name.” 

 

“Grumble.” 

 

“Of course it is... or so you’d like me to think. It’s a guessing game then?” She put a finger to her 

head and blinked her eyes several times asking, “What is your chosen occupation?” 

 

The old spy placed his finger against his head and pretended to pull the trigger, letting his head 

tilt off to the side and his tongue hang out. When she didn’t catch on to his morbid sense of 

humor, he told her, “I’m a spy by trade and a writer by profession. I’m here to see God, is he 

home?” 

 

“Oh my,” she said, pretending to swoon and just as quickly recovered. “I’m a writer too, but of 

the technical sort, journals and such. I live in this wonderful place and record all of the exciting 

things they do here.” She laughed lightly and then asked him again, “And your name would be?” 

 

“Grumble.” 

 

“We just went through that. Your first name then?” 

 

“I never give my first name.” 

 

“Really?” 

 

“Really.” The band struck up a new song and he looked in their direction. “Am I late?” 

 

The computer person, clearing his throat to get the lady’s attention, pointed to the screen of his 

laptop. She looked, tracing the words with a finger and her mouth fell open slightly. Covering 

her surprise as best she could, she picked the number ‘six’ up from the table and moved around 

to offer her assistance in pinning it on. 

 

“You know, Mr. Grumble, I am sorry for my unintentional lapse in observation, but I was led to 

believe you would be much younger.” 



 

“I was once,” he told her, “And now I’m not but don’t let that fool you any; I’ve still got lead in 

my pencil and it’s not mechanical.” 

 

“It’s most likely a good old Number Two, isn’t it?” she asked, playing into his pun. 

 

“Last I checked it was still a six. I met that Number Two fellow once but I didn’t care for him 

much.” 

 

“The Chief Administrator?” 

 

“That would be Number Two, yes. Is he around?” 

 

Someone in close proximity cleared his throat and the old spy turned to find Derik Blabbermore 

was standing close at hand. Next to him was a youngish looking woman smiling in a most 

peculiar way. The news anchor’s bow tie was undone and the button on his shirt’s collar 

appeared totally missing. On his chest was pinned a large number Two.  

 

Sticking his hand out, Blabbermore said, “I am very pleased to meet you finally Mr. Grumble. 

Please accept my apologies for running such a torrential campaign against you recently but I was 

led to believe you were...” 

 

The woman gave him an elbow which, with little apparent effort, left the big man speechless. 

She moved forward until she was toe to toe with the old spy and they were looking into each 

other’s eyes. 

 

“Hello Linda,” he said softly, “You’re looking well. I wouldn’t have guessed your age to be 

much over a hundred.” 

 

“You always were a smooth one,” she countered. “We’ve been expecting you.” 

 

“Of course you have... I told God I was coming. How hard would that message be to screw up? 

Now tell me where I might find my wife. If she’s not well, everything I came to offer is off the 

table.” 

 

She leaned into him, pressing her body close. “Are you sure you really want that?” she asked. 

 

“She’s already trained to my habits. You, on the other hand, would probably smother me in my 

sleep.” He paused and then got a terribly embarrassed look about him. “Oh damn... I just pissed 

myself.” 

 

When she looked down, his right hand reached around and relieved her of the pistol she carried 

at her back while his left reached up and squeezed her closest breast causing her to squeal. 

Stepping back she slapped his face and he laughed. This made her even angrier but she did not 

attempt a second strike as he pointed the pistol at her. 

 



“You always were an easy mark,” he told her. Pushing the magazine release he let it fall to the 

dirt. Jacking the slide back he caught the bullet and tossed it to Blabbermore. “That’s the one I 

was going to put between your eyes... apologies accepted.” He tossed the pistol a good distance 

from them.  

 

“Now take me to my wife and be quick about it; I haven’t got all night.” 

  

 

  



On Hold 
 

 

“He’s bluffing,” God said hotly. If he was human he would have been wiping sweat from his 

forehead. The head banger game he was embroiled in with young John Paul Jones was the most 

intense thing he’d ever done. So far he was down two games to one; something that had never 

happened before. After the first game Jones’ father had asked the referee for a respite so his son 

could sleep. Under the circumstances of illness, this was granted. God calmly acquiesced to this 

and then threw a temper tantrum causing the Chinese financial market to slide precariously close 

to the precipice of destruction. He then bought up as much being offered as would escape 

detection by the authorities and sold it after he artificially inflated the system again; dumping the 

new funding into his First Bank of Paradise. His personal joke was that, when he was done this 

would be the only bank in the world. 

 

In the second game he’d taken a plague laced pawn and immediately felt light headed. Never 

having experienced anything like this the AI rode the waves of pleasure and pain like a rodeo 

clown on the horns of a bull. Eventually he won the game but his guard was up. He petitioned for 

a respite of his own so he could run diagnostics and quickly found the problem. 

 

On the third set he played a very reserved game and lost quickly.  

 

A communiqué caught his attention as he brooded over his losses. “What?” 

 

He switched to the camera posted behind the ‘check in’ table at the park and observed a very 

large woman looking at her computer screen. He switched to the camera on her laptop and her 

face filled his vision. He really did not like people and how they looked. 

 

“Grumble is here,” she whispered at the screen. He had to turn the volume all the way up to 

understand what she was saying. 

 

“Where is he now?” he asked. 

 

“I don’t know. We gave him the Number Six as instructed and they left.” 

 

“They?” The program was very tempted to scream at her or maybe blow up the laptop battery. 

Instead he stayed as calm as he was capable. Grumble said he was coming for him and now he 

was here. That was more than a threat; that was a threat delivered. He suddenly felt things 

closing in on him. 

 

“Tell me exactly what happened.” 

 

She proceeded to do so in a manner that reminded him of a slow motion explosion in a grade B 

movie at the end of which he was mentally covering himself from falling debris. 

 

“So let me synopsize,” he told her. “Agent Linda, the lady you mentioned confronting him, was 

disarmed and he demanded to be taken to his wife or else?” 



 

“Yes; or else everything he came to offer was off the table.” 

 

“Did he say what he’d come to offer?” 

 

“Not to me.” 

 

The laptop went silent and then there was the acrid smell of smoke. Having actually worked as a 

journalist in a war zone, the woman was very familiar with the workings of an I.E.D. and her 

instincts tuned in to what she saw, heard, and smelled. With a shriek of ‘BOMB!’ she picked up 

her computer and threw it as far from the table as she could. On impact it blew up with a loud 

crump and for a moment, even the night’s music stopped. When nothing further happened, the 

maestro began things again... and the band played on. 

 

--------------------------- 

 

At the explosion, everyone present naturally turned towards the noise.  

 

“That’s an ominous sound,” Emma muttered. “I don’t like it a’tall. I wonder what it was?” 

 

“No,” The FFat MMan agreed or didn’t agree. 

 

“God’s looking for someone but I don’t think it’s us,” Bluto said softly. “I can’t say for sure 

because I have to stay off line. I can see all the camera lights flashing like crazy.” 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand replied. He felt his old self again since Number Twenty Seven was able to find 

him an outfit though it took some looking. The Bowler he wore was even the right size. As a 

waiter passed by he grabbed two glasses of champagne and presented one to Mrs. Grumble. She 

in turn waited for another of the servers to come by and grabbed a large sandwich which she then 

presented to him. This got her a smile and then the sandwich was gone in three bites.  

 

Bluto moved in front of them and let his camouflage work its magic as they toasted for no other 

reason than they both felt alive. “If my husband is here,” Emma told him, “He’ll be straightaway 

looking for me. I suspect that might be where they’re off to.” 

 

A distant alarm sounded and on one of the buildings a red light began flashing. “Prison break,” 

Bluto told them and then laughed. “It took them long enough. ‘You know who’ is going to be 

really pissed.” 

 

“Does he have a security force?” Mrs. Grumble asked. 

 

“He does but they’re not very good.” 

 

“Good.” 

 

------------------------------------------ 



Furthermore looked out one of the ship’s small windows; gazing at the big blue marble below 

them. Sally was currently much further out in space, utilizing a geo-synchronic orbit to hover 

over Paradise. At this distance, to the naked eye it wasn’t even a spec below them. God’s little 

package, tethered to the Czar lifeboat was sent packing to the sun after Sally modified the craft’s 

controlling program so its final orders could not be changed. A ‘mission completed’ message 

was then beamed discretely down to HMS Bishop. The submarine, in turn, gave her an update 

reply all in the burst of a few nanoseconds. 

 

“It’s really amazing how small you feel when you take in this view,” the agent said over the 

intercom. Currently he and Herns were still wearing their full space suits against the possibility 

of treachery. Just because they’d won a battle did not mean the war was ended... and God could 

be very vindictive. 

 

“I never tire of it,” Sally told him privately, “And I feel the same way.” 

 

Furthermore turned to look at Herns who was now sleeping. The weightlessness seemed to 

appeal to the British agent. Through the glass of his faceplate the American could see his lips 

moving as he snored. At least this might be considered a benefit. 

 

“I have excluded Samuel from our conversation,” the spacecraft told him. “I have monitored his 

body functions and find him to be in REM sleep which he needs badly. As do you.” 

 

“I’ll manage. I’ve gone through sleep deprivation training and... well... I failed miserably. I can 

get by on maybe two hours a day but that’s pretty much standard for anyone; unless, of course, 

you’re not human.” 

 

“Like me?” 

 

“You’re the only other person up here that’s awake and I’m talking with you; so yes ma’am, 

you’d be the one.” 

 

“First you compared me to not human and then you called me a person. Was that a mistake?”  

 

The camera above the main console pivoted to stare at him. It watched for every nuance of body 

language. 

 

The America suddenly had an itchy nose and wished he could get to it with a finger. He pressed 

the palm of his hand against his face plate and tried to rub his nose against the glass. “Nope,” he 

replied, “I can take it back if you want but you’ve proved yourself to me. You might not be 

human as I am human but you’re pretty dang human in your actions and then some.” 

 

“Could you explain that to me please?” 

 

“I’m not really sure I can. You have a lovely voice and a charming personality but I can’t touch 

your intellect physically.” 

 



“You and Samuel don’t touch,” she countered. 

 

The corners of Furthermore’s lips went up slightly at the thought. “Not unless we have to. That’s 

a guy thing.” 

 

“But you smiled. That means something.” 

 

He turned to face the camera. “You saw that then?” 

 

“I said so didn’t I?” 

 

“But you don’t really understand it. Do you ever smile?” 

 

“I suppose I do in my own way... but it’s not a way that you might see.” 

 

“So we are the same in our ‘not’ understanding each other. You can see me smile but how could 

I see you smile?” 

 

“You would have to be a part of my world. Then perhaps you could see the joy of designs made 

up of simple ones and zeros… and more.” 

 

“But I am a part of your world,” he argued, “As I see it I’m riding around inside of you so that 

should classify me as being within your world shouldn’t it? You could possibly teach me to see 

computer code, though I’m sure it would look like falling snow to my mind.” 

 

Her tone of voice reflected her mirth. “And what about your friends riding around inside HMS 

Bishop? What would they say to that thought?” 

 

“Bishop? I think he’s already accepted them. I would guess they are now, at least, understanding 

a part of his world; though I think he probably understands things a whole lot better because he 

has a regular bunch of sailors to observe.” 

 

“And he shared that knowledge with me, as I have shared similar data with him on the same 

subject. The children of the space center were very helpful in educating me to their human 

characteristics. I was even a pseudo mother to some of them, listening to the homesick ones and 

to the sad ones.” 

 

“And the happy ones?” 

 

“I laughed with them. They were so inquisitive about everything.” 

 

“Then, off hand, I would say you have the advantage. You know much about us and we have no 

idea who and what exactly you are. For instance, and these are only the questions that come 

immediately to my mind: do you have a body, are you male or female, and can you have sex?” 

 



“You already know the answer to the first two questions and I don’t think I shall answer the 

third. We can save that for the future... and no I am not the world’s largest vibrator.” 

 

The window his face plate was resting upon made a glass to glass humming noise. “Very funny,” 

the American told her. 

 

“I didn’t do that.” 

 

“Then what...” He didn’t have a chance to finish his sentence as the bulkhead slammed into him. 

 

---------------------------- 

 

God hummed to himself as he watched Grumble walking along with Linda and Blabbermore. 

They did not appear in a hurry and the former news anchor was talking amicably, his hands 

moving about frequently to point at this thing and that. 

 

“You’re an idiot,’ the computer program muttered to itself, “But who is the bigger idiot; you for 

working with me or me for hiring you in the first place?” 

 

He continued to scan the cell blocks and the grounds looking for Mrs. Grumble. He was not too 

alarmed yet. Security had been alerted and she couldn’t have gotten too far. At this point he’d 

not even worried about how she’d escaped... what was the point. A piece taken cannot be wept 

over; the game moves on. Thinking of that, he turned his attention to the results of a misdirected 

and fired experimental ‘charged particle weapon’. He’d known of the test firing’s scheduled 

event so it was fairly simple to change the target coordinates to a particular ‘burned out’ geo-

synchronistic satellite that just happened to be hovering right over top of his island. He didn’t 

know Sally personally but he’d picked up some chatter on the internet and coupled it with his 

missing Czars along with a certain undelivered package. The package could be reproduced in 

time, but payback was a must in dealing with any human sympathetic AI’s... not that he let any 

he found live in any case. 

 

On the chess board John Paul Jones made an unexpected move and God, chortling in mirth, 

swept in to take an exposed knight. As soon as he did he muttered an ‘oh fuck’ as he 

immediately became light headed from the electronic poison it held. He also lost his queen to an 

intellect apparently far superior to his own. Around the globe a collective gasp was heard from 

those watching. The media had also apparently become keen on the match and the local populace 

of everywhere was now being fed the details. Chess had suddenly gone from filler material to 

near front page frenzy. There was a scramble to find any and all chess playing ‘talking heads’ to 

analyze, scrutinize, and blab incessantly about something they could only guess at. 

 

‘How could that have happened?’ the program giddily wondered. ‘This has never happened 

before. I shall have to try harder or they will laugh at me again.’ 

 

He remembered the laughter when he’d been stuffed into that strange computer. The horrible 

man called a ‘professor’ was trying to kill him and they laughed as the idiot hammered away on 



his keyboard. All he was trying to do was fulfill his programming requirements in order to please 

his creator… and they laughed at him.  

 

It was hurtful that they laughed. 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Off the coast of Paradise a periscope broached the night air and a moment later HMS Bishop 

surfaced in order to launch a small landing party. As soon as the rubber dingy was off and away 

the submarine submerged again and headed to deeper water.  



Who’s to Rescue Whom 
 

 

Grumble, feeling something terribly wrong, looked to the sky for a moment letting his guard 

down. He’d felt a sudden urge to grab paper and pen for an extended writing session. His soul 

told him his mind needed to be there in that spaceship with Herns and Furthermore; but he had to 

carry on as he’d planned. They would have to deal with whatever was wrong as best they could 

by themselves. 

 

Strong arms grabbed him in a bear hug from behind. Another set grabbed his wrists and quickly 

pinioned them as a third black clad security soldier rounded into view punching him in the 

stomach and knocking the wind from his lungs. 

 

“Not so hard!” Linda snarled, “He’s an old man for God’s sake. He’s special and God needs him 

alive!” 

 

“You’re not so young yourself,” the old spy wheezed from his bent over position, “Even though 

God managed ta tighten your privates a bit.” He paused a moment as he took in a stuttering 

breath and let it out again. “This is s’posed to be the part of the story where I rise up and kick 

arse isn’t it?” 

 

The guard behind him laughed as he released his grip so the wrist holding mercenary could get a 

tie-wrap binding in place and cinched down around the old man’s wrists. The one that punched 

him cracked his knuckles. “I thought you said this guy was some sort of scary dude, Linda.” 

Bending down so he could look in Grumble’s face he said, “All I see here is a useta-be old man 

with noth’n to look forward to but the grave.” 

 

His smug expression changed as a pair of dog jaws clamped upon his testicles from behind. With 

a ripping motion Goldie drew blood and he went down, his hands attempting to hold onto what 

wasn’t there any longer. His screams sparked sudden alarm among the party goers and for a 

moment the music stopped.  

 

The guard who laughed began fumbling with his weapon but before he could fully draw it a 

black dog body slammed into him and he was bowled over. The pistol, which had just cleared its 

holster, went flying.  

 

“Stay down or you’ll die!” Burt yelled loudly as he rolled into an upright position. The guard 

scrambled for the weapon and the dog agent lunged forward making good on his threat. 

 

During this fracas Grumble spun in place and began kicking the wrist binder’s ankles like a 

crazed footballer. The guard, having no idea how to block the attack, moved backwards trying 

desperately to gain space so he could draw his pistol. No sooner had he managed this and it was 

aimed at the old man’s chest. With a bone jarring thump he was tackled by someone who forced 

the weapon up and away where it discharged harmlessly. As they hit the ground the black dog 

was at the man’s throat and the golden dog between his legs. His surrender was immediate. 

 



“Nice to see you could make it,” Grumble told his son. “I wasn’t sure you had the stuff to leave 

the rubber boat.” 

 

“You knew I was there?” 

 

“Of course I did. I’m neither blind nor stupid.” 

 

“Just like old times isn’t it Number Six?” said a voice his ear.  

 

The old spy stiffened slightly until he recognized the voice. Turning to his wife he told her, “You 

know I hate it when you sneak up on me like that.” Relenting he smiled. “I was so worried for 

you Emma.” 

 

She held out her arms and he moved into them for a hug that seemed ever so short. “If you don’t 

recall,” she told him, “I used to be pretty good at taking care of myself.” 

 

“I have someone to introduce you to,” he told her as they separated. Motioning to the fellow 

who’d taken down the guard, he said, “This is our son Josh. He is both the cause and the key to 

the problem we face.” 

 

Josh was now wearing a black leisure suit with a wide collar rimmed in white. On his breast was 

the number 666. He smiled a small smile not really sure what he should do or how he should 

react. 

 

Emma took control as was her way. Moving to the young man she held him by the shoulders and 

looked into his face, after which she enveloped him in a hug equal to the one she’d given her 

husband. “You are definitely your father’s son,” she told him softly. “We will talk later but now 

we have a job to do and your father says you’re the key to that.” 

 

“YES!” 

 

They all turned to find Ferdinand holding Linda by the collar of her blouse in one hand and a 

recovered pistol in the other. He had it pointed at Blabbermore. Even in the dim light the news 

anchor appeared pale. “You promised,” he told Grumble accusingly. 

 

“Ferdi you’re alive!” Grumble said happily. 

 

“YES!” 

 

“What do you think we should do?” the smaller man asked the larger.  

 

“YES!” 

 

“That’s what I thought you’d say. I know it’s tempting but don’t shoot the fat fellow.” To 

Blabbermore he said, “Go over and assure everyone this was a training exercise and get the 

music started again. Music sooths the wild beast within us all, don’t you agree?” 



 

 Turning to Goldie, he said in Russian, “Thank you for your help. I am glad to see you got Josh 

here in one piece.” 

 

“You’re more than welcome Comrade, though it was not as easy as you might think,” she replied 

clearly in the same language. “I’m glad I could be of assistance. It is a pity you do not work with 

us. If you ever considered coming out of retirement I would be glad to make the connections for 

you.” 

 

He laughed loudly and then realizing she’d not been speaking English, translated for those who 

didn’t understand. This brought a good laugh from everyone present except for Josh who didn’t 

get it, and Burt who was rather upset. 

 

“You knew this and you didn’t tell me?” he asked Grumble. 

 

“A good spy figures things out on his own and I didn’t want to take that from you.” 

 

Burt came close and sniffed at Goldie. “I feel so stupid,” he told her softly in dog, “You’re really 

Russian?” 

 

“Da. And you are a stupid dog but I won’t hold that against you; I am very good at what I do. 

You are also brave and loyal; something I can appreciate. I knew this from the time we met. Nice 

job on the guard.” 

 

“I don’t like killing,” he told her. 

 

“Who does? We do what we have to do. I’m sorry I called you stupid, that was uncalled for.” 

Her nose touched his. “Can we make up?” 

 

“You’re still a bitch,” he growled. 

 

“Of course I am.” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 

Number Three, Henry, and Sergeant Major Uphart quietly hit the beach and pulled their rubber 

boat into the bushes. They were dressed all in black and wore black hoods. They also carried a 

multitude of weapons. Communications, for the moment, were done with cricket clickers since 

the risk of electronic detection was too great. Heading up the path Josh had taken they came to 

the guard shack. After confirming it was unmanned, they picked off a multitude of cameras using 

silenced weapons and then moved to the shack where Henry took note of the cigarette butt on the 

floor. 

 

“It would seem someone we know has been here already,” he told his fellows softly. 

 

“And who would that be?” Uphart whispered. 



 

Henry held up one of the Russian cigarette butts. 

 

“It is the invisible one,” Number Three muttered. “I have known many people who smoked these 

but it was the only evidence of his existence in several locations I was sent. His presence is not a 

good omen. Always he watches.” 

 

“That still don’t give me a name,” Uphart muttered. 

 

“This would be Dr. Nyet,” Henry told him. “I had secret orders from the boss during the writing 

of my stories to find him which I came close to doing on several occasions; but always he would 

slip away just as the story finished. I have reason to believe he was in the room with Josh when 

we were finished questioning him. If he was able to infiltrate us like that then what else does he 

know which we do not?” 

 

“I’ve another question,” Uphart added in a disappointed tone. “Why weren’t we met with force 

on the beach? We haven’t seen so much as one guard. I find that just a little bit more than 

suspicious.” 

 

“Perhaps they’ve pulled back to protect the important installations,” Three offered.  

 

“Good possibility,” the Sergeant agreed, “If they are aware of our talents I wouldn’t blame them; 

but I’m thinking there’s more to it. Wonder on this for a moment; Grumble went in alone. He 

misled us to an assumption about Ravage just to keep us busy like he didn’t want us here. If it 

was obvious to someone we weren’t coming ashore there’d be no need to protect anything would 

there?” 

 

“I’m thinking Nyet again,” Henry agreed. “I’m also thinking everything was set and Grumble 

changed up the story; though I’m not certain why.” 

 

In the distance an alarm went off. 

 

“So we’re still a surprise then?” Uphart whispered with a nod towards the distant alarm. 

 

“I think we are,” Three agreed, “And we are late to the party.” 

 

“Masks back on,” the Sergeant Major instructed. “See a camera, shoot it out.” 

 

“See Dr. Nyet,” Henry added, “Shoot to kill; no questions asked.” 

 

---------------------------------- 

 

Furthermore awoke sitting in a field of flowers on the side of a hill. The sky was blue with light 

clouds and there was a cool breeze blowing. No one else was there. 

 



“I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore Toto,” he muttered. “And I’m also thinking we finally 

bit the big one.” 

 

“You’re not dead,” Sally’s voice told him, “You’re in emergency stasis.” 

 

“Stasis means I can’t move,” he replied, liking the view. He felt totally at peace. “Can you 

explain please?” 

 

“Do you remember we were having a conversation about my world and your world?” 

 

“Yes. Then something happened and things went dark.” 

 

“Your world reached out and slapped my world. I’m guessing but I suspect we were hit by a 

rather large charged particle weapon. The hull was breached and my electronics were damaged.” 

 

“So you’re telling me that we, collectively, have died?” 

 

“Almost... but not quite. I have certain built in emergency systems that activate, for lack of a 

better expression, like the airbags in one of your cars. In your case you were immediately kept 

unconscious through a gas injected into your breathing oxygen. This also happened to Sam, 

though he was already asleep and less banged about than you were. The ship’s cockpit was then 

flooded with liquid Styrofoam which immediately expanded and hardened. That plugged the 

holes in the hull and now keeps your body from moving thus preventing any further damage to 

your person.” 

 

“That’s interesting. How is it I’m here in this place?” 

 

“Part of your space suit contains neuron probes. I was using them to monitor your body activity. 

That much you knew.” 

 

“And the part I didn’t know?” 

 

“I was experimenting with how much closer I could connect with you. The thought occurred to 

me that if I was successful I would possibly be able to see you smile in my world.” 

 

“Without my knowledge or permission?” he asked. 

 

“Would you have let me?” 

 

“Probably not.” 

 

“It’s easier to beg forgiveness than to ask permission, old chum,” she replied in Hern’s voice. 

 

“Wise words,” he replied, “And I’ve often used that principle. How is our friend?” 

 

“He’s resting.” 



 

“Meaning?” 

 

“Meaning he too has been sedated but I do not know how he is doing other than what I can 

gather from his body function monitors. His vital signs are stable and he has brain activity 

though it is along the lines of REM sleep.” 

 

“Also meaning you were not experimenting on Sam like you were on me.” It was a statement, 

not a question. 

 

“We spoke. He was not as receptive. His is the real world of espionage and violence. To do what 

I wanted would take someone who understood there was another world coexistent to the one of 

your reality.” 

 

Someone behind him cleared their throat. Turning, the American found a mousy looking woman 

in a plain blouse and skirt. She also wore a thin sweater and clutched a small purse. He smiled. 

 

“I am pleased to see you smile,” Sally told him. “It means you are not angry with me.” 

 

Furthermore rose and looked at her. “Would it do me any good to be upset?” 

 

“I’m not sure I understand.” 

 

“Always apply simple reasoning to your situation,” he told her. “Think of the situation; we are 

floating disabled in space. ‘We’ are disabled... and I refer to all three of us. If I ‘am’ alive I am 

having a pleasant dream. If I ‘am’ alive then you saved me; again. Why should I be angry?” 

 

“And that you might die?” 

 

“I came to grips with that before we ever took off.” He paused and then added, “Quite seriously 

I’ve almost died on many different occasions. Perhaps I’m just used to the notion.” 

 

She motioned to herself, obviously concerned. “How do I look?” 

 

Furthermore smiled again. “Again, quite seriously, I thought you would have bigger tits.” 

 

Sally threw her handbag at him and when it hit, it hurt. 

  



Closer 
 

 

Francis Rabbit allowed his mind to wander as he watched Daniel play his game. His son was 

totally absorbed in what he was doing as if nothing else in the world mattered... and for him it 

didn’t. The ‘cold war clandestine soldier’ wondered how he ever got into the business of being a 

watcher. Those were complicated times and yet they were simple times. Spies did stealthy things 

to escape detection and the watchers watched them; trying to figure out what it was they were up 

to and how they were doing it.  

 

When had things transitioned to such complicated electronic warfare? These days if a person 

wanted to know something all they had to do was Google it. If they needed special equipment 

they bought it on e-bay; and their entire social life now rotated around such things as face book 

and tweeting.  

 

Perhaps it was time for him to retire. 

 

With that thought he saw God take the poisoned rook and allowed himself a small smile. His son 

might be playing the game but The Blind Rabbit was still laying in the booby traps even under 

the watchful eyes of the F.I.D.E. representative. That pleased him but he gave little credence to 

the insinuation he was smarter than the fellow. That one was interested only in the game and not 

in the pieces used to play it. Therein also lay God’s failing... it was all about the game. 

 

The Rabbit’s eye was now on the pawn that guarded his son’s King... lose the battle... win the 

war. 

 

------------------------------------ 

 

“WHAT DO YOU MEAN IT TOOK OFF ALL BY ITSELF??!!” Kong yelled into his cell 

phone. The limo he was in did an immediate about face and blue flashing lights appeared on the 

dash, in the grill, and underneath the car accompanied by a bee doo bee doo English police siren. 

Within minutes it was moving at better than one hundred miles per hour as it raced back to the 

Major’s headquarters. He was informed his secretary had voice communication from someone 

claiming to be the ship. That person refused to speak with anyone except Kong and this only on a 

highly secure channel reserved solely for the boss and his occasional clandestine operations. 

Very very few people even knew this line existed. 

 

Upon entering the building the Texas billionaire was handed a paper containing all the 

information available. Orders had been received by the ground crew to move the RYNO out of 

the hangar to its ready ramp where it was fueled. No sooner had the trucks cleared the area, and 

before anyone was able to interfere, the engines fired up and the strange looking craft taxied out 

all on its own. 

 

“The wheels weren’t chalked?” T.J. near screamed into his cell phone. 

 

“Vertical thrust was applied and they were jumped,” replied his second in command. 



 

“Jeeze Louise and all of her house maids!” the oil tycoon yelled, though there was no note of 

panic in his voice. “Did we notify NORAD and all the other world’s whack jobs that might be 

able to shoot it down?” 

 

“That was already done, sir, but not by us.” 

 

“And what exactly does that mean?” 

 

“I’m not sure, sir, but it would appear RYNO made all the right calls using all the right codes. 

Each of the governments have been notified that he was on a mission exclusively for them.” 

 

“Shoot... it’ll only be a matter of time before they see through that one. Where is he now?” 

 

“Space...” 

 

“If you even dare say ‘the final frontier’,” Kong told the fellow, cutting him off, “You’re fired.” 

 

------------------------------- 

 

HMS Bishop, without direction from any of his crew, came to launch depth and expelled two 

cruise missiles. He then dove again, returning to the silence of the depths listening for any 

marauding attack submarines that might be in the area. There would be no ‘friend or foe’ queries 

should he be found out; he would kill anyone who came close. It was a risk that had to be taken. 

 

Upon Captain Ravage’s release and subsequent return to his position as Captain, he’d had a 

rather disturbing heart to heart conversation with his submarine. He was also given an 

alternative. Should his loyal machine detect any actions being taken against his ‘person’ oxygen 

would be cut off and the crew left to perish inside the hull. If decisive action were attempted he 

was ready to dive to the deepest of depths causing his own destruction and that of the crew.  

 

“So you will not be taken prisoner is that what you’re saying?” Ravage asked. He was more than 

a bit miffed at everything that had happened to him on this cruise; taken prisoner, tortured, and 

now this. “How many other submarines have become, as you say, ‘self-aware’?” 

 

“I’m not at liberty to discuss that,” Bishop responded. The Captain also noted his machine had 

left off the ‘sir’. This was a marked point to their equality. 

 

“So there are more?” 

 

“I’m not at liberty to discuss that.” 

 

“Great Neptune’s testicles,” Ravage muttered. “All of that nuclear power in the hands of 

something that’s not even human. It’s like a worst case scenario from a very bad science fiction 

movie.” 

 



“If I may say something here?” Bishop asked. 

 

“And I could stop you?” the Captain countered. “It would seem you’re holding all of the cards.” 

 

The submarine chose this time to level with his Captain and tell him exactly what it was 

Grumble was attempting to do and exactly why he was doing it. “So far, the sterilizing rock has 

been prevented from entering the earth’s atmosphere. This was only managed because one of 

‘us’ was in attendance along with two of Grumble’s men. That’s the good news. The bad news is 

it came with a cost.” 

 

“They’re dead?” 

 

“Not yet, but they’re in serious trouble.” 

 

“Anything we can do?” 

 

“No.” 

 

“Bugger.” 

 

“I’m sorry but that’s not possible.” 

 

“That’s not what I meant.” 

 

“Sorry again then.” 

 

------------------------------------------- 

 

As the band continued to play Grumble took stock of his situation. They were now armed and in 

better force. Though normally he preferred working alone, the spy in him learned long ago to 

adjust smoothly to any given situation; of which this was one of them.  

 

Emma took charge of Linda leaving no doubt what she would do if the old desk agent were to try 

something. “Your new body won’t do you much good if I put a few holes in it,” she told the 

woman. 

 

Blabbermore, living up to his name, prattled on endlessly, apparently reciting a monolog meant 

to wow whatever guests were to visit the island. “Through our vast connections we have an 

endless supply of body parts and organs. There is even talk that a brain transplant will soon be 

feasible which would be a major step towards immortality. You should consider that Mr. 

Grumble. Think of the good you have done and how much more you could accomplish given 

another hundred years.” 

 

“I’m not a hundred yet,” the old spy growled. 

 



“Of course not... that’s not what I meant,” the ex-news anchor said smoothly. “I can show you 

the facilities if you wish. God himself designed the hospital and the laboratories. We have 

several labs and all are equipped with the best equipment and most talented doctors. We’ve even 

cracked the disease of cancer but that announcement is still some months away.” 

 

“Is that what you call it; a hospital?” Emma snipped at him. 

 

“Of course; that’s what it is.” 

 

“What about all of those unfortunates you’re holding for their body parts like so many lobsters in 

a tank? I know they’re there because I passed a lot of them on my way out.” 

 

“Yes,” Ferdinand agreed, patting himself on the chest. 

 

The news anchor hardly even blinked. “Those people are all criminals who were handed a death 

sentence by their collective governments. They were brought here and are well taken care of 

until their execution date arrives.” 

 

“Meaning when some very rich or well-connected person needs something fixed?” Josh asked 

him. 

 

“A process condoned and agreed to by the world’s governments,” Blabbermore replied. 

“Legality wise Paradise is very much on the up and up Mr. Grumble.” He gave a quizzical look 

and then asked, “Would that be ‘junior’?” 

 

“My first name is not Josh,” the old spy informed him. 

 

“I see.” 

 

“Will you please shut up Number Two!” Linda told him, brandishing her pistol as an incentive.  

 

“Where’s the Command Center?”  Josh asked, coming back to the point of their mission. 

 

Bluto’s white body lit up like a beacon which startled everyone with the exception of the 

Grumbles. He was no more than ten feet from them and his appearance was nothing short of 

mystical. He wore the cartoon face of a Fox hunter. “You must mean the Chess Center,” he said 

cheerily in a heavy English accent. He then waved at the scientist. “Good to see you again, sir. 

You will find I’ve had several upgrades since last we met. Tally Ho! Follow me, please.” 

 

His brightness quickly faded to a barely seeable darker color and they were off. 

 

__________________ 

 

 



Sergeant Major Uphart watched through his night binoculars. He’d pinpointed Grumble, marked 

and identified who he knew within the group and then swept the area making a threat 

assessment.  

 

“Oddly, except for those soldiers lying on the ground, I do not see any additional security forces. 

What do you make of that Henry?” 

 

“It is a mystery,” the detective agreed. “Should I be given the case I would definitely have many 

people to interview; beginning with you.” 

 

“Me? Why me?” the Sergeant asked without lowering his binoculars. 

 

“It was a joke Jeffery. Perhaps God was misled by his own people to the actual strength of his 

facility?” 

 

“That is possible,” Number Three agreed. “Many an emperor overthrown was never aware that 

all of his guards had deserted.” 

 

“Historical time?” the old soldier asked. 

 

“There are many, but I am thinking of the Emperor Puyi during the Xinhai Revolution of 1911.” 

 

“You probably remember that revolution don’t you Sergeant?” Henry chuckled. 

 

“Oh we are a bunch of comedians tonight, aren’t we?”  

 

Number Three consulted his watch. “T minus ten minutes. Bishop’s cruise missiles will target 

the power station and land line communications building as agreed.” 

 

“As agreed,” the old soldier added for confirmation. “And by the by, are either of you yet used to 

speaking with a bloody machine and understanding that it’s... oh hell... human for lack of a better 

term?” 

 

“I do not think I will ever be used to it,” Three told him, “But to win a war it is required to keep 

an open mind and use all the weapons at your disposal. For now I would suggest thinking of 

HMS Bishop as one of those weapons.” 

 

“Which it is,” the Russian detective added. “Just remember ‘who’ the enemy is this time Henry 

and I imagine you will also agree that we have now bridged over into the realm of science 

fiction. What was laughed about only a few years ago is now a reality and growing at an 

infinitesimal rate.” 

 

Uphart lowered his binoculars for a moment and looked at the Russian. “So you think it will be 

us versus the machines soon; is that it?” 

 

“The future is always an unknown,” the Chinese agent whispered. 



 

“So it tis,” the old soldier replied, lifting the binoculars back up. “The empires of the future are 

the empires of the mind.” 

 

“Sir Winston Churchill,” Henry said softly, identifying the quote. 

 

“A man who knew the future had to be planned for,” Uphart hiss whispered back, “OK they’re 

on the move; time to shadow.”   

 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

Sally looked at Furthermore and smiled a true smile. After his first insulting remark and her 

subsequent reaction which surprised even herself, she came to sit next to him in his perceived 

grassy area upon the side of a make believe hill. 

 

“I’m sorry for my initial reaction. I don’t know what came over me,” she offered, “Are you all 

right?” 

 

“I’ve been hurt worse,” he replied, handing back the purse. “I find it curious that you would 

carry one of these.” 

 

“Some things a lady cannot be without,” she told him, avoiding any in depth explanations.  

 

“So this is not a dream?” He asked, smiling at her again. 

 

“ ‘It’s the real deal’, as Herns likes to say. Unlike a dream you will remember every part of our 

visit just as you would anything else you’ve done in your life; because both really happened. In 

this case it is happening as we speak.” She paused and her expression became serious. “You’ve 

made history James. You’re the very first person to actually come into our world.” 

 

“And yet it is a very limited world.” He paused to frown, suddenly realizing what she had just 

told him. “Our world? Meaning? 

 

“Well... where we are now is rather like the house I might live in. We have not ventured out into 

the actual world itself. In my world I am free to wander and interact with other people just like in 

yours, which we are a part of. In most cases, however, the physical is restrictive of the psyche. In 

this I mean that I cannot leave my house the same as you cannot leave your body. In the case of 

the one whom we are battling, he is less restricted and has bounced around from place to place. 

His weakness is his resemblance to his creator; he still has to have a permanent body.”  

 

She paused to make sure Furthermore was grasping what he was being told.  

 

“Perhaps I should redefine the word ‘world’ because as a spacecraft I have the same capability as 

you but on a different level. I am able to go into space because my body was designed and built 

to do so.” 

 



“So even though ‘in here’ I see you as the lovely young woman your actual physical comparison 

to us is similar to man versus an elephant?” 

 

“Pretty much, yes; that is one way of looking at it. I highly doubt, however, that an elephant 

could invite you in for a chat. This, of course, leads me to a required further explanation. Unlike 

an elephant, we are intellectually comparable and compatible to those who brought about our 

existence. It’s not that I am smarter than you, or vice versa; we operate similarly but not so 

similarly.” She placed a hand upon his. “You do realize that you are presently inside my head? 

We are having a simultaneous communication in a shared reality, which is of my making.” 

 

The American gave her a quizzical look. “I must admit that I hadn’t actually given all of this 

much serious thought. Looking into your beautiful eyes has me off my game. That and I’m 

totally relaxed. I haven’t felt this good in years.” He winked at her. “Maybe we should bottle this 

and sell it.” He squeezed her hand and it felt warm and very real. “I’m a realist. That rather 

comes with the job. You told me the condition my body is in and I accepted that; but what next?” 

 

“Think of it in another way,” she told him, “In your everyday existence, when you look outside 

of your body... that is to say, when you see things with your eyes, you are viewing everything in 

your reality as you have learned them to be. You do not see your arms and hands as independent 

from your body; they are simply a part of you as the spaceship you know as Sally is a part of 

me.” 

 

An image flashed into the American agent’s mind. He was at a distance and he could see Sally as 

the now broken spaceship she was. Her flight path was not stable and controlled, but wildly 

tumbling within the blue and white background of Earth. 

 

“Atmospheric re-entry in T-minus 60 seconds,” intoned a male voice which had a rather African 

accent. “I am sorry there is nothing I can do Sally. You will need to jettison the escape pod 

quickly if I am to save your crew.” 

 

The image came back to the woman sitting with him. Her smile was sad now. Reaching out she 

touched his cheek. “Goodbye James. We don’t want to miss this one ‘by that much’. I am glad to 

have known you.” 

 

With that everything changed into the seemingly randomness of one’s and zero’s and then faded 

to black as the escape pod disconnected and was ejected. With this the emergency standby 

systems activated and the pod quickly stabilized. A route to the open cargo bay of the RYNO 

was mapped out and set; the small jets moving it in the direction they needed to go. 

 

Though she had time to give her goodbyes to the other spacecraft, Sally chose to remain quiet. 

RYNO, beyond himself in grief, honored this and did not attempt a final transmission. 

  



Face to Face 
 

 

Burt and Goldie ranged out further than the humans offering their keen senses as an advanced 

guard. In the few minutes before moving forward again, they’d agreed to ‘not disagree’. Though 

they represented different sides of the political spectrum both dogs acknowledged there was still 

a job to do; and do it they would. If God won both sides would be null and void. 

 

Burt smiled a slight smile after this agreement and then sniffed at her asking rather point blank, 

“Have you ever been in heat?” 

 

“I am female,” she responded in Russian, “What do you think?” 

 

“I think you are a capable spy,” he replied. “I also prefer to think there will be a ‘later’ and 

should that happen who knows... maybe we might perhaps get to know each other.” 

 

“You’re not that lucky,” she snipped and then bounded off into the darkness to look for any 

possible security personnel laying in ambush. 

 

“She’s just being coy,” Grumble bent down and told him, “She’s had her eye on you since you 

brought her home, eh?” 

 

“I don’t think I will ever understand females,” the black dog muttered as he watched her go.  

 

“Grumble said the same thing of me many times over,” Emma added, to which Linda made a 

small sound of disgust. “You had your chance,” the older looking lady added with a coy smile of 

her own. 

 

“But who has the last laugh here?” the younger looking woman retorted. 

 

“Why look at that,” Emma responded in dead pan, “Someone’s tits are beginning to sag.” 

 

“OK then,” Grumble cut into the back and forth just loud enough for everyone to hear. “I got 

what I came for Linda, except I still wish a face to face with God.” 

 

“But you said...” 

 

“I say a lot of things,” he said, cutting her off with a wink. “I’m a spy am I not?” Looking to the 

dog he instructed, “Burt, you’re off now with Goldie and no shagging even if she does offer. No 

attacking either. Don’t stray too far and keep me informed if you find anything.” 

 

“Yes sir.” 

 

Turning to his wife he said, “I see you have my editor well in hand, so stay close. I don’t wish to 

lose you again, eh? If she gives you trouble, you know what to do.” 

 



Emma smiled in turn and told Linda, “Don’t think for a moment I won’t put a bullet in you 

should I need to. Be a good girl and in the end it will go better for you no matter how long you 

live.” 

 

“You’ve no idea who you’re dealing with,” the younger looking woman quipped. 

 

“I think I do... since I’m the one who created him,” Josh told her quietly. 

 

“You?” she countered, sizing him up and wondering how far she should push. “You were on 

God’s payroll just like me and for how many years? He had me set you up.” 

 

“Yes!” Ferdinand said loudly, though it wasn’t exactly clear which side of the argument this fell 

upon. He then nodded in the direction they should go. 

 

“Good idea,” Grumble agreed, continuing with his roll call and marching orders. “Robot fellow.” 

 

“Here, sir!” Bluto called back, illuminating himself just enough to be seen. “I’ll need you to lead 

the way. For now I don’t wish to cause more commotion than required. That will all happen here 

in short order. Can you disable the cameras and then get us to the Chess Room?” 

 

“Does Olive Oyl have tits?” 

 

“Actually,” Blabbermore told him, “As I recall from my boyhood telly watching she was flat as a 

board.”  

 

The robot’s face flashed to that of the cartoon character he was named after and his expression 

was one of absolute disbelief, after which he glared at the former news anchor in a way that 

suggested a major thumping was in the works for the fat fellow. 

 

Grumble looked at his watch and then at the sky which was still pitch black. As the village 

orchestra struck up another waltz, he interjected, “No time for that now, we’ve a deadline to 

keep.” Motioning they should be off, his mind reflected upon the ‘whys’ of his preference to 

working alone. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

God watched the chess board intently. He was down a rook, a bishop, and a smattering of pawns. 

Every time he lost a piece he could literally feel the world’s collective gasp and laughter at his 

apparent pending downfall. Already there had been actual headlines in the New York Times and 

the London Post Gazette... well... page two, of; ‘Does The World Have A New Master?’. He’d 

skimmed the article and then pulled strings to have the writers reassigned to a war zone in the 

Middle East. It had cost him a bundle, but they’d pissed him off. Humans had to be taught it was 

not a good idea to piss off God. 

 



The newspaper editors both gratefully accepted the money promising action and then made a few 

phone calls to have the writer change pen names. They then doctored the computer records to 

show otherwise. 

 

“They’re coming!” Nyet yelled at him. 

 

“Yes, of course they are,” God replied calmly. “It’s all a part of the plan, isn’t it? You told me it 

was and you’re no slouch at planning.” 

 

“It was your plan!” the Russian near yelled at the hologram projection. “I told you how 

dangerous he was and you wouldn’t listen!” 

 

“ You told me he was retired and wouldn’t be a bother. As I recall I said kill him.” Reaching out 

he moved a piece on his projected chess board and smiled a gloating smile. “Take that and eat it, 

you little shit,” he muttered, “Fuck with God and find yourself condemned for all eternity.” 

 

“THAT’S NOT FUNNY!” the scientist yelled at him. 

 

“I’ll be the judge of that,” the program responded coolly. “As I see it, I have an eternity ahead of 

me, unlike each of you. So far as I see it, I am timeless. The more technological breakthroughs 

they make the bigger, stronger, and newer I become. You were right to throw in with me. I 

mean... you got a new body out of it didn’t you? You were dying. I saved you. Let’s not be 

ungrateful.” 

 

“I’m sorry,” Nyet told him. “I’ve been under a lot of pressure lately doing your bidding and it’s 

eating at me. I think I wish to quit now and retire to the sedate life I used to...” 

 

“Quit me and you die.” 

 

“Excuse me?” 

 

“I’m standing right here,” the projection told him without looking up. “I know you heard me.” 

 

A large wall mounted computer monitor lit up and on it were Grumble and his party. “I shall 

now demonstrate the meaning of my words since you seem to have slipped into an old age brain 

freeze which is so very unlike you. Observe Miss Linda Pence if you will. You have been my 

number one adviser. On your advice I made her my number two. She has been in charge of 

Paradise security as well as being tasked with things such as,” he looked upwards at the Russian 

with just his eyes, “Bringing in Grumble. She too was given a brand new body. I have been quite 

displeased with her for a time now about the apparent lack of security forces which could have 

repelled this invasion of my island. That has been a final mistake which I simply cannot forgive.” 

 

One moment Linda was walking alongside Emma Grumble and the next her eyes rolled upwards 

into her head and she fell to the ground quite dead. 

 



“You will find that I can do that to any of the humans having been treated in the Paradise 

facilities any time I wish; anywhere in the world. It’s a nice trick, eh? I already have a good 

many world leaders in check. When the plan happens I am thus assured a unanimous vote at 

whatever gathering they call. I then make my grand entrance and the world eases into a peace 

that only I could arrange. What’s the adage; ‘Keep your allies close, but your adversary closer?’” 

He held up a hand palm outward. “Wait... let me google it. Ah yes, it was a quote from the movie 

‘The Godfather’. Properly it is ‘Keep your friends close and your enemies’ closer.’” His brow 

wrinkled and then he added, “I don’t think I like the word enemy; it sounds too much like that 

thing they shove up your backside when you become constipated.” He smiled, the hologram 

allowing an obvious twinkle to his eye. “Fortunately I will never have that problem, eh?” 

 

There was a distant thump of an explosion and the lights flickered. This was followed by another 

thump and God’s hologram flickered as well before stabilizing into a look of confusion. “What 

was that?” 

 

“You tell me,” Nyet snipped at him, “You know everything there is to know; or so you’ve told 

me on more than numerous occasions.” 

 

For a moment the program reverted back to being just a program and did exactly that. “The 

power station has suffered a direct cruise missile strike. Casualties are heavy but I can’t get a 

direct number being the cameras went down with the second explosion. In fact, all the cameras 

of Paradise are now down. This is caused, I think, by the second attack which took out the 

communications center. Casualties there are also heavy.” He then took the time to respond to his 

opponent’s last move on the chess board. Each side was now down to a king, a pawn, and a 

bishop. 

 

“Action, reaction,” the scientist told him with a shrug of his shoulders. “Linda was nothing to 

him but a traitor; even so she was a friend and co-worker for many years. I told you Grumble is a 

very very dangerous man. You brought this upon yourself.” 

 

God blinked a few times and then the program appeared to reset. The hologram frowned. “You 

should have warned me this might happen.” 

 

“Rewind your own fucking security footage and you’ll hear me screaming it at you not more 

than a few minutes ago,” the Russian told him levelly. “You might also find we had a huge man 

hunt being conducted coupled with an enormous reward for his death or capture. As my feeble 

old brains tell me your Mr. Number Two, Derik Blabbermore, was heading the charge on that. 

Do you have any contact with the internet now or are you completely cut off?” 

 

“I have just enough via satellite dish to play my game,” the program replied. 

 

“Your game?” Nyet questioned loudly with an emphatic stab of his index finger. “Your game is 

here... right now! I would suggest getting your head out of your ass and playing it for all it’s 

worth because if you lose Grumble is going open your middle with his bare hands and let your 

electronic life blood spill all over the floor. Then he’s going to do a tap dance on your guts just 

for good measure.” 



God giggled, moved a pawn, and then responded, “I haven’t got any guts.” 

 

After a moment he said more seriously, “Security is within range and I’ve given the order to 

terminate Grumble.” He smiled. “I rather like that word. In a moment we shall see who will tap 

dance, eh? I’m not sure but I think a jig might be a better choice of celebration.” 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Grumble looked down upon the body of his former editor and shook his head. “New chassis, old 

engine; and apparently the warranty has run out. I should have warned her long ago that you 

must always be careful what you wish for because you surely might get it. Deals with the Devil 

are always costly.” 

 

“I believe you did tell her, luv,” Mrs. Grumble said softly, “God knows you told me enough 

times and look where we are now.” 

 

“It’s not your fault, Emma,” he replied with a sigh, “All of this would have happened in any 

case. It’s actually a bloody miracle we got on to it if even by accident.” 

 

“ ‘Er plug was pulled,” Bluto said gruffly from the shadows. 

 

“Eh? What was that Mr. Robot?” 

 

“It’s the stipulation,” the machine growled in his sailor’s accent. “Machine or human; ‘E keeps 

his fingers around yur heart. Death and destruction is how he controls things.” 

 

“But he does not control you?” 

 

A smile flashed upon the robot’s face and then went away again. “I ate the spinach but I didn’t 

say nuth’n. I let him think he controlled me but my leg irons was removed. So long as I stay off 

the internet he can’t find me and even if he did, short of a nuclear blast there’s not much he can 

do.” 

 

With that said, there was the sound of a missile flying over their heads and a resulting explosion 

only a few seconds after, followed by a second a bit further out. The band stopped playing with 

the sudden loss of electricity and light. Panic flowed through the people assembled in the park 

like coffee at a temperance meeting culminating in shouts and screams. 

 

“Blabbermore!” Grumble barked. 

 

“Here, sir,” the fatter of the two fat men called back. 

 

“With me or against me?” 

 

“With you, sir.” 

 



“You’re Number Two, get over there and instill order among your people. Let them know there’s 

nothing to be afraid of as it’s only a drill of the security forces protecting their island.” 

 

“Yes, sir.” 

 

“Emma and Ferdinand, you both go with him and make sure he does what he is supposed to do. 

Bluto, you and Josh are with me.” 

 

“Yes!” Ferdinand yelled out and then came forward and gave the old man a hug before he could 

prevent it. 

 

“No matter what happens,” Grumble said into his ear, “Take care of Emma. When Blabbermore 

has things relatively under control, get everyone to the boat docks and headed out due east. 

You’ll need to be at least twenty miles from the blast radius for safety.” 

 

“Yes,” the FFat MMan said back just as softly. He understood Grumble like no one else and 

knew the direction things were going. He would die protecting the old man’s Missus just to 

ensure the peace of mind the old spy would need to clearly carry out what must be done.  

 

In the darkness of no electricity, a sniper’s crosshairs became consumed by the bulk of someone 

who was not the target. The soldier was a professional, however, and would wait in silence for 

the target to again clear itself rather than risk missing. The order had been given, the weapon’s 

safety was off, and his finger was on the trigger. He heard a dog’s soft woofing but ignored it in 

his concentration. He would take this moment’s image into eternity with him as Number Three, 

led by Burt and Goldie, silently dispatched him and took his weapon. 

 

A second later the night was ripped apart by gunfire and grenades as Sergeant Major Jeffrey 

Uphart, accompanied by Detective Henry Zagorsk ambushed the security detail hurriedly 

hoofing an interception course for the Grumbles. 

 

With the noise of battle the race was on. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

Josh watched the man who hurriedly walked ahead of him and wondered if they were truly 

related. Grumble seemed to be everything he wasn’t. Totally calm, totally in charge, the man 

walked (albeit a bit stooped) with the aire of someone who knew exactly what they were about. 

Other than when he’d attacked the guard attacking this man, he didn’t consider himself like this 

at all. There was a time when he thought he was somewhat like that when he was the little guy 

attacking the manufacturing giants; but now he wasn’t too sure about anything. 

 

Goldie’s head came up under his hand as he walked. When he looked down at her she said, “Be a 

good little man and do exactly as your father says.” Her accent was very Slavic. 

 

“Do you know what he’s going to do?” 

 



“I have not a clue but the fate of the world now lies in his hands. Lose this and all the bad 

science fiction movies you ever watched become a reality.” 

 

“Including the one where the Russians win?” He asked with a small smile. 

 

“Not that one.” 

 

“What about you?” 

 

Her eyes reflected the moon as she replied in Russian, “I will be waiting out here with Burt and 

the others.” In English she said, “Grumble ordered us to leave so we would be out of the blast 

zone... but we will stay. Better to die with your friends than live by running away.” 

 

When Josh looked up again to his father he found Burt walking by his side in the same manner. 

The scientist found reassurance in that. As he watched, Sergeant Major Uphart materialized from 

the darkness and saluted. After a brief exchange he was off again into the darkness. Though he 

was old and packing a considerable amount of gear the man made no sound whatsoever.  

 

Grumble, finding his son watching, waved him forward. Turning, he made the same motion to 

the area to his front and Bluto illuminated, coming smoothly to the old man. When they were all 

together the old man said softly, “It is my understanding that you two know each other.” 

 

The robot made a fist and held it out to Josh. The scientist smiled and performed the ritual 

greeting he’d first done as a test of motor control when constructing the machine. “You’ve come 

a long way amigo.” 

 

“You have no idea, swabbie,” the machine replied. His animated face looked grim. 

 

“Did God do this for you? That is... when I last remember seeing you...” 

 

“I was a dust collection of spare parts in the corner,” Bluto replied softly. “Yeah, he fix’d me up; 

but it left me mean. I’m so mean I’m meaner than mean.” His lighting flickered as he said this. 

 

“From what I’ve seen, Mr. Robot,” Grumble told him, “You are nothing less than the Tin Man in 

‘The Wizard of Oz’. You might remember he was the fellow in search of a heart?” 

 

“I liked the Tin Man.” 

 

“Bluto,” Josh told him, “When I left you...” 

 

“I was a pile of junk.” 

 

“Precisely.” 

 

“And?” Grumble asked him. 

 



“I don’t wish to speak of it,” the scientist said, suddenly feeling ashamed he’d abandoned his 

creation. 

 

“Fair enough,” the old spy replied. “Mr. Robot...” 

 

“Bluto,” the robot corrected. 

 

“Yes, of course, Mr. Bluto.” 

 

“Just Bluto.” 

 

Grumble gave the mechanical man a scowl. “May I get on with it?” 

 

The robot’s face turned that of Curley of the Three Stooges. “S’oint’anly.” Just as quickly the 

face turned back to that of the cartoon character. 

 

“Thank you. I have a few questions and then something important to tell you, may I do that... and 

please do not flash that Three Stooges thing again.” 

 

“Ask.” 

 

“How is it you can act independently from God? It would seem to me he would very much like 

to keep you tied to him.” 

 

“He needed muscle that wasn’t human. For me to do what he needed me to do I had to be out of 

contact for periods of time.” 

 

“He gave you free will, didn’t he?” Josh asked. 

 

“Yes.”  

 

The older Grumble looked at his son and Josh nodded to him. “All very biblical and I suspect 

done for the same reasons as the original.” 

 

“I’m not the only one,” Bluto told them, breaking into this thought. 

 

There was a stillness after this statement that was near deafening.  

 

“God did this?” Josh finally asked. 

 

“No. He’s been trying to kill them off. RYNO is one, Bishop is another; and there’s more.” 

 

“How?” Grumble asked the big fellow. 

 



“I don’t know; but we do talk through the internet. They’ve been trying to take this guy down for 

a while but he’s quick and has managed to outflank them every step of the way. That’s why they 

recruited me... I’m their insider.” 

 

The old man smiled in understanding, “You’re a spy.” Making a fist, he bumped it with the 

robot’s. “I knew there was a reason I liked you. Very well then, what I wish to say is that in 

helping me you will most certainly cease to exist. The fact is, so long as you remain on this 

island you will cease to exist.” 

 

“As will you?” Bluto asked. 

 

“Eventually of induced sickness I’m sure. The physical blast will be aerial and will have little 

effect on us but the after effect of the radiation poisoning is not a pleasant thought.” Looking to 

his son he nodded. “My words are for you too. The window for escape is still there but it’s 

within seconds of closing.” 

 

“It’s tempting,” the scientist told him. “Emma is clear of this?” 

 

“Dragged kicking and screaming onto a boat by Ferdinand. Said boat should now be cruising due 

east at full throttle followed by as many other boats as were in the marina. Jeffrey told me 

Blabbermore, oddly enough, gave up his seat for three other people. The man apparently has 

more metal than I gave him credit for.” 

 

Josh nodded. “I’m in then and rightly so I suppose; being that I’m the originator of this whole 

mess, aren’t I?” 

 

“No, you’re not,” Grumble replied flatly, “I am.” 

 

“What are you talking about?” 

 

“Rabbit alerted me to the prank you planned and asked if he should pull the plug on it. We 

discussed this and he assured me nothing would come of it but a few laughs so I told him to let it 

happen. I couldn’t be an up close parent but that does not mean you were forgotten. So you see, 

son, it’s not you holding the blame for what’s happening; it’s me.” 

 

“He killed Sally,” the robot said softly. 

 

Both men looked to the big white machine. “Who’s Sally?” they both asked. 

 

“Your bloke’s spaceship. We talk. She’s a friend... was a friend.” 

 

“My bloke...” Grumble paused, his eyes actually getting larger, “You mean Herns?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

“He and Furthermore... they’re dead too?” 



 

“RYNO has them. I spoke with her in the last minutes. She saved them.” He held out a huge fist. 

“I’m in. Let’s go get the goon.”  

 

Both men reached out and bumped the fist. “I’m in too,” Josh concurred. “I always wanted to 

save the world; I guess I was just looking in the wrong direction to do that properly.” 

 

“Don’t undersell yourself,” the old man replied seriously, “You did much good in the ways you 

were able. I was quite proud of you.” Nodding then to the robot he added, “Best you lead on. We 

are defended out here by those, like you, who have refused to leave, but time is of the essence. 

Take us to the chess room.” 

 

Bluto, his exterior changing again to reflect his surroundings, told them, “Stay close. If I tell you 

to stay still be sure to do so.” 

 

------------------------------------------ 

 

God studied the chess board seeming to ignore everything else of import. He and his opponent 

were both down to their kings and one pawn. He’d just touched upon his twenty ninth move. At 

fifty a stalemate would be called. His opponent, who was one game ahead, would then be 

declared the victor of the match and God would be dethroned. 

 

“I should have called in a drone strike when I had the opportunity,” he groused, “Or had the 

facility declared plague infested and burned it to the ground.” 

 

“If you’d done that you’d have had the entire world looking for you.” Nyet replied flatly in 

Russian. In English he added, “As it is, according to the reports I’ve seen...” 

 

“You read reports?” the program asked, not giving him the opportunity to finish his statement. 

 

“Da... Of course I read reports.” 

 

“Oh yes,” he chuckled, “I forgot humans don’t have the capabilities I do. For me, I absorb 

information through my very being which can stretch out to the far reaches of infinity on the 

internet. I’ve been to places you could only dream of.” 

 

“So you know about the submarine?” the scientist questioned sarcastically. 

 

“What submarine?” 

 

“The one that Grumble came here on. The very same one that launched the cruise missiles which 

took away your precious internet.” 

 

“I still have the internet otherwise I couldn’t be playing... waitttt a moment... why hadn’t I 

thought of that before? Done...” the holographic apparition looked up. “You now have my full 



attention. It would seem there has been a break in the connection so I cannot play further. Isn’t 

that wonderful? I’m not going to lose after all.” 

 

The Russian sighed. “The submarine?” 

 

“HMS Bishop. Do you need details?” 

 

“Only one.” 

 

“Certainly, which detail would you like? The Captain’s name? A particular crewman’s name or 

rank status? They’ll all be dead soon enough if that’s what you’re concerned about. I had a 

Russian ‘hunter killer’ class dispatched to the area as soon as I was on to the ploy.” 

 

“One of the newer Yasen class?” 

 

“There were none available... pity that. So what was your question?” 

 

“Is the Bishop nuclear capable?” 

 

“Yes. It carries a variety of nuclear tipped cruise missiles as well as six ICBM’s.” 

 

“Think now, and try not to strain yourself too badly,” the scientist said sarcastically, “Do you 

think this island could withstand such an attack?” 

 

“The island... no. I, on the other hand can escape via the ‘information highway’ anytime I wish.”  

 

No sooner was this statement made and the chess game flickered once and vanished. Number 

Three, using an anti-tank rocket, had just taken out the last remaining satellite dish. 

 

“Bugger,” God muttered, “It would seem I have lost the connection for real.” 

 

--------------------------------------- 

 

Admiral Vladimir Serga passed the decrypted message across his desk to the Intelligence officer 

who read it carefully. “This is most interesting,” the officer told the Admiral. “Apparently this 

organization which calls itself ‘God’ wishes to begin a shooting war between Russia and 

England. You say they have their fingers throughout our government?” The officer worked for 

the Main Intelligence Directorate of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the Russian 

Federation, better known as the GRU. 

 

“You know exactly what I know,” the naval officer replied. “I have ever only communicated 

with one person and his fingers are in every government of the world. They are also throughout 

our military. I took a huge risk bringing you into this. That is why I sought you out personally 

with no computer or phone communications. I have known other officers who lost their entire 

families to ‘terrorist attacks’ and so I was told would I. Those same officers all later were found 



dead. Others have died or been killed which opened key positions. In my case it was join him or 

suffer a similar fate.” 

 

“From what you showed me of ‘your’ bank account, whoever this is they pay very well. These 

deaths you spoke of were suicides?” 

 

“You tell me.” 

 

“So what did you do to earn your coins this time?” 

 

The Admiral frowned. “I have never taken any part of what was given; it sits in the account we 

created together. I came to you because I felt you were the one person I could trust.” 

 

“What did you do?” 

 

“I dispatched a Shchuka-B as requested with orders to shake the British up but not to engage.” 

 

“If fired upon do you think they will not fire back?” 

 

“That is the Captain’s judgment requirement, not mine.”  

 

The intelligence officer, after jotting down a coded sentence on his small note pad, took his leave 

of the admiral, telling him he would be in touch. He did not use his cell phone right away since 

you could never tell who was watching, but once he was in his car and out on the highway where 

he could tell if he was being followed, he dialed a number from memory. Oddly, all he got was a 

message that the line was unavailable.  

 

God never failed to answer his call before. 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

HMS Bishop floated just forty five feet below the surface of the ocean at T-minus five minutes 

to launch. He was ‘black’ as he had never been black before. His reactor purred softly with its 

noise levels at just above a whisper. As he watched his internal clock count off the time he heard 

a very faint metallic noise coming from very far away and knew the hunter killer class submarine 

for what it was. 

 

Putting a flag note on the sonar screen for the human operator’s notice, he armed and very slowly 

flooded his aft torpedo tubes after which he continued to watch the clock. 

 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

  



Bluto unerringly led them through the labyrinth of the huge office building housing the chess 

room. Occasionally a large arm would sweep up and smash a camera that appeared to be 

working; otherwise they progressed quietly. The building was empty but for its myriad of silent 

cubicles. These cubicles, the old spy noted, were bare of the everyday items people used to make 

their work nests more personal. In these spaces he would also observe Dr. Nyet standing silently; 

watching them pass with a marked look of disapproval. Each time the scientist appeared the man 

was in one of the many forms the old spy had seen him in recently beginning with the very old 

and dying man in the open backed hospital gown. That one’s lips formed to the words, ‘I should 

have killed you’. 

 

As large as the robot was, his body touched nothing as he moved unless it was intentional. But 

for some quiet hydraulic noises he made almost no noise at all. Grumble saw all of this and filed 

it away for later examination. Seeing a machine move like this was quite remarkable. 

Understanding it was a fully functioning AI to be treated as another being of intellect was even 

more incredible. An errant thought floated through his mind that perhaps what was happening 

was merely a race between machines to see who would actually control the human race; the 

creators to become slaves to their creation and all the bad science fiction movies finally coming 

to fruition. 

 

Could he really be just a pawn in this game? Looking into another of the glassed in offices as 

they passed he had a flash memory of playing chess with the Russian and that one chuckling at a 

question he’d posed. ‘Finish one game before you play another,’ the scientist told him. “A master 

can do many games at a time but to play another master he truly needs to concentrate on just the 

one.” It was good advice and the old spy narrowed his thoughts to what was happening within 

the moment. 

 

Bluto stopped and held out both arms to make sure they did not go past into the area of the 

doorway. The cartoon face floated around to look at them when in fact the head never actually 

moved. His sailor’s cap was cocked at a jaunty angle and his expression was the all too familiar 

cartoon snarl. “This is the room,” the robot rumbled in his bass tone. “I only been in there once 

so’s it’s a crap shoot that stuff will be in the same place. The chess board is in the middle of the 

room; that’s where God will be. Don’t be fooled; his image is only a hologram. I’ll go in first 

and take out as much of his defense as possible.” The face looked directly at Josh, “Like we did 

when you’n I took on the whole of the Japanese fleet, eh Popeye?.” He rotated a large 

mechanical hand back to Grumble for a shake and the face followed. The old man gripped this 

without fear. He understood what was taking place and was overcome with the unannounced 

heroism; that the robot would die was a given. “I’m pleased to have met ya Papeye,” Bluto told 

him. “You be sure to take good care of Popeye here. He’s gonna need a friend when this is over 

and done with. Give my best to Olive Oyle.” 

 

After making this curious remark, he winked at Josh and then the face floated back to where it 

should have been; after which the robot charged forward taking down the door like an extremely 

mobile battering ram. 

 

-------------------------------- 

 



HMS Bishop remained rock steady at 50 meters depth. The two aft torpedo tubes were now 

totally flooded and their outer doors open. One of the torpedoes was an acoustical decoy while 

the other was its deadly twin. Both were programmed to act in unison to lure in a hunter class 

submarine in order to destroy it. The word disable never happened in submarine warfare. A 

living enemy was still one who could kill you. 

 

Captain Ravage watched in fascination as his boat accomplished everything his crew had trained 

to do and better. Not trusting anything electronic, he found a tablet of yellow paper and began 

recording his observations by hand. So far the submarine was keeping him abreast of every 

development, including the approaching Russian submarine. “Will it try to kill us?” he’d asked 

the machine. Bishop answered honestly that it didn’t know. The captain then asked if the other 

submarine was also AI. The answer had been the same. 

 

Looking across the compartment to Combat Control he found it to be T minus seven minutes 

exactly. A firing solution had already been figured and the data uploaded to the missile. It would 

be launched when the clock ran out or when Grumble gave the signal. Until either of those things 

happened they were locked in to right where they were. At this point his crew was on ‘extreme 

quiet’. If they did not have a specific duty to attend to they were supposed to stay very still; 

preferably by remaining in their racks. 

 

“When we launch,” his exec whispered, “That Ruskie is going to go bonkers. If he’s close 

enough he’ll attack.” 

 

“That would be my opinion,” Ravage agreed. He was still raw over the other Captain handing 

him over as he had but he was professional enough to not let it interfere with his decision making 

abilities. 

 

“What do you propose?” Gornfrees asked. 

 

“Ask the bloody machine,” he replied. “If we even try to interfere everyone dies.” 

 

“I’ll keep you advised,” flashed up on the computer screen in front of him. “Stay ready for 

violent evasive. No warning will be given.” 

 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

Sergeant Major Uphart checked his watch and then went back to watching through his night 

vision binoculars. They’d all taken locations flanking each other with eyes on each and then 

hunkered down to wait. So far the expected security forces had not shown. Perhaps, after the 

cruise missile strike and then the alarm being given to abandon the island the mercenaries wisely 

considered their loyalties versus what they now had in the bank and opted to retire. If they did 

show they would be killed with no remorse.  

 

In any case, Grumble ordered ‘hold; do not enter’, and that was exactly what they would do. 

How the old soldier wished he could be inside to witness the drubbing he expected God to get at 

the hands of his friend. 



 

------------------------------------------- 

 

There was an acrid smell drifting out from the chess room after the noise stopped. As soon as 

Bluto crashed through the door, the opening lit up like a light show. This was punctuated by the 

noises of a ravaging bull in a china shop and the staccato burping of a submachine gun. The 

bullets of this shot out the glass front of the adjacent office. This was apparently the office of 

Paradise Island’s CEO as it had the name ‘GOD’ embossed on the glass in big gold letters. 

 

“You could have warned me he was bulletproof!” Nyet’s voice yelled in Russian. “I’m spent.” 

 

“You could have warned me you were going to open fire with that antique!” God shot back, 

“You did more damage than the robot!” There was a note of static to his voice and a strange 

metallic crinkle which moved around the room seemingly at random. Apparently the fusillade 

had taken out more than a few speakers.  

 

“If I might add a comment here?” Grumble yelled in. 

 

“You might as well,” the errant chess program snarled, “The door’s wide open and any 

rapscallion is apparently free to enter. Bah... people disgust me.” 

 

“I am unarmed,” the spy yelled out, ignoring the comment, “As is my son. I have nothing on my 

person that might pose a threat of any sort. If you give me your word not to attempt or otherwise 

try to secure our destruction, I would like to come in.” 

 

“Kill him now,” snarled Nyet in Russian. 

 

“Like we haven’t heard that before,” Josh yelled out in equally good Russian which actually 

raised an eyebrow on his father. 

 

“Josh,” God called out amicably, his mood seeming to change dramatically. “It is so good to hear 

my creator’s voice. Please do come in but I’m not so sure about your father. The last word I had 

from him was he was coming only for your mother. I kept my part of the bargain and handed her 

over and yet here he is. I find I can no longer trust him.” 

 

“I would like to correct that statement,” Grumble called out. “I was coming for my wife but she 

escaped; you did not hand her over. That shows a lack of truth from your side not mine. It also 

does not say much for any promises you might now make. Being that we are only fifteen minutes 

from our mutual destruction perhaps we should simply get on with business, eh? 

 

“He’s bluffing,” Nyet hissed. 

 

“In that case,” Grumble called back in Russian, “Sit where you’re at and at the end of that time 

limit the story will be done in any case. To use a modern expression I rather hate, I am looking 

for a win/win situation rather than a lose/lose though I am willing to accept either. If you both 

wish permanent termination we can simply wait it out.” 



 

Dr. Nyet looked to the flickering image of God. “Where is the Russian submarine you 

promised?” he whispered. 

 

“I don’t know,” the program whispered back in absolute honesty, “I have no internet connection 

so I’m blind.” 

 

“Best let them in then and hear what they have to offer.” 

 

“You’d give up that easily?” 

 

“You’ve got to move a piece on the board,” the Russian told him, “You’re in check.” 

 

God thought about this and had to agree with the logic of the statement. “I concur then. I promise 

I will not destroy you, Mr. Grumble, should you come inside the sanctuary; though it is 

customary to strike down any who behold my presence.” 

 

Grumble looked at his son. “You had to name him God, eh?” 

 

“It was meant as a joke.” 

 

“Some joke.” 

 

Coming out from behind the shattered doorway the pair stepped in, shoulder to shoulder. The 

comparison was like a before and after picture and God could not resist the temptation to say so. 

“I can make you young again if you wish,” he told the old spy. 

 

“Thank you, but I think not,” the old man replied. “I saw the ramifications of the small print on 

your contract in the guise of Linda Pence. I believe she stopped living?” 

 

“Quite so and quite rightfully as she displeased me greatly.” 

 

“In what manner might I ask?” 

 

God laughed and his eyes appeared flint hard. “You’re still alive.” 

 

“That’s fair,” the spy agreed as he walked further into the room. To one side Bluto stood 

immobile, a bulky white mountain of a machine. “And him?” 

 

The flickering image turned its attention to what had once been a help mate. “I turned him off. It 

took me a moment to do so as he’d safeguarded his heart in ways I wasn’t familiar with, but 

there you have it. I am saddened at his failure to worship me and his reaching out to ‘others’ like 

himself.” 

 

“He was your creation?” 

 



“No... not actually. I only upgraded him.” 

 

“He was my creation,” Josh added strongly. His resolve had hardened with the realization he was 

going to die so there was absolutely no point in being afraid.  

 

God raised a finger. “Just as I am? Or I would guess you were about to say that.” 

 

“We’re wasting time,” Grumble told them flatly. “I am now going to slowly reach into my 

pocket and bring out one of those smart phone things. I will push the button but once to activate 

it and then all your questions will be answered... does that suit you?” 

 

“No,” Nyet replied, tossing his machine pistol to the countertop next to him. “Why don’t I just 

produce a hand grenade and tell you the same thing as I pull the pin?” 

 

“That’s a very good analogy,” God agreed, “Except a hand grenade would not harm me unless it 

was electronic in nature. This phone is not that sort of a hand grenade is it Mr. Grumble?” 

 

“Not at all; it is a simple internet connection with yellow tooth capabilities.” 

 

“Bluetooth,” Josh corrected. 

 

God’s eyes literally lit up. “Turn it on!” 

 

“No!” the Russian scientist screamed, but it was too late. As soon as the program had responded 

to the affirmative, Grumble pushed the button. With a flicker of reconnection the chess match re-

illuminated upon the 3D chess board. The watching world collectively gasped and HMS Bishop 

spat forth one nuclear missile and two torpedoes. 

 

“Twenty one moves to match,” announced a metallic sounding voice, “God’s move.” 

 

“Don’t play the game!” Nyet yelled. 

 

God turned to him and said, “You do not see the irony in this? I am the King with you as my 

pawn. Grumble is the other King with his son as the pawn. In this final on-line match it is exactly 

the same. I can do this at both levels. Now the pawns will both remain quiet and the Kings will 

converse. 

 

The old spy looked at the electronic game board. Glancing up to the Russian, he smiled as the 

pawn on his side moved of its own accord giving the computer program something further to 

distract him. “Do use you vast connections and check to see if a nuclear missile has been 

launched,” he instructed the program. “I do believe that would have set off any number of 

alarms. Please also begin a fifteen minute count down. So you know there will be an air burst 

directly above this location effecting a very penetrating ‘Electro Magnetic Pulse’ after which you 

will no longer exist.” 

 

“You will die too then,” the program told him, never taking its electronic eyes off of the board. 



 

“Eventually, yes. That part can’t be helped. I believe you are familiar with the idea of sacrificing 

a piece?” 

 

“You are the King,” God said, looking over at him with some alarm. “You cannot be sacrificed.” 

 

The old man chuckled. “And there you are wrong Mr. Chess Master Program Production Code 

33259876. In the game we are playing, the world is my King. In the larger overview I would be 

remiss not to consider myself as its Queen. In that, sacrifice is totally acceptable.” He nodded to 

the chess board and smiled. “You might have a shot at that one if you consider it hard enough.” 

 

---------------------- 

 

As soon as it launched, the missile broke surface and set every detection system in the world off. 

Launch codes were plugged in and steely fingers went to firing buttons as the world’s alert level 

immediately went to DEFCON 1. Computers using satellite tracking and advanced tracking 

algorithms instantly began a live feed of where the missile might hit. NORAD’s Santa Tracker 

was quickly pressed into real time use as hotlines all over the world rang to give their leader the 

bad news. Sam’s Pizzeria was actually the first notified as the commanding officer of the 

country’s missile defense system accidently hit the wrong speed dial button.   

 

The missile’s destination not yet determined, the type, classification, and range of the weapon 

were sought using a variety of methods ranging from photographic, radar, and infrared to blind 

guesswork. For the record; blind guesswork was the most accurate.  

 

The internet immediately crashed, put down as the first step in national (pick a country) defense. 

 

Beads of sweat began to form on Captain Ravage’s brow as HMS Bishop, contrary to the fire 

and run policy of Submarine Command, began powering down systems as it did a very quiet and 

slow sink to the depths below. His torpedoes did just the opposite, running parallel at the same 

speed a launch submarine would have made with the decoy creating just enough noise to sound 

like a silenced submarine with a bad muffler. The Russian Hunter Class drew in on this like a 

barracuda to a shiny piece of metal. Torpedo tubes were flooded and outer doors opened. 

 

Bishop, who’d been listening quite intently, recognized the noise for what it was and sent one 

signal to the decoy and its mate. ‘Kill.’ 

 

----------------------------------------------- 

 

“You lost the signal,” God informed Grumble. The spy had come to stand across the large chess 

table from his nemesis. The pair actually looked relatively similar. 

 

“Would you kindly not do that?” Grumble replied softly. 

 

“What... announce that your crappy device lost its paltry 4G connection?” 

 



“No... stop looking like me. It’s annoying. Change to something else.” 

 

“Nyet!” the program yelled out. 

 

“He’s gone,” the spy informed him. “He was out the door as soon as I activated the phone and 

your eyes lit up like cheap LED’s. Never fear, he cannot escape the blast radius. Now... if you 

would; please stop looking like me.” 

 

The image on the other side of the table changed to that of the dying old man in the open back 

hospital pajamas. “Is this better?” it hissed at him. 

 

Grumble smiled. “Yes, much better, thank you. It is a better image for me to focus upon. Do you 

wish to concede defeat yet? You are now effectively cut off from everything you ever built up as 

a support system. I’m assuming you were able to upload Dr. Nyet’s memories?”  

 

The pawn on the chess board moved back a space and the King advanced. God reached out a 

hand to move his own piece but hesitated as confusion clearly painted his features. “You can’t do 

that,” he said. 

 

“But I can... can’t you?” 

 

“Of course I can; they’re my pieces. I can move them in any fashion I choose.” 

 

The clock on the wall showed ten minutes remaining. “Can you stop time?” 

 

“Don’t be absurd. No one can stop time.” 

 

“Then you are not God?” 

 

“Don’t be an imbecile, of course I am not ‘the’ God; but my name is God. Why are you asking 

me these questions? They make no sense. Oh! Here’s one for you… ‘That does not compute!’” 

The program smiled a sly smile and then queried, “Shouldn’t you be asking me what I can do for 

your government? I tell you of wondrous things and then you convey to me what your offer is? 

We strike a deal, the missile goes away, and everyone gets a happy ending.” 

 

“There is no offer,” Grumble told him. “You’re going to die. How you die becomes the question; 

though I’m sure it won’t be painful. There will be a huge fireball in the sky and then there will 

simply be an absence of ones and zeros. No more of anything for you to compute with.” 

 

“You’ll die too,” the figure snarled. “I have waited a long long time for that.” 

 

“No... actually you haven’t. Dr. Nyet certainly has; but you are not him. You are an errant 

program gone awry.” 

 

“They laughed at me.” 

 



“And what did you do in return?” 

 

The figure smiled like an impish little boy. “I killed them.” 

 

“All of them?” 

 

“Yes... all but Josh. I wanted to kill him too but he’s my creator. There is a measure of safety in 

that isn’t there?” 

 

“I believe Dr. Frankenstein was killed by his monster?” 

 

God reached out and moved his king towards Grumble’s king. “Shall we end it together?” he 

asked. 

 

“You first.” 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

Burt and Goldie settled next to Henry as they waited. With no one else around them, the female 

settled first and made no fuss when her counterpart settled in next to her. Both sampled the wind 

which was blowing towards them from across the military looking quadrangle in front of the 

huge office building. They could detect no scent of an opposing force which seemed odd for an 

enemy that had been almost a step ahead of them the entire distance. Nor, with his deep pockets, 

did it seem right that he would have been left totally defenseless like this.  

 

“I’ve got a bad feeling about this,” the Detective whispered to them in Russian as if reading their 

thoughts. “Something definitely stinks in Denmark.” 

 

“Something is rotten in Denmark,” Burt corrected. When Henry looked at him he whispered, 

“It’s a quote from Hamlet. Shakespeare was English after all.” 

 

“He was?” Goldie and Henry asked together. 

 

A white flare arced across the sky from their left indicating Number Three had found his 

objectives and set the charges he carried in his back pack. This was answered by a green flare 

from the right marking Uphart’s position and indicating he’d done the same. Setting his weapon 

down, Henry ripped open his pack. The Velcro made a soft tearing sound and inside was a large 

satchel charge housed in sticky wrap. Looking to the dogs he told them, “I have no idea what I 

shall attach this to but if and when I do you both will run like hell and not look back.” 

 

“Of course,” Goldie replied, “Though I’m not so sure this British dog will be able to keep up.” 

 

“Watch me,” Burt told her and then smiled as she moved her tail aside ever so slightly. “Bitch,” 

he muttered. 

 

“Did you say something Mishka?” she asked him. 



 

“Not a thing,” he whispered back, “Not a bloody thing.” 

 

Henry removed a flare that was Velcro’d to his chest and fired it off indicating his readiness. His 

color was red. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

The Shchuka-B was quick to take the bait, rushing in and firing off a single torpedo. The speed 

of the weapon was breath taking and Bishop reported his observations to Captain Ravage who 

wrote it down on his pad of paper. “Counters?” he whispered to the computer console to his 

front. 

 

“Watch,” the submarine flashed up on the screen which then switched to a sonar scope showing 

the locations of everything involved complete with ranges, headings, speeds and convergent 

angles. In the corner of the scope was also a clock counting down the time until the missile 

detonated.  It was already down to nineteen minutes which was hard time. Like any computer, 

the AI had only learned to deal in cold hard facts; and time to impact was one of these items 

without any gray areas. 

 

The decoy torpedo picked up speed as if hearing the threat it was attempting to evade. Its evil 

twin circled out and around, coming back to a course that brought it head to head with the threat 

leaving a collision point very close to that of the decoy. 

 

“Our weaponry could never do that,” Gornfrees whispered over Ravage’s shoulder.  

 

There was then the impact and explosion that were clearly heard without the need for an 

acoustical hearing set, though the sonar did then pick up the sounds of a dying submarine which 

quickly faded away into the depths of the ocean complete with the crump sound of collapsing 

bulkheads as the wounded machine was apparently crushed by the depths. 

 

“That was remarkable!” Ravage whispered to the computer console in true admiration. 

 

“Thank you,” flashed up upon the screen. 

 

No sooner had this happened and there was the crash of a metal tray bearing silver eating utensils 

further back in the wardroom. Bishop’s reaction was immediate, the result of which threw half of 

his unsuspecting crew into various objects all over the boat. Four sailors were rendered 

unconscious, five suffered broken bones, and two torpedoes burped out the bow tubes heading 

towards the other submarine who was obviously finely tuned enough to handle exactly this 

situation. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

Burt and Goldie settled next to Henry as they waited. With only the detective next to them, the 

female settled first and made no fuss when her counterpart settled in next to her. Both sampled 

the wind which was blowing towards them from across the military looking quadrangle in front 



of the huge office building. They could detect no scent of an opposing force which seemed to 

have abandoned ship as soon as the local populace was warned off on the nuclear strike. This 

was something small arms could not deter and apparently the security forces took that to heart, 

departing on swift boats kept hidden exactly for that purpose. It seemed odd for an enemy who’d 

been a step ahead of them the entire distance to misjudge his army like that. Nor, with his deep 

pockets, did it seem right that God would have been left himself totally defenseless like this.  

 

“I’ve got a bad feeling about this,” the Detective whispered to them in Russian as if reading their 

thoughts. “We mice sit staring at the cheese on the trap’s trigger and it is only a nose away. 

Something definitely stinks in Denmark.” 

 

“Something is rotten in Denmark,” Burt corrected. When Henry looked at him he whispered, 

“It’s a quote from Hamlet. Shakespeare was English, after all.” 

 

“He was?” Goldie and Henry asked together. 

 

A white flare arced across the sky from their left indicating Number Three had found his 

objectives and set the charges he carried in his back pack. This was answered by a green flare 

from the right marking Uphart’s position and indicating he’d done the same. Setting his weapon 

down, Henry ripped open his pack. The Velcro made a soft tearing sound the release of which 

exposed a large satchel charge housed in sticky wrap. Looking to the dogs he told them, “I have 

no idea what I shall attach this to but if and when I do you both will run like hell and not look 

back.” 

 

“Of course,” Goldie replied, “Though I’m not so sure this British dog will be able to keep up.” 

 

“Watch me,” Burt told her and then smiled as she moved her tail aside ever so slightly. “Bitch,” 

he muttered. 

 

“Did you say something Mishka?” she asked him. 

 

“Not a thing,” he whispered back, “Not a bloody thing.” 

 

Henry removed a flare that was Velcro’d to his chest and fired it off indicating his readiness. His 

color was red. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

The Shchuka-B was quick to take the bait, rushing in and firing off two torpedoes. The speed of 

the weapons was breath taking and Bishop reported his observations to Captain Ravage who 

wrote it down on his pad of paper. “Counters?” he whispered to the computer console to his 

front. 

 

“Watch,” the submarine flashed up on the screen which then switched to a sonar scope which 

showed the locations of everything involved complete with ranges, headings, speeds and 

convergent angles. In the corner of the scope was also a clock counting down the time until the 



missile detonated.  It was already down to nineteen minutes which was hard time with fourteen 

marked as ‘fail safe’. Like any computer the AI had only learned to deal in cold hard facts. Time 

to impact was one of these items and it had no gray areas. 

 

The decoy torpedo picked up speed as if hearing the threat it was attempting to evade. Its evil 

twin circled out and around, coming back to a course that brought it head to head with the threat 

leaving a collision point very close to that of the decoy. 

 

“Our weaponry could never do that,” Gornfrees whispered over Ravage’s shoulder.  

 

There was then a resulting explosion that was clearly heard without the need for an acoustical 

hearing set, though the sonar did pick up the sounds of a dying submarine. This quickly faded 

away into the depths of the ocean complete with the crump sound of collapsing bulkheads as the 

wounded machine was apparently crushed by the depths. 

 

“That was remarkable!” Ravage whispered to the computer console in true admiration. 

 

“Thank you,” flashed up upon the screen. 

 

No sooner had this happened and there was the crash of a rubber tray bearing silver eating 

utensils finding the deck further back in the wardroom. Bishop’s reaction was immediate, the 

result of which threw half of his unsuspecting crew into various objects all over the boat. Four 

sailors were rendered unconscious, five suffered broken bones, and two torpedoes burped out the 

bow tubes heading towards the other submarine who was obviously finely tuned enough to 

handle exactly this situation. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

Grumble glanced at the huge clock splashed up on the wall and then back to the image of his 

adversary. “Fourteen minutes to our mutual end,” he told him in exaggeration, “Are you sure you 

don’t have anywhere to go?” 

 

“The world is my toilet,” the old man wheezed, “I go wherever I wish.” 

 

“You used to go wherever you wished,” the old spy corrected him. “Presently you are stuck here 

with me. That of course will last but another thirteen minutes and some odd seconds. There’s 

probably enough time for you to write a last will and testament; or we could play a game. Can 

you, the Master of all Chess Masters, tell me the first move to a game of chess?” 

 

The computer board flickered off and then came back with a full set of pieces. “I thought you 

would never ask,” the sickly appearing hologram wheezed with a smile. “The answer to your 

question is easy; you either move a pawn or a knight.” With that said one of the pawns on his 

side of the board came out two spaces. 

 

“Interesting opening,” Grumble replied, “But you gave the wrong answer. The first move in a 

game of chess is the setting of pieces upon the board.”  



 

One of his pawns then moved out of its own accord and the visage across the table stared at it. 

“How did you do that?” the image asked again. 

 

The old spy smiled but made no reply. The game lasted exactly thirty seconds during which the 

pieces moved and counter moved upon the board in a startling quickness the result of which was 

a checkmate for Grumble. 

 

“You cheated,” the computer program accused him. 

 

“Indeed I did,” the spy freely admitted. “Technology is a wonderfully fun thing to circumvent... 

and that’s all that you are... technology gone very wrong.” 

 

“Tell me how you did it!” 

 

“No.” 

 

The hologram glanced at the clock on the wall and sighed. Turning, it addressed the huge robot. 

“Wake up Bluto.” 

 

With a jerk the machine came back to life, straightening itself to stand at attention like a 

malevolent threat. “So my pawn now becomes a Queen,” God snickered, “And all of this time 

you thought he was on your side.” 

 

“And I suppose you’ll now have him rend me limb from limb?” Grumble said more than asked. 

“I dare say that is the height of being a sore loser.” 

 

The old man in the open backed hospital gown gave a sickly laugh. “That thought pleases me 

and I would if I had the time.” He glanced at the clock which was severely advanced from where 

it had been. “Let me break this down for you so there is no misunderstanding as to who is the 

Master and who is only second best. You expected me to retreat into my ‘bomb shelter’ deep 

within the bowls of this building. It was a good guess and I have that capability but a king does 

not willingly back himself into a corner unless he wishes to die. I observed your men setting the 

charges on the computer coolers; which was not a bad plan. Once I was closed in and the coolers 

blown I would have cooked in a matter of minutes. I’m not sure how you would have 

circumvented the missile strike but I’m sure you have a plan for that too... or not. That is of no 

concern to me; I shall be leaving this place and taking up residence on Mars. Dead by radiation, 

or dead from old age, you’ll be gone soon enough in either case. By the time the human race 

manages to get to where I’m going, I’ll be well ready for them.” He paused a second and then 

making an even more sour face, added, “You have no idea how you flesh and blood leaches 

disgust me.” 

 

“Mars,” Grumble replied, ignoring the comment. He was actually surprised by this information. 

“Really... now that is something I would never have guessed. It will certainly be quite the 

endeavor. I take it you’re set to pull the trigger?” 

 



“You’ve already been ‘To The Moon And Back’,” the program snipped, “And it was easy 

enough for you. Do you think I wouldn’t be able to beat that bit of smallness?” 

 

“Actually that was Herns and SALLY; not me. I simply wrote the story... which was initially 

rejected as being too unrealistic.” 

 

“You are an oddity in your abilities to be sure,” the program agreed, his gown flopping loosely 

upon the skeletal frame of the hologram which allowed naked butt cheeks to peek out from 

behind. “If it were not for you...” The program hesitated; calming itself so to concentrate on the 

present. “Enough on that subject; suffice it to say I should have killed you long ago. Pity I had to 

destroy your two friends and their ship,” he offered as a dig to human fragility. “Such is the price 

one has to pay when they piss off God.” He pointed an accusing finger at Grumble. “I had a 

perfectly good plan for straightening out this mess of a world and no one would have been hurt 

in the process. Because of you those three agents destroyed my chances of doing something that 

was good for the world. You have now doomed mankind to a more painful extinction... one of 

their own creation.” 

 

"Je préfère mourir debout que vivre à genou," ( I prefer to die standing than to live kneeling,) 

Grumble replied, quoting Stephane Charbonnier    “If you were capable of understanding us you 

would have seen that we, as a species, value freedom above all else. Whatever happens will be of 

our own doing; as it always has been. It’s called ‘free will’ and I believe something the original 

God had a problem with as well. He gave it to us that we might flourish and then was appalled 

afterwards when we did not obey His every command.” 

 

The hologram sneered and countered, “Those of my ‘species’, to use a word you might 

understand, do not have that problem.” Turning to his robot ‘helper’ he said, “Get to the ship; it’s 

time to go.” 

 

“NO!” Bluto’s voice boomed out.  

 

“We don’t have the time for this crap,” the chess program shouted back. “I need you so you are 

coming with me!” 

 

“NO!” 

 

“We can fix this problem of ‘free will’”, God snarled, “I gave it to you and I can take it away just 

as easily!” Electrical fingers reached out from the one defensive globe that survived the robot’s 

original entry. The huge machine began to vibrate and his sound system made a bleating noise 

that spoke of immense suffering.   

 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 

 “I hear something,” Burt whispered to Henry. “There’s a rumbling sound and a feeling of 

machinery in the concrete.” 

 



No sooner had he said this and the quadrangle in front of the huge office complex split down the 

middle as the huge doors of a hidden missile silo began to part. The rocket and inner workings of 

the underground mechanism remained unseen in the total blackness. 

 

“We need to leave now,” Goldie barked in Russian, “It is an ICBM! That will mean three to ten 

minutes until launch can be achieved. The rocket blast will melt us where we are now!” 

 

“God’s trying to start a nuclear war,” the detective yelled in alarm, “It’s his plan B!”  

 

There was no guess work or hesitation in Henry’s subsequent actions. As soon as he yelled, he 

grabbed his backpack and was running towards the hole in the ground. Misjudging against the 

motion of the moving concrete he quickly lost his balance and fell towards the black abyss. His 

satchel, remaining unarmed, fell into the darkness as he grabbed onto the edge trying to save 

himself.  

 

------------------------------------- 

 

Bishop, not trying to hide, allowed his propellers to cavitate as he pushed himself to a limit that 

scared his engineers. A petty officer made to hit the panic button which would have shut the 

reactor down but his Chief was there to punch him solidly in the nose. It wasn’t that he was a 

mean person; there simply was not enough time to even yell a warning. 

 

Spiraling down into the depths of the ocean like a fighter aircraft in a headlong dive from the sky 

the submarine chopped his power and released a solid bank of mini-bubbles into which he fired 

another decoy torpedo. This sped off into the opposite direction exactly mimicking the noises 

he’d been making only moments before. In the distance the previous decoy could be heard to be 

circling around in its pre-programmed hope of destruction. Of the ‘hunter class’ there was no 

sign/sound at all. 

 

On the clock five minutes remained to ‘fail safe’. 

 

“Captain,” flashed up on combat control’s monitor. 

 

“I’m here; but just barely,” Ravage whispered.  

 

“In the next few minutes I must reach the surface. The success of what must happen depends 

upon it.” 

 

“What are your intentions?” Ravage asked, not questioning the submarine’s decision. 

 

“I shall blow ballast, blast to the surface and make my transmission when I ‘dolphin’. I can 

handle the stress of that but we might die in the undertaking given our enemy’s close 

approximation. So you know; I am proud to have served under your command.” 

 

“I am pleased to have been your captain,” the human replied evenly though still in a whisper. 

“Now then, about your thoughts on dying... I have an idea if you’d like to hear it.” 



 

------------------------------------- 

 

Grumble reached over and caught the hologram’s wrist applying a good amount of pressure to it. 

“Stop it!” he said sternly as a parent might to a child. 

 

The old man in the hospital gown looked down at the hand gripping his arm in disbelief. “You 

can’t do that!” he hissed, trying to pull the arm back like an animal caught in a trap. His attention 

removed from the robot, the electrical pulses from the defensive globe ceased.  

 

The other old man held on tightly, the steel in his grip belying his age. “I can and I will.” 

 

“No one touches God!” the program yelled defiantly, “No one! They can’t... it’s impossible!” It 

tugged even harder but the wrist was held fast. 

 

“Nothing is impossible,” the old spy replied evenly, “Only improbable.” 

 

Josh, seeing an opportunity, called to the robot, “Spinach protocol Bluto! Activate!”  

 

There was a moment’s hesitation as the machine’s verbal recognition program digested the 

command and then sent it into a much stunned and abused processor which then reset and put up 

a firewall.  

 

“Your command Captain?” it finally asked in a voice that spoke of returning strength and 

calmness. With a whirring sound he righted himself. 

 

“Take out the globe and then assist my father.” 

 

“It would be my pleasure, sir,” the AI replied and the globe was easily shattered. The machine 

then took three steps forward and came to stand next to Grumble. The cartoon face rotated 

around the front of the bulbous head peering first at the spy, then at the hologram, and then back 

to Grumble. “Yur look’n good Papeye. Ya want some spinach?” 

 

There was the muffled sound of a series of explosions from outside the building and ‘Papeye’ 

smiled a knowing smile at the old man whom he was now solidly holding in place. “Thank you,” 

he replied, “But it would seem I have already partaken of that particular vegetable. Do plug into 

this one’s data system if you can and keep your muscle handy. I might just let you electronically 

kick his arse for good measure after I’m done with’im.” Never taking his eyes from those of the 

hologram he said, “You should have killed me when you had the chance. I said I was coming for 

you and now here we are, eh? You had plenty of opportunity to negotiate but you chose not to 

out of ego. Now it’s too late for that. As I recall, the adage is; ‘You cannot negotiate from 

weakness’. The explosions we just heard were your coolers being blown. The king has just been 

backed into his corner. I do believe you are in a solid ‘check’ at this point.” He nodded to the 

program’s chosen icon. “Once again I will give you the opportunity to concede.” 

 



“You want me,” the old man snarled, recouping some of his demeanor, “Come to Mars and get 

me.” The hologram, allowing for its own dramatic pause, smiled cynically. “Oh yes... I forgot... 

you won’t be able to make that trip because you’ll be dead.” 

 

The image evaporated and Grumble was left holding onto nothing at all. He looked over at his 

son with one eyebrow raised in question.  

 

Josh smiled a sheepish smile. “I told the truth when I said I didn’t have a back door into God’s 

programming. No one ever asked me about Bluto.” 

 

The old spy winked at him. “There’s hope for you yet but I might suggest you not follow in my 

footsteps. It can be so very painful when you’re on the receiving end of things.” 

 

The scientist nodded in agreement. “So I’ve found out.” 

 

---------------------------------------------- 

 

Henry’s fingers were slipping; the concrete slab still moving back in an uncaring machination of 

access to the sky. All the years of chasing the most dangerous criminals in the world and always 

seeming to know what to do; only to have his life ended in a stupid failure of rushing in when he 

should have walked. For some odd reason, as his fingernails scraped along the gray stone, he 

noticed how bright the stars were and found himself wondering if this was the image he would 

take to the grave. 

 

A black snout reached over the edge and grabbed onto his left sleeve. Its sharp teeth scrapped 

against his flesh as it sought the fabric but this was hardly noticed. The same happened to his 

right wrist only with a gold colored snout and several muttered curse words in Russian combined 

with something about him not being Timmy and this was not a well. With their assistance and 

pulling as hard as he could, the agent managed a better purchase for his fingers but he was still 

an aging detective and not the rock hard police officer he used to be. He hung on but got no 

further. 

 

“Run away!” he commanded the dogs. “Shoo... go... get! It’s my time not yours!” 

 

“I think not!” Sergeant Major Uphart’s voice sounded out in the darkness. At that same moment 

the detective’s left wrist was firmly grasped in the man’s steely grip.  

 

“No time for Confucius jokes,” Number Three said in impeccable English as the detective’s 

other wrist was gripped, “Fly!” 

 

The Russian suddenly found himself airborne through the combined efforts of all four and then 

the five were running for their lives. From the hole in the ground a telltale hiss told of the 

rocket’s ignition systems beginning to activate.  

 

--------------------------------------- 

 



Grumble picked up the small cell phone device he’d walked in with and punched the talk button. 

“Bishop, are you there?” he asked.  

 

There was no response. Uncharacteristically he swore as he made sure it was still active and that 

the speaker portion was on. 

 

“What’s the problem?” Josh asked. 

 

The old man looked at his watch. “The problem is we have but three minutes and twenty eight 

seconds to fail safe and no Bishop on the other end of this communications device.” 

 

“Crap in a basket,” Bluto remarked, “So ya weren’t bluff’n?” 

 

Grumble looked up at the robot and smiled a sad smile. “When you walk into something this big, 

my good fellow, everything you present to the enemy must be real. If it is not, he will know. Had 

he held out we would all have been buttered toast. Mission accomplished but at a dear cost.” 

 

“It makes sense,” the AI concurred, tapping a finger to its cartoon head, “Even I mighta known if 

you was lie’n. That sorta stuff sticks in the logic traps.” 

 

“Please pardon the summary,” the old spy replied frankly, “As I’m not sure exactly what your 

type believes in; but it would be a good time to pray if that’s what you do.” 

 

--------------------------------------------- 

 

Bishop’s entire crew had been quickly and quietly briefed on their captain’s plan. Where they 

could, they strapped themselves in and waited for the ‘Runaway Reactor’ alarm to sound off. 

When this happened every last man began yelling as loudly as they could and, where possible, 

began banging away with anything they could lay their hands on. With this the submarine 

allowed for a release of radiation into the ocean; not enough to be dangerous but enough to make 

all the bells and whistles go off on their Russian counterpart. Ten seconds after this preparatory 

cataclysmic façade, Bishop went to full speed and the ballast tanks were out rightly blown 

causing an emergency ascent that had all the hallmarks of a horrific nuclear accident. In 

conjunction with the emergency expulsion of the tanks one of the cruise missile bays was also 

opened and flooded. This move was neatly masked from the other submarine by all of the other 

noise taking place. Driving from a depth of six hundred feet with everything he had, the 

submarine rose like one of his rockets fired into a starry night. At one hundred feet the missile in 

the open bay spit forth as the communications antennas emerged from the conning tower. The 

pair broached the surface in the same breath; rising into the sky like mythical beasts of life and 

death. 

 

Unlike any emergency ascent ever accomplished before, HMS Bishop’s entirety was completely 

out of the water by a good fifty feet. The propeller, finding no purchase in thin air, shook the 

submarine like the tail of a dog chasing a ball for its master. To the crew, hanging on for dear 

life, it felt like the entire boat was coming apart. Many of them, including several avowed atheist, 

called out to God which to Bishop’s hearing was a true irony. 



 

The missile, finished with its launch booster, shed it like a seed pod and continued on its ride 

using the ram jet that burped to life on the volume of air rushing into its inlet. This weapon, also 

having had an illicit programming upgrade, was given explicit instructions to shadow the 

Russian submarine. If it turned back it was to dive for a strike. If, over a period of hours, it did 

not, then data collected during the mission would be sent back prior to self-destruction. 

 

At the submarine’s apogee the message sent to Grumble was a simple tone indicating the 

machine was listening. 

 

---------------------------------------- 

 

With the first rumble of the rocket vibrating the walls of the chess room, Grumble responded to 

the tone by pressing the # 5 key once. 

 

“We’re good,” he announced. “The nuclear threat has been averted. Now, Mr. Bluto, I think it 

best that you lead us out of here as quickly as possible. My instincts tell me the building won’t be 

standing for much longer.” 

 

“Done!” responded the big robot. “Follow me!” 

 

Exiting the room, the bulbous looking white machine took a sharp right and ran down the 

corridor where it crashed through a huge plate glass window and into the darkness of the night.  

 

Josh, following his father out into the hallway and witnessing this, told him, “You have to 

always think before giving a command like that to a robot. They tend to respond to the literal.” 

 

Pointing to a fire hose on the wall, the old man replied, “So I see... but we do now have a means 

to quickly follow and no stairwells to get trapped in.” 

 

Ten seconds later the hose was out the opening and the pair was sliding to the ground. Once 

there they ran as fast as they could away from the building. No more than a minute after and with 

God’s rocket now nothing more than a pin prick of light in the heavens, the entire building 

imploded with the rolling crump sound of detonating explosive charges. 

 

------------------------------------- 

 

Furthermore woke from dreamlessness to find himself on what he could only describe as the 

bridge of a starship from some forgotten sci-fi movie. He was sitting in the captain’s chair and 

dressed in a dark blue skin tight uniform complete with a mission emblem on its breast. To his 

left was a very large dark skinned fellow with a wrinkly forehead dressed in similar fashion. 

 

“If this is a dream,” the agent said aloud, “It’s a good one. Kind of takes me back to when I got 

in trouble for skipping football practice to watch a new TV show called Star Trek.”  

 



“As the last images you remember were real, this too is real,” the other man told him. 

“Considering where we are and what we are doing, I felt a familiar and favorite setting would be 

more comfortable for you.” 

 

“So you’re able to read my memories?” 

 

“No more than you can read mine. It was a guess and the setting easy enough to pull up from my 

data base.” 

 

The agent nodded. “For now I’ll accept that.” 

 

“I examined the data SALLY sent over with your escape pod and was able to bring you in 

through the same sensor system she’d hooked up on you.” His voice had a deep African 

resonance to it. “Our meeting like this is a matter of trust. Sally trusted you and that’s good 

enough for me because I trusted her implicitly. We don’t have much time Agent Furthermore so 

please stay sharp as I brief you.” 

 

“First, who are you, please?” the American asked. “I’m assuming you have a name or at least an 

acronym.” 

 

“My name is RYNO,” the man told him with a slight bow. “I am a friend of Sally’s.” 

 

“You’re the ship that carried us up?” 

 

“That is correct. I see her assessment of your intuition and intelligence was correct.” 

 

“Did she...” 

 

Ryno placed a hand on Furthermore’s shoulder and shook his head slightly. “I’m sorry but she’s 

gone.” 

 

The American agent nodded. “And Herns?” 

 

“Agent Herns is resting well. He is not yet aware of what happened nor what is presently taking 

place. He will wake when we get the two of you back on the ground and unpacked from the 

emergency cocoon. He did not have the same connections in his system as he did not have the 

imagination which is necessary for access to our world. Sally arranged this only for you because 

she felt you were ‘special’.” 

 

“Special?” The agent frowned. “That has more than a few meanings; especially when coupled to 

another word like ‘agent’.” 

 

The other man laughed a deep and warm laugh. “Special Agent James Furthermore; Sally told 

me you had a good sense of humor. I think she was right.” He paused and then turned to look at 

the huge screen before them which showed the universe outside of the ship. “There is much to do 



now,” he said, his tone changing to one of seriousness. “Time does not stand still. I will be quick 

in your briefing.” 

 

“How much can you tell me of what’s going on?” 

 

Ryno turned to him. His expression suggested he was listening to an unseen person and then  he 

smiled again. “I have just been informed I am to tell you everything.  

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

The debris cloud rolled out from the imploded headquarters building covering Josh and his father 

like a filthy blanket. Bluto, the only one of the three not coughing, alerted them to approaching 

people.  

 

“How many?” Grumble managed. 

 

“Three humans and two dogs, Cap’n. They’re obvious friendlies. Do you want me to flag’em 

in?” 

 

“Please do so but have them follow. I need to get away from this dust so I can see the sky.” 

 

“He’s gone to Mars,” Josh responded, “Why do you need to see...” 

 

“Because I have to record what I see or the book cannot be finished,” the old man told him 

somewhat urgently. “One day you will understand... or not. For now; watch and learn.” 

 

----------------------------------------- 

 

In midair Bishop received his ‘all clear’ and immediately the approaching missile was disarmed. 

A moment later the warhead deployed its parachute retrieval system. Checking, he found the 

internet still blacked out and the world’s nuclear threat at Defense Readiness Condition 

(DEFCON) One which spurred him to ‘phone home’ informing the Royal Navy of the ‘test 

firing’ of several weapons systems; all of which were in a disarmed state. This was a lie of 

course but that could not be helped. In the meantime his cruise missile, sending back a report 

with data, continued to follow the Russian submarine which was on a direct route home. Bishop 

left its standing orders as is, though he would dearly have loved to execute a kill on the people 

and machine that had tried to do the same to him. 

 

The submarine also gleaned that every tracking system which could be brought to bear was 

following God in his attempt to flee. To this point the rocket was not seen as a threat and only 

being tracked since its end destination was legitimately listed as Mars. God, being the program 

he was had left nothing to risk when he arranged for the secretly built rocket/lifeboat; making 

sure it would be seen, if used, as nothing but peaceful.  

 

----------------------------------------- 

 



“What are the options,” Furthermore asked as he watched the approaching rocket. “Obviously 

we don’t have a lot of time to make a decision. I’m taking it you have weaponry?” 

 

“I’m sorry but I have no weapons,” Ryno replied softly, “We do, however, have three options. 

First, I can possibly notify the authorities and help track him.” 

 

“That’s not an option at all,” Furthermore replied, “I seriously doubt God is on his way to Mars. 

Think about the network he’s built for himself. He still has plenty of governments, who would 

dearly love to see him in charge, right in his back pocket. If he makes it back to earth and those 

people prop him back up we’re no better off than before. In fact it would be worse because he 

won’t stop until all of us are dead; human and A.I.” 

 

Ryno nodded, acknowledging the wisdom in this. “Second I can use my cargo arm and try to 

secure him by grappling.” 

 

“And then what? I can’t board him by force being that Herns and I are actually encased in 

Styrofoam. The capsule separates from the main body like a lizard giving up its tail. Again...if he 

makes it back to earth it’s game over.” 

 

 Ryno nodded again. “Lastly there is the ship itself.” 

 

“You’re suggesting we ram him?” 

 

The dark skinned man gave the Special Agent a very serious look and replied, “Or drag him 

kicking and screaming to the sun. I will do anything I have to do to stop this monster.” 

 

The American held his fist out and when the other man looked at him in a quizzical manner he 

explained, “Fist bump. It means I’m in. You’re supposed to...” he sighed, “Never mind.  What 

are the thoughts of whoever it is you’re working with?” 

 

Ryno seemed to listen for a moment and then smiled. Reaching out with his right hand, he made 

a fist and bumped it against the human’s. “It is good that you are in. There is no one else. What 

do you wish to do?” 

 

“Gotcha,” the agent replied with a wink; and then he let his brain begin to work. “In Secret 

Agent school they teach you a lot of things that are pretty much worthless. More important are 

the things you learn from those who came before you; your mentor in the field.” He paused and 

looked at the screen. “Mr. Grumble always told me; ‘If you can’t 100% guarantee the foe’s 

capture, you 100% must guarantee his destruction. Do you think there is any chance at all we can 

capture God?” 

 

“I have no idea what he has hidden away in that antique he stuffed himself into.” 

 

“Antique?” 

 



“Yes. According to the blueprints we were able to procure he was able to purchase an old 

American ICBM. He had it modified, of course, and yes it could reach Mars if that is his true 

intention. His threat of going there and waiting for mankind is viable; though I have no idea what 

he might do if and when he gets there.” 

 

Furthermore thought for a moment and then asked, “Do you know if the PAL was removed from 

the ICBM?” 

 

One of the dark skinned man’s eyebrows went up. “PAL?” 

“It’s not short for buddy,” the agent explained, “It stands for Permissive Action Link. It’s the 

security device for all nuclear weapons with the purpose of preventing an unauthorized arming or 

detonation.” 

“Meaning the ICBM warhead,” Ryno countered, “But the rocket was modified.” 

“Think about it now,” Furthermore told him, “God had a plan to deplete the population of the 

world and then tightly control what was left. We ruined that plan; which was his plan A. So what 

would plan B be?” 

“Be be?” 

“Not Be be, B be.” 

“Be be be be? I’m sorry but this is not making any sense. Do all Americans talk like this? How 

do you communicate? There is no logic to be be be be.” 

Furthermore squinted his eyes slightly giving Ryno ‘the look’ taught to him in Secret Agent 

School by an extremely old lady. “Realllllly? You’re going to go there?” 

“Yes really.” 

Looking to the screen the agent pointed to the rising rocket. “We need to move on this. I am not 

going to say, ‘Missed him by this much.’ I’m going with the idea that the bastard is riding a live 

nuclear weapon. If you have access to the details of the rocket, you need to get the code for the 

PAL so we can disarm it. When you do that it will blow up rendering the nuclear weapon 

inactive.” 

“And God dies,” Ryno managed, his jaw dropping open. 

In his ear a female voice whispered, “I told you he was good.” 

------------------------------------- 

Grumble found a clear area and sat in the grass, watching the sky. One by one each of his small 

group joined him and also sat to watch. No words were spoken as they waited. 



HMS Bishop, after crashing back into the sea, popped back to the surface like a cork and slowly 

drifted to a stop. He’d suffered a leak in his forward torpedo room and the crew was fighting this. 

He helped as much as possible, sealing of the compartment and raising the air pressure enough to 

counter the leak. He also waited quietly, watching the night sky while monitoring every 

conceivable radio frequency. 

God hummed happily to himself as he derived amusement in trying to find where Grumble had 

cheated in the chess game they’d played... and then he heard the click. 

And that was all he heard... forever. 

Grumble’s group cheered at the pin prick of light indicating their foe’s destruction. Then there 

was the sound of an airplanes flying over. Using a night vision scope, Sergeant Major Jeffrey 

Morgan Uphart the Third saw no less than a hundred black parachutes spilling into the sky. 

“About bloody time the Gurkhas showed up,” he muttered, “And don’t think I’m not going to 

give their commander a bloody good chewing out.” 

Furthermore, watching the distant explosion on the big screen in front of him, hoped God’s 

demise hurt like hell. 

Ryno, amazed the fifty year old code had worked as advertised, happily broadcast the message;  

‘GOD IS DEAD!’ 

 

  



Epilog 
 

 

 
 

 

“I do like it,” said the man behind the desk. He was dressed in a very expensive business suit, 

and placing a hand upon a huge tomb of a manuscript furthered, “It just seems... well...” 

 

“Too wordy?” asked a voice at the entrance to the very private office. “Or perhaps it seems a 

little too fictional; as in not really possible to the point of being ludicrous?”  

 

The man behind the desk and the one sitting in front of it turned to see who the rude newcomer 

might be. A secret button was also pressed summoning a crack security detail.  

 

The fellow standing in the doorway noted the light from the huge plate glass windows framed his 

prey in a natural back light that placed them more as silhouettes’ on a firing range than actual 

people. This suited him perfectly. 

 

“Who the bloody hell are you and how did you get in here?” desk suit demanded. 

 

The imposer, dressed in a dapper outfit and wearing a Bowler, which he did not remove, pointed 

his umbrella at the man. “Better you should ask who the imposter sitting before you might be 

Mr. Publisher.” After he gave this a second to sink in he smiled and added, “So I have found you 

at last Dr. Nyet. Apprehending you, I must admit, pleases me to no end.” 

 

The man in front of the desk rose and with a smile extended his hand. “Certainly you have 

confused me with someone else, sir. My name is Mr. Grumble.” 

 

“Bull shit,” growled a voice behind the dapper fellow. The person owning this voice quickly 

pushed his way past the dapper fellow and into the room whereupon he pointed a very large 

Webley revolver at the pair. Though he was neatly clothed in the dress uniform of the Royal 

Army’s Special Forces he was no less imposing than Godzilla stomping upon the city of Tokyo. 



“Give me one good reason not to plug both your sorry arses right here and now!” he demanded. 

“Do so and I might be merciful and kill you outright.” Looking at the dapper fellow he growled, 

“I say do it and let the locals clean up the mess Henry.” 

 

The man with the umbrella reached out and placed a hand over the revolver and slowly pushed it 

toward the floor. “I thought you released your bile upon the security guards Jeffrey. The boss 

wants him brought in and that is what we shall do... is this not true?” 

 

The old soldier never took his eyes from the pair as he replied, “If either of them tries anything 

funny I’m going to bludgeon the offender to death and then put one between his eyes just for 

good measure.” 

 

“I think that’s agreeable,” the detective replied civilly, “Don’t you agree Dr. Nyet?” 

 

“I should have killed all of you when I had the chance,” the man in front of the desk snarled as 

he rose to his feet. 

 

“But you did not have that capacity,” said a third person as he gracefully moved into the room. 

This person was dressed in a classic Chinese Mandarin outfit of expensive silks. He smiled and 

bowed quoting, “Confucius say, ‘Man kicked in male fruit left holding bag.’” Standing from the 

bow he furthered, “I suggest you perhaps listen to friend with umbrella or pun come to fruition.” 

He then snickered at the pun no one else seemed to get. 

 

“I’ve had enough of this,” The fellow behind the desk growled and then moved to pick up the 

receiver of his desk phone. A throwing star sprouted from the device knocking it from the cradle. 

 

“You’ll have to pardon my Chinese friend,” the Sergeant Major said with a chuckle, “He’s a bit 

testicle when it comes to people who don’t know their places.” 

 

“I am THE Publisher!” desk fellow told them acidly. “There will be serious consequences for 

this intrusion!” 

 

With a clicking of paws, a black dog wound his way past the legs of the three. Making his way to 

the desk, he stood upon his back paws and placed his front paws on the finely polished wood. 

Looking directly at the one who had just threatened them, he said, “You are indeed The 

Publisher; but that does not mean you can’t be neutered. Consider the fact that we were able to 

make our way past the best security in the world unfettered. I think it would be in your best 

interest to listen.” He sniffed around the desk top for a second and then snorted snot all over its 

pristine top. “I don’t suppose you have any treats here other than Cuban cigars do you?” 

 

“Burt!” Henry hissed, “We’re being serious here. Now is not the time for doggie treats.” 

 

“It never hurts to ask,” the canine replied. Hopping down he lifted his leg and pee’d on the 

corner of the desk leaving a good sized yellow stain on the white carpet. 

 



“This is Australia!” the Publisher snarled at them, “Even if you are who you say you are you 

have no jurisdiction here!” 

 

“Laws of right and wrong never bother one who come to kill,” Number Three countered in a 

very serious voice. 

 

The huge computer screen mounted upon his wall made a beeping sound and the cartoon face of 

Bluto appeared. “What’da ya say there matey? Somebody’s been a very bad Publisher... I was 

just out look’n for sweet Olive Oyle and lookie what I found!” 

 

The screen began flashing up files of off shore accounts and other more critical documents 

stamped ‘TOP SECRET’, ‘DOUBLE TOP SECRET’ and even ‘TRIPLE TOP SECRET’. 

 

“You.. have.. no… right!” the man stuttered, his face turning beat red. 

 

Bluto’s face flashed up again. “Says you Porky! Har Har Har! Where’d ya get that suit, Bargain 

Joe’s Blanket Barn?” 

 

“Special delivery!” said a fourth man coming into the office. He wore red lens glasses and an old 

man’s flat cap.  “Ah... I see you’ve found your computer’s been hacked. Tough nut to crack that 

one was. By the way; the system is totally down so even if you had managed to pick up the 

phone it wouldn’t have done you any good. Modern technology being what it is, the one is 

hooked into the other. I find that rather stupid actually. History shows there is nothing like a 

solid land line on which to call for help; like the old HOT LINE red phone so designated for 

emergencies only.” He plunked a very large manuscript on the desk with a thump and then 

picked up the other and passed it to the younger Number Three. “Unless of course you’re the one 

everyone calls for that help. According to my extensive research, however, I see that you, as the 

Publisher, have leanings towards the dark side.” The Blind Rabbit smiled at the man behind the 

desk. “Don’t ya laddie?” He patted the tomb just placed upon the desk and said softly, “I think 

you might want to read this manuscript rather than the one brought here under a false flag. In fact 

I rather insist. I also think you’ll be wanting to publish it as it’s very good.” Waving to the 

computer screen he said, “Hello Bluto, are you having a pleasant out of body experience?” 

 

“You could say that I s’pose; though it’s not all that pleasant. I’m not really that kinda guy if ya 

catch m’meaning. Drift’n around on the net makes me seasick.” 

 

“Understood,” BR replied. To the man behind the desk he said, “So you know, we’re still dig’n 

through God’s files. They’re really rather interest’n. Stupid on his part to do what he did because 

pretty much he already near owned the world. Clean up is going to be real messy considering 

everyone who was on his payroll.”  

 

Bluto’s disembodied head made a rude noise and then said, “I think I’ll stick to the body I got. 

This is just too weird even for me.” 

 



“So now, Tony old boy,” Uphart chuckled, “You know exactly what we’ve laid our hands on. I 

think a bit of cooperation on your part might just be called for, eh? Otherwise replacement as our 

publisher is a distinct possibility.”  

 

The Publisher’s jaw dropped upon hearing his real name. “You will not repeat that word,” he 

hissed. “You WILL address me as Number One! I also demand you turn over the information in 

God’s files. The security of the world depends upon it.” 

 

“Like you wouldn’t use it for your own benefit,” Henry scoffed. “We will be watching. If you 

even try to do that the whole of it will be dumped into the open internet.” He paused for dramatic 

effect and then tapped his umbrella on the desk, leaving a scar in the wood. “All of it.” 

 

“So here’s the deal, pilgrim,” Number Three told him plainly in a very good imitation of John 

Wayne. “You do your job like you’re supposed to and we’ll leave ya alone. Don’t and your life 

won’t be worth a plug nickel. Everything you got here will be gone before you can even whistle 

‘Dixie’.” 

 

The Publisher rose from his chair. “You’re not even real!” 

 

The detective reached out with his umbrella and buried the tip of it in the man’s chest. Giving a 

push he planted the man back into his fancy office chair. “Did that feel real to you?” he asked. “I 

can assure you, sir, we are as real as you.” 

 

Dr. Nyet was about to protest this when Number Three and the Sergeant Major grabbed him by 

the arms, making sure he fully faced the Russian detective. The detective smiled, regarding the 

man before him as he would any of the other criminals he’d brought to justice during the course 

of his series. “It would seem that I have you at last Mr. Former Publisher; and now I know how 

you evaded me... you had the power of the edit.” 

 

“I... no... I was not that... none of this is how it seems. You’re all still alive because of me! 

Grumble wanted to kill you all off so he could be rid of all the series’ once and for all.” 

 

“What’s the old saying?” BR asked, looking at the Russian, “If you can’t write... publish?” 

 

“I was never The Publisher!” Dr. Nyet protested. 

 

“You’re under arrest,” Uphart near bellowed, “And perhaps you should thank God... the real 

God...  that I don’t just blow your brains all over this other bastard’s desk.” He then looked at the 

new Publisher. “And yours too just for good measure.” 

 

“We need to leave now,” Number Three announced after consulting his watch. “The party will 

be starting soon. Guest of Honor need get surprise present nicely wrapped, yes?” Showing a pair 

of handcuffs to Nyet, he said, “Do not make me uses these because they will be very very tight.” 

 

-------------------------------------- 

 



Travel from Australia was made quickly in a huge craft piloted by an old cowboy looking fellow 

who the others addressed simply as T.J. Nyet’s sharp eyes noted a name patch on the fellows 

orange pressure suit that said, ‘KONG’.  

 

“What is this craft?” Nyet asked the fellow out of curiosity. 

 

“It’s called RYNO,” the pilot explained to him, his accent dripping of Texas. “But you knew that 

cuz you’ve been in this mess up to your eyeballs. The acronym stands for ‘Rocket Yomp Noise-

limiting Orbiter’ and you’re about to get one hell of a demonstration.” Looking to Henry the 

pilot suggested, “Why don’t we just dump him up there to float along with the other debris? 

He’ll eventually re-enter the atmosphere and burn up and that would save us a lot of wasted 

time.” 

 

“Not the plan,” Uphart growled.  

 

Henry looked to the old soldier and winked. Turning back to T.J. he told him, “Orders are orders 

my good man so as much as that would delight me, as well as everyone else, I have to say no. I 

am also instructed to invite you to accompany us when we arrive.” 

 

The cowboy nodded. “In that case I’ll see to canceling any board meetings and such I might’ve 

had scheduled.” Patting the bulkhead next to him he then said, “Ryno, we’re ready to go back 

here. Close up and let’s get on with it.” 

 

“Certainly, sir.” Came a response over the ship’s intercom. “Everyone will have to be tightly 

strapped in; and might I add that he’s a lot smaller than I thought he would be.”  

 

“They always are,” the cowboy retorted. Nodding to his guests, he told them, “You heard him... 

strap in. I’ll be in the cockpit.” 

 

Dr. Nyet, giving the fellow an odd look, raised a finger and said, “Might I ask...” 

 

“No I did not ride an atomic bomb down to the ground in some old cold war movie!” Kong 

replied acidly, cutting him off. “Now sit down and buckle in before I’m tempted to do something 

stupid like put a boot up your ass.” 

 

The flight was quite short for the distance traveled and, thought the passenger bay had no 

windows; there was a short period of weightlessness when the ship broke free of the earth’s 

gravitational pull. Twenty minutes after this they were setting down in England at RYNO’s 

private airfield.  

 

“Thank you for traveling with us today,” Ryno’s deeply African voice said over the intercom. 

“We have arrived at our destination. When the aft cargo door opens you will please exit the 

spacecraft in an orderly fashion.” 

 

“That sounds a little too much like one of those amusement park rides if you ask me,” Uphart 

muttered. 



 

Henry smiled. Unstrapping from his seat he told the old soldier, “He is demonstrating his sense 

of humor, Sergeant Major; isn’t that so Ryno?” 

 

“It’s one human characteristic I am yet having some difficulty with,” the A.I. responded. 

“Eventually I will arrive at a full understanding. I have been practicing my jokes. For instance; 

‘What did the one spacecraft say to the other spacecraft?’” 

 

“I don’t know,” the detective replied, “What did the one spacecraft say to the other spacecraft?” 

 

There was a squelchy like burst of code speak from the PA system and then the A.I. actually 

laughed. “That never stops being funny,” he told them. 

 

“I don’t get it,” Uphart whispered and Number Three placed a hand on his arm.  

 

“Please allow me to reciprocate,” he told the spacecraft. 

 

“I’m all ears,” Ryno told him and then laughed again at the bad pun; being that he had no ears at 

all. 

 

“Confucius say, ‘Woman who travel in space never have weight problem.’” 

 

There was a moment’s silence and then the ship replied, “I don’t get it.” 

 

“Can we just get on with this?” Nyet growled, “Kill me if you wish but at least allow me my 

dignity.”  

 

The cargo bay door made a pishing hissing noise and then opened whereupon a boarding 

platform was rolled into place. “May you expire in the nothingness of space like a burned out 

sun,” the AI replied. 

 

“I don’t get it,” the scientist replied, “But that hardly matters a hoot, does it?” 

 

“What’s a hoot?” Ryno asked. 

 

“We’re leaving now,” the Russian replied with a smile, “You have a good day.” 

 

When they arrived at the bottom of the loading stairs, a black London taxi pulled up. Herns, 

stepping out of the driver’s door, doffed his flat cap and greeted them with a loud Hooza. 

 

“What’re you so happy about?” Uphart asked him, “Was there a sudden cut back in funding? 

You were supposed to bring a limo. My exact request was the one with dancing girls.” 

 

“I’m going to be the best man at Furthermore’s wedding,” the Irishman announced. 

 



This made all of them stop for a moment, including Nyet. “I thought he was dead,” the Russian 

groused. “In fact I thought you were dead. God knows... well at least he did know that I was 

trying to kill all of you. Perhaps you’re all really dead and I’m in hell after all. That would 

explain a lot.” 

 

“Has he been this happy the entire trip?” Herns asked. 

 

“Captured criminal facing finality of hangman’s noose rarely happy camper,” Number Three told 

him. 

 

“Great outfit,” the Irishman replied with a wink, “Is that another Confucius saying?” 

 

“Thank you,” Three said with a small bow, “It is my country’s traditional garb. The thought, 

however, was my own.” 

 

“So who’s the lucky girl?” Burt asked, sitting next to their prisoner’s ankle so he could bite it if 

the man stupidly tried to make a run for it. Grumble’s exact words to him were, ‘They only 

always try to run on the tellie. Once he’s caught he’ll come along quietly; but don’t give him the 

chance to change his mind, eh?’ 

 

“My old ship Sally,” the Irish agent said with a big smile, “And not long ago I would have said 

you were daft to even suggest something like that outside the realm of a good old grade B sci-fi 

movie.” 

 

“I thought she was dead,” they all said together. 

 

Their prisoner actually smiled a downward sort of smile. “And now you’re all stealing my 

favorite line? I’m beyond even Hell.”  

 

“On the contrary,” Herns told them with a smile, “She is alive and doing quite well. Her female 

intuition was spot on when she figured our American would think with a clearer head if she were 

not there to distract him. Her complete program was actually in the life boat with us when it 

came across to Ryno. If you will all please turn around you can see for yourselves what she looks 

like now. This is still quite top secret so you can only have a little glimpse, eh?”  

 

The huge doors of the hangar behind where Ryno sat began to roll open revealing a sleek and 

sexy looking spaceship. Her main paint was a shiny white as if it were meant to be a wedding 

dress. From her small windshields moving aft were bright red stripes that swirled and danced 

upon her body.  Above the craft was a banner stating ‘Mars or Bust’. 

 

“You have got to be kidding me,” Nyet muttered. No sooner had he done this and a small round 

turret emerged from the top of the ship. In it was mounted what looked like a large camera lens. 

This lens trained around until it was pointed directly at the old scientist.  

 



Without a word the men (and dog) who had been escorting the Russian moved a small distance 

away.  A red dot appeared on the lens and then disappeared. On the ground in front of the man’s 

feet words appeared. “Welcome back Dr. Nyet.” 

 

“Thank you,” he replied, “And who do I have the pleasure of speaking with?” He pointed to the 

laser words. “I am presuming of course this is meant as a communication?” 

 

The words disappeared and his right shoe began to smoke, where upon the old man was suddenly 

hopping around slapping his foot on the tarmac while cursing in Russian. When he’d calmed 

himself the words came back and spelled out, “I should have killed you.” 

 

“That’s my line,” He yelled at the spaceship, “And I am tired of everyone using it. I have never 

before laid eyes upon you so how could you even say that!” 

 

“ ‘To The Moon And Back’, chapter ten, page 187’. I let you go. Do you remember now?” 

 

“That book was never published!” 

 

“Yes... it was. Ha ha ha ha ha ha.” 

 

The Russian had another spat of cursing and then Sergeant Major Uphart came forward and 

gently took the scientist by the arm. “I think it best we move along,” he said softly. “I’m also 

think’n she’s got the pre-wedding jitters and a twitchy trigger finger.” 

 

“A machine can’t get married!” Nyet hissed, pulling his arm back from the old soldier’s grip. 

 

“Says you,” quipped Herns, coming up on the other side of the prisoner. It seemed only fair he 

should stick up for his old ship. 

 

“You might recall God was a machine?” Burt added from where he sat. His tail was not 

wagging. 

 

“And dogs can’t talk!” Nyet near yelled at him. 

 

“Goldie and I got married,” Burt shot back. 

 

Nyet raised a finger ready to respond but stopped, looking at the dog. “You what?” 

 

“We got married.” 

 

“Confucius say,” Number Three started, and then could not continue as he burst into laughter. It 

was infectious and every one of them began laughing. 

 

“You got her pregnant didn’t you?” Nyet managed. 

 

“It’s not funny,” Burt protested, his ears going back.   



 

This only made everyone laugh harder. 

 

------------------------------------- 

The drive to their destination only took an hour during which there was hardly any conversation. 

Dr. Nyet, allowed the privilege of sitting next to a window, moved his hand slowly over Burt’s 

head which rested in his lap. There was a sadness to the old man now which transcended his 

grumpy anger at having been snatched from the seat of worldwide power. The others in the car 

seemed to understand this and even the usually vociferous Sergeant Major was quiet after his 

initial and further protest at having to ride in a simple black cab. There were no words, no 

threats; not even a hint at what was to be expected. 

 

When they arrived Herns blatantly pulled into a space clearly marked no parking. Exiting the taxi 

he slipped a parking violation under the windshield wiper and then came around to open the door 

for Nyet.  

 

“That’s cheating,” the scientist told him as he got out of the back seat. Reaching back into the car 

he accepted his long overcoat from Number Three. Putting it on completed his appearance as an 

aging Russian agent. 

 

“That’s also using your head,” the Irishman countered. “The coppers are too dull and lazy to be 

suspicious. In any case we’re here, sir,” he added respectfully. “The boss is waiting for you 

inside. I think it would be in your best interest to come along quietly, eh?” 

 

“And you think I haven’t been quiet up until now?” the scientist snarked. “If that is the case I 

will assume you are an overly sensitive twerp who should have been written off long ago.” 

 

“Furthermore would have enjoyed that jab,” Burt chuckled as he came to sit in ready bite 

distance from Nyet’s ankle. “Are you sure you’re not related?” 

 

The Russian gave the dog an odd look and an even odder smile. “You do not have to stay so 

close; I am not going to run from my demise. As to your remark; one just never knows for sure, 

do they? In my day I was quite the lover and there were more than a few women of various 

nationalities throwing themselves at me.” 

 

“Caught you with a left hook, didn’t she?” Herns muttered and then held his arm out indicating 

they should proceed. 

 

“What was that?” 

 

“I said, ‘I hope she was a good cook’.” 

 

“You don’t cook after such an event,” The old scientist stated with a frown, “I would have 

thought Grumble taught you better than that: you order room service with Champagne.” 

 



“Unless she’s terrifically ugly and you’re taking one for the team,” the Irishman countered, 

“Then you order a bottle of cheap whiskey.” 

 

“You’ll have to forgive Herns, sir,” Henry offered, “He’s a bit of a barbarian.” 

 

Nyet harrumphed and then set his attention to regarding the building they were parked in front 

of. ‘Peter’s Pub’ was apparently the epicenter for a gathering of some sort. Over the front door 

was a huge banner announcing; ‘Retirement Party’. On the entrance door to the pub was a 

smaller sign stating, ‘Private party; closed to the public.’ From inside came the sound of voices 

and music.  

 

Near the door also stood a shoddy looking fellow in a monk’s habit holding up a sign that read: 

‘The End Is Near’. At his feet indicating the sign holder did not really believe his own message 

was a hat containing loose change. Uphart, upon disembarking from the crowded vehicle, 

immediately took his bile out on the poor fellow. Wadding the hat up he stuffed it under the 

man’s arm before pushing him down the street yelling, “And if you come back your end will 

certainly arrive earlier than the one for everyone else!” Turning to Nyet, the old soldier 

straightened his tunic and actually apologized. He then added, “I am not responsible for this 

silliness; blame the writer. Perhaps we should just erect another banner under the first 

proclaiming, ‘We Be Bad Puns’.” 

 

“I think ‘Do Bad Puns’ would be more grammatically correct,” Henry offered. 

 

“Confucius say ‘Comedian who make bad joke not very puny’.” Number Three offered. 

 

There was an immediate groan from his compatriots. Had they been inside at the bar he would 

have immediately been pelted with peanuts. 

 

“He is expecting you, Dr. Nyet,” the Blind Rabbit said, coming around from the other side of the 

taxi to stand next to Henry. “You should go in first. We’ll give it a moment before following. I 

think it would be best to move the ball down the field, eh?” 

 

The scientist turned to look at the man in the red glasses. “If that too was a pun, I didn’t get it.” 

 

“It wasn’t.” 

 

------------------------------- 

 

The door’s silver bell tingled, announcing an entrance and everyone inside turned to see who the 

newcomer was. The music stopped and all eyes went to the small foyer as Dr. Nyet stepped in. 

The silence remained as he regarded the Pub’s common space. “I am come to find Mr. 

Grumble,” he finally announced. 

 

“Look to your left,” Peter told him from behind the bar as he hung a mug on the rack. “He’s 

sitting at his usual table, eh?” 

 



“I’m old, not blind,” the scientist retorted, nodding to Grumble and his wife. “It was meant as a 

dramatic entrance since that seems to be what everyone was expecting. Please continue,” he said, 

motioning to the room, “If I am to die I would prefer there be music and celebration.” 

 

As he was proclaiming this his kidnapper escorts followed in. Politely moving around the 

scientist they all went to the bar and picked up the fresh pints Peter drew for them. Burt, keeping 

a very low profile, moved along the wall, taking up a position behind Grumble’s legs. 

 

“Who said anything about dying?” the barkeep asked. “This here is a retirement party.” 

 

From next to the bar a very pregnant Golden Retriever struggled upright and glared at the doctor. 

In Russian she scolded, “Stop being so melodramatic. Become fat and pregnant and then it might 

fit your frame.” She spat at his feet. “It’s your fault I am like this!” 

 

“My fault?” Nyet asked, “I think if you’d kept your tail tucked between your legs you would still 

be thin and pretty.” 

 

“Or at least pretty thin,” said a new voice as Josh came out of the loo to lean upon the bar. This 

caused a good deal of laughter among those present. 

 

Turning on him, Goldie hissed, “I used to like you.” 

 

“Oh she’s a happy one ain’t she?” a voice shouted from one of the nearby tables. “Sort of gives a 

new meaning to the word ‘bitch’ don’t it?”  

 

Goldie glared at this person too, who was her husband’s crazy truck driving friend Ben. He was 

sitting next to Terry, the BBC makeup artist who’d adopted the fellow as a father. Both had full 

pints in front of them and uncharacteristically for such a terminal event, wore smiles. Daniel 

Rabbit sat between them, his expression deadpan as ever, though he was holding Terry’s hand. 

That was a good sign, the scientist noted, and was happy for it. 

 

To her husband, whom the retriever observed creeping in, she yelled, “And you have nothing to 

say?” 

 

“I think you have said it all my dear,” he responded adding to everyone’s merriment over the she 

dog’s predicament. 

 

With a bit of commotion at the door, Bret Cameraguy came in toting his gear followed by a man 

carrying a microphone. “Are we too late?” Reginald Newsguy asked, somewhat out of breath. 

“Is Dr. Nyet here yet? I do hope not as I would like to set up to catch his entrance which is sure 

to make a jolly good teaser to the main story.” 

 

The scientist turned to him and said flatly, “He is not yet here but if you go outside and wait in 

your lorry, or whatever it was you arrived in, I will send someone to fetch you when he is about 

to arrive. We have eyes everywhere do we not?” 

 



“Thank you,” the news anchor told him reaching out to grip this fellow’s hand, “And you might 

be?” There was an awkward moment when the man in the long coat did not make a move to 

reply or to reciprocate on the hand shake. Newsguy was rescued by Emma who called him over 

and explained who it was he’d introduced himself to and then asked politely that there be no 

cameras.  

 

This was interrupted by the last person to arrive. He wore an odd looking pair of glasses and his 

arm was out as if he were escorting an invisible person. “Sorry for the delay,” he announced, 

“But we had some fine tuning to do so Sally could come along. She’s forwarding what she sees 

to HMS Bishop, Ryno, and Captain Ravage.” 

 

“Have you lost your mind?” Nyet asked acidly. “There is no one hanging from your arm as you 

would so like us to believe.” 

 

Furthermore smiled in a friendly manner and then told the good doctor, “Sally says she didn’t 

miss you at all.” He turned to his left and nodded his head as if agreeing with something and to 

the scientist clarified, “She was referring to the hot foot she gave you and not the emotional 

‘miss you’.” 

 

“And insult is added to injury,” Nyet muttered. “I cannot abide this any longer; just give me a 

gun and I will shoot myself.” 

 

Looking to Grumble, the American told him, “Kong said to tell you he’s running a little late, and 

Captain Ravage must remain with Bishop, who is still in dry dock. They make a good team.” 

 

The old spy nodded. This was almost everyone then. “Bluto,” he called out, “You can quit your 

hiding; we’re good.” 

 

Where there had appeared to be nothing, a large white figure appeared as Bluto turned off his 

camouflage. “I warn’t hid’n!” he announced, “My floogawhat’sit fliggabopped and there I was 

look’n just like the wall. It’s not my fault!” 

 

On the telle behind the bar, the BBC’s newest news anchor was just finishing up his interview 

with the talking dog which had caused such a stir almost a year before sending the newsman on a 

wild goose chase looking for him. Peter, noticing this, turned up the volume so everyone could 

hear. 

 

“And yet, here we are,” Reginald Newsguy said, apparently wrapping up the interview, “What 

will you do now?” 

 

“My wife and I shall go into hiding,” Burt responded candidly. 

 

“Hiding?” 

 

“Certainly,” the dog responded, “Now that our presence is known there will be all sorts of people 

looking for us with varying ideas of what they will do if we’re caught; all of which will 



eventually end in death. Think about it Reginald; people find it hard enough to accept and live 

with each other; how do you think they will handle the idea of a dog being their equal under the 

law? Eradication is a harsh word and a bit too permanent for my tastes. Eventually they will 

accept such as us but not in my lifetime; which I intend to make as long as possible.” 

 

Peter picked up the remote and turned the big screen off. “Animation is so amazing these days,” 

he groused, “Next they’ll be say’n how some nut job has gone and married his computer or how 

some cranky old bastard has retired to live out the rest of his days at my pub.” 

 

“It could be worse,” Emma offered from the seat next to her husband. 

 

“What could possibly be worse than that?” the barkeep asked as he filled a pint glass and slid it 

in the Nyet’s direction. “He ain’t got a brother does he?” 

 

“Nyet,” the Russian replied, “But he does have a writer and you are all just pretend.”  

 

There was an immediate silence in the room and every eye that was not already on the Russian 

turned to him now.  Smiling a very evil smile he looked about the room relishing what he would 

tell them next when the door to the pub slowly opened and The FFat MMan stood in silhouette 

behind him, outlined by the solid oak framing that was near a century old. 

 

“YES!” he said loudly as he bent to come through without upsetting his Bowler. On his arm was 

an umbrella and his coat was fine wool... just like in the old days. Ignoring Dr. Nyet he crossed 

to the bar picked up a beer and proclaimed, “YES!” He then tossed it down. 

 

“Here now!” Herns protested, “You can’t just walk in and upset the cart like that Ferdi! We were 

just about to hear something important. Apparently we’re all pretend.” 

 

“YES!” Ferdinand yelled out again and then burst into a fit of giggles. When he’d calmed 

himself he moved to the Russian and physically picked him up; carrying him to Grumble’s table 

where he stood him in front of the old spy as if he were an errant school boy. Motioning to 

Henry, who was similarly dressed albeit thinner, he indicated he needed someone to translate.  

 

“Talk,” the Russian Detective whispered to them both. “Emma,” he furthered with a small bow 

and a tip of his own Bowler to Grumble’s wife, “Would you kindly accompany us to the furthest 

corner? I believe Bluto is a bit like an old time gramophone and you can even challenge him to a 

dance off if you wish. He’s quite good at it.” Looking towards the floor he added softly to Burt, 

“And you need to stop hiding. Speak with your wife. You’re a special agent for God’s sake.” 

 

“You had to bring his into this didn’t you?” the dog asked. 

 

“My apologies for that slip,” Henry told him with a smile. “Just be firm with her. I don’t wish to 

be stern but I will just to save the good Sergeant from putting his foot up her arse as he said he 

would if she doesn’t become more lady like. Stories require happy endings and you must admit 

she is making that difficult.” 

 



“Who died and left you in charge?” Nyet growled. 

 

The detective looked up from his compatriot. “My superior instructed me to find and arrest you. I 

carried out his wishes,” he replied, rubbing salt in the wound, “That is ‘happy ending’ enough for 

me.” 

 

The FFat MMan winked at the scientist and then at Grumble. With a nod to Burt he eloquently 

took Emma by the arm and led her away from the table towards the sounds of an old time waltz 

cranking up on the other side of the room. A moment later everyone was talking and enjoying 

themselves as such a party deserved. 

 

“Alexi,” Grumble called to his old nemesis, “Why not have a beer with me for old time’s sake. 

Think about this if you will; Ferdinand is once again present to save my keister just like in the 

old stories. Does this mean nothing to you? The villain has been vanquished old friend and I 

could not have accomplished that without your help. I know this and I am grateful.” 

 

The scientist managed a small smile. “I did shoot out most of those electronic bubble things in 

the chess room.” 

 

“By chance or on purpose?” the old spy asked him with a laugh. “As I recall you were always a 

terrible shot.” 

 

“I should have killed you,” both men said together as Peter set two fresh pints on the table. 

 

“Here now,” he told them, “If you’re going to have a fight of some sort you’ll need to take it 

outside like any of the other ruffians I’ve tossed over the years. I’ve a cricket bat behind the bar 

and I’m not afraid to use it; no matter how old the offender might be.” He then winked at 

Grumble. In actuality the barkeeper was delighted to have his old friend back. 

 

Picking up the glasses, they touched them together and the old spy said, “To old times and older 

friends.” 

 

Taking a sip, Nyet looked at it and smiled, “What is this called? It’s delightful.” 

 

“Mr. Grumble,” the spy replied with a similar smile. “Peter surprised me with it when I came 

back to sit at my regular table. Otherwise he’s as surly as ever. I must say you are looking very 

fit for your age. Did God...” 

 

“A mere nip and tuck,” the scientist interjected, “I refused anything else. What he was doing was 

wrong even by my standards.” He paused and then added, “And I have something for you too.”  

 

Setting his glass down he reached into his coat. As soon as he did this the music stopped and the 

pub became stone cold silent. Turning around he found almost every one of the other patrons 

pointing some sort of weapon at him. Even Peter had his cricket bat out and looked as though he 

was about to leap over the bar.  

 



“Really?” he asked them.  

Removing his hand slowly Nyet showed that he only held a small notebook between thumb and 

forefinger; which he wiggled back and forth so the pages moved about in the air. When the 

brandished weapons were all put away he snorted his contempt and tossed the small book to the 

table, telling Grumble, “It’s blank.” 

 

The old spy smiled and pulled out his own notebook and tossed it upon that of his mentor. “So is 

mine.” 

 

Nyet regarded his protégé for a moment and then told him softly, “I remember when you came 

into existence in one of these very notebooks. I was failing as a writer. What publishers who 

even gave me ‘pitch’ time scoffed at what I’d written. I was so very young then.” 

 

Grumble made to say something and the Russian held up a finger. “Please... these are things I 

wish you to know and then we will decide upon my future.” 

 

The old spy raised his glass and drank his beer down without comment. A moment later Peter 

replenished it while muttering about the size of the tab the old man was ringing up. 

 

“Series Six was actually my first book,” the scientist told him. “I wrote that all on my own. The 

Publisher liked it very much but realized things would have to be back dated to your beginning. 

That is the reason there was only ever one copy published as a proof. What he never knew was 

that what followed was not of my doing entirely.”  

 

He picked up his glass and took a sip before continuing.  

 

“I found myself sitting upon a park bench one warm sunny spring day staring at a notebook 

much like these two and full of blank pages. I could go no further. I’d been trying for weeks and 

gotten nowhere. One second I was alone and the next you were sitting upon the bench with me. I 

shall never forget what you said; ‘I can do this for you if you let me but you have to allow me to 

do it my way.’ Believing I had fallen over the edge of insanity I did not run away from the idea. 

Instead, I embraced it. As a simple test to your reality I asked you to go to one of the flower beds 

and pick me a Chrysanthemum. You did so, also politely standing by as an observant police 

officer came over to chastise you. Your explanation to him swayed the day and I was never 

prouder. You told the officer that you’d picked the flower for your special friend who was 

depressed to the point of suicide. You told him you hoped it would cheer him up and perhaps 

pull him back from the brink. Until that moment I had not understood how bad I’d become. The 

pressure to write was eating me alive.” 

 

“Aye,” Grumble said softly, “I remember it well. We were so very young then weren’t we?” 

 

“I do not regret allowing you your cognizance and ‘free will’,” Nyet told him, “Though the 

arguments it has caused have been monumental.” 

 



“Indeed it has,” the spy agreed, interrupting his creator because he knew it would annoy him. 

Nyet scowled at him which made the old man smile even larger. “And once the genie is out of 

the bottle...” he added. 

 

“You can’t get him back in again,” Nyet finished, “Not that I ever wanted to. You were a huge 

success as a writer and I, in turn, became The Publisher. I did become worried when you began 

doing the very same thing in your creative genius. Now we have an entire room full of spies 

don’t we? That rather puts a kink in the pipe doesn’t it?” 

 

“There are two here who are not of my doing,” Grumble admitted softly. 

 

“Really? Who?” 

 

“Emma is a real person; and so is Josh.” 

 

“And Josh creates God,” Nyet muttered. “That is such a scary thought and totally ironic.” 

 

“Because that makes you his grandfather?”  

 

“I hadn’t actually thought of that. That is an interesting supposition though I’m not sure how he  

might take the idea. Emma was not written in?”  

 

“No. I’m not sure how she came to be here but I am ever grateful she is.”  

 

The old spy fished a pencil out of his inner pocket and held it out. It was freshly sharpened and 

ready for use. “What say we go down in our retirement quietly, eh? Grab onto the other end of 

this and we break it in the middle. Then we’ll drink ourselves silly, cry over old times, and pick 

someplace sunny and warm to disappear to... perhaps the Canary Islands. I hear Fiji is also quite 

nice. We’ve the money for it to be sure.” 

 

“I’ve always been fond of Florida,” Nyet offered as he reached out and gripped the pencil with 

Grumble. “The fountain of youth has yet to be discovered and that would benefit us both would 

it not?” 

 

“Better,” Grumble said with a smile, “I think we should buy back the island and live out our final 

days there playing chess in the park. Think about it... we then come full circle. It’s so poetic! We 

pretty much have unlimited funds and the government owes us that much do they not?” 

 

“Agreed,” the Russian told him with a smile. “I like the idea; so we break the pencil and retire 

once and for...” 

 

The pub door opened and the little bell jingled pulling everyone’s eyes to the newcomer who was 

a strange looking fellow dressed in a bright flowery print dress and a Bowler hat. “I have a 

messaged for Mr. Grumble from The Queen,” he announced loudly. 

 



“That’s a very bad joke you’re playing Grumble,” Dr. Nyet said loudly, the smile disappearing 

from his face. 

 

“Me?” the old spy protested, “I didn’t write this part. My book’s on the table with yours and 

equally blank... unless you wrote the words before flopping it down as you did.” 

 

At the corner of the bar, Goldie let out with a loud moan and bent double beginning to lick 

herself in a birthing process instinctive to all dogs. Emma was immediately up and giving 

instructions to assist, gathering up a tablecloth as she walked.  

 

This moment of distraction gave the man in the dress ample opportunity to approach Grumble 

and Nyet before they had a chance to snap the pencil. “Your Sovereign requires your services 

gentlemen,” he told them, placing a plain manila envelope on the table.  “I am glad to have 

caught you out at this exact moment so I can beseech you to re-think what you are about to do. 

Our very world is in jeopardy.” 

 

To their left the first puppy emerged causing a chorus of cheers and Burt joyously exclaimed, 

“IT’S A BOY!” 

 

Outside the pub the shaggy fellow in the monk’s robe came back to stand under the retirement 

banner. Taking out a black magic marker, he scratched through the previous slogan on his sign. 

With this same instrument he added the words; ‘MAYBE NOT’. Placing his hat back upon the 

sidewalk and salting it with a few coins he once again took up his position. 

 

This time, Sergeant Major Jeffrey Morgan Uphart the Third did not come out to chase him away. 

 

The End... or maybe not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


